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Abstract

As researchers and designers, we have only a limited understanding of how
game design should be informed by abstraction or realism for optimal player
experience. In this thesis, I disentangle components of realism at three key
points of game interaction: game input interaction, game narrative, and game
audio. In particular, the thesis presents results of empirical explorations of
how realism affects player experience for player interaction in virtual reality
(with object manipulation and whole-body movement), in narratives of game
progression, and within audio diegesis (i.e., with music as non-diegetic,
“unrealistic” audio). As audio is largely under explored in research, it formed
the most substantial of the three key points of research constituting this thesis;
this choice extends existing knowledge of how different audio types affect
player experience. Through multiple user studies and one large-scale online
survey, the thesis empirically shows that greater realism does not always
equate to improved player experience; in many scenarios there are competing
factors of equal or greater importance. This has practical implications for
game design and research, which are presented and discussed in the context
of prior theoretical work.

The research presented here is an appeal for a clearer distinction of the
multidimensionality of realism, and identifies competing factors at the three
key points of focus in this thesis. This lays the foundation for future re-
search on game realism with the goal of creating engaging and satisfying
experiences in games and human-computer interaction in general.
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Zusammenfassung

Forscher und Designer haben derzeit nur ein unvollständiges Verständnis da-
von, wie das Design von Computerspielen durch Abstraktion oder Realismus
für ein optimales Spielerlebnis beeinflusst werden sollte. In dieser Disserta-
tion entflechte ich Komponenten des Realismus an drei Schlüsselpunkten
der Spielinteraktion: Spieleingabeinteraktion, Spielnarrativ, und auditive
Ausgestaltung. Insbesondere werden in der Arbeit Ergebnisse empirischer
Untersuchungen dargelegt, wie Realismus die Spielerfahrung beeinflusst,
und zwar in der Spielerinteraktion in virtueller Realität (bei Objektmani-
pulation und Ganzkörperbewegung), im Narrativ des Spielverlaufs, und
innerhalb der Audio-Diegesis (mit Musik als nicht-diegetisches, “unrea-
listisches” Audio). Da die auditive Ausgestaltung von Spielen in der For-
schung weitgehend unberücksichtigt ist, bildet es den wesentlichsten der
drei Forschungsschwerpunkte, die diese Dissertation ausmachen. Diese Wahl
erweitert die gegenwärtigen Erkenntnisse darüber, wie sich verschiedene
Audioarten auf das Spielerlebnis auswirken. Durch mehrere Nutzerstudi-
en und eine große Online-Umfrage zeigt die Arbeit empirisch, dass mehr
Realismus nicht immer mit einem verbesserten Spielerlebnis gleichzuset-
zen ist. In vielen Szenarien gibt es konkurrierende Faktoren von gleicher
oder größerer Bedeutung. Dies hat praktische Auswirkungen für Spieldesign
und -forschung, die im Zusammenhang mit früheren theoretischen Arbeiten
vorgestellt und diskutiert werden.

Die hier präsentierte Forschung ist ein Aufruf für eine klarere Unterschei-
dung der Mehrdimensionalität des Realismus und identifiziert konkurrie-
rende Faktoren an den drei wichtigsten Punkten des Fokus in dieser Arbeit.
Dies bildet die Grundlage für zukünftige Forschung zum Thema Spielerea-
lismus mit dem Ziel, ansprechende und für die Nutzer zufriedenstellende
Erfahrungen in digitalen Spielen und der Mensch-Computer-Interaktion im
Allgemeinen zu schaffen.
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Introduction and Background





1Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The field of human-computer interaction (HCI) has often drawn on realism in
the design of applications and user interfaces, drawing on metaphors and
concepts based on real-world interaction and activities. Realism is defined Realism in HCI

as “the quality or fact of representing a person or thing in a way that is accurate
and true to life”1. In many ways, interaction design for interfaces between
humans and computers employs realism more and more; this has even led
to the term “reality-based interaction”: “these new interaction styles draw strength
by building on users’ pre-existing knowledge of the everyday, non-digital world to
a much greater extent than before [... they] attempt to make computer interaction
more like interacting with the real, non-digital world” [204]. In making use of
realism2 in HCI, the field has launched research into mixed reality, tangible
and embodied interaction, as well as ubiquitous and pervasive computing.

The aim of designers and researchers implementing reality-inspired inter-
action with systems is to make HCI as intuitive and easy-to-use as possible, as
users can apply what they know and embody in the real world more quickly,
i.e., with less of a learning curve [204, 314]. These goals are often described Benefits and

Trade-offsin terms of “natural” or “intuitive” interaction, with which realism is often
equated. However, while the desired result of this design should be easy for
users to pick up, “natural UIs [user interfaces] are not trivial to design” [72].

Further, researchers have also pointed out that while realism can help with
intuitiveness, other factors such as effectiveness, fun, and user expectations
are more important and should be prioritised [235]. Jacob et al. listed a
number of aspects as trade-offs for which researchers and designers should
consider giving up some degree of realism: expressive power, efficiency, ver-
satility, ergonomics, accessibility, and practicality [204]. This has been echoed
by other researchers as well, particularly noting the trade-off between realism
and “digital functionality” or “power” [295]. How to weigh these different con-
cerns continues to be a matter of debate and research. In general, however,
even when realism is not explicitly a factor being explored, it is nevertheless
part of the user experience: affordances created by concepts and metaphors
relating to realism create user expectations [345]. Further, Freeman et al. note
not only the importance of user expectations, but also that separate types of
realism can influence expectations for other types of realism incorporated in
a system: mismatches in expectations for “affordances and possibilities offered
up [... by] richer control possibilities]” can cause frustration [150].

Yet the design question is increasingly being described in more complex
terms than simply a dichotomy between realism and certain trade-offs.
Already in 2003, Shneiderman questioned why designers should constrain Hyperrealism

themselves to realism, calling on practitioners and researchers to “facilitate
user tasks rather than mimic reality” [377]. In the spirit of this invocation,

1 https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/realism
2 It should be noted that realism in HCI, as referred to in this thesis, should not be confused with

efforts to increase realism in application and evaluation scenarios, i.e., ensuring that designed
artefacts or interaction styles will actually be used in the real world, or that empirical results
will apply when usage translates to the real world.

3
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4 introduction

researchers are increasingly exploring interaction beyond realism: this has
been described as imagination-based interaction [235] in response to Jacob et
al.’s reality-based interaction, but also as hyper-natural or magical design,
which incorporate “enhanced abilities that avoid some of the unwanted constraints
of the real world” [72] in otherwise realistic interaction.

Games and HCI Games research is a subfield of HCI research; as such, they
are closely related. Like HCI, games research is highly interdisciplinary, with
the usual strengths and challenges that are associated with such a character-
istic [124, 244, 343]. For example, each of the different disciplines involved
in studying games presents “fundamental differences in research methodologies,
publication practices, and epistemic cultures” [282]. While games research used
to be located at the fringe of “main research streams” [124], it has gained a
much more mainstream traction point in recent years. Games are a clear
application area of HCI; one which users—i.e., players—voluntarily engage
in. Over time, HCI has become more experiential, now also “concerned as much
with experiential factors such as pleasure, human values, and supporting sociality as
it is with utility and ease of use” [89]. This shifting perspective has also strength-
ened epistemological games research: “games as a vehicle for understanding
the use of all technologies” [89] constitute one of several paradigms of games
research in HCI.

Games research focuses on user performance and satisfaction, and as a field
is both an early adopter and a driver of new progress in HCI [135]: “Computer
games are one of the most successful application domains in the history of interactive
systems [...] this separate and less-constrained environment has allowed for much
design creativity and many innovations that make game interfaces highly usable [...
among these:] effortless community, learning by watching, deep customizability, and
fluid system-human interaction. These ideas have arisen in games because of their
focus on user performance and user satisfaction, and we believe that they can help to
improve the usability of other types of applications” [135]. As explicit examples
for contributions emerging from the game context, Dyck et al. mention
strong community integration to facilitate participation and collaboration;
affordances for observational learning from others; malleable, extensible, and
shareable user interfaces, and early application of various visualisations [135].
Similarly, Shneiderman has stated that HCI is informed by game design and
other creative domains, even relating this progress to the fact that experiential
goals are preferred to realism-inspired goals: “Playful game designers and
creative application developers have already pushed the technology further than those
who seek merely to mimic reality” [377]. He highlighted facilitation of situation
awareness, as well as optimised user interfaces and feedback as examples.

Keeker et al. have also praised games as a vehicle for HCI research, con-
sidering them “a perfect test-bed for HCI explorations [...] conveniently contained
universes in which to observe motivated users behaving in very specific ways” [219].
However, while they agree that this has been facilitated by a shift in perspec-Distinct to Games

tive for HCI in general (increasingly, “[d]evelopers will hold liking or enjoyment
of the tool as a legitimate design goal” [219]), they also point out some aspects
in which the game domain differs. Most importantly, they point out that
temporary frustration is seen as much less negative in games research, and in
fact games may even be designed to induce this affective state on purpose, to
strengthen subsequent positive affect when players defeat the challenge (cf.
“hard fun” [246]). A paper by Pagulayan et al. discusses several differences
between games and productivity systems [321]. Among these, they note a
greater focus on the process of use than the result (i.e., a focus on gameplay),
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and employing audiovisual components “to convey moods and environments
rather than functionality” [321]. Barr et al. further note a focus on “systems of
values” in games as a distinction from non-game HCI. Costikyan has pointed
out the estimation of uncertainty as another difference: “games thrive on
uncertainty, whereas other interactive entities do their best to minimize it” [108].

Games transfer HCI into a context that is enmeshed with art, media studies,
and aesthetics. Additional questions arise from these connections. In art,
there is a long history of grappling with realism and abstraction: regardless
of medium, there is a choice between representing the real world as faithfully
as possible, or instead simplifying or exaggerating aspects. Thus questions
regarding degrees of realism are doubly important in games: both the games-
as-HCI perspective and the games-as-art/games-as-media perspective drive
these questions with different goals and criteria.

Fidelity and Realism in Games Fidelity is defined as “the degree of exactness with
which something is copied or reproduced”3. Following a traditional perspective,
fidelity in the design and rendering of virtual environments generally consists
of high graphical resolution. For example, that a virtual apple object looks
like an apple, with correct in-scene lighting. As such, the traditional view of
fidelity in virtual environments is tied closely to realism. Technically, however,
realism is a subcomponent of fidelity, wherein the target of reproduction is
the real world.

With modern technology, we can create games that bring player expe-
riences closer to the real world than ever before. Virtual reality headsets,
gesture-based interaction, passive haptics, sufficient processing power for
high-definition graphical rendering and access to wide ranges of realistic 3D
models and sound effects all help to make the virtual illusion more realistic
than ever before.

However, in media such as digital games, virtual elements need to be
rendered as faithful not just to the real world, but to the expectations of
the media consumer, i.e., the player. These expectations can be elicited by Fidelity to Other

Factorsthe medium, the game genre, but also external factors such as cultural
and individual associations, experiences, and mental models [95, 150, 235,
276, 345]. Game realism as a concept remains a debated topic with no
clearly defined, agreed-upon dimensions (as will be discussed in the next
chapter) [348]. However, at least one definition has directly focused on such
expectations: “a judgment of how accurately a game and its features have simulated
a concept according to the gamer’s expectations” [276].

In fact, many popular games steadfastly refuse attempts at realism in
many aspects of their design. Hyperrealism and unrealism are often part of
the very appeal of games; fantasy in the form of “objects or situations [that]
involve varying degrees of social or physical impossibility” has been described as
an essential characteristic of enjoyable games [265]. Related concepts that
exaggerate upon realism such as movement empowerment are currently
being explored in academia [248]. Luckily, people tend to be biased toward
believing things, and escapism as a gameplay motivation further contributes
to perceived realism: the more players want to immerse themselves, the
more they perceive game worlds as realistic [215, 372]. For example, despite
increasing progress in the design and implementation of graphical quality,
game developers still often use pixel/bit graphics as an aesthetic choice (e.g.,
Stardew Valley [106], Minecraft [287], or Owlboy [399]). Further, many games

3 Derived from Old French fidelite or Latin fidelitas (fidelis “faithful” and fides “faith”).
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/fidelity

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/fidelity
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explicitly defy realism in the form of inventories that allow for more items
than can physically be carried (e.g., Dark Souls [153]) or infinite ammunition
(e.g., The Binding of Isaac: Rebirth [308]). Forcing players to enact all mundane
aspects of their avatar’s lives (sleeping in real time, requiring a range of
nutrients to stay healthy, succumbing to injuries rather than continuing to
manage perfect jumps over ravines despite bullet wounds, etc.) would likely
cause some frustration4.

The primary goal of games is thus not achieving realism, but inducing
enjoyment and engagement, among many other aesthetic and affective expe-
riences. Various aspects of realism can help with this objective, while others
can be at odds with it. However, what fidelity means in the context of games
remains unclear: what are the factors which games are faithful to instead
of, or in addition to realism? Further, how is player experience affected by
choices within the continuum of abstraction and realism, and when is realism
detrimental to player experience?

1.2 Thesis and Research Overview

This thesis explores the question of what fidelity means in the context
of games, by exploring effects of realism—of varying degrees—on player
experience (PX). This overarching theme is explored at three key points of
gameplay:

• at game input, i.e., in player interaction with the game system;

• within the game narrative, i.e., in how game mechanics present game
elements reacting to player input;

• at the game output, i.e., in how the game is displayed.

For each of these foci, the concept of realism requires a different per-
spective, as different dimensions of realism come to play. Thus, this thesis
explores realism in player-game interaction through developing separate
research questions (RQs) for these domains of gameplay, developed based
on the current state of the literature. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, this thesis
focuses on physical interaction in virtual reality (VR) to explore game input,
on game progression based on player skill and game difficulty to explore
game narrative and mechanics, and on game audio to explore game output.

1.2.1 Research Questions

Game Input: Interaction Realism In this thesis, realism in game input is
explored in a game medium that has enjoyed rapid technological progress
and increasingly widespread consumer adoption: VR. The implementation
of VR systems and applications has progressed to a point where relatively
high interaction realism is possible, by enabling haptic feedback, weight
perception, or redirected walking [48, 342, 350]. This makes questions of
realism particularly interesting, as we can empirically test player reactions to
higher degrees of realism than ever before.

Tasks like object manipulation can now be implemented with fairly high
degrees of realism, even with off-the-shelf VR technology. For these tasks,

4 While frustration can sometimes be a positive aspect of games, this is rarely achieved via
enforcing strict realism.
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Realism Continuum
low high

Physical Interaction in VR

Game Progression

Game Audio

game input

game mechanics &
narrative

game output

Figure 1.1: This thesis explores the realism continuum (from low realism to high
realism) at three key points of gameplay interaction: in game input, within
game narrative and mechanics, and in game output. Within each key point,
the thesis focuses on a particular aspect: physical interaction in VR for
game input, game progression realism for game narrative and mechanics,
and game audio for game output.

this thesis explores how high degrees of interaction realism impact player
experience:

RQ-1a: How does interaction realism impact player experience in object manipula-
tion tasks in VR?

However, there are still aspects of VR wherein realism is difficult or very
costly to implement, particularly with only off-the-shelf systems. Portrayal of
highly realistic interaction is still beyond reach in these tasks. For example,
whole-body movements that incorporate physical contact with a surrounding
environment are still difficult to implement without a lot of effort, and gen-
erally does not allow much flexibility when recreating this physical contact.
For such tasks, abstractions are necessary to complement the degree of inter-
action realism that can be achieved, i.e, the resulting VR experience must be
considered of moderate or mixed interaction realism. Further, until consumer
VR technology includes concepts like fully integrated passive haptics (provid-
ing physical proxy objects for haptic feedback in virtual environments [198])
or pseudo haptics (feedback via other sensory modalities [352]), players will
continue to be confronted with moderate or mixed interaction realism. This
thesis’s second research question with regards to interaction realism thus
aims to understand how this affects player experience:

RQ-1b: How do players experience whole-body movements of mixed or moderate
interaction realism in VR?

Game Mechanics: Narrative Realism Game narratives are a multifaceted as-
pect, but with great importance for game appeal and player experience. What
realism means for the design of non-player characters, plot, and dialogue
options remain open questions, as does what effect this has on players.

For this thesis, the main research focus with regards to narrative realism
was placed on a dimension of ubiquitous, emergent, low-level narrative
that is closely entangled with game mechanics. This narrative dimension
has these qualities (ubiquitous, emergent, low-level), because it is present
even in games with very little designed/scripted narrative (e.g., Tetris [323]),
and results from players’ interaction with the game mechanics and their
perception of narrative surrounding their struggle to win the game, rather
than from a pre-scripted narrative. This component could also be termed game
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progression realism: realism in how players’ skills are represented in combating
game difficulty within their progression through the game. Essentially, this
sees narrative as encompassing the story told by the player’s struggles to
win, i.e., set by game difficulty.

Static game progression—when the game’s difficulty is set, regardless
of player skill—can thus be considered a high degree of game progression
realism: the game is faithful to the players’ level of skill in relation to the
game’s difficulty, regardless of the impact this can have on player experience.
This can lead to frustration or boredom when the game difficulty and the
level of player skill are mismatched [36, 94, 110].

Difficulty adjustment to combat such negative side effects is of course com-
mon in games. However, in some ways, this can be considered interference in
game progression, i.e., a decrease in game progression realism: the game is
no longer faithful in its representation of the players’ skill levels. Following
this thought, game features such as adaptive difficulty, skill assistance, and
other forms of game balancing constitute low narrative realism; specifically,
low game progression realism.

Of course in this aspect, low realism is often considered highly benefi-
cial for player experience, leveraging effects of flow theory [110] and self-
determination theory [118, 358]. Nevertheless, noticeable game balancing
can lead to players feeling that their achievements have less meaning [307],
indicating that high realism is not always optimal in the context of games.
While effects of game balancing have been explored in prior work, this thesis
explores effects of some types of game balancing—those interfering with the
game progression (i.e., low game progression realism)—in a specific scenario
wherein game balancing is highly visible due to the nature of the game’s
implementation as an augmented reality tabletop game:

RQ-2: How does highly visible interference in game progression realism through
game balancing affect player experience?

Game Output: Auditory Realism Finally, this thesis explores realism in game
output, i.e., display realism: how the game is presented to the users’ senses.
Display realism in terms of visuals have been improving steadily and rapidly,
and while many players appreciate pixel/bit graphics, many also enjoy
highly realistic models and animations in the portrayal of game objects
and characters. Haptic realism beyond controller-vibration-as-feedback is
increasingly being explored in VR [48, 350, 352]. However, one sensory output
modality remains under explored in games research: game audio. Much
like auditory aspects of interface and system design in general, research
into game audio continues to have many unanswered questions. Yet audio
is tied to emotional reactions, relaxation and wellbeing [9, 19], and is an
important channel for feedback. In games, audio output can be featured as
sound effects and ambient noises, music, or narration and dialogue.

Some of these audio types are clearly tied to realism, i.e., aiming to portray
a realistic world. Examples for this include footsteps as player moves about,
or ambient noises matching the game world (birds, wind, etc.). Other audio
types are more “decorative” and without any source of origin within the
game world, e.g., background music. In-game music without an in-game
source of origin is not realistic in terms of expectations based on the real
world—where we only hear music if we turn on loudspeakers, put on
headphones, or start playing an instrument. However, the presence of this
type of audio is also tied to fidelity, i.e., games with background music are
faithful to players’ expectations with regards to game genre or medium.
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This difference in source of origin is also described as audio diegesis [306,
361]. In many ways, diegetic audio (with an in-game source of origin) matches
real-world expectations, i.e., can be considered more realistic than non-
diegetic audio (no in-game source of origin). Thus the overarching research
questions for this third and final block of the thesis focused on the impact of
audio diegesis on player experience:

RQ-3a: How does diegetic audio affect player experience?

and

RQ-3b: How does non-diegetic audio affect player experience?

The latter research question is particularly interesting with regards to
in-game music, due to the connection between music and emotions, which
is a matter of significant importance in player experience (and of increasing
importance in games research and HCI in general). The research question
RQ-3b thus involved several more focused research questions with regards
to players’ in-the-wild audio habits (RQ-3b.i), comparisons of music and
sound effects in terms of player perception (RQ-3b.ii), and audio in specific
use case scenarios (RQ-3b.iii). These more specific research questions will be
introduced and motivated in the corresponding chapters.

Finally, some of the studies were conducted to explore RQ3 used monitor-
display personal computer (PC) games as stimuli, and others were imple-
mented in augmented reality (AR) or VR. As the results seemed to indicate
that the medium of display may play a role in audio effects in games, this
thesis asked a final follow-up research question on whether there is a differ-
ence in audio perception based on the multi-sensory display medium (i.e.,
cross-modal display realism):

RQ-4: Does audio perception change as display realism improves?

1.2.2 Methodological Approach & Contributions

Given the thesis’ thematic focus on player-game interaction, the players and
their experience were of particular importance in this thesis. As such, the
work presented in this thesis aims to improve the field’s phenomenological
understanding of player perception and experience. The thematic scope was
threefold, exploring effects of realism along three key points of player-game
interaction: game input (interaction in VR), game narrative (highly visible
game balancing), and game output (game audio). To explore the research
questions articulated in the previous section, I employed methods rooted
in the fields of computer science, psychology, and design. Research roughly
followed a user-centered (player-centered) iterative design approach [267, 321,
434], beginning with a problem definition resulting from literature review.
An overview of abbreviations used for statistical reporting, as well as all
questionnaires used in the empirical work can be found in Appendix B.

Research Contributions The contributions of this thesis are primarily em-
pirical [444]; the problem definitions were investigated via user studies and
surveys. An overview of all the studies conducted as part of this thesis (study Classification of HCI

Research
Contributions

design, type of stimuli, measures, etc.) can be found in Appendix A.
In some cases, I employed existing commercial games as stimuli for the

user studies. In other cases, the thesis further holds artefact contributions:
based on iterative ideation methods, custom games were designed and
implemented together with students that I supervised. Effects on player
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experience were then explored empirically, while embracing mixed methods:
I employed quantitative as well as qualitative measures, and often both.

Based on the empirical findings, the thesis presents theoretical contributions
in the form of guidelines and considerations for the design, development,
and research of games and player-game interaction. These are in part based
within the separate realms of VR interaction, game balancing, and game
audio. Further contribution lies in the synthesis of what these results imply
for the role of realism within a broader context of player-game interaction.

Finally, in presenting an overview of the literature regarding realism in
games, as well as the three key thematic foci: interaction in VR, game balanc-
ing, and game audio effects, this thesis also features a survey contribution.

Many of the core ideas and data collected in and for this thesis have
appeared previously in various publications (see front matter). A full list of
publications by the author can be found in the references.

1.2.3 Organisational Overview

The next chapter introduces key concepts and components of player-game
interaction and player experience. Further, it elaborates on the state of theCh. 2: Background

and Related Work art regarding the conceptualisation of realism in games. While there is no
clear agreed-upon definition of game realism, nor of its dimensions, I show
that overall the dimensions suggested in the literature can be classified along
a simple model of gameplay interaction, concerning dimensions of player
input, dimensions within the game world and model, and dimensions of the
game’s representation to the player. Based on this, I present a brief overview
of known effects of realism in the state of the art; this overview relates only
to aspects not otherwise focused upon in this thesis. A more detailed survey
of literature concerning effects of realism relating to interaction in VR, game
balancing, and game audio can be found in the three core parts, respectively.
Nevertheless, the overview hints that realism can facilitate enjoyment or
presence, but other factors such as consistency and player expectations
dominate effects on player experience.

The remainder of the thesis consists of three core parts, corresponding
to the three key areas of focus: interaction realism, narrative realism, and
auditory realism. Each of these parts consists of a brief introduction to thePts. II, III, IV

research objectives and motivation, and a dedicated related work section
to cover the separate topics of interest. These are followed by the empirical
work conducted to follow the research objectives, and implications thereof for
design and development. Finally, the empirical work5 ends with a summary
and brief discussion of what the results mean for the overall questions
regarding realism within that context. Portions of the chapters within these
parts (Part ii, Part iii, and Part iv) have previously appeared in the core
publications that belong to this thesis, as listed in the thesis’s front matter.

The final part of the thesis presents an overall discussion of what the results
imply for game realism in general. Even with the empirical investigationsPt. V

featured in this thesis, our research community’s understanding of the role
of realism remains complex. Yet while many questions remain unanswered,
and other questions were uncovered, the contributions of this thesis shed
light on the nuanced interplay of the different factors involved.

5 As a minor note, while this thesis was written in British English, the papers in which the
empirical work was published previously were often written in either American or Canadian
English, therefore quoted sections will reflect that difference.
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In this chapter, we first describe important various models of gameplay, i.e.,
the interaction between players and games, as well as important components
of player experience resulting from gameplay.

2.1 Player-Game Interaction

Player-game interaction describes the ways in which players interact with
games. It is developed and researched in consideration of the breadth of
diversity among players: they vary distinctly in their motivations for play, as
well as their preferences and needs [452]. Nevertheless, the games user re-
search community continues to attempt to find clusters of player types—and
increasingly, player traits—with corresponding motivations and behaviours.
Based on these player characteristics, researchers attempt to generalise in-
sights into player-game interaction (including adapting game elements based
on player traits [17]), and thus to create increasingly customised, appealing
game experiences [180, 417].

While especially earlier research in this area focused strongly on negative
effects of gaming (e.g., aggression research, attention deficit related issues), in
recent years a more balanced perspective has prevailed [232, 249], indicating
that gameplay is a complex construct that can also have positive effects
on cognitive player skills (e.g., problem-solving, task switching, perceptual
skills and reactions) [54] as well as affective state (e.g., stress reduction and
emotion regulation) [356].

2.1.1 Gameplay Models

We present several commonly known gameplay models, which conceptualise
the interaction between players and games, and after which the structure of
this thesis is also modelled.

Four basic elements have been presented as the main components of
games: mechanics, story, aesthetics, and technology [363]. In this paradigm,
gameplay consists of interaction between the player who provides input
to/receives output from the virtual interface, while the virtual interface
implements effects on the game world (and vice versa).

In a thesis summarising theories and methods in game design, Järvinen
described games as consisting of three types of elements: systemic game
elements (“components and environment”), behavioural game elements (“players
and contexts”), and compound game elements (“goals, rules, game mechanics,
and possibly an interface and a theme”) [206].

Similarly, the commonly applied mechanics-dynamics-aesthetics (MDA)
framework by Hunicke et al. [196] presents gameplay in terms of mechan-
ics (rules, representation, algorithms), dynamics (run-time input/output
of the game), and aesthetics (referring to the desired emotional response
of the player) [196]. This framework was also later simplified in the form
of the actions-gameplay-experience (AGE) framework by Dillon [125], who
re-defined the MDA layers as actions (atomic player actions, e.g., punching),

11
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gameplay (higher-abstraction player actions, e.g., fighting), and experience
(again, the desired emotional response, e.g., excitement).

Finally, according to game designer, consultant, and researcher Ernest
Adams, all games consist of the user interface (referring to a camera model
and an interaction model) and core mechanics [39]. In this model, the user
interface offers input and output to players, and offers actions to the core
mechanics—which provide challenges in return. Adams defines gameplay as
the actions and challenges between user interface and core mechanics.

Most of these gameplay models thus see the player as providing input to a
game system, the game system calculating some kind of response based on
the game’s rules and algorithms, and then displaying (new, updated) output
to the player. This thesis is modelled on this general distinction, exploring
the overarching research questions of realism first in terms of player input,
then in terms of in-game narratives, and then in terms of (auditory) output.

2.1.2 Components of Player Experience

Player experience encompasses a variety of sensory and cognitive compo-
nents resulting from the interaction between the player and the game [301]:
while there is no exact agreed-upon definition, it covers “psychological, cog-
nitive, and emotional aspects of gaming encounters” [206]. Within this thesis,
effects of realism at various stages are generally investigated with regards to
various aspects of player experience—the most important aspects thereof are
presented here.

Enjoyment and Motivation Besides the surprisingly controversial concept
of fun, games are generally designed to be enjoyed in some way. However,
what this enjoyment entails can vary.

One of the common theories in this context is flow theory which stipulates
that individuals will enjoy tasks when they are neither too challenging nor
too easy [110, 438]. In games, this relates to effects of game difficulty (and
difficulty adjustment) on enjoyment (when challenge is within an optimal
range). When the challenge is too high or too low, this affects the play-
ers’ enjoyment and affective state (see below), i.e., inducing frustration or
boredom [36, 426].

Enjoyment is closely related to motivation, and motivations for playing
in particular. Motivation itself is often measured via the interest/enjoyment
scale of the intrinsic motivation inventory [273, 357]. While there is enough
work on this topic to constitute a whole subfield in games user research, we
here only present some of the most commonly known frameworks. One of the
earlier models was proposed by the four “fun” factor model by Lazarro [245,
246]. Herein, players play for either easy fun (facilitating creativity and
curiosity), hard fun (providing progression or challenge), people fun (i.e.,
social interaction), or serious fun (catering to meaningful experiences for
the specific player, which can be anything from excitement to relaxation or
physical interaction).

Other classifications of player motivations followed, for example Yee’s
motivations for online game playing [451, 452], or Bateman’s aesthetics of
play (social, thrill-seeking, curiosity, functional, victory, problem-solving,
luck, acquisition, representational, narrative, horror, and agency) [53].

Originating in psychological research, two theories are commonly ap-
plied in games research as well: the uses and gratifications model and
self-determination theory. The uses and gratifications model [376] (derived
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from general media effects theory) prescribes that media consumers have
instrumental and consummatory uses for media: instrumental playing would
imply gameplay to affect something else (to gain information, social interac-
tion, or support of identity); consummatory uses imply immediate effects
derived from the gameplay itself (e.g., excitement or relaxation).

Self-determination theory (SDT) states that individuals have certain psy-
chological needs and act accordingly to fulfil these: experiencing autonomy,
relatedness, and competence [118, 358]. Games can potentially cater to these
needs in a very powerful way, by facilitating player agency (discussed below),
offering social (and parasocial) interaction, and scaffolding players’ learning
of gameplay skills. Empirical research has yielded many results consistent
with self-determination theory (SDT). To note one example, in exploring
avatar customisation, Kim et al. showed that autonomy/control are critical
predictors of enjoyment [222]. Relatedness is perhaps worth emphasising in
particular, as the “quality of social interaction” is also said to be related to the
experience of presence [279]. This substantially increases game enjoyment,
especially in co-located gameplay [154, 448].

Affective or Emotional State This component of player experience describes
players’ emotional state, i.e., to what degree players experiencing certain
emotions. There is a wide range of emotions that are relevant to game design,
and this can further vary by game genre. While pleasure and frustration are
commonly cited in this context [39], horror games often instead focus on
anxiety or fear. Games can induce a wide array of emotions, including several
less commonly researched emotions such as nostalgia [337] or shock resulting
from perceived controversy [23]. Further, players often use gameplay as a
coping or emotion regulation mechanism [186, 432] to explicitly impact their
own affective state.

When not exploring specific emotions, players’ affective state is often
measured in terms of emotional arousal (calm vs. excited), valence (positive
or negative), and experienced dominance (controlled vs. dominant). These
three dimensions can for example be assessed through the self-assessment
manikin (SAM) [74]. Another common measure of affective state is the positive
and negative affect scale (PANAS) [437].

Emotional arousal in general is often a target variable of measurement and
game adaptivity [304, 329], and the importance of adjusting game character-
istics to players’ affective state has been discussed at length (e.g., [28]). Game
environments that induce affective responses generally impact experienced
presence (feeling as if “there” in the environment, see below), and appear
more engaging and real [50]. Emotions in players can also facilitate learning
in “game-based training and educational activities” [450].

Moreover, games have been described as “handy and off-the shelf emotion
elicitors” [450]. In an overview of affective computing, Yannakakis et al. have
described the games context as highly relevant to general human-computer
interaction: “games can be utilised as an arena for eliciting, evaluating, expressing
and even synthesising emotions [...] by the nature of what constitutes a game, one
cannot dissociate games from emotions. Emotions are not only the trigger for the
positive game experiences, but also one of the main targets for game design” [450].

Immersion, Presence, and Engagement Both immersion and presence are very
commonly measured in games and virtual environments; they are also often
conflated [111, 279]. In some contexts, immersion is considered a feature of
certain technologies, i.e., a headset is more immersive than a small hand-held
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screen by virtue of more fully isolating the user from the real world [111]. In
contrast, Murray describes immersion as “a metaphorical term derived from the
physical experience of being submerged in water [...] a psychologically immersive
experience [...] the sensation of being surrounded by a completely other reality, as
different as water is from air, that takes over all of our attention, our whole per-
ceptual apparatus” [296]. Under this paradigm, immersion is a psychological
phenomenon, that can occur for example when the player becomes highly
absorbed by the narrative or the game mechanics [279]. Narrative immersion
is part of what leads to media enjoyment in general according to transporta-
tion theory [172]. Immersion on the strategic/gameplay level is often also
engagement, or absorption; its highest level has been called “deep play” [279].

Another related concept is incorporation, with which Calleja proposed
there were six types of player involvement: affective, kinaesthetic, spatial,
shared, ludic, and narrative [87].

Time perception bias is often mentioned as a consequence of immersion
(and flow); immersion thus “describe[s] players’ involvement with video games
that results in real world dissociation and loss of time- and self-awareness” [339].
Players’ experience of immersion is described in the SCI model by Ermi &
Mäyrä as consisting of sensory (i.e., audiovisual) immersion, challenge-based
immersion, and imaginative immersion [143]. For these kinds of immersion
to occur, the game world has to match player expectations (i.e., consistency)
and player actions need to have “non-trivial impact” [279].

Presence, on the other hand, is generally defined as experiencing the feeling
of “being there” in the virtual world [254]. According to Usoh et al. [422], it is
facilitated by environments that are “sensorially rich”, consistent, interactive,
and provide affordances of navigation, avatar similarity, understanding
cause-and-effect of user actions. Similarly, Witmer & Singer hypothesised
that presence depended on factors relating to control, sensory presentation,
distraction, and realism [443]. The experience of presence correlates with
enjoyment, involvement, and performance/learning [254, 404, 443], and
technological immersion has a medium-sized effect on presence [111].

Identification Identification is a concept that describes the degree to which
players feel similarity or affiliation with their avatar or player character, to
the extent that players can feel as if they actually are that character, leading to
enjoyment [70, 183]. The psychological theory of affective disposition theory
can explain this cognitive process: “individuals evaluate and form affiliations
with media characters, and enjoyment is impacted by what happens with and to those
characters” [376]. Players enjoy enacting their assigned narrative roles, for
example, character involvement predicts enjoyment in shooter games [114].
This gameplay affordance caters to players’ role-playing motivation: one
study showed that players enjoy this so much that they implicitly pick a role
to play if they are not assigned one [128].

Agency This was defined by Murray as players experiencing the ability to
make decisions and see results thereof as changes to the game world: “the
satisfying power to take meaningful action and see the results of our decisions and
choices” [296]. According to Sommerseth, agency is tied more to perceived
realism than faithfully representing the real world [388].

Uncertainty Games generally hold a great deal of uncertainty for players:
“[they are] a series of elaborate constructs that subject us to uncertainty—but in
a fictive and nonthreatening way” [108]. Costikyan argues that this feature is
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required “to hold our interest, and the struggle to master uncertainty is central to
the appeal of games” [108]. Similarly, To et al. have described uncertainty as a
“key motivator for the player’s curiosity” [413].

Some theorists have constrained uncertainty to outcome uncertainty (e.g.,
Caillois [84]). Costikyan instead extended this concept to include many other
types of uncertainty along the way to the game outcome (if there even
is an outcome): uncertainty arising from the perceptive and coordinative
performance of gameplay, from player unpredictability, from puzzle-solving,
randomness, hidden information, analytic complexity, and so on [108]. As
a component of player experience, uncertainty depends on players’ game
literacy [336]. Power et al. have described it as “a foundational experience” for
other components of player experience such as engagement, immersion, flow,
or fun [336]. As such it is often a designed construct: games “celebrate” yet also
“stage” uncertainty [341]. Most recently, research based on grounded theory
by Kumari et al. has confirmed that uncertainty in games is engaging and
motivating [236], and further, the different types of uncertainty in moment-
to-moment game experience can derive from the game itself, from players,
or from the outcome within the game loop.

Operationalisation Within the Thesis Most of the above-described compo-
nents of player experience are commonly used in games research to capture
player experience. A subset of these were also used in this thesis as depen-
dent measures to operationalise the quantitative and qualitative effects of
varying degrees of realism. Based on the related work in each of the different
topic areas (interaction, narrative, audio), different specific components were
chosen as empirical measures. For example, the literature has pointed out
strong links between music and listeners’ affective state and immersion in
particular, while factors such as motivation were more interesting in the
context of a game inducing players to exercise.

Other factors such as identification were employed in case studies only
mentioned in this thesis in passing while not constituting one of the thesis’s
core papers (see list of core publications in the front matter of the thesis).
It should be noted that some of these components of player experience are
implicated in the theoretical work on dimensions of realism in games (or
media in general), either as dependent variables (i.e., realism affects them)
or as potentially competing factors (i.e., perceived realism or the design of
realism is affected by them/must concede priority to them). For example,
immersion and presence are implicated as potential dependent variables for
interaction realism, whereas players’ need for uncertainty is a factor that may
compete with dimensions of narrative realism in game design.

2.2 Fidelity and Realism in Games

There has been a long history of debate of what constitutes realism in digital
games; there is no clear and commonly accepted conceptualisation [348].
McGloin & Krcmar have defined it as “a judgment of how accurately a game and
its features have simulated a concept according to the gamer’s expectations” [276],
with these expectations subject to players’ gaming literacy, game genre, and
real-world mental models [276].

The origins of research into game realism can be traced back to television
and and media research, where it has been implicated as mediating effects
such as the cultivation hypothesis and aggression [347, 348]. However, the
interactivity of games lends itself to a much broader perspective on what
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realism can entail. Sommerseth argued that realism in games is tied more to
interactivity and player agency than to realistic (“mimetic”) representation of
objects or events found in the real world: “Realism in games thus stems from
the player’s experience of control over the game” [388].

The importance of realism in games, for example with regards to sound,
graphics, and setting, has been touted as a main structural characteristic of
games [279, 446]. A majority of research and game development follows an
implicit perspective of aiming for realism in some (or multiple) factors; for
example, serious games are often designed with high multi-sensory realism
to increase learning effects [92]. However also in games for entertainment,
realism is considered a primary goal: “to make things on screen seem real” [138]
In general, there has been a stronger focus on sensory realism in games
research, particularly relating to graphic and visuals [373].

According to Adams, games exist on a “continuum between the abstract
and the representational” [39]. Further, they cannot ever be fully realistic: “All
games, no matter how realistic, require some abstraction and simplification of the
real world”. Nor, state Adams & Dormans, do games always require high
degrees of realism, as long as expectations of consistent game mechanics are
met [40, 363]. In fact, in some instances, high degrees of realism can make
games too challenging [59]. Abstraction may be necessary to generate “an
involving yet comprehensible environment” [368]. Further, Crawford in much
earlier research pointed towards the role of the players’ belief in picking up
where realism ends: “objective accuracy is only necessary to the extent required
to support the player’s fantasy [, the latter] is the key agent in making the game
psychologically real” [109]. Games thus are a “subjective [...] representation of
emotional realism” and “subjectively represent[...] a subset of reality” [109]. This
echoes other research in psychology that indicates that people are by default
biased toward belief, until they are explicitly confronted with contrary evi-
dence [372]. Research in games has similarly shown that escapism contributes
to perceived realism: the more players want to immerse themselves in a game,
the more they perceive game worlds as realistic [215]. Despite abstractions,
players find “elements of realism [... that help] them experience the game spaces as
reality” [368]. While players and viewers are generally aware that they are
consuming media, media like games and movies thus have a “dual quality”
in terms of realism: an experience “at one and the same time—as real and as
artefact” [239].

It should be noted that intentional unrealism in the form of the hyper-
naturally enhanced is often discussed in as one of the great potential benefits
of virtual environments [72]. Further, in games’ sound design—like in film
mediums—sound effects are often exaggerated purposefully (“hyperreal”) for
greater effect and to compete with a loud overall soundscape [192, 239].

Researchers have been undecided with regards to the dimensional con-
struct of realism—it has often been reduced to a unidimensional concept,
although research is increasingly portraying and exploring it as a complex,
multidimensional construct [348]. Adam’s abstract/representational contin-
uum must similarly be considered to differ across different game components:
realism is thus “a multivariate quality” and “differs in individual components of
the game” [39]. Further, perceived realism is affected by the level of abstrac-
tion, i.e., realism is judged differently depending on whether the medium is
considered, or the genre, a specific game, game scene, or game element [348].
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2.2.1 Dimensions of Realism

In defining dimensions of game realism, many aspects of digital games
and gameplay have been implicated as potential factors. Largely, they can
be categorised within the gameplay model as relating to three paradigms:
aspects relating to technical and functional affordances for player input (i.e.,
interactional), to the narrative/conceptual/simulational aspects within the
game logic and in-game events, and to (re-)presentational/perceptual output.

In the context of presence through realism in virtual environments, Lom-
bard & Ditton distinguished between social realism (plausibility of events;
narrative/simulational) and perceptual realism (to what degree the virtual
resembles real-world counterparts; representational) [254]. This distinction
was echoed later by McMahan [279].

Witmer & Singer discussed realism factors in their work, which they
categorise as scene realism, consistency of information, meaningfulness of
experience, and separation anxiety/disorientation (as experienced in transi-
tioning from the virtual to the real world) [443]. Scene realism is thus located
within the representational paradigm, while consistency of information can
be considered part of the narrative/simulational paradigm. Meaningfulness
of experience relates to players’ prior experience and associations with the
narrative. While not described explicitly in terms of dimensions of realism,
some other factors which Witmer & Singer implicate in this context must also
be considered with regards to degrees of realism: “control factors” (degree,
mode, and immediacy of control, modifiability of the physical environment)
can be situated in the interactional paradigm, while the majority of “sensory
factors” are representational: (multi-)modality and its consistency, environ-
mental richness, and self-movement perception1).

Slater presented a respond-as-if-real framework, positing that people will
act realistically in virtual environments if the virtual experience facilitates
system-based immersion (e.g., in terms of resolution or field of view, relating
to either to the representational or to technical affordances), place illusion
(i.e., presence through representation and so-called “sensorimotor contin-
gencies”, e.g., head tracking), plausibility illusion (consistency of events,
ergo simulational/narrative paradigm), and body ownership (i.e., convincing
embodied interaction) [381].

For Schwartz, realism is induced by ambient noises, believable in-game
characters, and facilitation of player agency [368]; these can similarly be situ-
ated within the representational, simulational, and interactional paradigms,
respectively.

Lin & Peng distinguished between graphic realism (representational), ex-
ternal realism (narrative/simulational), and additionally propose a category
of enactive realism [252]; the latter relates to realism of player interaction
with the game interface and controller, and thus matches the interactional
paradigm.

Galloway contrasted realism with regards to game narrative (narrative/sim-
ulational paradigm) and game display/representation (representational
paradigm) [155]. Galloway further argued for the importance of social re-
alism (“fidelity of context”) which is described as gameplay reflecting part
of a specific player’s life, rather than gameplay reflecting something that is

1 The sensory factor “active search” which describes “the extent [to which] observers can modify
their viewpoint [...] or reposition their head to affect binaural hearing” is perhaps better suited to the
interactional paradigm, i.e., in terms of technical affordances.
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plausible in the real world [155]. This specific form of game narrative realism
can also be situated in the narrative/simulational paradigm.

For Shapiro et al., realism in games should be distinguished as sensory real-
ism (representational) and inferential/imaginative realism, whereby the latter
is strongly associated with conceptual, abstract, and hypothetical concepts
(i.e., narrative/simulational) [373].

In healthcare simulations, realism has been described as consisting of
physical (including devices/interfaces—i.e., interactional—and sensory as-
pects, i.e., representational), psychological (both narrative/simulational and
interactional: “task attributes [...] characterised by the extent to which events and
scenario plots reflect real situations, whereas functional attributes [... consist of]
responses to the actions by learners” [322]) and conceptual fidelity (also nar-
rative/simulational paradigm) [322]. More recent work by Lukosch et al.
distinguished between four dimensions of realism: physical fidelity (rep-
resentational), functional fidelity (interactional), psychological fidelity, and
social fidelity (both narrative/simulational) [260]. In other work, Yang dis-
tinguished between narrative realism (dimensions based on Cho et al.’s
work in general narratives [97]) and what they term “HCI realism”, which in-
cludes both sensory/representational and simulational aspects (authenticity,
simulation realism, freedom of choice, and perceptual pervasiveness) [449].

One work in particular is noteworthy for being firmly rooted in empirical
research: Ribbens et al. [348] developed a set of realism dimensions—for
and based on shooter games—declaring that realism consists of character
involvement, perceptual pervasiveness, social realism, freedom of choice
(i.e., agency), and simulation realism (i.e., consistent rules and mechanics).
This can be largely ascribed to the narrative/simulational paradigm, except
perceptual pervasiveness (representational) and to a degree freedom of
choice (partly relates to the interactional paradigm with regards to functional
affordances). This framework is based on prior research by Ribbens [347],
and can be traced back further to Malliet, who developed realism dimensions
based on interviews with thirty-five gamers: factuality, authenticity, character
involvement, virtual experience, perceptual pervasiveness [264].

In general terms, the dimensions of realism in the literature can thus be
separated along the lines of the player-game model much like this thesis:
realism aspects in game output and representation (e.g., sensory and per-
ceptual realism), aspects relating to player input and actions at the interface
level (interactional paradigm), and finally aspects relating to game logic,
the presented simulation, rules, and narrative (narrative/simulational). An
overview of this categorisation can be seen in Table 2.1.

2.2.2 Effects of Realism

Effects of game realism have largely been empirically explored with regards
to the representational, particularly to graphical realism—often in the context
of games for learning, general media effects, and aggression research. For
example, realistically designed virtual agents can yield better player perfor-
mance in educational games than cartoon-like characters [55]. In VR, agent
realism affects user presence [238], while realistic avatar hand representation
leads to greater body ownership [46]. In games for entertainment, Cheng &
Cairns found that a cartoon-style character induces hyperrealistic expecta-
tions for character abilities compared to a “realistically rendered man” [95]. In
contrast, in a study by Yu et al., more realistic lighting in a virtual environ-
ment did not impact presence [456]. Further, more recent work by Latoshik
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Table 2.1: Classification of the dimensions of game realism presented in the literature,
as they fit into the player-game model along which this thesis is structured.
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et al. showed that while a more realistic VR avatar is more accepted as users’
own body, this did not correlate with effects on presence [242]. In other work,
when the realism of a game’s environment and physics was changed mid-
game, this had “no discernable impact” on immersion [95]. Cheng & Cairns
concluded that “once immersion has been achieved coherence is not necessary” [95].
In research exploring potential restorative effects of virtual experiences (i.e.,
for stress recovery), De Kort & IJsselstein found that visual realism was often
overestimated as a factor in inducing presence and realistic behaviour [230].

Generally, graphical realism in virtual environments has been shown to
predict presence, attention, and arousal [202, 233]. Further, perceptual realism
has been shown to correlate with identification, immersion, and positive af-
fect [449]. In follow-up work to Ribbens et al.’s realism dimensions in shooter
games, Daneels et al. found that of their dimensions, perceptual realism and
character involvement predicted enjoyment in shooter games [114, 348]. A
study by Gerling et al. explored effects of stylised vs. highly abstract car-
toon graphics; they found that the less abstract variant increased immersion,
motivation, competence, autonomy, and relatedness, however the effect was
mediated by game difficulty [165].

Finally, another study has shown that audiovisual realism predicts pres-
ence and enjoyment in Wii console games, however audiovisual realism
(along with presence and enjoyment) was in turn predicted by controller
naturalness [276]. This kind of embodied interface realism predicts enjoy-
ment and engagement (while graphic realism did not) [252]. In another study,
haptic feedback led to better experiences which were attributed to more
realism and greater naturalness [359]. Interactional realism has been studied
extensively in “older” VR (e.g., 3D user interfaces [72] and cave automatic
virtual environment (CAVE) systems [294]), where realism (“naturalism”) was
long pursued as the main goal [72]. Based on this prior research, McMahan
et al. presented an interaction fidelity framework consisting of biomechanical
symmetry, input veracity, and control symmetry [281]. This framework thus
covers realism and accuracy of body movements and kinetic forces, accurate,
precise, and low-latency system feedback to input, resulting in “meaningful
system functions and simulation outcomes” [281]. Further, in summarising prior
work, McMahan et al. found that both low and high degrees of realism were
preferred with regards to realism in virtual environments; they write of an
uncanny valley of VR, where user interaction is not familiar based on other
interfaces (i.e., low fidelity to real life) nor based on real-world interaction
(i.e., high fidelity to real life). For example, Nabiyouni et al. found that low
and high realism was preferred in locomotion in VR [298], albeit in a small
study.

In Summary: The Research Gap The above considerations2 with regards to
realism show that there are imbalances in how much research (and what kind
of research) has been conducted at these three key points of the gameplay
model. Interactional realism is often ignored in theoretical work (see Ta-
ble 2.1), likely because a lot of this research originates from domains focusing
on non-interactive media. There is a fair amount of empirical work in HCI

that explores interactional realism, however the research is scattered through-
out the discourse and is difficult to survey due to the lack of a common
vocabulary. In fact, realism is often not even mentioned explicitly.

2 It should be noted that the above sections provide only a rough overview and motivation;
existing related work on interaction in VR, on game narratives and audio-based aspects are
discussed in more detail in the corresponding separate parts of this thesis.
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Additionally, VR based on modern head-mounted displays (HMDs) is consid-
ered potentially more immersive, more interactive and with greater potential
for inducing presence [297] than older VR systems. This further delineates the
research gap for interactional realism within physical interaction in modern
VR: how does the impact of interactional realism change as the technological
systems become more immersive overall? In theory, this could make inter-
actional realism more impactful, by making less realistic components more
noticeable or more out of place.

Narrative and simulational realism has been the subject of a lot of theoreti-
cal work, but very little empirical work. This scarcity of empirical foundations
is particularly evident in interactive media like digital games. This domain
again has the issue that the vocabulary relating to dimensions of realism is
different depending on researchers’ background.

In terms of representational realism, there is both theoretical and empirical
work, but largely with a strong focus on graphics. Auditory aspects are often
ignored, both in theoretical and empirical work. Overall, how (interactional,
narrative/simulational, and representational) realism in games affects player
experience is a research topic with many open questions, but also with far-
reaching implications for game design and development, game research, and
gaming communities.





Part II

Interaction Realism





3Realism in Game Interaction

In this chapter, we focus on degrees of realism in HCI; in particular, in a
medium and technology that has in recent years progressed to become much
more affordable and consumer-friendly than its predecessors: virtual real-
ity (VR). The increasing technological progress with regards to head-mounted
displays and movement-tracking systems has coincided with paradigm shifts
in the field of HCI to include a more phenomenological perspective, result-
ing in concepts such as embodied computing [129]. Affordances for our
interaction with computer-based systems now include tangible and spatial
structures to a greater degree than ever before, yielding embodied facilitation
in 3D interfaces and CAVE systems [72, 193, 294]. Already in these systems,
embodied interaction allowed a greater design space for user interaction with
applications (including games), yielding increased research focus on interac-
tion realism [204]: can and should we design these embodied interactions
based on real-world interactions, or should we embrace distinctly different,
potentially hyper- or unreal concepts of interaction with these more physical
interfaces?

In these precursors of virtual reality, research into realism (then often
termed fidelity) distinguished between interaction fidelity and display fi-
delity [280]. In these old systems, realism in terms of display fidelity was
shown to improve the user (or player) experience, by facilitating immersion
and presence. In building on users’ familiarity with the implemented inter-
face metaphors and functionality, greater visual and auditory realism led
to better experiences. However, in terms of interaction fidelity, McMahan et
al. report a kind of uncanny valley phenomenon [281]: realistic interaction
concepts performed well, but so did low-realism, more abstract concepts,
borrowing concepts from traditional graphical user interfaces (GUIs) based
on the windows, icons, menus, pointers (WIMP) paradigm. The mixed realism
concepts in between these two extremes (“mid-fidelity techniques” [281], with
examples drawn from manipulation tasks [458], navigation [298], and search
tasks Pal et al. [324]), on the other hand, led to poor user experience.

In recent years, VR systems based on head-mounted displays and room-
scale tracking have achieved consumer-ready functionality and prices. This
has led to a growing industry of VR arcades [107], and early adopters have
welcomed systems such as the Vive or the Oculus Rift into their homes [335].
However, how this question of designing and developing realism-based
interaction applies to modern HMD-based VR remains an open question.
For clarification, for this thesis, I draw a rough distinction of modern VR

beginning around 2012 with the presentation of the first Oculus Rift prototype
at the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) [237]. This and subsequent VR-HMDs

(e.g., HTC Vive, Samsung GearVR) provide better depth perception than
previous technology, and some of them also integrate motion tracking [73].
This part of the thesis explores whether this uncanny valley phenomenon
within interaction realism still applies in modern VR. In particular, I explore
the interaction design space for object manipulation tasks, and whole-body
movements.

25
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3.1 Research Objectives and Motivation

Modern VR is becoming increasingly widespread, but there are few guidelines
for how to design common interaction types in this medium in terms of users’
and players’ desired degree of realism (or the degree of realism that provides
an optimal user and player experience for the scenario being implemented).
In this chapter, I explore varying degrees of realism in two common types of
interaction in VR.

The first research question focused on realism in handling virtual objects.
There is research in exploring potential additions of tangibles and haptic
feedback to VR, however for low-cost generalisability it may be advantageous
to forgo these aspects and explore realism in terms of using only the con-
trollers provided by common VR systems such as the Vive. Realism in this
context then builds on tracking users’ gaze direction (head or gaze tracking),
as well as controller movements and input (button/trigger presses, etc.).
Even for interaction with non-tangible object (i.e., without object proxies),
VR developers can then choose between more realistic and more abstract
interaction with objects, leading to the following research question:

RQ-1a: How does interaction realism impact player experience in object manipula-
tion tasks in VR?

For embodied interactions, modern VR still has room for improvement;
for example, intricate whole-body movement tracking is often still difficult
or expensive. Further, some whole-body movements would rely on infras-
tructure in the environment, e.g., jumping off or onto large objects, crawling
underneath them, or dangling from them. Alternatively, it may require com-
plex body-worn equipment, e.g., motorised stilts [364]. Being able to convey
valid haptic and kinaesthetic feedback in these settings is still either beyond
reach or requires a lot of effort for specific scenarios, lacking generalisa-
tion. As such, the second research question for more embodied interaction is
phrased in a more exploratory way, aiming to improve our phenomenological
understanding of players’ experience thereof:

RQ-1b: How do players experience whole-body movements of mixed or moderate
interaction realism in VR?

Prior Publication and Acknowledgements The majority of empirical work in
this section was published; the sections deriving from this published work
are indicated with margin lines as follows:

[14] Katja Rogers, Jana Funke, Julian Frommel, Sven Stamm, and Michael Weber.
“Exploring Interaction Fidelity in Virtual Reality: Object Manipulation and
Whole-Body Movements.” In: Proceedings of the 2019 CHI Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’19. Glasgow, Scotland, UK: ACM, 2019,
414:1–414:14. doi: 10.1145/3290605.3300644

All figures and tables were also re-typeset from this publication; only the
referencing was adjusted to fit this thesis’s reference numbering.

In terms of contributions from others, Sven Stamm implemented the VR

shopkeeper game prototype in the two variants of realism, and executed
the corresponding in-lab study under my direction. Similarly, based on my
direction, Jana Funke implemented the four whole-body movement game
elements in a VR game prototype, and conducted the corresponding in-lab
study. Jana Funke and Julian Frommel both joined me as coders in the
thematic analysis of the interview data resulting from that study.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3290605.3300644
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3.2 Related Work: Interaction Realism and VR

In exploring types of realism, interaction realism (physical, or enactive real-
ism, cf. Chapter 2) is often overlooked; many definitions of realism explore
only sensory or representational realism, and narrative/logical/conceptual
realism.

Generally, it is unclear how much realism should be a factor in physical
interaction with games. Too much physical realism has been described as
fatiguing or unnecessary [59, 201]. Instead, agency [368, 388] and consis-
tency [40] have been emphasised as most important for conveying realism in
virtual environments. This is further cemented via Ribbens et al.’s realism
factor of “freedom” [347] and Yang’s “freedom of choice” [449]. In a later work,
Ribbens et al. described dimensions of realism that are relevant for games
contexts: the virtual experience (“extent to which a person can interact with
the environment”), simulational/behavioural realism (the system response to
user interaction implement‚ real-world system logic), as well as agency and
freedom of exploration [348]. From these goals we can infer that interaction
design spaces should offer a wide range of interaction capabilities, with clear
feedback, and consequences drawn from the real world, i.e., further appeal to
follow Sutherland’s vision of the ultimate display [401]. For example, some
of these are also implicated in theoretical work in general human-computer
interaction by Witmer & Singer as potential factors for inducing presence:
control factors such as degree of control, immediacy, anticipation of events,
mode of control, and the modifiability of the physical environment [443].
Cummings & Bailenson suggested that the experience of presence in vir-
tual environments occurs through rich, spatial (mostly visual) cues, logical
consistency, and interaction affordances [111].

In work based on CAVE systems and older VR technology, McMahan et
al. developed a framework for interaction fidelity analysis (FIFA), in which
there are three categories of fidelity (used synonymously with realism) [281]:
biomechanical symmetry, input veracity, and control symmetry. Therein,
biomechanical symmetry consists of the “degree of exactness with which body
segments [...] are required [, ...] with which body motion [...] is reproduced, [... and]
with which the forces involved [...] are reproduced” [281]. Input veracity relates to
accuracy, precision, and latency; control symmetry refers to how user input
“translate[s...] into meaningful system functions and simulation outcomes” [281].

There are few empirical studies exploring how much a system’s range
of interaction capabilities should be based on the real world. In exergames,
enactive realism has been shown to correlate with enjoyment and physical
engagement [252]: enactive realism here was defined as “the player’s interaction
with the game via the interface and controller as well as the player’s interaction
with other characters in the game that makes the player feel as if he or she is
actually participating and acting out in the mediated environment” [252]. However,
Cafaro et al.—albeit in the context of embodied interaction for a museum
visualisation—found that combinations of different realism aspects were best
received when either all high, or all low, indicating an uncanny valley effect
for mixed or composite realism [83].

Further, there is a line of research exploring effects of varying degrees
of controller naturalness. This largely originated with work by Skalski et
al. [380] who presented a typology of natural mapping for interaction input,
ranging from directional (e.g., buttons on a GamePad), over kinesic (e.g.,
gesture-based interaction without a tangible controller device), to incom-
plete or realistic “natural” tangible mapping. In their own words, “natural”
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interaction at least partly relates to real-world concepts, in that it “refer[s] to
the extent to which users of interactive technology perceive the interactivity to be
predictable, logical, or in line with expectations” [380]. In two studies (employing
racing and golfing games, respectively), they found that more realistic con-
trollers predicted spatial presence and enjoyment [380]. Similarly, McGloin
& Krcmar found that controller naturalness (Wii nunchuk, Wiimote, or PS3

gamepad controller) predicts perceived audiovisual realism, presence, and
enjoyment [276].

In other work by Birk & Mandryk, controller realism (kinesic, directional,
or natural mapping: Kinect, GamePad, PlayStation Move) has been shown to
affect both player experience and in-game identity [64]; thus emphasising the
importance of controller realism for games research. Birk & Mandryk found
that the scores for intuitive controls differed significantly depending on the
natural mapping: Kinect scored significantly higher than PlayStation Move,
which in turn scored significantly higher than the GamePad. In mobile games,
the interaction with which the controller/mobile device is used to control
the game can increase immersion, e.g., tilting as a “steering wheel mechanism”
in driving game—however, without prior real-world mapping (tilting for
spatial directional interaction), this connection to immersion did not occur
(e.g., swiping vs. touching vs. tilting in a game vaguely similar to Doodle
Jump [274]) [85]. Further, work by McEwan et al. showed that familiarity with
a controller can make up for lower degree of natural mapping to achieve
similar affects on player experience [275].

More recent work by Lu et al. found that controller realism (which they
called effector physicality) triggers behavioural realism: participants act more
like as if the virtual simulation is real if the controller seems more real [257].

Related work found contradictory evidence as well, with controller re-
alism (therein termed prop fidelity) showing no effect on performance, in
contrast to interaction realism (high realism correlated with greater inter-
action complexity and resulted in worse performance) [150]. Nevertheless,
the greater controller realism was significantly preferred by users—but only
when matched by the highest interaction realism. Having a controller (as
opposed to gesture-based interaction without haptics) was described by
their participants as an important aspect, making them feel less “silly” and
more “in control”, and their interaction with the system “more natural and
realistic” [150]. Further mixed results were reported by Reinhardt & Hurti-
enne [345]. In their study exploring controller realism (realistic vs. incomplete
tangible controller, vs. gestural interaction), they found that a realistic tan-
gible controller (in this case, a tennis racket) yielded significantly greater
flow experiences than gesture-based interaction, and any tangible controller
(regardless of its realism: tennis racket, or sawn-off racket handle) was per-
ceived as more natural. Overall, controller realism correlated with preference,
but there were no effects on performance, enjoyment, autonomy, presence,
or mental effort. The literature’s mixed benefits resulting from adding tangi-
bles with varying realism to VR has caused several researchers to speculate
that effects of tangible controllers and controller realism may depend on
domain [293, 345], however it should also be noted that the literature seems
to imply that there are interactions between different types or factors of
realism—partly due to effects on player expectations for related or similar
types of realism [150, 345].

There is one study by Ryge et al., who explored haptic feedback in VR

baseball [359]; their study shows that haptic feedback increases perceived
responsiveness and yields a better experience in VR baseball. Further, this was
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related to more experienced realism and naturalness in informal comments in
their study. Given the increasing popularity of modern VR, and the research
focus on VR in the two studies in this chapter, we elaborate on research on
realism in VR beyond tangible interaction separately in the following section.

3.2.1 Realism in Virtual Reality

[14]A prominent aspect of VR development and research has focused on fidelity
(also naturalism, or realism): the degree of accuracy with which a system
recreates real-world experiences. This area of research distinguishes between
display fidelity (sensory realism, referring mainly to auditory and visual
qualities) and interaction fidelity (action realism, i.e., the degree of exact-
ness with which user actions in VR resemble real world actions in terms of
biomechanical similarity, input, and control) [280, 281].

The research presented in this chapter follows in the footsteps of this prior
work. For this reason, in this chapter and the publication it is based on, we
thus use(d) the term interaction fidelity (or IF) for interaction realism. For the
remainder of this chapter, the term relates to fidelity to the real world.

Fidelity in VR In terms of display fidelity, prior research has shown that
high fidelity VR display systems (e.g., graphics and audio quality) facilitate
immersion and presence [72, 111, 298, 443]. However, there are indications
that the addition of ambient noises to VR game audio does not improve PX

(including immersion) [21]. This suggests that bodily and sensory experiences
may override effects of audio fidelity in VR; similar effects have been observed
for music in the exercise context [217].

For the degree of interaction fidelity, results are further divided. Re-
searchers have suggested that full realism may not always be necessary,
pointing out that there are benefits to VR experiences beyond realism [71].
Further, there is work pointing towards an uncanny valley in interaction
fidelity: while moderate degrees of interaction fidelity (IF) negatively impact
user experience in VR, low degrees of IF have reached comparable user experi-
ence to high degrees of IF [280, 281]. McMahan et al. have speculated that this
occurs as an effect of familiarity: user experiences in high fidelity VR leverage
associations with the real world, while low fidelity VR builds on associations
born from familiarity with existing computer interfaces. However, research in
this area is mostly or partially based on precursors to modern VR (e.g., CAVE

systems), extending an opportunity to explore how these findings apply
to modern VR game experiences. Further, studies have focused on a wide
range of tasks ranging from object manipulation to navigation. Research
on physicality in games suggest that whole-body movement is a significant
factor in engagement and sensory immersion [201], suggesting that effects
of IF may differ for more stationary tasks as opposed to tasks focusing on
full-body movements.

In modern VR, there are few studies on effects of interaction fidelity. One
notable example by Nabiyouni et al. [298] showed evidence for the theory
that moderate IF leads to worse user experience than both high and low
IF. However, this study focused only on locomotion tasks and featured a
small sample size. The results also showed that some measures yielded no
difference for any degree of fidelity (e.g., no effect on perceived precision in
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the initial phase of the VR experience). To our knowledge, there is no other
empirical work exploring IF in modern VR.

VR Player Experience and Whole-Body Movements The growing market of VR

applications contains a large number of games, prompting a surge in research
on PX in VR. In comparison to traditional video games, players in VR can
experience less control, but increased flow in VR; in general, the intensity of
experiences are heightened [406]. Further, specific interactions affect players
differently, particularly passive game elements such as exploration should be
emphasized in VR game design [21]. In games, many other aspects beyond
realism constitute “good” player experience, e.g., enjoyment, engagement,
immersion, challenge or relaxation [143, 172, 249, 452]. For many game
elements and genres, realism is thus not the utmost goal: developers and
researchers alike have pointed out uncanny valley phenomena, and suggested
reduced realism in favour of other aspects of PX, as well as adherence to
conventions of the medium/genre [173, 367, 368, 412].

VR games potentially build on a range of HCI and games research that
increasingly explores effects of physicality [201, 290]. Physicality and whole-
body movements correlate with enjoyment, intensified experience, and more
affective game experiences [60, 149]. Thus it has been suggested that the
proprioceptive experience should be included in the concept of sensory
immersion [59, 143]. Although previous research on movement in VR has
studied aspects such as locomotion techniques or perception of exertion [152,
392, 455], VR games can feature a wide range of movements, including
crouching, jumping, and reaching. How players experience these movements
in VR as part of an immersive VR game is not well understood.

In non-VR exergames, focus on the body is encouraged, however too much
realism can be too difficult, particularly for novice players [59, 201]. The
degree to which players execute full body movements realistically depends
on player motivations (i.e., wanting to win leads players to optimize their
movements, whereas players aiming to relax may perform fully realistic
movements regardless of score impact) [59]. Guidelines for movement-based
games have also stated that movement mappings need not be fully realis-
tic [201, 291].

3.3 Study I1: Object Manipulation Tasks

Problem/Motivation One of the most common tasks in VR consists of object
manipulation: e.g., grabbing, pulling, moving, or pressing virtual objects
(or parts thereof). Its common occurrence in VR experience makes it a good
candidate to explore effects of realism in the design of this type of interac-
tion. For example, when designing a container object in VR, the resulting
interaction (open container and retrieve another virtual object from within)
can be designed with either a low degree of realism (i.e., high abstraction) or
high degree of realism. In this example, the low-realism interaction design
could ask players to point to and activate the container object to select it,
then display an inventory widget above it to list its contents, and expect
another point-and-select action to choose one of the objects. In contrast,
designing the same application with higher degrees of realism could involve
expecting players to physically pry open the container object (e.g., remove a
lid) and then pull out the object within by reaching and physically grabbing
it. While more physically realistic, the high-realism variant would likely also
be slower for most users. The research question RQ-1a regarding realism
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a) b) c)

Figure 3.1: VR game prototypes were developed to compare player experience of
varying interaction realism: Study I1 focused on object manipulation (a &
b), while Study I2 explored whole-body movements (c). This figure was
already published in the original publication [14]; its caption was adapted.

Figure 3.2: In the HF condition of task T1 in Study I1, players were asked to retrieve
an object from a chest, by pulling up the chest buckles (a), and pushing
open the chest’s lid (b). In the LF version, players were able to use WIMP

metaphors to use a widget to retrieve the object (c). This figure was already
published in the original publication [14]; its caption was adapted.

Figure 3.3: Task T2 in Study I1 consisted of potion brewing. The HF version had
players physically pick up potion vials, and pouring their contents into the
virtual cauldron (a), while for the LF version, players used a drag-and-drop
metaphor to transfer potions from their inventory to the cauldron widget
(b). This figure was already published in the original publication [14]; its
caption was adapted.

in object-manipulation tasks thus has directly applicable consequences for
interaction design in VR.

Approach A within-participants study was designed to compare high de-
grees of realism and high degrees of abstraction (low realism) in object
manipulation tasks in VR.

Contribution The study shows a clear preference of users benefitting the
high realism variant: affective state, immersion, enjoyment, and intuitive-
ness of interactions were largely rated significantly more highly when they
experienced the higher realism. As expected, performance in this variant
was also slower than the low-realism variant, which may indicate potential
advantages to higher abstraction for use cases with large numbers of objects
or when speed is of priority.
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3.3.1 Study Design

Stimuli

[14] We implemented a VR shopkeeper game as a test stimuli (Fig. 3.1a & b), with
a low fidelity (LF) and a high fidelity (HF) variant. The game loop consisted
of fulfilling tasks assigned by a customer by finding the item they wanted in
the virtual shop, and giving it to the customer. The game environment was
implemented as room-scale to minimize potential simulator sickness issues.

Tasks The game tasks were designed to ensure that players interacted with
the objects in the game environment. In the first task (T1), players were
asked to find a red gem that was hidden in a chest to ensure that players
manipulated the container object. In the second task (T2), players handled
virtual items that required a lot of interaction (e.g., physically grabbing and
carrying them in high fidelity). They were asked to mix a red and green
potion, i.e., collecting potion vials of those colours, mixing them together in
a cauldron, and bottling the result in a new vial. The final task (T3) asked
players to look up an item in the shopkeeper’s book, i.e., using a virtual book
laid out on a pedestal for stationary use.

Low vs. High Fidelity Each game variant offered a different type of IF. In
the LF variant, players interacted with objects via widgets. By pointing at
objects, players could activate widgets that offered interaction functionality.
For example, the widget of the chest object in Fig. 3.2c shows that the chest
(T1) contains two potion vials, each of which can be selected to transfer them
into the player’s inventory. The inventory was limited to holding two items
at a time, to keep variants comparable; in HF, players had no inventory and
could only carry one item in each hand at a time. In the HF variant, players
had to grab and undo the chest’s buckles, and lift the lid (Fig. 3.2a & b). The
potion vials in the chest were represented as virtual objects that could be
grabbed and moved, rather than abstracted in a widget.

Similarly, the cauldron (T2) was implemented via a drag and drop widget
in LF; in HF, players uncorked the potion vials, poured the liquids into
the cauldron, and scooped up the result in a new vial (Fig. 3.3). For the
shopkeeper’s book (T3), in LF, players used buttons to navigate between
pages (triggering an animation of the turning page). The HF version required
players to lift and turn individual pages.

Tutorial Both game versions were preceded by a tutorial (in the same game
world, with objects appearing one by one as needed) to teach players the up-
coming interaction techniques. To help players with little or no VR experience,
both versions began with selecting dialogue window buttons by pressing
the trigger button on the game controller. Afterwards, the tutorial versions
diverged to show players how to use the current interaction techniques to
pass an item from their inventory to the in-game customer, collect a potion
vial into their inventory, peruse the chest’s contents, and mix a potion via
the cauldron.

Measures

We used common and standardized questionnaires after each game vari-
ant to assess player experience. Affective state was operationalized through
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SAM [74]. SAM uses manikin images on a 9-point scale to assess emotional va-
lence, arousal, and dominance. Intuitiveness of the interactions was assessed
via INTUI (subfactors effortlessness, gut feeling, magical experience, and ver-
balizability through 17 items on a 7-point semantic differential scale) [421].
Immersion was operationaized [sic] through the IEQ [207]: 31 items on 7-point
Likert scales, measuring five immersion factors: challenge, control, real-world
dissociation, and emotional as well as cognitive involvement. Engagement
was measured via GEQ [GEngQ] (19 items on a 7-point Likert scale) [76]; we
also used the E2I’s enjoyment(5 items) and presence (9 items) scales [253].

The post-game questionnaire also included custom 7-point Likert scales
that asked participants how much they liked the individual interactions
with the chest (T1), the cauldron (T2), and the book (T3). These items were
phrased to avoid mentioning HF or LF, as this could potentially already cause
bias. Instead, depending on the game variant, they were asked how much
they agreed with a statement such as “I liked moving the individual pages to
interact with the book” in the HF condition, as opposed to “I liked clicking
through the pages to interact with the book” in the LF condition. Additionally, we
employed one survey for participants’ demographic background, and one to
compare the game variants. The comparison questionnaire asked which of
the two experiences the participant had preferred (prompted via screenshots
from each game version, to avoid priming by naming them as HF or LF), and
offered a text field for participants to describe reasons for their preferences.

Participants and Procedure

A total of 26 participants (20 male, 6 female) were recruited from a university
context, with a median age of 26 (SD=5.24). Participants were mainly students
of varying backgrounds (7.6% non-university participants). Twenty (76.92%)
had no prior experience with VR. For the others, the extent of their experience
in months was limited (Mdn=1, IQR=1–4.75).

Each study session (~1hr) began with an introduction and consent forms,
followed by the demographic questionnaire. The study was split into two
parts. Each half consisted of the interactive tutorial for the upcoming variant
of the prototype, followed by the prototype game with the three tasks de-
scribed above, and the surveys. Participants played the game once in HF and
once in LF; the order was counterbalanced across participants. Finally, par-
ticipants completed the questionnaire comparing the two experiences, and
were then thanked for their time and given 10 EUR as compensation.

3.3.2 Results

Participants took longer to complete the HF variant (M=274.38 sec, SD=196.95)
than the LF variant (M=246.15, SD=109.09), however, a Wilcoxon signed
rank test showed that this difference in duration was not significant. For
the surveys, we used dependent t tests and Wilcoxon signed rank tests to
compare participants’ responses after each condition; the descriptive data
are listed in Table 3.1.

All SAM factors showed significant differences. Arousal (V=199.5, p<.01,
r=-.41), valence (V=0.78, p<.001, r=-.47), and dominance (V=178, p<.05, r=-
.31) were all significantly higher in HF compared to LF. There was also a
significant difference in GEQ mean values, with higher engagement in HF than
in LF, t(25)=2.99, p<.01, r=.51.
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The IEQ questionnaire showed significant differences for most factors (see
Fig. 3.4). Wilcoxon signed rank tests showed that the HF condition yielded
a higher cognitive involvement than the LF condition, V=228.5, p<.05, r=-
.31, as well as significantly higher control, V=276, p<.001, r=-.50. Similarly,
dependent t tests showed significantly higher real world dissociation for HF,
t(25)=2.60, p<.05, r=.46, and also significantly higher emotional involvement,
t(25)=3.04, p<.01, r=.52. There was no significant difference for challenge.

The two E2I factors also showed significant differences in favour of HF.
Presence values were significantly higher for HF than LF, V=268.5, p<.001,
r=-.55. The same applied to enjoyment, V=295.5, p<.001, r=-.50. In terms of
the INTUI, two intuitiveness factors showed a significant difference between
conditions: Effortlessness (V=258, p<.01, r=-.43) and magical experience
(V=272.5, p<.001, r=-.48) were rated significantly higher for HF than LF. There
was no significant difference for gut feeling or verbalizability.

In the final questionnaire, players were asked to rate the individual tasks
(with the chest, the book, and the cauldron) on a 7-point Likert scale. Par-
ticipants preferred interacting with the chest by physically grabbing items
from within (Mdn=6, IQR=5.25–7) compared to using the widget (Mdn=5,
IQR=3–6), V=210, p<.001, r=-.46. This was mirrored in their significantly
higher rating for turning over pages (Mdn=6, IQR=5–6) as opposed to clicking
on the arrow widgets (Mdn=3, IQR=2.25–5), V=198, p<.01, r=-.40. Further,
participants much preferred to physically grab and carry potion vials (Mdn=7,
IQR=7–7) compared to using their inventory (Mdn=4.5, IQR=2–6), V=263,
p<.001, r=-.53.

Finally, participants were asked about their preference between the two VR

experiences. Here too, the HF experience was preferred by the large majority
of participants (84.62%), with three participants listing no preference between
the two, and only a single participant preferring the LF variant. Reasons for
preferring the HF version emphasized the greater degree of immersion (“more
interesting and immersive”–P11) and realism (“much more natural”–P20; “closer
to reality”–P17). The results also reflected enjoyment of playful interaction
with virtual objects (“it’s fun to twist objects around [...] satisfying to be able to do
that”–P19), which is a theme that we explore further in the second study: “I
enjoyed it and had fun trying out other actions and took all items into my hand and
tried to destroy items in the game, or to combine them, completely separate from the
actual task”–P1.

Participants with no preference saw advantages to both variants, mention-
ing greater ease with the LF inventory; for scale reasons (e.g., preferred for
larger inventories: “searching in a huge inventory (with a window) is easier”–P25),
and to keep hands free (“I didn’t have to hold the item all the time [...] much easier
to operate”–P22). The participant who preferred the LF variant emphasized its
familiarity: “in other video games there is also an inventory, so its intuitive”–P18.

3.3.3 Discussion

The results show that the HF variant yielded higher scores for almost all
player experience factors. Participants’ affective state was more positive, and
engagement, presence and enjoyment were all higher after interacting with
the HF game variant than after the LF variant. The HF experience was also
rated as more immersive in terms of cognitive and emotional involvement,
control, and real world dissociation. These dependent variables showed not
only significant differences in comparison to the LF version, but also medium
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Table 3.1: The overview of player experience factors shows that the HF variant was
for the most part rated significantly higher (*) than the LF variant. This
table is based on a table in the original publication [14]; its presentation
and caption were adapted.
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Figure 3.4: Of the IEQ factors, all except challenge were significantly higher after the
HF condition than the LF condition. This figure was already published in
the original publication [14]; its caption was adapted.

to large effect sizes. Further, when asked about the overall variants and indi-
vidual tasks directly, participants significantly preferred the HF variants. The
reported reasons for these preferences indicate that HF object manipulation
is perceived as more immersive, reminiscent of real-world interaction, and
more enjoyable. We thus conclude that for object manipulation tasks, high IF

provides better PX than low IF in VR.
In terms of the debate surrounding the uncanny valley phenomenon with

regards to IF, the literature has suggested that low IF may be as good as high
IF in terms of PX, while moderate IF performs worse in comparison. While
we cannot definitively address this hypothesis with our study, our results
do provide some evidence to the contrary. As our study had no moderate IF

condition, we cannot make any claims about effects of moderate IF for object
manipulation tasks.

However, the results show that for the presented fidelity variants, the
higher IF outperformed the lower IF. As VR improves further with regards
to IF (e.g., through passive haptic feedback and weight perception [48, 350]),
we expect our version of high IF to become moderate IF, and to provide
comparably worse PX.

While the difference in duration between the two variants was not signifi-
cant, participants took slightly longer to complete the tasks in low fidelity.
For games or VR experiences where speed is an issue, users might thus prefer
LF interactions. Yet the comments of participants who did not prefer the
HF variant instead point towards scenarios with larger numbers of objects,
and hands-free interaction as the main benefits of the LF variant. Overall,
the results are in favour of high degrees of IF for object manipulation in
VR applications, although future work may have to explore trade-offs with
usability for specific use cases.

Limitations It should be noted that while HF performed significantly better
for almost all PX measures, the LF scores were also not overly poor as a whole.
While not superlative, the LF variant still yielded ratings that skewed neutral
to positive. This may imply that PX in VR is generally acceptable regardless
of IF, merely by virtue of being in VR (i.e., novelty bias, matching the sparcity
[sic] of VR experience reported by participants). It may also imply general
enjoyment of the implemented game. Whether IF influences PX differently in
a less enjoyable game, or how it affects players with extensive VR experience
is difficult to answer at this stage.

We also point out that our results could be influenced by the prototype
itself (e.g., usability issues of either variant). Yet as mentioned there was
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no difference in terms of reported challenge between the two variants, and
while the HF condition was perceived as more effortless and a more magical
experience, there was no difference for gut feeling and verbalizability. As
such, both versions seem to have met a general degree of usability and
familiarity.

3.4 Study I2: Whole-Body Movements

Problem/Motivation Increasing physicality can facilitate engagement and
intensify affective game experiences [60], and is considered a factor that can
induce presence in virtual environments [254], as well. The previous study
compared varying degrees of realism (high vs. low) in object manipulation
tasks; however, object manipulation tasks are not particularly engaging in
terms of whole-body movement. How interaction realism is experienced in
more physically engaging tasks in VR remains an open question.

Approach We conducted a within-participants mixed-methods lab study1,
designed to focus on players’ experience of whole-body movements in VR; in
particular, their experience of realism and abstraction in the designed whole-
body movements. The study explored whole-body movements of mixed
degrees of realism and abstraction: this involved whole-body movement
with manipulation of virtual objects (e.g., swinging a sword), as well as
crawling and dangling, as described in more detail below. The movements
were designed to be of mixed or moderate degrees of realism, as it is still
difficult to implement high-fidelity whole-body movements in VR, as soon as
the design goals progress beyond simple body tracking to include interaction
with the environment. As such, the mixed degrees of realism also depended
on players’ execution of movements.

Contribution The study results show that for whole-body movements, par-
ticipants did not agree nearly as much with regards to realism preferences as
they did in Study I1: instead, there was a wide range of opinions regarding
when interactions should be realistic, and when they should be designed
to incorporate abstraction. Further, we show that substitutions of different
kinds of physical challenge, and approximation of physical challenge can
be enough to induce realistic and immersive VR experiences. Finally, our
results highlight onlooker effects as a relevant factor in designing whole-body
movements in games and environments in modern VR.

3.4.1 Study Design

[14]In this second study, we explored how players experience IF of whole-body
movements in VR. As we consider high fidelity still difficult to achieve for
many whole-body movements in modern VR, we instead focused on a more
exploratory study design featuring varying degrees of moderate IF. We
designed a VR prototype featuring whole-body movements implemented
with varying IF through game elements that combined whole-body movement
with manipulation of virtual items, but also only whole-body movements
such as crawling, and dangling (described in detail below). Our goal was not
to compare HF and LF, but instead to explore player experiences of varying

1 The study also included a secondary research inquiry focusing on audio fidelity, as will be
discussed in more detail in Part iv (Study A1).
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moderate fidelity (dependent also on how participants enacted movements)
in a context where the extremes of IF (entirely LF or HF) make little sense or
are still beyond reach. In a mixed-methods lab study, participants experienced
all game elements (within-[participants]). We investigated their experiences
[RQ-1b] based on the analysis of post-gameplay semi-structured interviews.

As a secondary inquiry, we explored effects of audio fidelity, by comparing
conditions with or without ambient noises (between-[participants]), as the
literature reports mixed results (i.e., facilitating presence [79, 126], vs. making
no difference to PX [21]). We used standardized surveys to assess these effects
[..].

Stimuli

A prototype VR game was developed in Unity for the HTC Vive HMD and
corresponding controllers. The game consisted of a tutorial for participants
to become acquainted with all four implemented game elements, and a
prototypical game level in the form of a labyrinth that confronted players
with the four elements in counterbalanced order.

Guidelines for movement-based games emphasize the importance of de-
signing for focus on the body, i.e., not distracting too much with visuals [201,
291]. To minimize visual distractions and keep players focused on the physi-
cal movements, we designed the game in a minimalistic style, using visual-
ized sonar waves for orientation in a dark game world.

Sonar Waves: Orientation and Exploration The main game element for orien-
tation consisted of visualized white sonar waves in an otherwise dark game
world (see Fig. 3.1c)—a game mechanic used in existing games, both VR and
non-VR (e.g., Dark Echo [338] vs. Scanner Sombre [199] or Perception [158]).
Players could send out these waves from their controller by pressing the
touchpad button; where the waves hit a surface (i.e., the floor, a wall, or an
object), they bounced back. The waves stayed visible for 2 seconds, allowing
players to orient themselves. The game featured teleportation (~3 m) for
navigation [152]. Players were warned of walking through virtual walls or
obstacles via a red-tinted screen overlay and a warning tone. If they persisted,
they were reset to the level start. In this manner, they were able to explore a
virtual labyrinth, throughout which they encountered obstacles that required
whole-body movement to be overcome.

Whole-Body Movement The game featured four elements with whole-body
movements: (1) Finding a key and using it to unlock a door. (2) Finding a
sword and using it to cut down a spiderweb. (3) Crawling underneath an
obstacle. (4) Dangling from monkey bars.

All obstacles (door, spiderweb, boulder, monkey bar) were visible as grey
shapes even without the sonar waves, but virtual items (key, sword) had to
be found via the wave mechanic. These items were placed on the floor so that
players had to crouch down to pick them up. By touching the item with a
controller and pressing the trigger button, players could pick them up; items
were then fixed to the controller until the button was released. These two
elements were thus fairly realistic in terms of their whole-body movement
(crouch and pick up item), but otherwise were implemented with some
abstraction: players merely touching the item to the correct location (the door
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lock/the spiderweb as a whole) made the obstacle disappear (with a sound
effect for both, and an animation of falling threads for the spiderweb).

The crawling obstacle consisted of a large grey boulder at a height of ~135

cm (Fig. 3.5). Players had to crouch down to look underneath; because the
obstacle was curved and surrounded by walls, teleportation was limited while
traversing it (minimum of four teleportation steps across a curved distance
of ~8 m). As such, this interaction was represented with a moderately high
degree of realism, in that players had to physically crouch and move forward
through teleporting and/or crawling.

The obstacle in the dangling interaction consisted of a large grey pipe (~3

m) on the ceiling (Fig. 3.5), calibrated to the user’s height and arm length
prior to gameplay. Seven bars were attached to it; by pushing the controller
into this bar and keeping the trigger pressed, players could “hold on” to that
bar (highlighted as feedback when the controller actively grabs them). By
always keeping one controller within one of these bars, players move safely
across the floor (also highlighted grey) underneath this obstacle. Thus, this
game element required carefully holding one hand to a virtual bar, while
the other hand reached for the next one, i.e., “dangling” along monkey bars.
If the player lost their grip by releasing the trigger or moving both hands
away from the bar, they were considered to have “fallen”, and reset to the
beginning of the level. Trying to simply walk across was thus not possible,
and teleporting along the floor under the obstacle disabled. Prior to this
element, players had to position themselves within the area carefully to
traverse the obstacle without exiting the physical VR space; this was indicated
in VR via a blue rectangle. Thus, while dangling had a moderately high
degree of IF in that the users had to strain to reach up to the bars, and had to
keep the triggers pressed to hold on, they were also still walking along the
physical floor.

Game Audio To expose participants to game audio, they were instructed
to wear headphones. All conditions had basic sound effects as feedback
for user actions, e.g., when teleporting or interacting with items. An audio
signal warned players traversing into a forbidden area, i.e., a wall or obstacle.
Additionally, there were three sound conditions for ambient noise: one
without any ambient noises (no-ambient), one with continuous ambient noise
(permanent-ambient), and one where ambient noise was only audible while
sonar waves were active (wave-ambient). The last condition was added as
tying audio to game mechanics could increase player attention to audio and
thus impact effects thereof on PX. The ambient noise consisted of distant
industrial factory noises (audio sources attached to the wall objects).

Participants

A total of 36 participants were recruited through flyers and mailing lists at
the university. Of these, 25 were male (69.44%), 10 were female (27.78%),
and one reported something else (2.78%). Participants were 25 years old
on average (IQR=23–28). On average, participants had some VR experience,
however there was a large variance (Mdn=5, IQR=1.75–6 on a 7-point Likert
scale; 1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree); 9 participants (25%) strongly
refuted having VR experience. They were divided into audio conditions
equally; gender was mostly balanced between them (no-ambient: 9 male, 3

female; wave-ambient: 8 male, 4 female; permanent-ambient: 8 male, 3 female, 1

something else).
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3.5: Side-by-side views of a player (while crawling: b; while dangling along
two bars: d) and their in-game view (crawling: a; dangling: c) in Study
I2. This figure was already published in the original publication [14]; its
caption was adapted.

Measures and Method

Participants’ demographic background (age and gender) was assessed through
a survey, as was their prior VR experience and VR enjoyment (7-point Lik-
ert scale). Game durations were logged by the VR application. A second
survey was used as a post-game questionnaire to measure affective state
(operationalized via SAM [74]; 7-point scale), immersion (IEQ [207]; 7-point
scale), curiosity and autonomy (PEI [429]; 5-point scale), and presence and
enjoyment (E2I [253]; 5-point scale). Finally, participants were asked to take
part in a semi-structured interview focusing on their experience with each
of the game elements (key, sword, crawling, and dangling), as well as their
audio perception.

The interviews were transcribed and then rated by three of the authors
as part of an iterative thematic analysis approach. The first fifteen interview
transcriptions were used to build a codebook in five iterations: Based on
three interviews at a time, all raters individually built a codebook using
an open coding scheme. These emerging themes and codes were discussed
among the three raters to create a merged codebook, until agreement was
reached regarding coding scheme. The final operational codebook represents
the result of the fifth iteration of this process. This codebook was used to
code the remaining 21 interview transcriptions. As a measure of inter-rater
reliability for this final coding step, we calculated an intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC, using two-way mixed, consistency, and single measures
as parameters [277, 178]), ICC(C,1)=0.82, 95% CI [0.75, 0.87]. This ICC is
classified as within the good range [99], indicating a high level of agreement
across coders.

Procedure

Each session (~1 hr) began with a consent form and written introduction
to the study procedure. Participants then completed the survey on their
demographic background. As we expected a majority of participants to have
little or no VR experience, participants were first introduced to the VR system
and controllers. They were then given a written game description, and asked
to complete the tutorial. Once participants reported that they felt comfortable
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proceeding, they played the game (in a randomly assigned audio condition).
The order of game elements was counterbalanced across participants. The
study was framed as a prototype evaluation, inviting participants to become
acquainted with all game elements and provide feedback.

After playing, participants were asked to fill in the post-game survey to
assess affective state, immersion, curiosity and autonomy, as well as presence
and enjoyment. They then participated in a semi-structured interview on
their experience of the game elements, as well as their perception of the
game audio (~15 minutes). The semi-structured interview first asked players
to recount their personal experience of each game element, and then asked
them whether and how they had perceived ambient noises in the game.
Finally, we thanked participants for their time, and gave them 10 EUR.

3.4.2 Results

We found the following themes through our analysis of the interview tran-
scriptions, resulting from the process described above (quotes translated
from original language).

Orientation and Exploration Some participants had difficulties with under-
standing the game world layout or interpreting how far away they were from
objects: “the model of where I actually am didn’t build itself ”–P28. For some, this
was caused by visual clutter inherent to the wave mechanic implementation:
“it partially came bouncing back directly towards you, so that you sometimes couldn’t
see anything”–P10. For others, the confusion was rooted in the teleportation
(“it makes me lose orientation”–P26). The mismatch between being allowed
to teleport widely in the general game and being limited during obstacles
was also pointed out. However, others found it an easy learning curve to
assemble a mental model of the game environment: “exploring the room with
sonar waves worked real well [...] in the beginning it was confusing, but then at
some point you sort of had a, essentially a spatial image in your head”–P21.

Sonar waves were enjoyed as a mechanic of orientation and exploration.
For some, this was rooted in an appreciation of challenge (“it wasn’t easy
and that’s why it was so interesting”–P15). Others described this enjoyment in
terms of increased immersion (“it gave the feeling [...] yeah, diving into another
world”–P19). Some participants also indicated this was facilitated by the
visually minimalistic design: “that you can’t see [...] it’s very exciting, because I
find that the absorption in the game was much much stronger through this, compared
to when you could actually see” –P30.

Whole-Body Movement The participants often commented on the novelty of
the physical interactions, which led to an increased focus on the experience:
“the interaction was so new to me that in the end I was so focused on it”–P18. For
most, this was positive, but a few found it disconcerting: “at first totally, totally
unfamiliar [...] having to actually move yourself, I found that pretty difficult”–P7.
We noted minor usability issues in interacting with virtual items, inducing
one participant to request an inventory: “a mechanism, to put it away somehow,
and then immediately hold it in your hand again, that might be a bit easier”–
P10. However, the majority of participants displayed enjoyment of object
interaction, in terms of searching for the key or sword, teleporting with items,
and using items on obstacles: “yeah that you had to collect something and do
something actively with the controllers, like wielding the sword or the key [...] I
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found that very interesting”–P19; “Picking up these things and doing something
with it, I think I liked that the best”–P11.

Several participants mentioned social considerations, i.e., the awkwardness
of physically moving in VR with an onlooker (i.e., the study investigator).
For some, this was described as a stray thought (“it was somehow strange,
this image of me in this room, well I thought to myself what I must look like in
this real room that I’m in”–P3), for others it impacted the experience: “I think
if I had played it alone it wouldn’t have been so bad [..] it would have been, well,
embarrassing if people watched [...] you have the feeling that you’re being observed
when you’re crawling on the floor even though you’re just in a room”–P12 and “I
occasionally thought about how stupid I look in that moment”–P15.

The most dominant theme in the interviews was the trade-off between
realism and abstractions in the whole-body game elements. In the following,
we report how realism or un-realness of these game elements was perceived.

Sword-Wielding and Door-Unlocking For these two game elements, partic-
ipants tended to appreciate existing realistic aspects and wished for more
realism. Participants enjoyed wielding the sword to make the spiderweb fall
apart (“I found it cool, hacking at it to get through it”–P19). This is reflected by
the full execution of movements; even though they did not have to swing
the sword (a brief touch would have sufficed), most participants did so.
Perceptions of its realism ranged from “understandable and appropriate”–P28 to
“the sword didn’t feel like a sword [...] but it still felt intuitive”–P30. Aspects where
most would have enjoyed more realism included haptic feedback from the
spiderweb (“I feel no resistance”–P28), and requiring multiple hits of the sword
to make the spiderweb fall apart. However, one participant liked that the
spiderweb fell apart at a single hit: “it was super – you touched it once with the
sword and then it fell down. I found that funny [...] gave it a bit of character”–P33.

Participants also enjoyed the door-unlocking obstacle; this enjoyment was
mostly mentioned in the context of searching for the key, and having a literal
gate as an obstacle. Many mentioned that the task should require more
precise movements (e.g., inserting the key and turning it in the lock), as well
as animation of the door swinging open and creaking noises. Again, only few
participants seemed to want less realism. One speculated that more realism
might feel aggravating: “I’m not sure if I wouldn’t experience that as a kind of
harassment, having to precisely put it in and turn it”–P28. Another wanted the
key to disappear after its use, to indicate that it was no longer needed (“like
in adventure games”–P30). Overall, having physical interactions in VR was
unfamiliar, but appreciated: “you know you’re not really doing it. But otherwise I
found it cool [...] you’re actually doing something”–P8.

Crawling This element was perceived as fairly real, making several partic-
ipants worry about hitting the obstacle: “really felt like if I were to stand up
or not duck enough, I would bump my head”–P35. It also gave participants a
sense of space and distance (“the feeling of covering distance”–P28), as well as
physical exertion (“it was a little strenuous”–P32).

The degree to which participants appreciated the realism differed. Some
cited annoyance of the cable and fear of injury (e.g., “[while walking] I’m
more stable than if I bump into something head first”–P34). These participants
expressed a preference for teleporting through the obstacle in small steps
while crouching: “I’m a bit claustrophic [sic] [...] it was dark, I had to make
myself small, there were only walls around me, so I felt a little uncomfortable ... and
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quickly teleported out”–P36; “it was maybe a lazy approach [...] but I just crouched
down and then teleported through, so I never had to really crawl and that’s why I
liked it”–P29. Others enjoyed the realistic crawling and disliked teleportation
because they felt it was a half measure (“you’re basically only doing half the
activity”–P25). A few suggested that teleportation should be disabled for
the obstacle: “if the passages under which you had to crawl were shorter but then
you really had to crawl, that would be cool, and then you really couldn’t teleport
there”–P30.

Dangling This element yielded varied responses; many participants found
it very interesting and exciting (“ it felt cool [...] fun and generally well imple-
mented”–P30). In terms of realism, most considered it not comparable to
the crawling (“less convincing than for example the crawling”–P35, or even “the
least realistic of all”–P17). Several participants remarked that the difference in
exertion to real-life dangling or climbing stood out to them, although many
still mapped the lower degree of exertion to an approximation of realism: “it
just wasn’t as tiring physically, but because I had to hold my hand up and basically
statically in that position, that made it close enough”–P30. This game element also
induced several moments in which players were convinced by the movement:
“I really had a little vertigo, like, oh god oh god I’m falling [...] there I was the most
excited”–P19.

There was a clear trend that the concentration required by this element,
and the challenge it posed (mentally and physically) facilitated a suspension
of disbelief, which made players perceive it as more realistic: “even though
the feet didn’t leave the ground, you’re kind of willing to buy it in that moment to
focus on the hands so much that you forget that you’re walking and can’t actually
fall”–P24, “because I was so concentrated, I didn’t at all think of me standing on
the floor, instead it was really, okay, I have to dangle across this now”–P31, “I was
very very concentrated [...] I didn’t really look [down] there and I was still very very
motivated to do it very very precisely”–P28. It even made one player physically
move differently: “I somehow always felt the need to kind of swing my foot along,
as if I was really dangling myself ”–P34.

Participants often wished for a higher degree of realism, for example
actually hanging from something rather than merely holding up their arms:
“well you hold your arms in the air and that’s not what you usually do while
dangling”–P17. Without this, the experience was lacking (“some feedback was
missing, you had—you’re gripping somehow but [...] when I hold on somewhere in
the real world I get haptic feedback that I’m holding it, or that I’m slipping”–P21)
and made players aware of the unrealness: “your muscle memory tells you, erm,
you’re not climbing [...] there’s a bit of a dissonance”–P29.

Nevertheless, some participants would have preferred additions that evoke
less realism. Some of these additions consisted of enhanced feedback, such
as more tolerance towards their grip slipping (“if you at least don’t have to
look but hear a humming or I don’t know, some feedback, like oh, you’re about to
slip”–P21 or “if you move out of the area, that it starts to vibrate or something [...]
maybe if the area got bigger to provide more tolerance”–P30). One suggested a
different movement metaphor: “if you had moved yourself forward by moving,
like shifting forward the room”–P33, while another appreciated the existing
usability consideration of calibration to their arm reach (“I liked the distance
with the arms [...] that’s always a problem when things are too far away”–P19).
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Audio Conditions

We omit results with regards to participants’ audio perception and refer
instead to Part iv, Chapter 5. For the PX measures, we similarly refer to that
section of the thesis: At this point, it must only be noted that there was
no significant difference in the psychometric player experience between the
audio conditions, this is therefore unlikely to have impacted the players’
perception of the whole-body movements.

3.4.3 Discussion

Overall, the incorporation of whole-body movements in VR game elements
was perceived as novel and exciting, but also challenging and sometimes
unfamiliar.

Even though the object manipulation in this study featured less IF than
the HF condition in [Study I1 ], participants clearly enjoyed interacting with
the items, as well as searching for them in the environment. We note that
participants intuitively adopted sword-wielding movements even though this
was not strictly necessary (which the large majority of participants realized
during the tutorial). Participants’ enjoyment of searching for items in the
environment supports existing VR guidelines that emphasize the importance
of designing for exploration in VR [21, 406]. Only few participants wanted less
realism in the form of additional abstractions (e.g., an inventory, and diegetic
signals in the form of items disappearing after use); a single participant felt
dubious towards full realism, speculating that they might find it aggravating
having to perform high IF object manipulation tasks to overcome obstacles.

The interviews point towards a noticeably more diverse spectrum of opin-
ions regarding fidelity and abstraction for the game elements with greater
bodily involvement and no inclusion of object manipulation, i.e., crawling
and dangling. Despite moderate IF, both were perceived as surprisingly real
by a large portion of participants. The existing approximation of realism (i.e.,
teleporting for crouching, walking while reaching upwards for dangling) was
enough to induce suspension of disbelief for many participants. Dangling
in particular seems to have managed this via a substitute physical challenge
(holding arms up and still while pressing a button), in combination with
cognitive distraction (concentration required to move between bars). These
game elements showed more varied responses in participants’ appreciation of
realism, pointing out safety issues, fatigue, social factors, and the importance
of abstractions for increased usability (e.g., hyper-realistic haptic feedback
as warnings). In comparison with the game elements that include object
manipulation aspects, the contrast in desired realism appears noticeable.

With regards to social considerations, we note that the presence of on-
lookers—including study instructors—can induce self-consciousness in move-
ment-based VR. This contrasts with their potential to also make participants
feel more secure or comfortable (as was the case with unsettling audio).

Finally, regarding the secondary inquiry involved in this study (see Study
A1), it appears that the conditions varying in terms of audio (specifically,
ambient noises) had no significant effect on PX.

Given the game’s focus on whole-body movements, this would conform to
the hypothesis that bodily and sensory experiences can override effects of
audio in VR (and matching findings from the sports domain [217]).
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Limitations In terms of general usability, we point out that some participants
had trouble with orientation using the sonar wave mechanic. These issues
could have distracted them from the intended focus on movement-based
game elements. However, participants very rarely used the wave mechanic
during the obstacle interactions; the waves were mostly used between obsta-
cles, or to find the virtual items. Further, the large majority of participants
indicated that they found the overall experience immersive, as such any
effects were likely small.

Like most VR studies, we must mention potential effects of novelty bias.
Whole-body movements as a VR game element in general, and moderate
to high IF in their implementation in particular could have influenced re-
sults through novelty bias, although the variance for participants’ prior VR

experience was larger than in the first study. We attempted to tease out
participants’ perspectives on the interactions through the interviews, to sepa-
rate enjoyment of task from enjoyment of fidelity, but we cannot completely
disavow any effects. We further note that the prototype offered no visible
avatar. Well-designed VR avatars can increase task performance and decrease
cognitive load [393], whereas mismatches with self perception (even hand-
only representation) can negatively impact user experience [259, 369, 370].
Adding hand representation to our study design could thus distract from
the bodily experience, or potentially amplify results.

Finally, while the number of participants was fully sufficient for qualitative
analysis, the PX measures are based on a [between-participants] design.
The moderate number in each group must be considered in reviewing the
(quantitative) effects of ambient noises in VR. The results for this secondary
[inquiry, see Study A1] will thus need to be corroborated in future work with
a larger overall sample size.

However, it should be noted that the secondary inquiry involving different
between-[participants] conditions thus is likely not a confounding factor in
the results for whole-body movements in the present study (Study I2).

3.5 Overall Implications

Based on the results of both studies, we formulate guidelines and discuss
implications for the design of IF in VR games.

High IF for Object Manipulation Tasks in VR The first study showed a clear
preference on part of players for high IF for object manipulation tasks, and
a significant improvement of PX compared to low IF. In the second study,
object manipulation tasks were integrated in game elements that also re-
quired navigation, orientation, and (moderate) whole-body movement; here
participants still reported a higher appreciation of realism compared to the
game elements based more strongly on whole-body movements. We thus
recommend high IF implementations for such VR tasks.

Moderate IF for Whole-Body Movements in VR Participants were of two minds
regarding IF for whole-body movement in VR, suggesting that for this kind
of task, VR games should not strive for full realism and instead offer more
abstractions for increased usability and ease. Not all players enjoy extensive
physical challenge, and some players may even find intricate movement
challenges unnecessary or aggravating. VR game developers should consider
customization options and careful playtesting, to allow players a degree
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of control over IF for whole-body movements in VR. Further, this can also
facilitate more accessible, inclusive interaction design, which has not yet been
discussed in much detail in the context of VR [34, 319].

Substitutions and Approximations of Challenge Participants’ reported experi-
ences of dangling and crawling in VR indicate that substitutions of physical
challenge (e.g., holding a button to simulate holding on to a bar) and ap-
proximations thereof (e.g., holding your arms up in a fixed position instead
of hanging from something) can help to induce suspension of disbelief for
moderate IF. Cognitive challenge also appears to play a role in this process.
VR designers and researchers should consider and explore the use of sub-
stitutions and approximations of physical and cognitive challenges when
designing moderate IF for whole-body movements.

Enjoyment of Exploration in VR Our findings provide further support for a
factor suggested by prior research as well [21, 406]: players find significant
enjoyment in exploration in VR In this paper, the sonar wave mechanic was
perceived as very immersive, even though the prototype was not visually
complex, indicating a potential addendum to these guidelines in that design
for exploration need not always focus on visual exploration only: design-
ing for exploration in VR can also apply to novel forms of navigation and
orientation, and the use of search-based game mechanics.

Consider Dichotomy of Onlooker Effects The presence of onlookers to the
VR experience can engender feelings of self-consciousness, which should
be considered in the design process of movement-based VR game elements.
Guidelines for movement-based games in general have emphasized the po-
tential in supporting social fun [291]. In VR, this should be weighed carefully
against the above drawbacks; VR developers need to consider how social
power imbalances can occur between the HMD-wearing player and onlookers
who can move and look about the real world freely (cf. [175]). Further, we sug-
gest that researchers should examine how positive effects of onlookers (e.g.,
decreased feelings of isolation) can be facilitated through or even integrated
in the design process.

3.6 Summary and Relevance in Context

In this chapter, we explored varying degrees of realism in object manipula-
tion and whole-body movements in modern HMD-based VR as is increasingly
widespread among consumers2. The results show a clear tendency of users
enjoying higher realism more so than higher abstraction when it comes to
object manipulation. In whole-body movements, in contrast, there was a
wide range of opinions on the realistic aspects integrated into the system’s
moderate-realism movements. For many, even substitutions and approxima-
tions of physical challenge were sufficient in yielding a reasonable degree
of perceived immersive realism. The study also showed that whole-body
movements should be designed in light of trade-offs with accessibility, ease
of use, and social factors.

2 Current VR researchers (and individual users who modify their own VR equipment [335]) may
of course extend their VR systems to create highly complex experiences that are also increasingly
realistic, in varying dimensions of realism and to varying degrees; this was beyond the scope of
this thesis.
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The results in this chapter extend existing work on realism in HCI, which
has considered that user facilitation and consistency with expectations should
in some cases be prioritised over realism [150, 235, 345, 377] and noted trade-
offs with expressive power and accessibility, among other concepts [204].
This work thus provides a stepping stone for other researchers who aim to
explore interaction realism in modern (and future) VR.





Part III

Narrative Realism





4Realism in Game Narratives

Narratives are highly important in media due to their prevalence, immer-
sive effects, and connection to media enjoyment [62, 172]. Games also have Importance of

Narrativenarrative—even highly abstract games contain a narrative: “[this is] even true
of games as abstract as Chess; playing, we want to see how our opponent will react,
how forces will ebb and flow over the course of play. There’s a sort of narrative
arc at work here, even if there is no direct connection to story” [108]. To many
players, narrative is very important; narrative orientation is a common player
trait in Tondello & Nacke’s player trait model [417]. Similar orientations or
motivations exist in other player classification models (e.g., fantasy and story
immersion motivation in Yee’s gamer motivation model [453]). This is also
reflected in Ermi & Mäyrä’s SCI model of immersion, in which one fundamen-
tal component of gameplay is described as “imaginative immersion”, namely
becoming absorbed in the game experience through narrative elements [143].
Additionally, narrative anticipation has been described as one of many types
of uncertainty provided by games to induce motivation in players (“games
require uncertainty to hold our interest, and the struggle to master uncertainty is
central to the appeal of games [...] a degree of uncertainty is essential” [108]).

For basic narrative understanding and theories, the medium does not
matter [82], so many narrative theories can directly be applied to games. Distinct to Games

Nevertheless, there are additional factors that must be considered in games
that are distinct to the medium, for example their interactivity [226, 376, 394],
and the significance of factors like agency and feedback [39, 146, 225, 296].
These factors can sometimes be in conflict with the narrative [108, 221].

The concept of realism is manifold in narratives in general, where it can
consist of aspects such as plausibility, consistency, perceptual quality, or
typicality [97, 449] but also external realism (“match with external reality”) [82]
and social realism (reflecting the player’s personal everyday life) [155]. In Real ism in Narrative

film, narrative realism has been shown to influence enjoyment—both directly,
and through mediating narrative experience factors like transportation, iden-
tification, or immersion [62]. In games, narrative realism is perhaps even
more diverse, as the narrative can exist both as its own separate concept, and
within the ludological narrative that emerges from gameplay.

Presenting as real—or at least, believable—is very important for some
narrative elements, particularly for the characters present in the game world.
More realistic non-player characters (NPCs) are theorised to facilitate imagi-
native immersion and believability [210], as well as engagement and immer-
sion [368]. Further, believability has been shown to correlate with enjoyment
and higher game rating in games for entertainment [247], while visual real-
ism in NPCs correlates with higher learning transfer in serious games [55].
However, there are other factors that may compete with realism. Continuing
with the previous example, NPCs need to convey their game-related func-
tional (ludological) affordances to players for usability and player experience
(e.g., so that players realise which character will present them with the next
task or important information, or be an obstacle to fight) [435]. Yet visually
conveying a narrative role is also important (e.g., players should recognise the
character as a mentor or companion character), as this may facilitate player
identification [10, 11]. The design of NPCs thus holds additional competing
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factors: an NPC must “signal its functional role, but also be in line with expecta-
tions set by the narrative” [436]. This indicates potential trade-offs between
fidelity to the real world and fidelity to ludological functions and narrative
roles. In some cases, these other goals may be more important than realism,
or even conflict with it. In terms of game mechanics, narrative may conflict
with feedback. In some cases, players express a desire for more feedback
(e.g., in the form of visualised consequences of their actions) than can be
considered realistic [20]. In other aspects, this tradeoff has been called the
narrative paradox, as narration and interactivity (and player agency) conflict:
in some games, the players may skip parts of the narrative, influence the
pacing of certain parts of the narrative, or (want to) take a different path
through the narrative than expected altogether [108, 221, 296].

In this thesis, I propose another kind of narrative realism—one that is
player-centric, and closely related to scaffolding and performance feedback
in educational psychology [179, 212, 425]: game progression realism. In someGame Progression

Realism games, players are left to their own devices in dealing with the game’s
challenges: the game either has a pre-defined difficulty setting/progression
(e.g., Stardew Valley [106] or Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild [142]), or lets
the players choose the degree of difficulty from a set of options (e.g., Into the
Breach [157]). This can be considered high game progression realism: the game
progresses depending on the players’ skills and how they match the game’s
presented difficulty. There are no additional measures that interfere with
either players’ skills or the game difficulty.

In other games, however, the game automatically adjusts its own difficulty
to better match player skill, i.e., game balancing [120, 256, 431]. ThroughGame Balancing as

Skill Unrealism these adjustments game designers generally aim to present a challenge that
is neither so easy that players become bored, nor so difficult that players
are frustrated [426]. Vicencio-Moreira et al. distinguished between several
types of game balancing: difficulty adjustment, matchmaking, asymmetric
roles, or skill assistance [431]. In some of these approaches, player skill is no
longer realistically portrayed; instead, players’ skill is upgraded or downgraded
(e.g., boosts and handicaps in Mario Kart [309]) from the original. This can
be considered low game progression realism: regardless of whether the players’
skill level is artificially constrained or elevated, it is no longer portrayed
realistically. This is essentially a game-context equivalent of exaggerated
cognitive scaffolding, or false performance feedback [179, 212, 425], as I will
discuss in more detail in this chapter’s related work section.

Through game balancing, games can avoid (or minimise) skill mismatch
with game challenge, which otherwise can increase anxiety [94], lead to lack
of suspense, and decrease enjoyment due to less outcome uncertainty [36].
In fact, in some scenarios, players themselves conduct game balancing in the
form of voluntary handicapping, e.g., against younger or less experienced
players: “in order to artificially construct a sense of equality in the game” [448].
However, particularly when players notice game balancing implemented
in a system, they may feel like their achievements have less meaning [307].
Further, giving players control over difficulty can increase autonomy [7, 382];
potentially giving control over difficulty to the system could then decrease
autonomy in players.

Although the literature has—to my knowledge—not explicitly investigated
game balancing in terms of realism, there is at least one instance in which a
player related adaptive difficulty to less realism: Denisova & Cairns report aTying Game

Balancing to Realism player stating the following: “For my own gaming style, the [adaptive] AI acted
unfavourably. It should have supported my learning of the environment. Instead, it
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High
Game

Progression
Realism

Low
Game

Progression
Realism

Static / pre-designed
difficulty levels or

progression

Game balancing via
difficulty adjustment

(e.g., boosts or
handicaps), or skill

assistance

Game balancing via
matchmaking,

asymmetric roles

Increasing interference in players' realistic skill-
based gameplay progression

Figure 4.1: A continuum presenting how game progression realism, and inversely,
interference in realistic skill-based gameplay progression relates to game
balancing mechanisms.

was there to make me adapt fast or die. That is more realistic, but also much more
frustrating for a novice” [120]. In this context, the player found that the high
difficulty provided by the supposedly-adaptive game was more realistic, but
also more frustrating. However, from the quote it remains unclear whether
the participant was comparing it to the supposedly-nonadaptive alternative,
or to an also-adaptive version that would scaffold their in-game learning
progress in a slower fashion. In reality, neither game version experienced by
the participant was adaptive, they were merely told it was. If the participant
meant the latter, then they consider game balancing designed to provide
scaffolding (i.e., make the learning curve easier) to also be less realistic to
some degree. As this quote hints, game progression realism (see Figure 4.1)
may be a game quality of great interest to researchers due to its connection
to players’ feelings of achievement and frustration, and was thus the subject
of this thesis’s exploration of narrative realism.

4.1 Research Objectives and Motivation

With this chapter, I explore the role of realism in the narrative representation
of gameplay. In particular, I focus on realistic gameplay progression as an
artefact of high game progression realism: faithfully portraying the outcome
regardless of players’ skill level in comparison to the game’s difficulty. In
contrast, game balancing constitutes low game progression realism, as an
endeavour to leverage beneficial effects on player experience. Game balancing
is often featured in a subtle way due to potential effects on players’ feelings
of achievement if it were very noticeable. To explore the full range of game
progression realism’s potential effects on player experience, we need to
investigate it when its implementation is highly noticeable:

RQ-2: How does highly visible interference in game progression realism through
game balancing affect player experience?

To create a scenario with highly visible interference in game progression,
the study in this part of the thesis was conducted in the context of a tabletop
game. Herein, the game balancing mechanisms were represented by highly
visible projections on the tabletop, i.e., an AR-enhanced foosball table.

There are of course many ways to implement game balancing. However,
this chapter focuses on effects of emergent player-perceived narrative, which
has close ties to player agency. Further, game balancing can affect players’
experience of achievement relating to skill, and “causal beliefs about achieve-
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ments strongly shape emotional and motivational reactions to digital games” [121].
We thus explored multiple variants of game balancing relating to these two
aspects (player agency and player skill) as secondary research objectives, as
they could affect how well the game balancing was received. In particular,
game balancing variants were designed to induce low or high player agency,
or in case of the latter, requiring a higher degree of player skill.

4.2 Related Work: Narrative Realism and Competing Factors

Narratives exist in every medium, and are closely tied to media enjoy-
ment [172]. In film, narrative factors like transportation, identification, (tele-)-
presence, and immersion have been shown to predict enjoyment [62].

Fictionality—knowing that a story is fictional—does not negatively impact
media consumers’ emotional response: “From a rational standpoint, it is per-
plexing that consumers of fiction care about people and events that they know are
not real [... One could] assume that emotions we feel toward fictional characters
are substantially different from those we have in real situations. However, there is
little evidence to support this. Gendler and Kovakovich (2005) argue that “far from
being exceptional, emotional responses to nonactual situations are a fundamental
feature of our cognitive repertoire” (p. 247)” [82]. Narratives thus evoke very
realistic emotional responses in media consumers. In fact, fictionality may
even help to prolong suspension of disbelief (which is already generally a
default): “information on fictionality in the mental model relieves us of too hastily
dismissing the fictional world as faulty” [82]. It should be noted that fictionality
may be more convincing and persuasive in games than in other media, due
to inherent game mechanics: “time pressure and cognitive load lead to an increase
in mistaking false information as true” [82].

Engagement with narratives is a cognitive construction process (meaning
making) and has been called the deictic shift: media consumers feel trans-
ported to a different place (transportation), and into the mind of a fictional
person (identification) [82].

Busselle & Bilandzic’s model of narrative comprehension and engagement
describes this cognitive process as based on the text (or film, or game) as well
as on the consuming individual’s knowledge and mental models (schemas)
of the real world [82]. This then leads to engagement with the narrative,
consisting of a sensation of flow, identification, and losing awareness of the
self and the world. Outcomes of the model are knowledge, attitudinal and
behavioural effects, enjoyment, and reflective realism [82]. Further, they state
that for for basic narrative understanding, the medium shouldn’t matter [82],
so many narrative theories can directly be applied to games. However, it must
be noted that media consumers’ interpretation of a narrative is influenced by
the genre of the media and tropes therein [112], and there are many factors
distinct to game narratives that should be considered.

Game Narratives and Realism Digital games have been described as “ludo-
narratological constructs” in which narratives consist of defining events (ker-
nels) and supplementary events (satellites) with things, places, and charac-
ters [33]. While in the past there has been much debate on whether games
are, or have, narratives1, today’s discourse seems to have settled on the
consensus that games can have both an explicit, designed narrative, and one
that emerges from players’ interaction with the game. Due to the latter, all
games—even highly abstract ones—contain a narrative in how the gameplay

1 For a summary of the ludology vs. narratology debate in games research, cf. [433, pp. 220–239].
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progresses: “how forces will ebb and flow over the course of play. There’s a sort of
narrative arc at work here, even if there is no direct connection to story” [108].

The interactive nature of games means that the narrative sometimes con-
flicts with player interactivity (narrative paradox) [221]. The medium is also
possibly distinct in the importance of player agency, feedback, and dual
roles of narrative elements (narratological and ludological). These will be
described in more detail in the following sections.

In exploring realism in narrative, Busselle & Bilandzic distinguish between
external and narrative realism [82]. External realism is the degree to which Realism in Game

Narrativea narrative resembles the real world, similar to realism of setting described
as important in games by Wood et al. [446]. According to Busselle & Bi-
landzic, external realism can facilitate engagement, while inconsistencies
can interfere with it by disturbing cognitive processing. Narrative realism
could also be described as the coherence of the story—research has shown
that inconsistencies in narrative slow comprehension (in experiments with
texts, it slowed reading times) [82]. In the film medium, Bilandzic & Busselle
showed that external realism predicts enjoyment via narrative experience
factors (transportation, identification, (tele-)presence, and immersion), while
narrative realism predicts enjoyment directly, and via narrative experience
factors [62].

Most discussions of realism in narrative have a concept relating to internal
coherence of narrative, like the narrative realism described by Busselle &
Bilandzic (e.g., Shapiro et al.’s inferential/imaginative realism [373]). Gal-
loway’s categorisation of realism in game narratives in addition discussed
the importance of social realism [155]. Social realism refers to the narrative
not only being coherent, but reflective of a player’s everyday life (beyond
mere plausibility). In work by Cho et al.’s, narrative realism was further
categorised into five dimensions: factuality, plausibility, typicality, narrative
consistency, and perceptual quality [97] (ascribed to the game context by
Yang [449]). Ribbens et al. developed dimensions of realism, some of which
correspond to the game narrative: character involvement, social realism,
simulation realism, and freedom of choice (which partly relates to player
agency, see below) [348]. In much of this research, the importance of high
degrees of narrative realism is only theorised, without empirically investiga-
tion. However it should be noted that part of the appeal of some media, at
least, is due to unrealism—horror media are speculated to appeal due to the
narrative safety in its unrealism [172]. Further, some types or dimensions of
narrative realism may interact with the perception of others. Ribbens et al.
have speculated that perception of internal consistency in narratives may be
influenced by more external concepts of narrative realism: “Internal realism
judgements may be more relevant in games that have no real life referent or only
partially relate to a real life referent” [348]. Finally, there are other factors in
game narrative that may compete with realism for importance for player
experience; some of these will be described in the following.

Competing Factors Narrative factors competing with realism include agency:
as described in Chapter 2, this has been defined by Murray as a player phe-
nomenon, with “the player experiencing the ability to make decisions and see
results thereof as changes to the game world” [296]. This closely relates to the Agency and Feedback

function of feedback in player-game interaction, in that feedback commu-
nicates effects of player actions within the game world. This mechanism is
generally considered highly important in HCI in general and in games in
particular [81, 377, 378, 432]. Feedback can even be used to create an illusion
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of (greater) agency than actually provided by the game, resulting in higher
immersion [146]. Yet player agency and narrative are in some cases conflict-
ing factors: “games require a degree of player agency but stories require a degree of
linearity, and these two factors are in direct conflict” [108]. In terms of realism, it
is not overly realistic for an individual to always perceive the consequences
of their actions, even when these consequences actually take place far away
from the player character (often like an omniscient being surveying the whole
of the game world). Yet feedback in this form is considered a practice of good
usability and design, and is even requested by players themselves (as also
occurred in a prototype evaluation of my own [20]). Thus in considerations
of agency, unrealism may often lead to better player experience.

Another aspect that can compete with realism in terms of importance for
narrative and player experience consists of the narrative elements themselves,
for example, the player character and non-player characters in the game
world. Game characters have multiple dimensions: players can experienceNarrative Elements:

Characters them through narrative, ludic, and social modes, i.e., they exist as fictional
entities, as game pieces, and as part of player representation and interac-
tion [366]. Identification with characters is important for narrative immersion
and engagement across different media [191, 289]. Narrative engagement
occurs partly through identification with characters, according to deictic shift
theory [82, 134]. Reactions to media characters are based partly on real life:
“the cognitive processes involved in forming impressions of characters and real people
appear to be highly similar” [191]. Additionally, Hoffner et al. have pointed out
that media provides more information about characters than real life: more
context knowledge, as well as more private insight [191]. This also applies to
games, wherein identification with the player character and their narrative
roles are also important for game enjoyment [70, 183]. Players enact theirPlayer Identification

assigned narrative roles, and if none is assigned, they implicitly choose a
role to play [128]. Moreover, players in games further have the opportunity
for personal interaction, something not provided by most other media. The
interactivity of games has been shown to facilitate identification with the
player character [183].

NPCs are also important, providing an “active connection to the narrative” [435].Non-Player
Characters (NPCs) It is important for player experience that NPCs appear believable; further,

many qualities said to increase believability relate to realism: awareness of
surroundings, visual body damage, own agenda, and contextual conversa-
tional responses [240]. However, NPCs need to convey both functionality and
narrative: “the visual representation of an NPC must not only signal its functional
role, but also be in line with the expectations set by the narrative” [436]. The NPCs’
personality and narrative embedding is also important to players, e.g., for
companion NPCs [140]. Further, my own research showed that player identifi-
cation correlates with identification with NPCs, particularly the companion
character [10, 11]. In that project, the degree to which an NPC matched their
intended narrative role correlated significantly with the players’ identification
with those characters2.

In terms of realism, character involvement has been named as a dimension
of narrative realism according to Ribbens et al. [348]. Further, in Busselle & Bi-
landzic’s model of narrative comprehension and engagement, character mod-
els are part of the consumer’s comprehension of the situation model, leading
to engagement and identification, and eventually, reflective realism [82]. In

2 Spearman’s rho showed that the degree to which players found the mentor character’s visual
design matched the mentor role correlated significantly with player identification with the
mentor, p<0.01, r=0.38. Similar results emerged for the companion character, p<0.01, r=0.38. , as
well as the enemy character, p<0.05, r=0.36 (all medium effects [103]).
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film, (external & internal) realism affects aspects of narrative experience—
among them identification—and thereby predicts enjoyment [62].

Overall, it seems that in some ways, NPCs in games need to be realistic,
in that they should be believable. However, very high degrees of realism in
NPCs may often conflict with their narrative role. In conveying a narrative
role, NPCs are generally predictable, and cater to the main character—both
qualities which people in real life do not generally assume. It can therefore
be assumed that fidelity to narrative roles is often a competing factor to
realism in game narratives.

Game Balancing as Unrealism A core element of game narratives is the
outcome uncertainty within the moment-to-moment game loop (rather than
only in the final outcome) [84, 108, 236]. This essentially requires that players
pit themselves against worthy obstacles, at interesting stakes—it is important
not only that they win, but how close they came to losing. Vice versa, if they
did lose, how close did they come to winning?

Adapting game difficulty is thus also an interference in the game’s narra-
tive, and in its natural progression towards an outcome based on player skill.
As described in the introduction to this chapter, the realistic (i.e., unadulter-
ated) portrayal of player skill in a game can be termed game progression realism.
Certain types of game balancing like handicaps, boosts, or skill assistance
modify the players’ in-game skill in some way, by adjusting it to be weaker
or stronger than it actually is. In these cases, game balancing essentially
decreases a game’s game progression realism. Of course, this is generally
considered a good mechanic that can improve player experience [120, 426,
431]. In the cases wherein game balancing alters player skill, low game
progression realism is thus to be preferred over high game progression
realism.

However, there are also scenarios in which game balancing has disad-
vantages, as it can make achievements feel less meaningful [307]: winning
against a weaker opponent or winning only due to another player being
handicapped can feel less meaningful than winning against an inherently
well-matched opponent. This is why game balancing is often designed to be
subtle and not too noticeable [38].

Yet there are some cases in which game balancing cannot be easily hidden,
i.e., augmented reality table games. Interference via game balancing in this
context is generally very visible simply due to the system’s physicality. In
this scenario, game balancing is a clearer, more visible interference, i.e., a
clearer decrease in realism.

In some ways game balancing can be thought of in terms of strategies
commonplace in educational psychology. Wood et al. have described six key
elements of cognitive scaffolding in educational contexts [445]. These are: Motivational

Scaffoldingrecruitment (leveraging learners’ interests), reduction in degrees of freedom
(simplifying the task), direction maintenance (keeping learners on the cor-
rect track), marking critical features (highlighting correct/incorrect steps),
frustration control (assisting emotion regulation), and demonstration (of
the solution). This kind of motivational and cognitive scaffolding is effec-
tive and commonly used in tutoring or educational systems [425]. Similarly,
other types of game balancing can be thought of in terms of performance
feedback—although in educational contexts the feedback is generally veridi-
cal. Nevertheless, false performance feedback has also been explored, largely (False) Performance

Feedbackin the exercise context. Research here has shown mixed results [179, 212],
with positive effects on balance, throwing accuracy, endurance (false posi-
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Scaffolding [445] Assisted Learning [44,
411]

Tutorialisation & Dif-
ficulty Adjustment in
Games

recruitment — —

reduction in degrees of
freedom

— aim assistance

direction maintenance — in-game hints

marking critical features feeding back hints

frustration control contingency manage-
ment

emotion-based difficulty
adjustment

demonstration modelling tutorials, or the game
showing solutions even-
tually (e.g., LBA 2 [384])

— instructing tutorials

— questioning —

— cognitive structuring —

Table 4.1: How educational scaffolding and assisted learning strategies relate to
difficulty adjustment in games.

tive better than false negative/control) and running economy (false positive
better than control/no false negative). False positive performance feedback
also improved affect (happiness & calmness, less anxiety) compared to false
negative feedback (no veridical condition) in a cycling trial [56]. In similar
exercise contexts, however, no effects were found, which could be due to
complex study designs and differences in timing, presentation, frequency of
feedback [212].

In non-exercise contexts, false positive performance feedback improved
cognitive performance in a memory recognition/recall task compared to false
negative or no feedback [398], however there was no comparison to veridical
feedback. Grealy et al. showed that false positive performance feedback (vs.
veridical) in a reaction-time colour-perception task significantly decreased
the resulting number of errors (but not response speed, even though response
speed was subject of false positive feedback rather than the accuracy) [171].

These educational strategies correspond to various types of game balanc-
ing, difficulty adjustment, and tutorialisation techniques in games, as shown
in Table 4.1.

4.3 Study N1: Highly Visible Game Balancing

Problem/Motivation It is difficult to explore game balancing techniques that
interfere with skill realism, when game balancing is often a subtle or largely
hidden mechanism. This motivates an empirical investigation of potential
disadvantages of game balancing for players’ feelings of achievement, in a
context that makes the interference in skill realism highly visible. Further,
given that the interference may impact player autonomy, how does game
balancing interact with player agency in specific implementations?

Approach We conducted a within-participants lab study in which game
balancing was made highly visible. In an AR tabletop foosball game, game
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the components of the KickAR augmented foosball table.
This figure was already published in the original publication [12]; its
caption was adapted.

Figure 4.3: KickAR is a an AR-enhanced foosball table that projects game-related infor-
mation onto the table, such as the game score (a) and icons that implement
game balancing (b). These game balancing icons can be handicaps to the
leading player, or boosts for the losing player. For example, an icon might
allow for a single goal to count as two points (c). In an investigation of
game progression realism, control over game balancing was alternatively
system-triggered or user-triggered (e.g., in one mode, the latter involved a
hardware button to activate game balancing icons (d)). This figure was
already published in the original publication [12]; its caption was adapted.

balancing mechanisms were projected directly onto the tabletop. The study
compared effects on player experience in a control condition with no game
balancing, to three variants with game balancing. These variants differed in
the designed degree of player agency and skill-based control involved in the
game balancing techniques.

Contributions The study shows that game progression realism may be
closely related to fairness: high degrees of game progression realism were
perceived as most fair, while this rating went down when game balancing
was applied. However, interestingly, this did not impact player experience,
raising questions regarding the importance of fairness in games. Further, the
game balancing variants and mechanisms designed to cater to player agency
and player skill were approved of more highly, pointing to components of self-
determination theory [118, 358] (autonomy and competence) as competing
factors to game progression realism.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Information relating to game events are projected onto the table: KickAR
indicates that a game balancing handicap is active; in this case, goals
scored in the left half are invalid until the icon timer expires (a). KickAR
also visualises goal shots after they have occurred (b). These figures
were already published in the original publication [12]; the captions were
adapted.

Prior Publication and Acknowledgements The majority of empirical work in
this section was published; the sections deriving from this published work
are indicated with margin lines as follows:

[12] Katja Rogers, Mark Colley, David Lehr, Julian Frommel, Marcel Walch,
Lennart E Nacke, and Michael Weber. “KickAR: Exploring Game Balancing
Through Boosts and Handicaps in Augmented Reality Table Football.” In:
Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems.
CHI ’18. Montreal, Canada: ACM, 2018, p. 166. doi: 10.1145/3173574.
3173740

All figures and tables were re-typeset from this publication unless other-
wise indicated. The original publication’s reference numbering was adjusted
to fit this thesis’s reference list. The work here did not occur without contri-
butions from others: the KickAR tabletop system was developed by a student
group consisting of Mark Colley and David Lehr [12]. This implementation
and the subsequent user study occurred under my direction in co-supervision
with Julian Frommel and Marcel Walch. Lennart E. Nacke advised on the
interpretation of results and was involved in the framing of the paper.

4.3.1 Study Design

[12] To compare the effects of these game balancing triggers on player experience,
we conducted a within-[participants] experiment with 12 dyads3 (N=24).
Even though the system would enable team vs. team game play, we decided
to let single players play against each other to avoid effects of inter-team
behaviour and interaction. Each dyad experienced the three balancing vari-
ants ball-triggered, button-triggered, and system-triggered, as well as the baseline
condition without a balancing mechanism, as described in the previous
section.

Stimuli

With KickAR, we present a digitally augmented foosball table that automati-
cally detects goal shots and provides sound effects. The system uses the table

3 I.e., pairs of participants.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173740
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173740
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Challenges Immediate Balancing

boosts
2x points for half the goal add point

2x points for whole goal add two points

2x points for half field

handicaps
no points on whole goal remove point

no points for half the goal remove two points

no points for half field

Table 4.2: The game balancing mechanisms integrated in KickAR consist of boosts to
help weaker players and handicaps against stronger players, as described
in this table. The mechanisms can effect their results immediately, or they
may be challenges that require activation—upon activation, they are then
active for 10–30 seconds. This table is based on a table in the original
publication [12]; its presentation and caption were adapted.

as a projection area, for example to display the current score (see Figure 4.3a)
and visualise goal shots (see Figure 4.4b). During games, it analyses in-game
events to detect mismatches in skill between players, and offers game balanc-
ing in the form of boosts and handicaps, which are also projected onto the
table in the form of icons (see Figure 4.3b). The system provides different
ways of triggering the game balancing mechanisms: control over triggering
game balancing is held either by the system, or the player. Further, player-
based control over game balancing is divided into skill-based control and
non-game-related control.

System Architecture The KickAR system consists of a foosball table, a ceiling-
mounted projector, camera and loudspeakers. The projector and the camera
are adjusted to the size of the foosball table through a calibration process,
in order to accommodate foosball tables of different sizes. Through this
calibration process, the game system learns the goal locations, and where it
can position the display of icons without occlusion

In our prototype, we used standard hardware such as a camera with 60

frames per second to track the ball position at all times. The loudspeakers
enable auditory feedback for in-game events in the form of cartoon-style
sound effects. There are distinctive sounds for each event, for example to
signify the beginning of the game, or that a goal has been scored. LED strips
were embedded into the sides of the table alongside the playing field, and
infrared (IR) sensors were attached to the undersides of the goals (eight
sensors on each side). The IR sensors are used for precise goal detection
(including the exact position where the ball crossed the goal line).

Whenever a goal is detected, the combined information from the camera
and the IR sensors is used to visualise the precise course of the shot after a
goal. The inlaid LED strips light up on the side of the scoring team, and a
scoring animation traverses the table to update the score visualisation.

Finally, buttons were embedded into both sides of the foosball table. The
buttons are used for one of the game balancing modes, in which they are
used as the non-game-related trigger for displayed game balancing icons
(see Figure 4.3d). The complete setup is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Designing for Balance in KickAR Game balancing in KickAR is necessarily
constrained by the fact that the game is an AR table game; being inherently
situated in the physical space, game balancing cannot be hidden as well as in
traditional video games. In the following, we describe which indicators our
game balancing uses to detect skill mismatch in a game. The game system
attempts to determine the skill level of each side based on the indicators
below (prioritised on a scale of 1-10), and then compares the two. The
first and main indicator is the game’s current goal difference (priority: 8), as
skill mismatch generally leads to a large score margin. Based on talks with
professional and amateur players in a regional foosball team, we added
ball possession (2) and average velocity of goal shots (1). Ball possession is
defined as percentage of the game duration thus far that they had the ball.
We also added number of pin-shots with sideways movement (3), a particular
technique that is widely used by experienced players [47]: a player pins
the ball, then either moves it sideways (parallel to the bar) or passes it to
another figure on the same bar, and then shoots at the goal (generally as a
continuous movement at great speed). Finally, to avoid overcompensation,
we incorporated knowledge of previous help through game balancing (1). If one
side has received a lot of help during the game, this acts as a counterbalance
and prevents further help.

When the system determines that a skill mismatch is prevalent, it randomly
chooses a game balancing icon. The likelihood of the icon favouring the
weaker side or disadvantaging the stronger side is thus determined by the
number of icons of each category; this is described in more detail below.
Depending on the mode of triggering game balancing, the icons either
immediately take effect (triggered by the system), or must be activated by the
player. In one player-triggered mode, icons are activated by rolling the ball
over them (i.e. skill-based control); in the other, they are triggered through
the buttons on the side of the table (non-game-related control).

Projected Icons & Mechanics The KickAR system enables the prominent
projection of game balancing icons and subsequent game balancing events
directly onto the table without occlusion from the bars or playing figures
through a calibration process. These icons are displayed within two open
circles that rotate in opposite directions (see Figure 4.3b). The colour of these
circles matches the colour of the team that will be favoured by this icon,
that is, players generally attempt to activate icons of their colour. When the
system detects a mismatch in the players’ abilities, it determines which icons
to display from a set of possible game balancing mechanisms (see Table 4.2).
The icons representing these mechanisms can be seen in Figure 4.5.

The mechanisms can be categorised as either boosts (giving advantage to
the weaker player) or handicaps (disadvantaging the stronger player). The
icons can be further classified as those that cause immediate balancing, and
challenges that have to be activated before it causes any difference in goals.
Once a game balancing mechanism has been activated, the reaction is shown
on the pitch. For example, immediate balancing adds or removes points
from the current score. Immediate balancing is accompanied by animations
and sound effects as points travel towards or away from the scoreboard
visualisation.

Challenges, on the other hand, add points or prohibit goals from counting
only when the player activates them. The challenges are always accompanied
by a spatial specification, that is, they apply to the whole goal or only half of
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it, or to half of the playing field (as scoring from the back half of the field
is more difficult). When challenges are activated, their events are visualised
for as long as they are valid, along with a timer. For example, Figure 4.3c
shows a boost game balancing icon that has already been activated: any
goal that is scored before the timer runs out (displayed twice to allow both
players to read it right-side-up) counts as two points. Figure 4.4a shows an
active handicap challenge: until the timer runs out, points can only be scored
in the right half of the goal. The timer duration is set to either 10, 20, or
30 seconds according to the boost or handicap that was chosen (i.e., more
stringent handicaps are accompanied by longer durations).

The likelihood that the system will trigger a boost is equal to the likelihood
of a handicap. There is however a slightly greater chance that the system will
use a challenge, than that there will be immediate balancing.

Imbalance Detection & Scores The imbalance detection occurred based on
the prioritised indicators described previously (e.g., goal difference, ball
possession, and whether previous game balancing had led to goal differences).
These priority indicators were continuously re-calculated and used as factors
to derive an overall imbalance score ranging from -50 to 50. A zero indicated
exact balance between teams. The sign of the score indicated which team
was stronger, and the difference of the score to zero indicated the strength of
the imbalance.

Based on playtesting, the imbalance scores were divided into four groups
(from low to maximum imbalance), each of which mapped to specific game
balancing mechanisms of varying degrees of potential interference. For exam-
ple, low imbalance scores (4–8) led to mild icons. Maximum imbalance scores
(24–50) were required to lead to the more stringent icons, and immediate bal-
ancing did not occur before the second-highest imbalance score group. Thus
KickAR’s game balancing takes into account the imbalance strength when
choosing both the stringency of icons and the duration they are active (10,
20, or 30s). The mapping of imbalance scores to game balancing mechanisms
is listed in Table 4.3.

Game Balancing Variants KickAR was implemented to offer four different
variants of game balancing, starting with:

• the baseline version with AR but no game balancing, that is, regular
foosball. The mode is augmented only by the dynamically-updated
score visualisation, and automatic goal detection along with the corre-
sponding animations.

The other three variants all include AR-based game balancing based on
the previously described imbalance detection, and all use the same mapping
to game balancing mechanisms. The variants merely differ in how the game
balancing mechanisms are activated4:

• in the system-triggered condition, game balancing is triggered automat-
ically by the game system. The appropriate balancing mechanism is
then immediately activated and displayed on the pitch. The players
have no possibility to engage with the system’s game balancing.

4 Activation does not immediately mean that the players gain a benefit; in challenge-based game
balancing mechanisms, they need to first succeed in meeting the activated challenge.
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Imbalance Degree of
Game Balancing Mechanisms

Scores Interference

0–3 none No game balancing.

4–8 mild No points for half field (back) for 10/20 sec; no
points for half goal (left/right) for 10/20 sec.

9–13 moderate 2x points for half field (back) for 10/20 sec; 2x
points for half goal (left/right) for 10/20/30 sec; no
points for half goal (left/right) for 20 sec.

14–23 high 2x points for half field (front) for 10/20 sec; 2x
points/no points for half goal (left/right) for 30 sec;
2x points/no points for whole goal for 20/30 sec;
add/remove one point.

24–50 maximum 2x points for whole goal for 20/30s; no points
on whole goal for 20/30s; add/remove one/two
point(s).

Table 4.3: Game balancing thresholds were determined via playtesting, resulting in a
classification of imbalance scores between players as none, mild, moderate,
high, or maximum: each of these imbalance score categories is then mapped
to game balancing mechanisms which vary in the degree to which they
interfere with the game and game progression realism. This table is based
on a table in the original publication [14]; its presentation and caption were
adapted.

The final two conditions were player-triggered, i.e. icons are displayed but
the corresponding game balancing mechanism is not enforced until players
activate it:

• a ball-triggered condition, in which players have to roll the ball over the
projected icons to activate the game balancing reaction. In this mode,
the icon is randomly positioned on the pitch (while ensuring it is not
projected onto the bars or players). This mode represents the skill-based
version of player-triggered game balancing.

• a button-triggered condition, in which players activate displayed icons
by hitting one of the buttons embedded into the table. In this mode,
icons are always displayed in the middle of the field (mirrored, so
that both players can view it right-side-up). The game balancing it
represents is activated if any of the side buttons is pressed while the
icon is displayed. This mode represents the non-game-related version
of player-triggered game balancing.

Procedure

Each session started with an [sic] brief introduction and consent forms. The
participants then experienced the four conditions in counterbalanced order.
They played seven minutes in each condition, and subsequently answered the
questionnaires described below. On average, each session lasted 75 minutes.
At the end of each session, participants were thanked and compensated with
10 EUR.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4.5: KickAR provides a variety of icons that correspond to game balancing
mechanisms: for a) goal shots originating from the back half of the field
are counted as two points; b) invalidates goal shots from the front half
of the field; c) doubles all goal shots, and d) invalidates any goal shots
to the left half of the goal. All icons a)–d) show their activation duration
in seconds (blue timer indicating 10–30 seconds). Icons e) and f) indicate
immediate balancing: upon activation, a) adds a point, while f) removes a
point. This figure was already published in the original publication [12];
its caption was adapted.

Participants

We recruited 24 students (14 male, 10 female) to participate as pairs to
play against each other. On average, participants were aged 18–28 (M=23.08,
SD=2.60). On a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree),
they reported a slight interest in (M=3.96, SD=1.08), and were not overly
experienced in (M=3.33, SD=1.13), or skilled at (M=3.13, SD=1.30) playing
foosball. Almost all dyads knew each other well (M=4.50, SD=.98).

Measures

The dependent variables measured after each gameplay session consisted of
the following:

• participants’ affective state: using the self-assessment manikin (SAM)
measuring valence, arousal, and dominance on a 7-point semantic
scale [74],

• game engagement (GEngQ): 19 items on a 7-point Likert scale [76].

As physicality and body movement increases engagement and affective
experience [60], we expected higher values for SAM and GEngQ for the button-
triggered condition.

Further, as the effect of social gaming are mediated by social presence [154],
we added:
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• social presence module of the game experience questionnaire (GExpQ):
17 items on a 5-point Likert scale [197].

Finally, the players have different amounts of control over the game balancing
between the conditions, which may affect enjoyment and feelings of agency,
both of which are associated with motivation [328], leading us to add:

• several factors of the intrinsic motivation inventory (IMI): interest/en-
joyment, pressure/tension, as well as perceived choice and competence
(7-point Likert scales) [273, 357].

After each game, participants were also asked to what degree that game
experience was exciting, fair, and fun on individual 7-point Likert scales.
In addition, we assessed whether participants liked each of the individual
game balancing mechanisms for that variant on a binomial scale. From this,
we calculated the approval rating of mechanisms for comparison of specific
boosts and handicaps overall, as well as separated by game balancing variant
(see Figure 4.6 for an overview).

During each gameplay session, the system logged in-game events, such
as the number of goals scored on either side, and whether a game was won
or lost. These also included the difference in a match’s end result: match
delta score; a positive value indicates the game was won. It also counted
the number of goals a player scored due to game balancing: game balancing
delta score; a negative value indicates they lost more goals than they gained.
Further, the logging also counted and distinguished between the number
of game balancing icons displayed, triggered, and leading to gameplay in-
terference. For clarification, in the system-triggered condition all icons are
displayed and triggered simultaneously, while in the player-triggered con-
ditions (ball-triggered and button-triggered), icons can be displayed but never
triggered. Icons counted as leading to gameplay interference only if they led
to additional or fewer goals being scored.

Finally, after all four gameplay sessions, participants were asked to rate
their preferences regarding the conditions from greatest preference (ran-
king=1) to lowest preference (ranking=4). They were also asked open ques-
tions regarding their strategies for the player-triggered conditions, as well as
general likes and dislikes.

4.3.2 Results

In the ball-triggered and button-triggered conditions, game balancing icons were
displayed 15 times in each game on average (M=15.33, SD=4.82). (There was
no game balancing in the baseline condition, and in the system-triggered con-
dition game balancing was triggered and employed immediately.) For the
individual players, this translates to M=7.67, SD=7.40 game balancing in-
stances in their favour. In the same two conditions, roughly half of these icons
were then activated (M=8.92, SD=2.93) in each match. Over all conditions
with game balancing (ball-triggered, button-triggered, and system-triggered),
game balancing was then employed (i.e., interfered with the game) M=8.75

(SD=7.74) times in each match. A Friedman’s ANOVA showed that there
was no significant difference in the number of times game balancing was
employed per match among the three conditions, χ2(2)=0.55, ns. The average
match delta score was 3 (M=5.08, SD=4.30). A Friedman’s ANOVA over all
four conditions (including the baseline without game balancing) showed that
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there was no significant difference in match delta score, χ2(3)=3.24, ns. The
effect of game balancing on the final score differences was subtle; the average
number of goals that occurred due to game balancing in the conditions that
used game balancing was M=1.67 (SD=1.53).

Individual Game Icons There were clear differences in how well participants
liked individual game balancing reactions (see Figure 4.6). Adding points
for achieving a challenge (2 points on half goal, 2 points on whole goal, and 2
points from half field) led to high approval ratings. The comments revealed
that the challenge aspect was what caused this. Immediate reactions that
added points were not well received, although this effect decreased for
the ball-triggered condition. The user comments emphasised that immediate
reactions were percevied [sic] as “unearned”, and that this impression was
lessened for the ball-triggered condition due to the skill potentially involved
in triggering the icons: “With ball-triggered you have to earn any gifted goals,
with button-triggered you get it as a present. I didn’t like the latter” (P8-2) and
“While pushing the button you feel a bit bad, to burden the other due to one’s own
incompetency—ball-triggered feels better, because skill is involved” (P8-1). However,
the button-triggered condition felt “more conscious/active” and led to a greater
desire to trigger icons (P11-2).

Removing points yielded low approval ratings. Participants commented
that this was “heavy punishment” (P8-1) and “unfair” (P6-2), and “didn’t really
feel earned” (P7-1). Prohibiting points from scored goals was disliked when
applied to the entire goal, but largely approved of when applied only to the
half goal, or to half the field.

Strategies and Open Feedback In the open questions, three participants
stated that they had not employed any strategies for the player-triggered
conditions. One participant mentioned that they had only started to trigger
icons disadvantageous to their opponent, because their opponent had already
started it. Another participant reported triggering icons disadvantaging
themselves to even out the score. In contrast, another seemed to resent the
fact that they had never had the opportunity to trigger icons on purpose,
because their opponent was always weaker. The remaining players were
approximately equally divided between trying to trigger icons in their favour,
icons that would disadvantage their opponent, or both.

Condition Preferences Regarding the preference rankings, the button-triggered
condition received ranks indicating the greatest preference (i.e. the lowest
mean, M=1.83, SD=0.85). The other conditions all had higher but similar
means: ball-triggered (M=2.5, SD=1.20), system-triggered (M=2.79, SD=1.00),
and baseline (M=2.88, SD=1.10). A Friedman’s ANOVA showed that there was
a significant difference in the mean rankings, χ2(3)=38.6, p<0.001. Post-hoc
tests were applied with Bonferroni corrections, showing that the button-
triggered condition differed significantly from all other conditions (differ-
ence=100 for baseline, difference=92 for system-triggered, and difference=64 for
ball-triggered) with a critical difference of 47.19.

Affective State Participants’ affective state in terms of dominance was over-
all high (M=5.54, SD=1.58). The mean values for dominance were higher for
the baseline (M=5.79, SD=1.67) and system-triggered (M=5.75, SD=1.11) condi-
tions than for the ball-triggered (M=5.38, SD=1.71) and button-triggered (M=5.25,
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SD=1.75) conditions. The valence mean was similarly high overall (M=5.41,
SD=1.78). The values were again highest for the baseline (M=5.5, SD=1.64),
but closely followed by the system-triggered (M=5.42, SD=1.79), ball-triggered
(M=5.38, SD=1.69), and button-triggered (M=5.33, SD=2.08) conditions. Arousal
was also overall positive (M=4.36, SD=2.28). The values were highest for the
button-triggered (M=4.63, SD=1.56) condition, and followed by similar val-
ues for the baseline (M=4.38, SD=1.44), ball-triggered (M=4.33, SD=1.58), and
system-triggered (M=4.63, SD=1.56) conditions.

A logistic regression using the valence, dominance and arousal factors
to predict the game balancing condition yielded no significant model over
the null model, χ2(9)=4.44, ns. A linear regession [sic] was conducted to
investigate the effect of valence, dominance, and arousal on the game balanc-
ing delta score. The dominance factor was a significant predictor (β=-0.36,
p<0.05), R2=0.12, adjusted R2=0.09, F(3,92)=4.07, p<0.01. The dominance
factor showed a significant negative correlation with the game balancing
delta score, rτ=-0.28, p<0.001. Finally, valence was a significant predictor
for the match delta score (β=1.50, p<0.001), R2=0.28, adjusted R2=0.26,
F(3,92)=12.21, p<0.001. Valence was positively correlated with the match
delta score, rτ=0.36, p<0.001.

Social Game Experience and Game Engagement The game engagement ques-
tionnaire (GEngQ) or game experience questionnaire (GExpQ) (GEQ) social
factor yielded a fairly neutral mean value overall (M=3.12, SD=0.56), as did
the game engagement means (M=3.68, SD=1.00). The social presence factor
was highest for ball-triggered (M=3.23, SD=0.53) and button-triggered (M=3.11,
SD=0.49) game balancing, followed by baseline (M=3.08, SD=0.66) and system-
triggered (M=3.05, SD=0.56). Game engagement was highest for button-
triggered (M=3.79, SD=1.09) and then system-triggered (M=3.75, SD=0.92)
game balancing, compared to baseline (M=3.60, SD=1.09) and then ball-
triggered (M=3.59, SD=0.91) game balancing.

A logistic regression using these two factors as predictors for condition
showed no significance, χ2(6)=2.50, ns. The factors also proved nonsignificant
predictors in a linear regression for the game balancing delta score, R2=0.00,
adjusted R2=-0.02, F(2,93)=0.20, ns., and the match delta score, R2=0.01,
adjusted R2=-0.01, F(2,93)=0.42, ns.

Intrinsic Motivation Factors The mean values for interest/enjoyment were
positive (M=5.86, SD=1.20). They were highest for the button-triggered (M=5.99,
SD=1.15) condition, but closely followed by the system-triggered (M=5.85,
SD=1.20), baseline (M=5.82, SD=1.22), and ball-triggered (M=5.77, SD=1.30) con-
ditions. The perceived choice factor had positive mean values overall (M=5.11,
SD=1.16), while perceived competence had a lower but still positive mean
(M=4.05, SD=1.78). The IMI’s pressure/tension factor was highest for the
button-triggered (M=3.73, SD=1.38) condition. The means for baseline (M=3.48,
SD=1.50) and ball-triggered (M=3.48, SD=1.34) conditions followed, while it
was lowest for the system-triggered (M=3.08, SD=1.41) condition.

We conducted a logistic regression using the four measured IEQ factors: in-
terest/enjoyment, perceived choice, perceived competence, and pressure/ten-
sion, to attempt to predict the game balancing condition. The model showed
no significant predictors, χ2(12)=8.23, ns. However, using these factors with
the game balancing delta score as the outcome in a linear regression showed
that interest/enjoyment (β=0.44, p<0.05) and perceived competence (β=-0.54,
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p<0.001) were significant predictors, with an overall model fit of R2=0.24,
adjusted R2=0.21, F(4,91)=7.24, p<0.001. Interest/enjoyment and the game
balancing delta score showed a significant negative correlation, rτ=-0.15,
p<0.05, as did perceived competence, rτ=-0.37, p<0.001. A final linear regres-
sion showed that perceived competence (β=1.81, p<0.001) was a significant
predictor of the match delta score, R2=0.36, adjusted R2=0.33, F(4,91)=12.54,
p<0.001.

Exciting, Fun, Fair The mean values for the item rating the game as exciting
were high (M=6.06, SD=1.58). The mean values for fun were similarly high
(M=6.06, SD=1.58). The values for the game being fair were also overall
positive (M=5.15, SD=1.83). We conducted a logistic regression for these
three items in relation to the game condition, χ2(9)=20.72, p<0.05. Fairness
was the significant predictor for the game balancing condition, χ2(3)=14.49,
p<0.01. The baseline condition had the highest mean fairness value (M=6.25,
SD=1.07), while the system-triggered (M=4.92, SD=1.61), ball-triggered (M=4.88,
SD=2.09) and button-triggered (M=4.54, SD=1.98) conditions had lower means.
A Friedman’s ANOVA showed these differences to be statistically significant,
χ2(3)=11.60, p<0.01. Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni correction applied yielded
no significant differences, although the difference between the baseline and
button-triggered conditions (difference=23) almost reached the critical difference
of 23.59.

Display of Game Balancing Icons To determine whether the display of icons
alone (disregarding whether they were activated) had an effect on the de-
pendent variables, we calculated how often game balancing icons in the
participants’ favour were displayed (negative values thus indicated a ma-
jority of icons were to their disadvantage). Linear regression showed that
this value could not be significantly predicted by participants’ dominance,
valence, and arousal, R2=0.10, adjusted R2=0.07, F(3,92)=3.42, ns., nor by their
game engagement and social game experience, R2=0.01, adjusted R2=-0.02,
F(2,93)=0.24, ns.

Of the intrinsic motivation factors, however, perceived competence proved
to be a significant predictor (β=-2.20, p<0.01), R2=0.20, adjusted R2=0.17,
F(4,91)=5.80, p<0.001. Kendall’s tau showed a significant negative correlation
of perceived competence and the number of boosts displayed for individual
participants[, i.e., ]how often icons in the participants’ favour had been
displayed, rτ=-0.28, p<0.001.

4.3.3 Discussion and Implications

Overall, the players enjoyed the game and the game balancing mechanisms,
as evidenced by positive values for their affective state and their comments.
When asked to rank the game variants, the players showed a preference
for the button-triggered game balancing condition, which we attribute to the
greater physicality involved in hitting the button. Body movement increases
engagement and affective experience [60]—although these were not signifi-
cant predictors, button-triggered did hold the highest arousal mean, and had
the second highest for social presence.

Frame Game Balancing As A Challenge Their comments and the approval
ratings for individual game balancing icons showed a clear preference for the
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Figure 4.6: Participants were ask to rate their approval of the game balancing mecha-
nisms in Study N1. This graph shows the percentage that voted for each
game balancing mechanism to be included in the overall game balancing
variant that they had just played. This figure was already published in the
original publication [12]; its caption was adapted.

challenge-based game balancing as opposed to immediate game balancing.
This difference seemed to occur because of feelings of achievement that were
missing when points were simply added or removed. The mechanism of
adding points received better ratings from players than removing them, even
though the weaker player receiving points is essentially the same as the
stronger player losing points, in terms of the resulting scores. This is likely
explained through loss aversion [216].

Players’ approval of immediate balancing was improved for the ball-
triggered condition: it appears that giving players control over the game
balancing increases their preference for it. For example, allowing players
to get a sense of skill by triggering a balancing mechanism. In addition,
this could give other players the perception of being skilled and attribute
an intent to their action (an attribution issue of balancing that has come
up in related work [122]). As approval of immediate balancing was still
low for the button-triggered game balancing, it seems that framing it as an
in-game challenge that involves skill is important for player acceptance. How-
ever, it seems that the button-triggered game balancing condition was overall
favoured among participants compared to the other conditions because of
the physicality involved in pushing the button.

It should also be noted that – although this was not mentioned in player
comments – players’ preference for challenge-based balancing over immedi-
ate balancing could also arise from a preference for outcome uncertainty and
increased suspense [36]. With our current study, we cannot untangle how
much of or whether the player’s enjoyment occurred due to uncertainty, or
how it affected perceived fairness. Qualitative measures may be better suited
to explore this in future work.

Overall, this leads us to our first contribution: players of AR table games
prefer skill-based player control over the game balancing triggers compared
to non-skill-based player control, or game system control over the triggers.
AR table game developers should consider designing their game balancing
mechanisms either as challenges, or allowing players a degree of skill-based
control over immediate game balancing techniques. Additionally, it is possi-
ble that the affordances of the triggering mechanism can facilitate physical
engagement and that this could lead to improved player experience.
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Regarding player experience, few of the expected differences between the
conditions manifested, not even for the no game balancing baseline. It would
be interesting to investigate a comparison of the results for a “traditional”
foosball game with neither game balancing nor AR. However we argue that
our study’s baseline condition is valid for exploring the effects of game
balancing, as it represents precisely system-triggered, ball-triggered, and button-
triggered conditions without game balancing. As the game balancing only
rarely led to score interference, the effect may have simply been too subtle
or the recruited participants may have been too close in skill. As mentioned,
the subtlety of the KickAR’s game balancing is partly by design, to allow
for comparison between the system-triggered and player-triggered modes.
Otherwise the system-triggered modes could have had significantly more
interferences, because all game balancing is immediately activated.

Game Balancing Can Diminish Achievement As expected, the game balancing
delta score had a significant negative correlation with players’ dominance,
interest/enjoyment, and perceived competence. This means that, if a game
system favours a player too much, it can impact their experience negatively,
because they feel less in control of game actions and their own successes in
the game. While game balancing can affect perceived player achievements,
this did not impact their overall player experience, which could suggest that
player experience is decoupled from the achievements in AR table games.
Previous work in the literature has indicated that noticeable game balancing
can result in achievements lacking meaning [69, 307]. With our study, we
confirm these previous results for the application of game balancing through
boosts and handicaps in AR table games. Game developers that target the
area of AR table games should therefore be careful not to depend too heavily
on game balancing mechanisms to enhance the social engagement in these
publicly played games.

The Myth of Fairness While the post-hoc tests showed a lack of significance,
there was a significant difference in perceived fairness of the game conditions.
From this perspective, the game balancing had a noticeable effect. Unexpect-
edly, this did not lead to any significant differences in player experience.
Affective state, social presence, game engagement, and most IMI factors did
not differ significantly. This constitutes another contribution for the design
of game balancing for AR table games: perceived fairness is not a signifi-
cant factor influencing player experience. This indicates that AR table game
developers and researchers need not always consider perceived fairness of
game balancing mechanisms, as this does not necessarily lead to decreased
enjoyment or negative emotions, which is in line with related work in video
games [122].

Appearances Matter Finally, we discuss our last contribution: the results
showed that the favour delta held a significant negative correlation with per-
ceived competence. This means that the mere appearance of game balancing
icons correlated with players feeling less competence, regardless of whether
this led to any difference in the scores. A possible explanation for this could
be either the lack of player skill or a strategic decision in the game not to
trigger the balancing mechanism. Additionally, it is also possible that the
game provided enough engagement or possibly engrossment [207] to distract
players from balancing triggers outside of the immediate game space.
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Game designers should thus be careful not to rely too much on game
balancing. If the system indicates through game balancing projections in the
game space that one player is considered weaker, this may cause negative
affect for that particular player. Future work will investigate whether this
can be caused regardless of actual performance.

The three main findings regarding highly visible game balancing therefore
are as follows: First, there is a preference among players to have control
over game balancing triggers, as opposed to game balancing being activated
by the system. Further, they prefer this control to be related to their skill,
as opposed to being able to activate game balancing mechanisms at will.
Second, the perceived difference in fairness was surprisingly not an issue
that negatively impacted player experience. Third, even just the appearance
of game balancing challenges can decrease players’s perceived competence—
regardless of whether this translates into an interference with the gameplay
progression.

4.4 Summary and Relevance in Context

Zooming out to implications for game progression realism, the findings
show that the condition without game balancing (i.e., high game progression
realism) was perceived as the most fair, but also was least preferred. Inversely,
while conditions with game balancing were perceived as less fair, this did
not impact player experience negatively. Further, there was a significant
negative correlation between the delta score (the impact game balancing had
on gameplay progression in terms of score) and dominance, and a positive
correlation with valence. Thus, greater interference in gameplay progression
(low game progression realism) was accompanied by lower experienced
dominance, but higher valence.

Together the findings indicate that the skill interference was visibly per-
ceived as such—yet this did not negatively affect player experience, and in
some ways improved it. Low game progression realism—even when very
visible—seems to not negatively affect player experience per se.

Interestingly, the game balancing variants designed to afford greater player
agency (ball-triggered and button-triggered) were also approved of by more
players than the variants giving control to the game system (system-triggered).
Similarly, the challenges (connected to player agency and autonomy) also re-
ceived higher approval than the immediate balancing (which was considered
“unearned”). The latter’s reception was improved when the immediate balanc-
ing was embedded in a game balancing variant tied to player agency and
player skill. In the context of game progression realism it thus seems to be
more important to design for player agency and opportunities to demonstrate
skill. This closely matches elements of autonomy and competence proposed
as needs to be satisfied by gaming in self-determination theory [118, 358],
leading to the implication that need satisfaction is more important for player
experience than game progression realism.



Part IV

Auditory Realism





5Realism in Game Audio: Audio Diegesis

This part of the thesis focuses on the role of realism in games’ auditory
display. Both in terms of rendering a real-world environment as well as in
terms of presenting music, game audio has become more realistic over the
past decades, much like its analogous evolution in visual fidelity.

Further, audio has been implicated as an important factor in making virtual
environments believable in the literature. A lot of this work is however largely
theoretical; there is a scarcity of empirical investigations on how game audio
affects player experience. In part, this may stem from the size of the domain
under investigation: there are myriad types of game audio (e.g., sound effects,
music, narration) and for each of these a large number of attributes that may
be factors of interest (volume, pitch, tempo, and associations, among many
others).

Further, the technological progress in VR-HMDs raises new medium-related
questions with regards to audio. How audio affects virtual experiences and
the overall experience of VR—with its technologically highly immersive visual
display—is still poorly understood. Given the otherwise potentially higher
realism in VR experiences, realistic high-quality audio could increase the
immersion further, while less realistic audio might be significantly more
intrusive to the experience than in other display media1.

The question of realism in game audio must also be considered through the
concept of audio diegesis, which prescribes realism, i.e., fidelity to the real
world, to some kinds of game audio. Audio diegesis2 describes a distinction Audio Diegesis

between auditory information conveyed through or from within a narrative,
and auditory information external to it. For example, audio that originates
from an entity that exists within the game world can be considered diegetic
(e.g., ambient noises). Audio originating from within the game software or
user interface (UI), but not the game world, is non-diegetic (e.g., UI sound
effects or music).

Some sound effects in games are realistic in their portrayal of real life: in
games as well as in real life, we hear noises created by our environment, and
we hear sounds resulting from our actions and those of people around us.
However, other sound effects in games like ornamental/exaggerated sound
effects are not something we encounter in our everyday lives. In media,
sound effects are often exaggerated: artificially constructed (Foley sounds)
and/or designed as “hyperreal”. For example, stepping through snow does
not sound nearly as crisp in real life as it generally does in multimedia, be it
movies or games [192, 239]. We also have no head-up display/user interface
with which to interact that would give us sound effects as feedback for our
interaction with it.

Finally, background music in and of itself clearly breaks with realism, at
least when it appears without an identifiable in-game source. In real life, there
is no invisibly sourced music that adapts to our actions or our environment.
In games, however, it is not only an often expected and accepted component,

1 A distinction should be made between display media (e.g., monitor-display, VR-HMDs, tablets,
AR glasses, ...) and mass entertainment media (e.g., movies vs. games).

2 Diegesis: “relaying of information in a fictional work [...] through a narrative”. https://www.

merriam-webster.com/dictionary/diegesis
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it performs many in-game functions, e..g, hiding the medium, inducing
emotional responses, and at times also conveying in-game information [21,
138, 286].

The question of auditory realism and audio diegesis is thus located at the
very seams of player experience. We do not know whether diegetic game
audio improves the player experience by making the overall experience more
realistic, nor do we understand how non-diegetic game audio affects it—
it is commonly accepted and most games feature background music, but
anecdotally at least some players turn it off or replace it. More fundamentally,
before we can systematically explore the role of audio diegesis in player
experience, we must first gain an understanding of how different audio types
affect player experience in the first place, regardless of their diegetic status.

5.1 Research Objectives and Motivation

The main research objective motivating this part of the thesis involves the
role of realism in game audio, namely, the impact of audio diegesis on player
experience. As such, I explore both diegetic and non-diegetic audio and their
effects on player experience.

Following the traditional definition based on the audio’s origin as the
indicator for its status as diegetic or non-diegetic, I thus define background
music as generally non-diegetic (unless there is a visible in-game source, like
a radio or stereo equipment—this case was not covered in the thesis), and
ambient noises as diegetic. Sound effects can be either, depending on whether
their source of origin lies in the gameworld (diegetic) or the gamespace (non-
diegetic), based on the distinction thereof by Jørgensen [214]. In terms of
sound effects, this thesis focuses on diegetic sound effects originating in the
game world, while sound effects originating in the gamespace are covered
by research on the importance of auditory feedback in user interfaces in the
field of user experience (UX).

Because the role of game audio in player experience is still poorly under-
stood, the main research question was thus differentiated further, to explore
diegetic and non-diegetic audio separately in terms of their effects on player
experience:

RQ-3a: How does diegetic audio affect player experience?

This research question relates to the extensive history of designers’ and
developers’ attempts to create increasingly realistic virtual worlds and en-
vironments. In audio, this has been implemented for example by adding
ambient noises to facilitate a feeling of presence, i.e., of being there in the
game world. I explored this established research question in the novel context
of modern VR, as today’s HMDs and tracking systems now enable a far more
technologically immersive experience. This raises the question of whether
ambient noises retain the same significance as in prior research with less
technologically immersive systems. Answers to this question can help in the
design and development of increasingly immersive systems, which facilitate
presence and mediate emotional responses to virtual environments [111,
138].

Complementary to audio diegesis, the next chapter of this part of the thesis
aims to explore non-diegetic audio:Ch. 6

RQ-3b: How does non-diegetic audio affect player experience?

In this thesis, I focus on music as a specific type of non-diegetic audio. This
aspect was particularly interesting due to the connection between music and
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emotions, and the importance of emotions in player experience (as is gaining
increasing focus in HCI in general, and in games user research). Further,
music in games is a challenging focus due to the large attribute space of
music as an independent variable (e.g., valence, speed, pitch, musical genre,
among others), even more so in combination with the complex space of
games as stimuli (which also can induce expectations for music based on
game medium and game genre). Nevertheless, research on music in games
is rare. For these reasons, I followed this line of inquiry further through
multiple empirical studies that explored the role of background music in
a monitor-display PC game and a VR game. Further, I explore how players
actually use and experience music in their everyday in-the-wild playing
habits, by conducting a survey to answer the following research question:

RQ-3b.i: What are players’ audio habits regarding non-diegetic game audio?

Further, after these more foundational research questions, I explore the
diegetic divide of game audio in more detail in a subsequent chapter. In Ch. 7

a subsequent chapter, I explore the functions of diegetic (sound effects
or ambient noises) vs. non-diegetic audio (background music) for player
experience, including how they are perceived by players and how they may
interact:

RQ-3b.ii: How do sound effects and ambient noises as opposed to background mu-
sic affect player experience and how do they compare in terms of player perception?

Finally, the role of music in general is particularly important with respect
to inducing motivation in the context of exercise. Given the recent resurgence
in exergames (partly driven by progress in mixed reality technologies), I
also explored the role of music in an AR exergame, in comparison to a more
traditional exercise context, i.e., a personal training session:

RQ-3b.iii: Does player perception of non-diegetic audio differ between an exergame
and a non-game exercise context?

Finally, some of these studies were conducted in virtual reality, which
arguably provides a higher degree of realism overall in terms of visual field
of view and navigational interaction. Others were conducted with non-VR Ch. 8

monitor-display games. In the final chapter of this part of the thesis, I explore
how the VR display may have been a factor in the findings on audio:

RQ-4: Does audio perception change as display realism improves?

The remainder of this chapter introduces the related work on known
effects of game audio on player experience, as well as distinctions of the
audio diegesis. Subsequently this chapter focuses on a study exploring RQ-3a,
exploring only diegetic audio, specifically, ambient noises in VR.

5.2 Related Work: Game Audio

Most games include a variety of auditory components. The use of audio Game Audio
Classificationoutput in games has been classified into several types: speech / narration,

sound effects, and background music [250, 327]. There is also a game sound
framework by Ekman that distinguishes based on audio source (audio diege-
sis), as will be discussed in the following section [137]. In a more granular
approach, Adams categorized game audio as sound effects, ambient noises,
music, dialogue, and voiceover narration [39]. This highlights a distinction
for sound effects originating from the virtual environment (ambient noises),
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and separates the speech / narration component in the previous classifica-
tion. Sound effects in particular have been further distinguished by Liljedahl
as well as Friberg & Gärdenfors: they categorize ambient sounds, avatar
and character sounds, object sounds, as well as ornamental sounds (which
overlaps with music) [151, 250].

Audio in multimedia has many different functions; among them are the
emphasis (or contrast) of the narrative, representation of the setting, ex-
pression of emotions or aesthetic values, and facilitation of immersion or
absorption [58]. There is a long history of using Foley sounds (exaggerated,Functions of Audio

in Media artificial sound effects) in film to create imaginary sounds (e.g., the sound
of a lightsaber), approximate sounds whose sound would otherwise break
the media producers’ budget, or to make sounds more visceral [192, 239,
419]. For music, Cohen proposed eight functions for its use in multimedia:
masking outside noises, “continuity between shots”, directing attention, induc-
ing mood, “communicat[ing] meaning and further[ing] the narrative”, leitmotiv,
“heighten[ing] the sense of reality of or absorption in film, perhaps by augmenting
arousal”, and aesthetic effect [101]. Mood-congruent music has been shown
to increase movie recall [67]. Music is also tied to the experience of flow [96,
117] and physiological responses [93], which may affect interactive media
experiences. Ekman has tied many functions of audio to the overall goal of
“supporting realism [...] make things on screen seem real”, describing this as a
necessary step towards inducing emotional responses and immersion [138].

For interactive settings, audio must be considered a bidirectional channel
with the user or player: audio can be used to provide commentary on user /
player actions, but also influences future behaviour which in turn impacts
game audio [58]. The history of games showcases many functions of gameFunctions of Game

Audio audio that extend beyond decoration: for example, Berndt & Hartmann [58]
describe how music tempo was already used in Space Invaders [405] to provide
information about the approach of enemy characters. Sound affects player
engagement and immersion, and through that flow and presence [300]. A
study by Jørgensen showed that a lack of sound and music can impact
players’ perceived control and attention [213]. The feedback functionality of
audio is also particularly important in games [39, 378]. Further, as Ekman
pointed out, the interactivity of games significantly impacts considerations
of audio design at least with regards to music: game audio composers or
designers must accommodate alternative paths and viewpoints, sequences
of flexible length, and support player actions—additionally, their creations
must still be enjoyable after many hours of play [138].

Another function of game audio directly relates to realism, by facilitat-
ing an experience of presence, for example via realistic sound effects [213,
241, 279, 327], but also an experience of enhanced realism and immersion
via music [101]. On the other hand, audio perceived as unrealistic is saidAudio & Realism

to break immersion [139]. In particular, audio induces presence in virtual
experiences through sound quality and spatialization, both attributes that
emulate realism [254]. Sensory factors like sensory modality, environmen-
tal richness and multimodal presentation are all factors named by Witmer
& Singer as influencing the experience of presence [443]. In general, pres-
ence correlates with enjoyment and involvement [254], making realism and
presence conveyed through auditory factors an important part of player
experience. The above-mentioned study by Jørgensen also showed that a lack
of sound (music and sound effects) negatively affected players’ experience
of presence [213]. Further, visual realism is often overestimated as a factor
in presence and in inducing realistic behaviour [230]. In fact, audio quality
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may be more important in inducing presence than image quality [111]. In
discussions of general realism, auditory aspects are generally considered part
of perceptual realism or perceptual pervasiveness, which in turn is a strong
predictor of immersion, identification, and positive affect [348, 449] (although
in some realism discussions, auditory aspects are entirely ignored in the
representational dimensions, e.g., Lin & Peng’s graphic game realism [252]).
However, as pointed out by Ekman, auditory realism in games is generally
constrained by “established conventions of the medium” [139], and reduced
realism may often already be enough to benefit player experience [139]. In
fact, in some cases high auditory realism could negatively impact player
experience, for example when important feedback cues are easily overheard
due to the realistic overall soundscape. This prioritisation of conventions (e.g.,
challenge-based immersive affordance) over realism has also been theorised
for first-person shooter games by Grimshaw [173]. This is contrasted with
game genres that cater more to psychological immersion, which Grimshaw
speculates may then prioritise realism to a greater extent [173].

5.2.1 Audio Diegesis

The concept of realism in game audio is reflected in audio diegesis. In this Definition

thesis, I follow the definition of Neumeyer, based on the literary origins3 by
Genette [164]: “diegetic sound means ’sound in the universe in which the story
takes place’ and nondiegetic (extradiegetic) sound means ’sound not in that universe
and presumed to belong to the level of the narrator’” [306]. In games, diegetic
audio then generally describes audio that originates from the game world,
and can thus be heard by characters in the game [306, 361]. This comprises
ambient noises (sound originating from the virtual environment, like the
wind rustling through leaves or grass), as well as sound effects that originate
from within the game world (e.g., character, avatar, and object sounds). In
contrast, non-diegetic audio has no source of origin in the game world,
therefore characters in the game cannot hear it—this consists of background
music, and sound effects resulting from interaction with the game’s user
interface.

This concept originally arose from narrative theory and has since been
used in film theory [164, 169, 442] and games theory [214]. Although the Origins & Debate

diegetic/non-diegetic terminology is widely used outside of its novel-based
origins, the terminology has been criticized by many scholars in media
studies for not accounting for many “ambiguous cases” [396, 442]. For ex-
ample, Winters points out that relegating music to a space external to the
film “obscures music’s role in producing the diegesis itself ” [442]. Winters thus
suggests distinguishing non-diegetic audio further, separating it into extra-
diegetic (conservative, separate consideration of non-diegetic music) and
intra-diegetic (non-diegetic, yet with commentary and almost influence on
diegetic film events) [442].

There has also been much debate on whether it should be thought of as a
strict or flexible dichotomy or a continuum [361], yet regardless, the termi-
nology remains useful to many disciplines surrounding audiovisual media:
“despite its several difficulties, the distinction represented in diegetic/nondiegetic is
still fundamental to material relations of image and sound and to narrative functions
of music in [...] film” [306]. In this thesis, I follow Neumeyer’s and Stilwell’s Paradigm: Dichotomy

or Continuum?paradigm: audio diegesis as a dichotomy (“reality (diegetic) and fantasy or

3 The origins of the word trace back to Ancient Greece, however the original usage does not
match the modern academic usage [306].
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story (nondiegetic)” [306]) with an ambiguous in-between area (“a distinct
and complex space inbetween” [306]; the “fantastical gap” [396]). Stilwell in par-
ticular has argued that “because the border between diegetic and nondiegetic is
crossed so often does not invalidate the separation” [396], and as criticized by
Smith [383]: “emphasizing the spectator’s phenomenal experience of the fantastical
gap”. The latter is particularly useful in the player-centric context of games
user research, and is relevant in the context of sounds that may be considered
diegetic by viewers even when they are not realistic: “In fact we are prone to
interpret as diegetic the sounds that could not be such from a realistic perspective
(e.g., sound produced in outer space), just because they seem to be produced by
diegetic objects” [361].

In the context of games, it is thus often difficult to distinguish between
diegetic and non-diegetic audio, as it cannot always be easily identified what
makes up the game world and in-game audio sources, and non-diegetic
audio can go on to influence diegetic events through player actions [214].Diegesis in Games

Similarly, Ekman described “unresolved contradictions” and “sound elements
[that] effortlessly transgress borders, allowing objects within the story world (die-
gesis) to refer to non-diegetic space, and vice versa” [138]. Ekman proposed a
framework for game sound that distinguished based on audio diegesis [137]:
this included diegetic sounds (e.g., avatar sounds that can be heard by in-
game characters) and non-diegetic sound (user interface sounds, background
music, narrators). Further, this also included what Ekman termed masking
sounds (a diegetic signal but non-diegetic referent: for example, a diegetic
monster growl as a notification) and symbolic sounds (non-diegetic signal
but diegetic referent: unrealistically embellished sound of in-game event, e.g.,
super crunchy snow). However, in terms of player experience, it must be
noted that it is uncertain whether players would recognize such sound effects
as “unrealistically embellished”—and if they do not, the distinction may
not make sense beyond the theoretical. Additionally, it is difficult to discern
whether players attribute a monster growl notifying them of approaching
enemies to be part of the game world (i.e., one of the enemies made the
noise off-screen) or part of the game space (a stylized notification from the
game system). In exploring theories of audio diegesis for games, Grimshaw
considers sound diegetic if it “emanates from the gameplay environment, objects
and characters” and if it “is defined by that environment, those objects and charac-
ters [..., and] derive[s] from some entity of the game during play” [173]. However,
in this definition, sound effects and music that “relate to actions and events
in the gameworld” [214] are also diegetic. Ergo, adaptive background music
signalling gameplay information would be diegetic, while non-adaptive,
decorative background music would be non-diegetic.

The research of Ekman and Grimshaw tried to take into account the
referent (i.e., does it refer to an in-game or out-of-game event?). However
this implies that it has to be clear who or what the game audio is aimed
towards (i.e., clear authorial intent of the game designer with regards to the
referent). It is also unlikely that players would all agree on a conclusion with
regards to the referent of given game audio, even assuming we can know
the “correct” referents from a theoretical standpoint. Further, in terms of
realism, players likely consider both Ekman’s diegetic and symbolic sound
effects for stepping in snow to originate from the characters’ actions as
they step through the snow, rendering the distinction inconsequential for
players’ understanding of the sound’s origins. Similarly, neither adaptive nor
decorative music is representative of the real world without a visible audio
source, making these definitions incompatible with that of Neumeyer [306].
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Figure 5.1: A classification of game audio based on audio diegesis according to
Neumeyer [306] & Stilwell [396], as well as Jørgensen [214].

In later work, Jørgensen distinguished between sounds originating in the Jørgensen’s
Classificationgamespace and the game world. The game world is “the contained universe

or environment designed for play in which actions and events take place” [214].
The game space includes “all features that have direct relevance to progress in
the gameworld”, e.g., score music signalling approaching enemies, or sound
effects resulting from user interface actions [214]. Based on this distinction,
Jørgensen proposed the following new classification:

• iconic: entirely diegetic sounds

• integrated: user interface sounds when the user interface is integrated
in the game world

• emphasized: system sound stylized to fit the game world, i.e., a pseudo-
appearance of diegesis

• metaphorical: not produced by the game universe

The granular distinction is useful for literary theory, however, for empirical
games audio studies relating to realism, this is a bit too comprehensive. Mapping Diegesis to

Game AudioFor this research, I largely explored audio diegesis according to the more
traditional understanding of audio diegesis, using the distinction between
game world and game space for abstraction. For the most part, this research
leaves to future work the more specialised edge cases when user interfaces
are partly within the game space, or whether players recognise sounds as
stylised to fit the game world. For an underlying exploration of realism in
game audio, these are edge cases that must be relegated to future work.

In this thesis’s paradigm, then, I consider sounds to be non-diegetic when
they originate in the game space, but not the game world, while sounds
originating in the gameworld are generally diegetic. Regardless of how
they are stylised, sound effects resulting from the user interface are thus
non-diegetic (originating in gamespace), while sound effects based on the in-
game environment, objects, and characters (ergo the gameworld), are diegetic.
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Background music is non-diegetic regardless of whether it is adaptive and
/ or conveys in-game information, unless there is an in-game music source
(e.g., an orchestra). Figure 5.1 illustrates this general classification.

It should be noted that there may of course be exceptions and ambiguous
cases to the classification here. Some game audio can exist at the border
between these two; for example, there might be a potential in-game audio
source, like a radio, without any clear indication that this actually is the
audio’s source, i.e., that it is on and producing the music (also, we may not
know for certain whether the player even noticed the in-game source). In
other cases, there may be game objects that are an integrated user interface or
an object of the game world, depending on the players’ perspective thereof
(or alternatively, both). For example, activating a switch or lever may trigger a
sound of scraping stone, indicating that a stone boulder has moved elsewhere
in the game to reveal a new path (e.g., in Tomb Raider [288]). However, this
sound generally occurs as if it originated from the switch or lever. Players
could interpret this sound as part of the game’s user interface, or they could
assume that there is a mechanical component to the lever just out of sight,
but within hearing distance to legitimise the sound’s clarity and volume as
realistic.

In this thesis, some audio may be considered borderline-diegetic depending
on player understanding—this will be discussed as such when the context
arises. Regardless, for the purposes of this thesis, this level of abstraction is
useful in light of the distinction of what may count as auditory realism; the
edge cases of game audio are largely relegated to future work.

Based on this background on the concept of audio diegesis, we can now
explore diegetic and then non-diegetic audio in more detail in the context of
games: how they affect player experience and perceptions of realism.

Diegetic Game Audio Following the definitions of Neumeyer [306] and
Stilwell [396], diegetic audio in many ways relates to realism, and the two
concepts are even presented as synonymous by Neumeyer [306]. Stilwell
described diegetic audio as “firmly rooted in the depicted world” [396]; moving
away from the diegetic into the fantastical gap is literally a move towards a
“sense of unreality” [396]. Diegetic audio has a source within the game world,
one that can be perceived as such by the viewer or player.

In this way, we focus the definition of diegetic audio in games on the
players’ individual experience and perception, as opposed to how the sounds
were actually generated:

• Sounds may be considered diegetic even when their origin is artificially
constructed (e.g., Foley sounds, hyperreal sound effects). Ekman in
particular highlighted the use of Foley sounds as a way to “make things
on screen seem real” [138], even though in Foley sounds, the perception
of the sound generally does not match the actual origin of the sound
(e.g., the sound of breaking bones is often created by snapping a piece
of celery in half [419]). In other cases, sound effects are designed in an
exaggerated manner [192, 239], to sound “more real” [138] and because
they often have to compete with a large soundscape [192, 239].

• While we align our definition of diegesis with realism, sounds may be
considered diegetic even when they are actually unrealistic, depending
on player perspective. We can thus apply Sbravatti’s “sound produced in
outer space” example [361] to games. This is diegetic—as long as players
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consider it “realistically” produced by the virtual environment, based
on their expectations of the medium and genre.

Ekman also pointed out that perceived realism of diegetic audio “allows
taking the story seriously enough to allow emotions of empathetic quality” [138].
In this context, then, actual realism is less important than what Ekman
terms “good narrative fit”, which prioritises sound credibility, illustration, or
representativeness above “faithful reproduction of sound sources” [138]. This
then leads to the diegetic effect, which Ekman describes as “a cognitive and
perceptual illusion in the viewer’s head” [138], that then induces immersion and
emotional responses in the virtual environment.

Sound effects as immediate auditory feedback for actions have been em-
phasized as an important factor in both general HCI (e.g., considered “a vital
addition” by Shneiderman [378]) and in game design [39, 377]. This also Diegetic Sound

Effectsrelates to usability guidelines as well as feedback/reward motivations [432].
For example, Burke et al. have shown that audiovisual feedback improves
task performance compared to visual-only feedback [81]. In this context,
sound effects are also considered to be part of “juicy” design (i.e., superflu-
ous, decorative, audiovisual feedback for player actions), however effects of
the auditory aspects of “juiciness” have yet to be explored empirically [187–
189]. As audio cues, sound effects (e.g., indicating opponent location and
where items are spawning) are integral to expert players of first-person shoot-
ers [209]. In horror games, they are a substantial factor in jump scares [251].
Moreover, a survey by Wood found that players considered realistic sound
effects very important, more so than music or narration [446]. Audio is im-
portant for illusions of place and plausibility in virtual environments; sound
effects are particularly important for the plausibility illusion [311]. Grimshaw
attributes sound effects’ positive effects on immersion to their facilitation of
challenge-based and sensory-based immersion [173] (see immersion types
as proposed by Ermi & Mäyrä in their sensory, challenge-based, and imagi-
native immersion (SCI) model [143]). Grimshaw also speculated that sound
effects catering to imaginative immersion may facilitate player identification,
for example so-called proprioceptive sounds like the avatar’s breathing or
footsteps [173], however this has not been explored empirically. In virtual
environments, people navigate a larger portion of the space when the virtual
environment features high audio dimensionality (e.g., sound effects relating
to self-motion and ambient noises) [310]. Further, adding sound (sound ef-
fects and ambient noises) to a large-display virtual environment can increase
users’ presence compared to no sound [333]. Generally, multiple types of
game audio in parallel should also lead to greater presence due to more
sensory stimuli, according to a review by Lombard & Ditton [254].

Ambient noises are also theorised to be particularly important for presence,
in particular for the illusion of place [311]. Ambient noises may also affect Ambient Noises

time perception, player performance, and behaviour [91]. Schwartz named
background noises (e.g., crowd noises) as one factor that induces a perception
of realism [368]. Particularly in older virtual environment studies, ambient
noises have been shown to increase presence [79, 115, 126, 230, 241, 333],
the perception of visual realism and object recall [115], situational aware-
ness [194], and enjoyment [79]. Larsson et al. have also suggested it may
be particularly important in the context of mixed reality applications [241],
while Vachiratamporn et al. have reported that environmental sounds are
more prominent than visual elements in creating fearful environments in
horror games [423]. However there are also contradictory results—the study
by Houtkamp et al. that found increased situational awareness also found no
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significant effect on affective state, engagement, or presence. Nevertheless, a
meta-analysis by Cummings & Bailenson reported that sound quality has a
small to medium sized effect on presence (more than image quality) [111].
Overall, it must be noted that a lot of the research on effects of audio in
games is largely theoretical, or has only been empirically explored with much
older technology, or with small sample sizes.

Non-Diegetic Game Audio Non-diegetic sound effects and voice-over narra-
tion have largely been ignored in empirical research, and are often treated
as ambiguous edge cases in theoretical work [138, 214]. In contrast, there is
a stronger focus in the literature on music. This thesis echoes that focus on
music, because of its close connection to listeners’ emotions [49, 138, 162,
430] and the importance of emotions in player experience [28, 167, 195, 231].

In terms of audio diegesis, music is a particularly fascinating component
of media. Although some have said that it can generate a sense of “realism”Music as Unrealism

in authentically “portray[ing] a certain era” [373], it is generally a component
that clashes with realism. As described by Winters: “music [...] connotes ’the
unreal’” and is “an indicator of narrative space” [442]. Cohen has proposed
several functions of music in multimedia, among them that it “heightens the
sense of reality of or absorption in film, perhaps by augmenting arousal” [101]. Yet at
the same time it functions as a narrative tool that facilitates attention, mood,
and aesthetics [101], and helps viewers process the “emotional information”
presented in a scene [102]. Rationally, unless there is an in-game source of
music, its presence in media should decrease realism: “At the interface of the
diegetic and non-diegetic worlds, the use of music [...] is paradoxical” [102]. A
paper by Cohen reported some examples in which audio diegesis in film
(on-scene visible piano vs. invisible-source background score) can influence
viewer interpretation of content and character’s emotional state [100].

In games, despite their unrealism, music can facilitate immersion [360,
459]4 (but also break it [360]), enjoyment [90, 91, 227], performance [90, 387,
407], and motivation [454]. In horror games, music has been named as an
element that induces fear [423]. An interesting study by Wharton & Collin,
on other hand, found contradictory effects: with music, players reported
immersion but also distraction [440]. Without music, they also reported
immersion, as well as emotional disengagement, better concentration, and
greater investment in the game in their interaction with non-player characters.
As games are multimedia constructs, research exploring game music must
also contend with the fact that music affects the perception of visuals, and
vice versa [66, 408, 440].

5.3 Study A1: Ambient Noises in Virtual Reality

Problem/Motivation In the literature, diegetic audio is positioned as induc-
ing presence via spatialisation [254] and environmental richness [443], as
well as immersion and emotional responses [138]. For ambient noises, this
diegetic effect should be particularly strong, as the theory indicates that they
facilitate the illusion of place [311], perceived realism [368] and presence [111,
241]. Empirically, they have been shown to increase presence across different

4 It should be noted that the paper by Zhang & Fu [459] is in a journal published by Longdom
Publishing, who have been criticised for predatory practices. Despite some unclear reporting
(e.g., with regards to the stimuli: whether only music or also sound effects were present), the
paper seems to present a valid study, however it is not clear whether it underwent formal peer
review.
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mediums (PC with regular monitor display, large-display virtual environment,
older5 VR technology) [79, 115, 126, 333].

Modern VR with HMDs and sophisticated tracking systems is technolog-
ically highly immersive [71]. A lot of the research highlighting the role of
audio (and particularly ambient noises) in virtual environments is either
largely theoretical, or was conducted in much older, less technologically im-
mersive virtual environments. The greater degree of immersiveness provided
by modern VR experiences could re-iterate the theorised role of diegetic audio
for presence in modern VR—or even make it more important (e.g., a lack of
ambient noises might be more noticeable). Alternatively, however, the role of
diegetic audio might change with the increase in technological immersion
(e.g., given the high degree of provided immersion, ambient noises may not
make a substantial difference). This motivates the empirical work in this
chapter, in which we explored the effect of ambient noises in a modern VR

prototype.

Approach We explored the effects of ambient noises on player experience
through different audio conditions (continuous ambient noises, intermittent
ambient noises, no ambient noises) in a within-participants design case study
based on a VR game prototype.

Contributions The empirical results show a contradiction to the theoretical
discourse: the presence and/or absence of ambient noises did not impact
player experience in VR.

Prior Publication and Acknowledgements The empirical work in this section
was published; the sections deriving from this published work are indicated
in the margins as follows:

[14]Katja Rogers, Jana Funke, Julian Frommel, Sven Stamm, and Michael Weber.
“Exploring Interaction Fidelity in Virtual Reality: Object Manipulation and
Whole-Body Movements.” In: Proceedings of the 2019 CHI Conference on Human
Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’19. Glasgow, Scotland, UK: ACM, 2019,
414:1–414:14. doi: 10.1145/3290605.3300644

Table 5.1 was reproduced based on this publication.
The investigation reported here was integrated in the second interaction

fidelity study. The study will be described only in brief at this point; for
the detailed description, please refer to its prior, more in-depth introduc-
tion (see Part ii, 3.4), or the overview in the Appendix (Study I2/A1). As
mentioned previously, the game used for the visually minimalistic VR game
exploring ambient noises was implemented by the second author under my
direction. The qualitative interview results are based on thematic coding
performed by the first three authors.

5.3.1 Study Design

The case study consists of results pertaining to a secondary research question
of the above-mentioned study, which followed a between-participants design.
The audio research question constituted the study’s independent variable,
namely whether and how ambient noises were present.

5 For this thesis, I draw a rough distinction of modern VR beginning around 2012 when the first
Oculus Rift prototype was presented at the Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3) [237].

https://doi.org/10.1145/3290605.3300644
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Stimuli Participants were exposed to four different game elements featuring
whole-body movement in a visually minimalistic VR prototype. To orient
themselves, they could send out visualised sonar waves which rebounded
from the environment and briefly gave a rough impression of the virtual
space.

Game Audio The prototype featured sound effects for user actions, e.g., for
teleportation and interaction with virtual objects. In addition, there were
ambient noises of an industrial factory to provide the illusion of a large,
explorable space. The prototype was implemented in three different audio
conditions: one had no ambient noises at all (no-ambient), one had ambient
noises at all times (permanent-ambient), and one in which ambient noises
were only audible when the player was sending out the sonar waves for
orientation (wave-ambient). Participants were exposed to the game audio via
headphones.

Measures

The participants’ demographic background and prior VR experience was
assessed via a custom survey. Player experience was measured post-gameplay
through several standard questionnaires: affective state (SAM [74]; 7-point
scale), immersion (IEQ [207]; 7-point scale), curiosity and autonomy (PEI [429];
5-point scale), and presence and enjoyment (E2I [253]; 5-point scale).

Participants’ audio perception was further explored via part of the subse-
quent semi-structured interview, which were explored in an iterative thematic
analysis approach by three coders. The final (fifth-iteration) codebook was
applied to 21 interview transcriptions, resulting in an intraclass correlation
coefficient within the good range [99]. For a more detailed description of this
procedure, please refer to Part ii, 3.4)

Participants and Procedure

A total of 36 participants took part in the study (25 male, 10 female, one
reporting something else). The average age of participants was 25 years
(IQR=23–28). Participants were randomly assigned to the different audio
conditions (n=12 each), with a roughly balanced gender distribution.

Each study session lasted ~1 hr., beginning with forms to ensure informed
consent, and collecting demographic information. After an introduction to
the VR system and the game (via tutorial), participants played the game
in their randomly assigned audio condition. Afterwards participants were
invited to complete the post-game questionnaires, and then participated in
the semi-structured interview; remuneration consisted of 10 EUR.

5.3.2 Results

The collected data can be divided into results pertaining to the standard
questionnaires on components of player experience, and the interviews
which—in addition to players’ experience of whole-body movements in VR

(see Part ii)—assessed players’ perception of the game audio, in particular,
the ambient noises.
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Dependent variables Mdn IQR

SA
M

arousal 5 4–6

valence 6 5–7

dominance 5 4–6

IE
Q

cognitive involvement 5.78 5.11–6.22

dissociation 5 4.43–5.46

emotional involvement 4.83 4.33–5.71

challenge 4.87 4.25–5.5

control 5 4.5–5.6

PE
I autonomy 3.8 3.35–4.25

curiosity 4.4 4–4.6

E2
I presence 3.63 3.37–3.65

enjoyment 3.9 3.55–4.4

Table 5.1: In terms of quantitative results, player experience of whole-body move-
ments in the combined studies I2 and A1 did not differ between auditory
conditions; it was overall rated positively. This table is based on a table from
the original publication [14]; its presentation and caption were adapted.

Psychometric Player Experience

[14]The PX measures yielded no significant difference in the quantitative scores,
although they were overall rated favourably (see Table 5.1). A Kruskal-Wallis
test showed a significant difference in the overall immersion score of the
IEQ, χ(2)=6.26, p<0.05. However, post-hoc Wilcoxon rank sum tests with
Bonferroni correction applied found no significant differences in pairwise
comparisons.

Interviews: Audio Perception

Only one participant in the permanent-ambient condition did not notice any
audio in the game prototype, reporting that they had been very focused on
orientation in the VR environment: “... did I hear anything? Hmm I was so focused
on orientation that I can’t really say what I heard”–P9. Inversely, one participant
in the no-ambient condition was unsure about stating with certainty that
there had been no audio in the form of ambient noises or music: “right, I
didn’t notice. There was no background music, or I didn’t notice it ... was there any?
Erm”–P13.

Little Attention Paid to Audio Several participants emphasised that they
had not paid much attention to audio in their gameplay experience. They
had only passively noticed the audio, or only during some interactions.
Participants mentioned the novelty of the interaction (“I think the interaction
was so new for me in the end that I was so focused on it that the sound [...] well I
didn’t pay much attention to it”–P23) and their focus on orienting themselves
(“I was so focused on orientation”–P9) as distractions from noticing the audio.
One participant in the wave-ambient condition mentioned that they had found
it confusing that audio disappeared with the sonar waves, and so had begun
to ignore the audio entirely.
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Immersion, Presence, and Shutting out Real-World Sounds Some participants
mentioned audio as a facilitator of immersion: “it brought you into the game
more”–P34 and “it helped make you feel more inside the world [...] especially with
the echo, it contributed to you being inside the hall”–P6. Some also mentioned
that it helped to “mask the outside [world]”–P3.

It should be noted that while participants were instructed to wear head-
phones fully (on both ears), the instructor also did not object if participants
wanted to keep only one headphone on. One participant mentioned explicitly
that the option to talk to the study investigator was comforting: “[the sound]
was somehow a little bit threatening”–P23.

Connection to Realism Audio was occasionally mentioned in the context of
facilitating realism, although this was associated with sound effects corre-
sponding to virtual objects like the spider web participants had to cut down:
“the spider web was—because it had the sound backing it—fairly authentic”–P20 and
“the spider web was more realistic just because I always perceived the sound and the
movement [when] it fell”–P25. One participant mentioned that a silent virtual
world would be unrealistic: “I liked it better that there was sound, compared to if
it was completely silent, because then that’s just too distant from the real world”–P7.

Suitable Audio for Atmosphere Audio was mentioned several times in the
context of matching the game’s atmosphere: “the creaking in the background, I
heard that. I liked that .. it was somehow not too boring like that ... it somehow just
fit the atmosphere”–P14 and “It definitely emphasised the dark, creepy atmosphere”–
P24. It was also speculated to have the potential to set the mood or even very
different settings by one participant in the no-ambient condition: “You can
probably make very different scenarios from this through lots of sound [...] like a cave
or a labyrinth or whatever”–P30.

5.3.3 Discussion and Implications

Participants largely noticed the ambient noises when they were present, but
often disregarded them, either actively or because they were distracted by
other factors (e.g., orientation). Overall, however, the presence or absence
of ambient noises made surprisingly little difference for participants’ psy-
chometric player experience, failing to influence affective state, immersion,
or presence. This is surprising; the literature strongly suggests that ambient
noises should facilitate perceived immersion, presence, and realism in vir-
tual environments. While the dependent measures did not include outright
asking participants about the degree of perceived realism, a few participants
brought up a connection between audio and realism in the interviews out
of their own volition—however, they associated it with sound effects, rather
than with ambient noises. In summary, the results indicate that immersion
and presence—which are closely related to realism—were largely not influ-
enced by ambient noises in the VR prototype, although it facilitated this for
some individuals.

The moderate number in each group must be considered in reviewing the
(quantitative) effects of ambient noises in VR. The results for this [secondary]
RQ will thus need to be corroborated in future work with a larger overall
sample size.
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The interviews do point to some effects of audio which could explain
the lack of impact on immersion and presence. A number of participants
reported not paying much attention to the game’s auditory components,
in favour of focusing on the visuals and on orienting themselves in the
environment. The effect of audio on immersion and presence may be both
very subjective and easily overshadowed. It is also possible that VR technology
was distracting by itself, for example due to its novelty; there was a large
variance in participants’ prior VR experience, and a quarter of them had none.

Additionally, the virtual environment in this study was stylistically and
visually minimalistic. It was chosen to potentially focus players’ attention on
their kinaesthetic experience and the ambient noises. However, this choice
also means that there were no explicit visible items that players could have
attributed the ambient noises to—leaving much to their imagination with
regards to what was creating (or not creating) the ambient noises when
they were present. A more visually detailed world could have found a more
dominant effect for the presence of ambient noises. This must be considered
a limitation of the present study, and also points to an opportunity for future
work. However, it must also be noted that one of the later chapters presents a
study (Chapter 7, Study A5) that also featured ambient noises being added to
VR (in a comparison study with effects of music and effects of both ambient
noises and music). Here, again, adding ambient noises to a virtual world (also
with only sound effects for feedback) had no effect on psychometric player
experience, despite the virtual environment being visually quite detailed.

Finally, some participants suggested that ambient noises could be in-
strumental for creating atmosphere. It should be noted that there is no
agreed-upon definition of this term within the games research community
yet, however audio has been suggested to be a part of this [39]. The interview
results thus hint that ambient noises in particular could be part of the role of
audio in inducing a perception of atmosphere.

5.4 Summary and Relevance in Context

Against expectations based on the existing theoretical work on ambient
noises in immersive virtual environments, the case study shows that ambient
noises do not strongly impact (psychometric) player experience in VR. It
also points towards potential reasons for this lack of influence (individual
differences, cognitive distraction), and indicates that sound effects may be
more important in facilitating immersion than ambient noises, at least in VR.

In conveying realism, the presence of ambient noises may not play as much
of a role as the literature indicates. While diegetic audio is potentially more
realistic for some, the results hint that this effect may originate from sound
effects instead of ambient noises. While both are considered diegetic/game-
world audio, sound effects have additional functions in game design in that
they have substantial ties to feedback mechanisms [39, 81, 378]. It is possible
that diegetic audio can improve realism but must prioritise feedback over
more “decorative” aspects of realism. In future work, it would be interesting
to explore directly the connection between sound effects and perceived real-
ism, as well as effects of hyperrealistic sound effects (e.g., augmented with
unrealistic information to provide a strong degree of feedback).
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Music is particularly interesting as non-diegetic audio because of its close
connection with listeners’ emotional responses, which is also a big factor in
games and player experience. It is also potentially subtle and subjective in its
effects, making it challenging to explore in empirical research. Overall, audio
is a fairly underrepresented factor in games research; there is not a large
number of empirical studies, and the ones that exist are difficult to compare
(due to different games, genres, music, unvalidated music, etc.).

Music is also very interesting with regards to realism. The large majority
of games have background music, as such its presence is consistent with
most players’ expectations. Further, it performs many welcome functions in
games, by conveying and inducing specific moods and potentially increasing
immersion. Yet the presence of (non-diegetic) background music is also
largely unrealistic, as we do not hear music without a source while traversing
through the real world. In theory, its presence could thus negatively affect
immersion. Existing related work on game music generally sees music as
increasing immersion, but there are instances in which “unsuitable” music
led to a decrease in player immersion. This indicates that there are many
factors involved in music effects in gameplay, including but not limited to
musical attributes and game genre, as well as players’ personal preferences
with regards to both.

Prior to exploring how music relates to realism, we must thus first establish
how music generally impacts player experience (particularly immersion) and
behaviour. As this has often been investigated in only theoretical terms in
the literature, this chapter provides empirical research into this matter.

In a lab study, we explored effects of music (due to its presence, tempo,
and affective inflection) on player experience and behaviour (specifically
risk-taking) in a monitor-display PC game. As immersion is commonly asso-
ciated with losing track of time (and the outside world in general), we then
investigated music effects on player experience as well as time perception in a
VR game in a second study. Finally, to validate how these and related studies
might generalise to players’ in-the-wild experiences of game music, i.e., in
non-lab settings, we assessed players’ habits and motivations regarding game
music in an online Reddit survey.

This chapter contributes empirical evidence for an effect of music in a
monitor-display PC game on risk-taking, for an affective mirroring effect
in gameplay, and the connection between music and immersion as well as
music and gameplay mastery. Further, we explore how music effects (in
particular, the connection between music and immersion) differ in a VR

game. Finally, we report a first empirical exploration of how players actually
use and experience game music in the wild, as well as their reasoning and
motivations for these habits.

6.1 Research Objectives

This chapter focuses on RQ-3b: How does non-diegetic audio affect player ex-
perience? In particular, how does background music affect players’ immersive
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experience? If background music is considered unrealistic, it could detract
from immersion and distract players. There are already some examples of
background music being distracting to gameplay (e.g., for high-arousal mu-
sic [90], or music with lyrics [440] and decreasing immersion (e.g., when
players dislike the music [360].

If non-diegetic music is perceived as unrealistic by players and thus detracts
from immersion, then background music could potentially become more
distracting in a game environment or medium that is in some ways more
realistic, i.e., in VR. This chapter thus explores RQ-3b in both a monitor-
display PC game (Study A2) and in a VR game (Study A3).

Finally, to investigate how the results of these studies can generalise to
non-lab settings, I conducted an online survey on the Reddit platform to ask
players how they use and listen to background music in games.

6.2 Study A2: Player Experience and Behaviour in a PC Game

Problem/Motivation Music is particularly interesting as non-diegetic audio
because of its close connection with listeners’ emotional responses, which
is also a significant factor in games and player experience. Emotional re-
sponses can also impact player behaviour. A great deal of research has
pointed towards music as a factor that can steer individuals towards spe-
cific consumer-related behaviour [86, 317] or risk-taking behaviour (e.g.,
gambling, or driving errors [77, 127, 391]). In games, it has been shown to
impact performance in a racing game [91]. However there has been no em-
pirical investigation of whether (fast, high-arousal) music can cause players
to take more risks while playing. If this was the case, this could provide an
interesting tool for game designers, particularly in the context of tutorials
(encouraging cautious novice players to try out difficult mechanisms) and
difficulty adaptation (subtly adjust difficulty by nudging players to seek out
more difficult levels or game segments).

Approach A lab study (N=60) was conducted to explore effects of music—
its presence, tempo, and affective inflection—on player experience and player
behaviour; in particular, on players’ risk-taking. The music employed in this
study was validated in terms of its affective inflection in a preliminary online
survey (N=57).

Contributions The survey results constitute first empirical evidence for an ef-
fect of music on risk-taking in games; however against expectations we found
that music absence increased players’ risk-taking (as opposed to music tempo
as originally suspected). Based on this, this section also provides a theoretical
contribution in the form of a discussion on how the risk-taking behaviour
may have been influenced by music absence with regards to existing theories
of immersion in games. Further, we demonstrate empirical evidence for the
affective mirroring effect in gameplay, the connection between music and
immersion, as well as the connection between music and players’ perceived
mastery in the platform game genre.

Prior Publication and Acknowledgements The majority of empirical work
in this part of the thesis was published; the sections deriving from this
published work are indicated with margin lines as follows:
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[16]Katja Rogers, Matthias Jörg, and Michael Weber. “Effects of Background
Music on Risk-Taking and General Player Experience.” In: Proceedings of the
2019 Annual Symposium on Computer-Human Interaction in Play. CHI Play 2019.
Barcelona, Spain: ACM, 2019, pp. 213–224. doi: 10.1145/3311350.3347158

Under my direction, Matthias Jörg implemented the platform game, and
conducted the music validation survey and in-lab study reported here [16].
All figures and tables were reproduced based on this publication unless
otherwise indicated. Within the cited text, the original publications’ reference
numbering was adjusted to fit this thesis’s references.

Motivation

[16]The literature indicates that background music in games has an effect on
player experience, particularly on players’ immersion and emotional state. In
real-life activities, the presence of music and its specific attributes can affect
our decisions and behaviour. In this paper, we contribute to the literature on
whether these effect occurs in games too. In particular, we were interested in
effects on players’ in-game risk-taking behaviour. Our research gap focuses
on this theoretical connection within games, to explore whether music can
be used to en-/discourage players to take certain actions. With a more
informed understanding of how music in games impacts player choices,
game designers and developers could use this as a subtle tool to influence
players, i.e., to go to a certain place in the game, or perform a certain action.
This could then be used for difficulty adjustment or scaffolding as described
earlier. As music, and audio in general, are often unconsciously perceived,
there is potential to influence players while upholding their sense of agency
and control.

Specification of the Research Question For this study, research question RQ-
3b was reworded in more detail, to specify both dependent and independent
variables. These are listed here and in the following are re-named to relate to
the publication in which they first appeared ([16]). For the dependent variable,
this involved an additional focus on risk-taking behaviour: RQ[16]-1a: Can
music presence affect risk-taking behaviour in games? Further, we specified
independent variables consisting of musical attributes—in relation to both
risk-taking behaviour: RQ[16]-1b: How do music affect and tempo influence
risk-taking behaviour? —and to player experience in general: RQ[16]-2: How
do affect and tempo of background music influence player experience?

Based on our survey of the literature, we suspected that faster, more activat-
ing, and happier music might increase players’ risk behaviour in games.

6.2.1 Preliminary Survey: Music Selection

To explore our research questions, we required songs of different affective
inflection, and in different tempo variants, for comparative purposes. We first
pre-selected eleven pieces of free music from a larger online collection1, based
on two authors’ independent estimation of affective inflection, considerations
of song duration, suitability for looping, and maintenance of sound quality
when modified to 80 and 120 bpm.

1 The first pre-selection of music was sourced from websites such as the YouTube Audio Library
and GameSound.xyz.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3311350.3347158
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Song Tempo Variant Arousal Valence Joy

M SD M SD M SD

BI
both 5.52 1.08 4.16 1.23 5.17 0.97

80 bpm 5.24 1.13 3.75 0.96 4.80 0.92

120 bpm 5.74 1.01 4.49 1.33 5.46 0.92

FFS
both 3.49 1.09 5.22 1.11 3.84 0.92

80 bpm 3.25 1.10 4.99 1.01 3.43 1.05

120 bpm 3.67 1.06 5.40 1.17 4.17 0.67

Table 6.1: The song ratings from the preliminary survey used for music selection in
Study A2 shows that song FFS was perceived as more neutral but pleasant.
In contrast, song BI was rated as more activating, pleasant, and happy. This
table is based on a table from the original publication [16]; its presentation
and caption were adapted.

Three of these were then selected for online validation. One song was
estimated to be activating and happy: song Fresh Fallen Snow2 (FFS), Bb
major, originally 116 bpm. The other was considered less activating and
more neutral: song Baby Instrumental3 (BI), E minor, originally 140 bpm. The
third song was Angel’s Dream4 (AD), considered low arousal (originally 82

bpm). The authors’ estimation of the songs’ affective inflection (at both tempo
variants) was then validated through an online survey as described below.
The results finally led us to choose BI and FFS as the study’s musical stimuli:
We aimed for arousal as the main difference between songs in the study, yet
AD differed from BI not only in arousal but also in valence more so than
FFS. FFS was also longer, requiring less loops. We thus largely omit the third
song from this paper due to scope, but its online survey results can be found
in the supplementary material.

Validation Survey: Design and Measures

Each song was pitched to 80 and 120 bpm and then cut into three segments
of 8 seconds (from the songs’ beginning, middle, and end). The online survey
was conducted with a between-[participants] design, asking participants to
listen to all segments of all songs in randomized order, but only a single
tempo variant (either 80-bpm variants, or 120-bpm variants): each participant
listened to nine 8-second segments: (3 songs × 3 segments). Participants were
then asked to rate each segment on 7-point scales for perceived arousal (1=de-
activating; 7=activating), valence (1=unpleasant; 7=pleasant), and joy (1=sad;
7=happy). Prior to the music ratings, participants were asked to report demo-
graphic data as well as musical expertise. The survey took ~5 minutes; all
participants were invited to enter in a draw for a 10 € Amazon voucher.

Survey Participants A total of N=57 participants (37 female, 22 male) partic-
ipated in the survey, recruited via university mailing lists and social media.
The participants’ age ranged from 16 to 77 (M=31.1, SD=11.3). Participants
were randomly assigned to one of the two tempo variants. The 80-bpm variant

2 Song FFS is by Chris Haugen (sourced from the YouTube Audio Library).
3 Song BI is by Antti Luode (sourced from GameSounds.xyz, CC 3.0).
4 Song AD is by Aakash Gandhi (sourced from the YouTube Audio Library).
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was rated by 25 participants (13 female, 12 male), while the 120-bpm variant
yielded 32 complete responses (22 female, 10 male). 32 participants reported
playing an instrument, one participant stated to work in a music-related
profession, and six participants reported to have experience in composition.

Music Ratings: Affective Inflection The music ratings (reported in Table 6.1)
roughly matched the pre-survey estimations; participants generally agreed
that song BI was high arousal (i.e., activating), while FFS was seen as lower
arousal. In terms of valence, all three songs were overall rated positively, i.e.,
pleasant, although the 80-bpm variant of BI slipped to a slightly less than
neutral valence. BI was rated as more happy than FFS.

6.2.2 Study Design

To explore our research questions on the influence of music on risk-taking
([RQ[16]-1a & 1b]) and player experience ([RQ[16]-2]), we conducted a user
study with N=60 participants. The study followed a mixed design with two
independent variables: music tempo as a between-[participants] variable with
two levels: fast (120 bpm) and slow (80 bpm). Sound condition was a within-
[participants] variable with three levels: the happy, high-arousal music (HA)
of song BI and the more neutral, low-arousal music (LA) of song FFS. A
no-music (NM) variant served as a baseline condition.

Measures

We chose measures based on the above-described theoretical effects of music
on players’ immersion, emotional state, and thereby on behaviour and risk-
taking. A post-gameplay questionnaire collected measures for participants’ af-
fective state, immersion, enjoyment, and difficulty experience. Affective state
was operationalized through the self-assessment manikin (SAM) [74], which
measures valence, arousal, and dominance on 9-point pictorial scales. For
immersion, we employed the immersive experience questionnaire (IEQ) [207]:
this questionnaire measures five subfactors of immersion (challenge, control,
real-world dissociation, cognitive and emotional involvement) through 31

items on a 7-point scale (1=not at all/very little; 7=a lot/very much so). It also
measures overall immersion as a sum score across the 31 items, as well as
through a final single-item measure of immersion on a 10-point scale (1=not
at all immersed; 10=very immersed). Finally, we employed subfactors of the
player experience inventory (PXI) [429] to gather a quantitative measure of
enjoyment (5 items), mastery (6 items), and (suitability of) challenge (5 items),
each assessed on a 7-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree; 7=strongly agree).
At the end of the study, participants were also asked to fill in a demographic
survey on their age, gender, and general playing habits. This final question-
naire also asked them to provide general feedback and rank the playthroughs
with regards to perceived difficulty.

During the game, several metrics were logged to qualify in-game behaviour
of players. The metrics consisted of risk choices, and performance measures:
We collected the players’ decisions in the lobby in favour of each difficulty
level, as an operationalization of risk behaviour. Further, as performance
measures, we collected players’ final scores, how many times players failed
the hard level, and the number of coins lost due to this event. These measures
were added because if players choose the hard level but always successfully
collect coins, the effect on player experience and future risk choices would
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Figure 6.1: Prior to each game level, players were asked to decide whether they
wanted the easier and safer version of the level, or a more difficult version
that could yield more coins. This figure was already published in the
original publication [16]; its caption was adapted.

likely differ compared to a scenario in which riskier choices led them to lose
coins.

Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of a custom 3D jump’n’run [monitor-display] PC game
with a robot figure as the player’s avatar. The player goal was to collect as
many coins as possible across the game’s six levels. Every level existed as an
easy and a hard course layout, both consisting of the same general structure.
The easy course offered players a level with reduced difficulty, with the
chance to collect up to 10 coins. In case of in-game failure (e.g., falling off a
platform), players could replay the easy level until successful completion of
the course. In contrast, the hard course was designed to be more difficult;
players could collect up to 25 coins, but in case of a failed level, all coins
of that level were lost, and the level could not be replayed. Players were
informed of the difficulty and the number of coins in each course prior to
playing each level: players had to choose between the two courses by entering
one of them through the corresponding door as shown in Figure 6.1.

To accommodate the study, the game was built in different versions: with
background music (conditions LA and HA), as well as with no music (NM).
All game versions contained sound effects for player actions (e.g., collecting
coins). During the study, all participants wore over-ear headphones and
controlled the game via keyboard and mouse. The in-game avatar could
be moved with the WASD keys; sprinting (shift key) and jumping (space bar)
were also enabled. The camera view direction could be panned via mouse.

A Note on Risk Operationalization and Player Investment To ensure that
players experienced a sense of losing something in the case of a failed hard
level, the game continuously displayed the number of coins collected in the
user interface (see Figure 6.1). When failing hard levels, players lost all coins
collected in that level. The level choice thus operationalized risk: a choice
between “safe” gain of coins vs. potentially no gain at all. In future work it
may be interesting to raise stakes by taking away points gained in prior levels,
adapting study compensation based on score, or adding time pressures.
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(a) Level 1 featured sections that fall once the player steps on them (darker brown floor sections),
requiring a fast dash.

(b) Level 6 featured red lasers that players had to avoid, i.e., by jumping.

Figure 6.2: This top-down view of the game courses from Study A2 shows the differ-
ences between the easy (left versions) and hard (right versions) options of
the first (a) and sixth (b) level. This figure was already published in the
original publication [16]; its caption was adapted.

Preliminary Studies: Difficulty Design As mentioned, the easy and hard level
courses were designed to vary in difficulty. Two preliminary playtesting
sessions were conducted to evaluate the game design. The game was tested
to balance difficulty (1) between the easy and hard courses, and (2) for
increasing but manageable difficulty while progressing through the game’s
six levels. An example of the difference between balanced courses of the first
and sixth (final) levels is shown in Figure 6.2: in this level, sections of the
platform fall away once stepped on, requiring players to run across. In the
easy course, players had to sprint less often and for shorter sections, while
they had to sprint continuously while collecting coins in the hard course.
In the final level, players had to jump to avoid laser beams; the easy course
required fewer and shorter jumps compared to the hard course. The other
levels included obstacles such as gaps in the platform, moving platforms and
spiked walls, as well as wrecking balls.

The original prototype was designed in first-person perspective. In the
first playtest, six participants (2 female, 4 male) were asked to play all levels
in both difficulty versions. After each course, participants were asked to rate
the course’s difficulty based on obstacle design and coin placement, and
invited to provide informal feedback. The informal feedback indicated that
players had trouble with the camera perspective, e.g., difficulty gauging their
exact distance to obstacles without a visible avatar. Based on this finding,
the game was re-designed in third-person perspective, using a robot figure
as the avatar (see Figure 6.1). The courses were re-arranged based on the
recorded difficulty ratings.

Six participants were recruited for the second playtest using the same study
design but with the redesigned game (3 female, 3 male). Two participants in
this iteration had participated in the previous playtest; they were asked to
additionally comment on the change to third-person perspective, which they
considered an improvement. The playtest confirmed that each hard course
was rated as more difficult than the corresponding easy course. The order
of the levels one to six was also confirmed as following a slow progression
regardless of which course players might choose.
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Participants and Procedure

For the main user study, sessions began with a consent form and written
introduction to the study and game. Participants were randomly distributed
to tempo groups (80 bpm vs. 120 bpm). All participants then played the game
three times: one playthrough of all six levels for each sound condition
(NM, HA, and LA). This within-[participants] playing was counterbalanced
(Latin Square). Each playthrough was followed by the post-game question-
naire. After all three conditions and subsequent questionnaires, participants
were asked to fill in the final questionnaire that invited them to compare
playthroughs in terms of perceived difficulty, and to provide demographic
data and general feedback. Participants were rewarded with 5 € and a small
chocolate bar. Each study session lasted ~40–50 minutes.

The sixty participants (48 male, 10 female, 2 something else) ranged in age
from 16 to 51 (M=22, SD=4.5). The genders were roughly evenly divided in
the 120 bpm group (4 female, 26 male) and 80 bpm group (6 female, 22 male,
2 something else). The majority of participants reported to generally play
video games, averaging around Mdn=32 hours of play per month (IQR=15–50)
among those who do play games.

6.2.3 Results

We analyzed the results using a multilevel model approach in R with the
nmle package [331], adding sound condition and tempo to the model as
potential predictors of main effects, as well as two-way interaction effects.
Contrasts were used as post-hoc analysis to compare the presence of music
(LA and HA conditions) to its absence (NM condition), as well as between
HA and LA conditions. A third contrast was used to compare 120 bpm and
80 bpm tempo groups.

In-Game Behaviour

Across the whole dataset, the multi-level model showed no significant effects
on risk behaviour as defined by the number of hard-course choices per
playthrough. Due to informal comments by participants that they had chosen
based on different motivations in the first playthrough compared to later ones,
we then split the dataset into the data collected during the first playthrough
and that collected in the second and third playthroughs. Looking at only
the first playthrough, there was a significant main effect of sound condition
on risk behaviour, χ(2)=8.82, p<.05. The contrast for absence vs. presence of
music was significant, b=-0.37, t(57)=-2.92, p<.01, r=0.36 (see Figure 6.3). The
descriptive data showed that participants playing without music in the first
playthrough chose the hard course more often (Mdn=3, IQR=2–4, 95% CI [2.42,
3.88]) than those playing with music (Mdn=2, IQR=1–3, 95% CI [1.66, 2.44]),
with 95% CI [-1.92, -0.28] for the difference. In the later playthroughs, there
were no significant effects on risk behaviour. Informal feedback indicated that
they chose based on their skill or their prior choices in later playthroughs.

We ran another multi-level model for the total number of points scored
in each playthrough. There was a main effect of sound condition on the
final score, χ(2)=6.21, p<.05. The contrast for high vs. low arousal was
significant, b=-2.40, t(118)=-2.03, p<.05, r=0.18, showing that players were
more successful in their final score in the LA condition (Mdn=38.5, IQR=30–
51.2, 95% CI [37.78, 44.42]) than the HA condition (Mdn=37.5, IQR=27.5–46.2,
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Figure 6.3: This plot illustrates players’ risk choices across conditions in Study A2. In
the first playthrough, players were significantly more likely to choose the
riskier courses when there was no music, against expectations. In later
playthroughs this effect disappeared; the between-participants auditory
condition did not affect players’ risk behaviour. This figure was already
published in the original publication [16]; its caption was adapted.

95% CI [32.73, 39.87]), albeit with 95% CI [-0.47, 10.07] for the difference.
There was no effect on points lost due to failing the hard course.

Player Experience

We divide these results into affective state as measured by SAM, immersion
(IEQ), as well as enjoyment, mastery, and (perceived suitability of) challenge
(PXI).

The descriptive results can be found in Tables 6.2–6.4.

Affective State There was no significant effect of condition or group on
players’ reported valence or dominance. For arousal, the mixed-effects lin-
ear model showed a significant main effect of the sound condition, χ(2)=14.97,
p<.001. The contrast for high vs. low arousal was significant, b=0.39, t(118)=3.64,
p<.001, r=0.32, indicating that higher-arousal music coincided with higher
affective arousal reports (Mdn=4, IQR=3–6, 95% CI [3.88, 4.55]) compared
to lower-arousal music (Mdn=3, IQR=2–5, 95% CI [3.14, 3.73]), with 95% CI
[-1.22, -0.35] for the difference.
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Tempo
Sound Arousal Valence Dominance

Condition M SD M SD M SD

80 bpm
HA 4.40 1.52 5.03 1.35 4.50 1.38

LA 3.57 1.52 5.10 1.32 4.67 1.56

NM 3.67 1.21 4.90 1.35 4.60 1.52

120 bpm
HA 4.03 1.83 5.03 1.33 4.50 1.53

LA 3.30 1.74 5.23 1.19 4.93 1.36

NM 3.40 1.81 4.93 1.20 4.63 1.65

Table 6.2: Descriptive results of players’ affective state in Study A2. This table is based
on a table from the original publication [16]; its presentation and caption
were adapted.

Immersion Looking at the IEQ overall sum (across 31 items), the multilevel
model showed a significant main effect of sound condition, χ(2)=13.88, p<.01.
The contrast of music absence vs. presence was significant, b=2.48, t(118)=3.43,
p<.001, r=0.30, reflecting a higher sum immersion score for the with-music
conditions (Mdn=139, IQR=123–156, 95% CI [136.43, 142.07]) than for the
no-music condition (Mdn=132, IQR=117–146, 95% CI [127.49, 136.11]), with
95% CI [0.23, 14.67] for the difference. There was also a significant main effect
of tempo, χ(1)=4.04, p<.05. The contrast for tempo was significant, b=-5.03,
t(58)=-2.02, p<.05, r=0.26; the fast tempo group showed lower immersion
(Mdn=132, IQR=117–148, 95% CI [128.40, 139.50]) than the slow tempo group
(Mdn=144, IQR=126–160, 95% CI [138.93, 150.17]), with 95% CI [2.62, 18.58]
for the difference.

For the IEQ subfactors, there was no significant main effect for cognitive
or emotional involvement. However, there was a significant effect of sound
condition on real-world dissociation, χ(2)=17.97, p<.001. For this effect, both
contrasts were significant. The contrast between absence and presence of
music, b=0.13, t(118)=2.00, p<.001, r=0.34, reflected higher scores for the
with-music conditions (Mdn=4.57, IQR=3.68–5.29, 95% CI [4.40, 4.67]) than
the no-music condition (Mdn=3.93, IQR=3.57–4.86, 95% CI [3.93, 4.35]), with
95% CI [0.06, 0.74] for the difference. The contrast between the two with-music
conditions was also significant, b=0.12, t(118)=2.00, p<.05, r=0.18, indicat-
ing higher real-world dissociation for the higher-arousal music (Mdn=4.79,
IQR=3.82–5.43, 95% CI [4.48, 4.83]) than the lower-arousal music (Mdn=4.21,
IQR=3.57–5.29, 95% CI [4.27, 4.57]), although the difference was estimated at
95% CI [-0.55, 0.07].

There was a second significant main effect of music tempo, χ(1)=8.22,
p<.01. The contrast between tempo groups was significant, b=-0.34, t(58)=-
2.94, p<.01, r=0.36: real-world dissociation was higher for the slow tempo
group (Mdn=4.71, IQR=3.86–5.43, 95% CI [4.63, 5.15]) compared to the fast
tempo group (Mdn=3.86, IQR=3.32–4.96, 95% CI [3.90, 4.48]), yielding a
difference of 95% CI [0.31, 1.09].

The multilevel model predicting IEQ’s control factor showed a significant
main effect of tempo, χ(3)=4.80, p<.05. This was reflected in a significant
contrast between tempo groups, b=-0.24, t(58)=-2.21, p<.05, r=0.28: The slow
group (Mdn=4.8, IQR=4.2–5.4, 95% CI [4.63, 5.11]) experienced higher control
than the fast group (Mdn=4.5, IQR=3.8–5, 95% CI [4.15, 4.65]), with 95% CI
[0.12, 0.82] for the difference.
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Tempo Sound Immersion (Sum) Real-World Dissoc. Cog. Inv.

Condition M SD M SD M SD

80 bpm
HA 148.40 21.72 5.11 0.91 5.29 0.84

LA 140.70 22.35 4.67 1.09 5.05 0.92

NM 136.30 23.34 4.47 0.89 4.88 1.03

120 bpm
HA 134.20 22.08 4.20 1.18 4.92 0.91

LA 133.70 22.19 4.17 1.12 4.92 0.89

NM 127.30 22.65 3.80 1.13 4.68 0.95

Tempo Sound Emot. Inv. Challenge Control

Condition M SD M SD M SD

80 bpm
HA 4.36 1.18 4.89 0.74 4.92 1.04

LA 4.14 1.20 4.67 0.77 4.82 0.84

NM 3.96 1.28 4.65 0.75 4.73 0.96

120 bpm
HA 4.11 1.11 4.73 0.58 4.37 1.00

LA 4.15 1.18 4.53 0.76 4.43 0.97

NM 3.94 1.06 4.62 0.72 4.23 0.78

Table 6.3: Descriptive results of the immersive experience questionnaire in Study
A2. This table is based on a table from the original publication [16]; its
presentation and caption were adapted.

For the challenge factor in immersion, the multilevel model found a main
effect of sound condition, χ(2)=6.41, p<.05. The contrast for high vs. low
arousal was significant, b=0.11, t(118)=2.38, p<.05, r=0.21. In the higher-
arousal music condition (Mdn=4.75, IQR=4.25–5.25, 95% CI [4.67, 4.93]), par-
ticipants reported higher challenge than in the lower-arousal music condition
(Mdn=4.5, IQR=4–5.25, 95% CI [4.46, 4.73]), with 95% CI [-0.43, 0.00] for the
difference.

Enjoyment, Mastery, and Challenge As the PXI scale is not yet fully validated,
we calculated Cronbach’s alpha for its subscales as a measure of reliability.
All subscales easily reached a range that generally indicates good internal
consistency of items, with enjoyment: α=.95, mastery: α=.84, and challenge:
α=0.84 [397].

There was a main effect of sound condition on enjoyment, χ(2)=7.25,
p<.05. The contrast for absence or presence of music was significant, b=0.11,
t(118)=2.48, p<.05, r=0.22. Enjoyment was reported as higher with music
(Mdn=5.8, IQR=5–6.2, 95% CI [5.20, 5.54]) than without music (Mdn=5.2,
IQR=4.6–6, 95% CI [4.81, 5.29]), although with an estimated difference of
95% CI [-0.08, 0.72].

No significant effects were found for (suitability of) challenge. However,
there was a main effect of sound condition on reported mastery, χ(2)=8.09,
p<.05. The contrast between high and low arousal music was significant,
b=-0.21, t(118)=-2.87, p<.01, r=0.26. Playthroughs with high-arousal music
(Mdn=4.5, IQR=3.79–5.17, 95% CI [4.20, 4.58]) yielded lower mastery scores
than the low-arousal music (Mdn=4.83, IQR=4.33–5.38, 95% CI [4.60, 5.03]),
for a difference of 95% CI [0.09, 0.76] (see Figure 6.4).
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Tempo
Sound Enjoyment Challenge Mastery

Condition M SD M SD M SD

80 bpm
HA 5.35 1.41 4.81 1.03 4.49 1.04

LA 5.41 1.23 5.07 1.03 4.74 1.21

NM 5.17 1.42 4.99 1.11 4.57 1.14

120 bpm
HA 5.23 1.28 4.96 0.95 4.28 1.18

LA 5.49 1.07 5.09 1.02 4.88 0.93

NM 4.93 1.16 5.15 0.95 4.61 1.23

Table 6.4: Descriptive results of the player experience inventory in Study A2. This
table is based on a table from the original publication [16]; its presentation
and caption were adapted.

6.2.4 Discussion and Implications

While our hypothesis regarding in-game behavioural effects of music at-
tributes (affective inflection and/or tempo) did not hold up, our results
do indicate that there is some effect of background music on in-game risk
behaviour. Namely, the presence of music (regardless of affect or tempo)
reduced risk behaviour: without music, players chose the riskier course sig-
nificantly more often. This contrasts with a study by Cassidy & MacDonald
wherein higher perceived arousal of music in a driving game correlated with
increased driving speed and errors, compared to low-arousal and no-music
conditions [90]. This also contrasts Brodsky’s report that tempo increased
driving speed and errors in a driving simulator [77]. Further, it is an interest-
ing counterpoint to studies on risk behaviour in real-life gambling scenarios,
where both the presence and speed of music significantly increased the pace
of betting, but not the “risk per spin”, i.e., how much money was bet [127,
391].

It should be noted that this effect only emerged in the first level—in
subsequent playthroughs, music (neither its presence, nor its other attributes)
had no effect on risk behaviour. Presumably, the effect of music presence
on risk behaviour only occurs in the absence of other cues based on which
players can choose their difficulty, i.e., knowing how their skill fares against
the game’s challenge. The direction of this effect, namely, that players chose
the riskier option more often in the absence of music, was unexpected. We
speculate that this may be due to an interaction between different types of
immersion. Ermi & Mäyrä have proposed three flavours of immersion [in
their SCI model]: sensory, challenge-based, and imaginative immersion [143].
The study showed that, in alignment with expectations based on the existing
literature [139, 173, 300, 459]5, music facilitated immersion; the non-music
condition yielded lower immersion scores. In the context of our findings, this
could indicate that when the game provides less sensory immersion, players
might seek out immersion through the part of the game which they can
control, i.e., challenge-based immersion. Future work will have to explore this
theory, yet overall, this finding implies that game audio design can potentially
be used to influence players’ risk behaviour in game tutorials and earlier
segments of games. This design choice should be applied with some caution,

5 Albeit one of these references may not have undergone formal peer review, see footnote 4

(Ch. 5).
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Figure 6.4: After playing with high-arousal music, players rated their experienced
mastery significantly lower than after playing with low-arousal music.
This figure was already published in the original publication [16]; its
caption was adapted.

as while no difference could be demonstrated for music presence impacting
enjoyment, the confidence intervals suggests that it could be of practical
importance. Further, music presence facilitated real-world dissociation with a
medium effect size. This latter effect also matches a study by Tan et al. [407],
who further showed that players in a role-playing game performed best with
music compared to no music; whether this relates to different risk behaviour
can only be speculated.

The higher-arousal music condition led to higher player arousal, indicating
that participants’ affective state was influenced by musical attributes. This
has also previously been shown by Cassidy & Macdonald in their driving
game [90], and emphasizes that the emotional responses to music evident
in real life and other media [162, 430] also apply to player-game interaction
in response to background music in games. There are however also counter
examples in the literature where music arousal did not impact player arousal
in games (e.g., [161]), and it has previously been noted that responses to
and preferences regarding music are highly subjective [21, 93, 316]. Further,
it should also be noted that arousal was not the only differing affective
inflection of our music stimuli: in addition to being more activating, the
higher-arousal music condition was also perceived as more happy, and more
neutrally pleasant.
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In our results, the higher-arousal music condition (more activating and
happier) coincided with higher scores for real-world dissociation and per-
ceived challenge, but the confidence intervals failed to demonstrate a clear
difference. In contrast, playing in the lower-arousal music condition (less
activating, more pleasant, neutrally happy) led to two interesting effects:
first, players in this condition achieved higher scores (the confidence interval
demonstrates no difference, but also implies that a difference could be of
practical importance). Second, they reported significantly higher experienced
mastery. There is some evidence that the presence of music can—depending
on specific attributes that require further research—facilitate immersion
but also negatively impact concentration [440]. Similarly, results by Cas-
sidy & MacDonald also support that music—particularly high arousal and
experimenter-selected—music can act as a distraction [90]. As such there is
empirical precedence for high-arousal music increasing cognitive load, even
though our own results are inconclusive. On the other end of the arousal
spectrum, there is similar previous evidence that low-arousal music is pre-
ferred in a relaxing context [316], and can have a sedative effect in exercise
contexts [217]. A study by Gasselseder [161] indicated that players experience
a greater sense of flow with low-arousal, non-dynamic music compared to
high-arousal music, however the factor structure of the questionnaire used
has not held up to scrutiny (cf. [243]) and it is unclear which specific items
were employed. Our results provide more empirical evidence for specific
musical attributes factoring in these effects: the LA condition music may have
helped participants achieve a flow-like state in which they were better able
to master the game. The previously mentioned study by Tan et al. [407]
provides another perspective on this aspect: in their comparison, players in
a condition with unrelated music (without information conveyed through
adaptive changes in the music) performed better than with the game’s origi-
nal adaptive soundtrack. This is further indication that unobtrusive music
that demands little focus (i.e., the unrelated music in Tan et al.’s study,
and the lower-arousal, more neutral music in ours) may be conducive to
concentration, and thereby facilitate a better performance in players.

Music speed also affected immersion: slower music substantially facilitated
immersion, and real-world dissociation in particular in comparison to the
faster variants. This could relate to the previous thoughts on benefits of
unobtrusive music. Overall, the slow-tempo, high-arousal music yielded
the best immersion scores, although only tempo consistently demonstrated
a difference in terms of the confidence intervals. Beyond this being an
interesting indication of how to design background music in games to
facilitate immersion, this emphasizes the need to always validate emotional
perception of stimuli against a wider audience, as tempo itself does not
immediately correspond to perceived arousal. Slower music also led to
greater sense of control among participants; this matches prior results in
the literature, e.g., in a driving simulator study, slow music resulted in less
driving errors [77]. This similarly matches our thoughts on unobtrusive music:
it seems likely that slow music is less cognitively taxing and distracting,
resulting in a greater experience of control.

Limitations The music conditions were validated as being perceived as high
vs. low arousal, however the perceived arousal was not the only difference
between these conditions. Future work will have to explore more specifically
how or whether musically conveyed valence and joy affect risk behaviour.
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Further, as mentioned, music perception is highly individual, and we can-
not guarantee that some participants may have differed in their emotional
perception of the music [93, 316].

We must also address potential differences in how players perceived risk
in our study scenario. It is possible that players did not perceive the risk
of losing coins collected in the level as significant enough to affect their
behaviour beyond what was found in the first playthrough. As mentioned,
future work will have to explore the effects of further “raising the stakes”.

In terms of procedure, we acknowledge that the majority of participants in
the user study were male, while there was a majority of female participants
in the music selection survey. There has been some evidence of a gender
difference in the physiological response to the presence of music [300], while
there is none in terms of time needed to come to an emotional judgement of
musical stimuli [49]. However, we do not know if there are gender differences
in terms of the emotional perception of musical stimuli. There are studies
showing a gender difference for real-life risk behaviour, however these effects
can often be mitigated or even disappear when controlling for social context
and elicitation methods [68, 148, 334].

Finally, the player experience measures included the PXI. While the Cron-
bach’s alpha indicated good internal consistency of items, the questionnaire
is not yet fully validated.

Considerations for Game Design and Future Research

In the following, we discuss and summarize implications drawn from our
findings as potential directions for future game design and research.

Turn Off Music to Increase Risk Taking Our study indicated that the absence
of music correlates with increased risk-taking in players in the early stages
of playing. This finding provides context to all game studies exploring player
behaviour in which risk is a potential factor, as part of player behaviour may
depend on the game’s auditory presentation in the beginning. Further, it
raises the question of how this could be employed in games, particularly in
tutorials, when players still know little about the game’s level of challenge.
Potentially, this could be used to increase player risk-taking for particularly
nervous players (e.g., with little gaming experience). It also emphasizes
the importance of reporting game audio when describing prototypes and
commercial games used as stimuli, as the absence or presence of audio
(music and/or sound effects) is often not reported.

Facilitate Immersion via Slow Music Overall the combination of slow and
high-arousal music (slow, activating, and happy) was best in facilitating
immersion, although only the tempo yielded consistently significant results.
This finding will need to be replicated in other games of varying genre and
complexity, particularly as there are some studies in which music reportedly
either did not affect or even decreased immersion [21, 440]. As this result is
based on comparing 80 vs. 120 bpm music, future work will have to explore
effects of other tempos. Nevertheless, it suggests that game sound designers
should consider designing and validating background music in terms of
tempo (and emotional inflection) to leverage immersive effects on players.

Music Attributes Affect Perceived Mastery The low-arousal music condition
yielded better performance and significantly higher experienced mastery.
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Given this tie to player perceptions of their own performance, background
music may be an interesting additional factor in difficulty adjustment (dy-
namic or otherwise) [256, 426], by modifying perceived mastery via music
arousal. This finding could also be used in game tutorials (and low-difficulty
game settings) to facilitate a sense of mastery in novice players by providing
low-arousal music. However, as a limitation to this potential application of
music in game design, we must acknowledge that a substantial number of
players turns background music off or replaces it. For players that turn off
their games’ music, attempts to adjust mastery via music may not be viable,
although for players that replace it, games could consider selecting high or
low-arousal music from players’ curated playlists.

Sensory vs. Challenge-Based Immersion Tradeoff? The higher risk-taking cor-
relating with the absence of music was an unexpected finding in our study.
We suggest that a lack of (sensory) immersion may lead players to seek out
higher immersion in other forms. In many games, given largely fixed aes-
thetics, challenge-based immersion is an aspect which players have a degree
of control over. This could make them seek out challenge-based immersion,
and thus make more open to risky choices. This would in turn imply that
players generally and actively seek out a highly immersive experience, raising
interesting questions about how different types of immersion interact. We
consider this an interesting direction for future research on the role of aes-
thetic factors in player-game interaction, and suggest exploring how player
control over these types of immersion factors into player experience and
behaviour.

How Can We Design For Affective Experiences? Finally, the effects of mu-
sic arousal on player arousal invites future research into how player affect
matches musical affect in gameplay. Can high-arousal music elicit high player
arousal across most games? Given the importance of players’ affective state
in gameplay [3, 195, 266, 403] and the strong (albeit often subjective [52])
emotional responses elicited by music [138, 162, 227, 430], the role of musical
attributes in influencing players’ affective experiences is of particular impor-
tance. Further, it makes emotional dissonance as a stylistic choice particularly
interesting: how are players’ emotional states affected when the emotions
conveyed by a game’s visuals and audio explicitly do not match? This aspect
of games audio research has barely been explored, and we emphasize the
potential of exploring background music effects in this context.

6.2.5 Summary and Relevance

This work provides a first exploration into whether music can be used
to impact players’ risk-taking in games. In a mixed-design user study, we
investigated the effect of music being present while players made choices of
different degrees of risk, and further, the role of music attributes in terms of
affective inflection and tempo. Unexpectedly, gameplay without background
music correlated with higher risk-taking in players in the first playthrough.
We also found effects of music attributes on immersion and mastery, yielding
implications for the design of more immersive experiences, and towards
purposefully affecting player perception of mastery. Finally, we highlight
future research directions regarding the trade-offs between different types
of immersion, and the role of player control over these types of immersion,
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as well as motivate more research into the role of background music in
designing for specific affective experiences.

Relevance in Context The results presented here show that non-diegetic
music has an impact on player experience as well as player behaviour. The
absence of music correlated with higher risk-taking, while its presence led
to greater perceived immersion. While the effect on risk-taking is novel, the
facilitation of immersion supports results of prior studies in the literature [161,
360, 440, 459]6. In terms of audio diegesis, this shows that non-diegetic audio
is thus in many cases considered part of the gameplay experience. Further,
the effects of music’s affective inflection and tempo on players’ affective state
and perceived mastery show that it directly impacts important components
of player experience.

6.3 Study A3: Player Experience and Time Perception in VR

Problem/Motivation The previous research in this chapter explored effects
of non-diegetic audio, i.e., music, in PC games using conventional monitors
as the display medium. From the previous chapter we know that effects of
some types of diegetic audio, namely, ambient noises, may be less substantial
in VR than indicated in the literature. This made it interesting to explore the
effect of non-diegetic music on player experience in VR as well. In theory,
the game experience in VR should already be more immersive than with
monitor display [50, 297, 335, 406]. Potentially, this could emphasise the non-
diegetic audio in players’ perception, as the rest of the gameplay experience
is potentially closer to real life, making the presence of non-diegetic music
unrealistic. Further, as immersion is closely related to time perception, and
effects of music on time perception have been explored in a games context for
monitor-display games [360], the VR context was well suited to additionally
exploring effects of music on time perception.

Approach A between-participants study (N=64) was conducted to explore
effects of background music (its presence vs. absence) on player experience
and time perception in a VR bow-and-arrow tower defence game. Music was
validated as scoring highly with regards to arousal, valence, and enjoyment
in a prior online survey (N=74).

Contributions This research shows a lack of effects of music on player
experience in VR, results that are corroborated by my other research in
this area (see Study A5 in Chapter 7 and Study A6 in Chapter 8). Further,
this study represents a first empirical exploration of music’s effects on
time perception in a VR game. These effects on time perception did not
coincide with effects on immersion, indicating a need for the games research
community to reconceptualize its understanding of the relationship between
time perception and immersion to be less directly linked.

Acknowledgements and Planned Publication Under my direction, Maximilian
Milo implemented the bow-and-arrow VR game prototype, and conducted
the music verification survey and in-lab study as part of his Bachelor thesis.
The results reported here were analysed by me, and are discussed in the
following paper:

6 As mentioned, the paper by Zhang & Fu [459] may not have undergone formal peer review, see
footnote 4 (Chapter 5).
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[18] Katja Rogers, Maximilian Milo, Michael Weber, and Lennart E. Nacke. “The
Potential Disconnect between Time Perception and Immersion: Effects of
Music on VR Player Experience.” In: Proceedings of the Annual Symposium on
Computer-Human Interaction in Play. CHI PLAY ’20. Virtual Event, Canada:
ACM, 2020, pp. 414–426. doi: 10.1145/3410404.3414246

6.3.1 Background: Time Perception

Time perception is broad term, covering how we perceive duration of events
and stimuli, but also their temporal order and whether they occur in par-
allel [203]. In this paper, we focus on time perception as a perception of
duration. Time perception is highly varied and subjective [133, 205, 428],
and has been described as “elastic” [132] because of the universal experi-
ence of some durations appearing to last longer or alternatively to speed
by faster than others. There are several cognitive models of time perception.
Largely, these have converged into the pacemaker-accumulator model [133,
166, 418, 428]. Following this model, there is an “internal clock” in the human
brain which produces time pulses for temporal information processing [133].
These pulses are gated via an attentional switch; time pulses are registered
when attentional cognitive resources focus on time [428, 457]. After this clock
stage, time percepts enter a memory stage, in which time durations can be
compared to reference memories [133].

Retrospective vs. Prospective Paradigms There are two paradigms of time
perception, under which results and influencing factors vary distinctly [65]:
retrospective time estimation (RTE) and prospective time estimation (PTE) [205].
RTE concerns scenarios in which individuals do not know they will have
to provide a time estimation until after exposure to the stimuli; this is con-
sidered remembered duration. For PTE, individuals are instructed to pay
attention to the time duration prior to stimuli exposure (i.e., experienced
duration). With this distinction, PTE emphasizes attention as a cognitive re-
source, whereas RTE emphasizes variables that affect memory [65]. In this
[study], we largely focus on retrospective time perception, which we ar-
gue has greater validity for gameplay: of their own volition, players do not
usually form time estimations of their own gameplay.

Time perception is generally measured by asking individuals to indicate
how much time is actively passing (time production or reproduction, e.g.,
signalling when a specific duration has passed), to indicate a temporal
comparison (e.g., reporting relative durations of events), or to simply guess
the absolute perceived duration of a past event (time estimation, e.g., through
duration scaling in temporal intervals) [42].

Influencing Factors A diverse range of non-temporal stimuli information
has been explored with regards to its effects on time perception, among them
modality, complexity, and whether time intervals are filled or empty [42].
The duration of unexpected events (“oddball” stimuli) is often overestimated,
possibly because of the greater attention drawn by them [326, 428]; inversely,
repeated or predicted stimuli often correlate with an underestimation or con-
traction of time [326]. Cognitive load has a strong effect on time perception,
albeit differently so depending on the time estimation paradigm. For RTE,
cognitive load can increase time perception for durations longer than one

https://doi.org/10.1145/3410404.3414246
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minute—this effect is mediated by the stimuli’s degree of familiarity and
complexity as well as by task segmentation [65].

Increasingly, emotions are being explored as a prominent factor in time
perception. One well-known experiment by Stetson et al. [395] asked partici-
pants to estimate durations for a 31m free fall into a safety net; the results
indicate that fear leads to overestimation in time perception7. Droit-Volet
and Meck [133] have shown that both attention and emotions affect time
perception. Attention to non-temporal matters can lead people to perceive du-
rations as shorter because cognitive resources are waylaid and not available
for the internal clock. In contrast, emotions—particularly states of higher
arousal—can lead people to perceive time as longer. This may be an ef-
fect of increased arousal on the internal clock’s pacemaker, causing more
time pulses to occur (i.e., the clock speeds up and durations are judged
as longer) [133, 145]. Further, it appears that there is an interaction effect
between emotional arousal and valence [133]. In particular, high-intensity
negative valence—for example induced by a scary movie [132] or electric
shocks [145]—generally causes overestimation in time perception compared
to neutral stimuli. Similar effects occur for moderate-intensity negatively
valenced arousal [136]. However this time-biasing effect of emotions can be
suppressed if individuals are cognitively aware of it, e.g., when instructed to
pay close attention to the passing of time [283].

Increasingly, emotions are being explored as a prominent factor in time
perception. One well-known experiment by Stetson et al. asked participants to
estimate durations for a 31m free fall into a safety net; the results indicate that
fear leads to overestimation in time perception [395]. This did not coincide
with an effect on temporal resolution: participants were not able to actively
perceive time faster or slower during this event. Droit-Volet et al. have shown
that both attention and emotions affect time perception [133]. Attention
to non-temporal matters can lead to perceiving time as shorter because
cognitive resources are waylaid and not available for the internal clock. In
contrast, emotions—particularly higher arousal—can lead to perceiving time
as longer. This may be an effect of increased arousal on the internal clock’s
pacemaker, causing more time pulses to occur (i.e., the clock speeds up and
durations are judged as longer) [133, 145]. Further, it appears that there is an
interaction effect between emotional arousal and valence [133]. In particular,
high-intensity negative valence (e.g., induced by a scary movie [132] or
electric shocks [145]) generally causes overestimation in time perception
compared to neutral stimuli. Similar effects occur for moderate negatively
valenced arousal [136]. This time-biasing effect of emotions can be suppressed
if individuals are cognitively aware of it (e.g., when instructed to pay close
attention to the passing of time) [283].

As mentioned, stimuli modality also affects time perception: auditory
stimuli are generally overestimated compared to visual stimuli of the same
length [42]. Effects of emotions on time perception can also be elicited via
audio: auditory stimuli that induce emotions are perceived as longer than
neutral ones [283]. This overestimation increased when participants were
instructed to pay attention to their emotions. Here also, negative high-arousal
sounds are perceived as longer than positive or low-arousing ones [318]. More

7 It should be noted that overestimation in time perception is subjective and not evidence of
changes to “temporal resolution”: time did not actually pass by faster or quicker for participants
during the study.
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complex sounds like the presence of music also affect RTE, yielding further
bias in time perception (less accuracy, more underestimation, cf. North and
Hargreaves [315]). Time underestimation because of music has been shown
in comparison to neutral auditory stimuli, regardless of whether the music
was considered happy or sad [131].

Time Perception in Games Many of the factors shown to influence time per-
ception are prominent aspects in player-game interaction: attention, cognitive
load, emotions, and multimodal stimuli are all game components or induced
by gameplay. Additional overlapping factors include the scale of an observed
environment [119], self-referential movement [426], whether observed move-
ments are associated with rest or exertion [303], as well as the colour of
lighting [218]: all of these can be present in digital games. Loss of time is a
common and often positive gameplay experience [447]. The experience of
optimal flow is said to correlate with a distortion in time perception through
its effects on concentration and enjoyment [98, 110, 438]. Aside from con-
nections to flow, time distortion is also discussed as a common component
of immersion and enjoyment. It is featured in several well-known question-
naires used to assess player experience [76, 207] (e.g., “To what extent did you
lose track of time?” in Jennett et al.’s immersive experience questionnaire).

There are few empirical studies on time perception in the context of games.
Tobin and Grondin [415] showed that Tetris [323] gameplay affects time
perception more so than a reading task. They speculated that this could
have occurred due to greater attention required by interactivity; however,
varying task difficulty in the Tetris condition had no further effect. They
found that more gaming experience correlated with greater underestimation
of gameplay time. Similarly, Rau et al. [340] have suggested that shortening
of time estimations occurs more so for expert players than for novice players,
although no significant differences were reported. There is an undercur-
rent in the literature (often with a nod to gaming addiction theories) that
frequent gameplay could potentially have a causal relationship with time
perception bias. This would mean that extensive gameplay could facilitate
underestimation of time; or that underestimation of time leads to extensive
gameplay. Yet a later study found that while gaming frequency correlated
with time perception bias, it predicted less than 10% of that bias [414]. Fur-
ther, it yielded an overestimation of time, rather than underestimation. Rivero
et al. [353] similarly found no significant difference between frequent and
occasional gamers in multi-second time perception tasks; for sub-second
tasks, frequent players performed significantly better. In another study (al-
beit under PTE paradigm), Luthman et al. [261] tested the assumption that
gaming could affect post-gameplay time production accuracy; however, they
were unable to find a significant effect of gaming.

In another study, Nordin et al. [312] manipulated attention/cognitive
challenge in Tetris and found that this affected time perception8. The group
with higher cognitive challenge significantly underestimated time compared
to the ground truth, albeit not to the condition with lower cognitive challenge.
Interestingly, the difference in cognitive challenge did not impact immersion.
They suggest that this indicates a “dissociation between immersion and time
perception”; however—given the lack of significant difference between the
two groups—we suggest that this claim is premature.

8 Nordin’s thesis also contains several other studies on time perception in PC games [313].
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A more recent study by Rahman et al. [339] explored how a difference in
enforced play duration (6 vs. 7 minutes) affected immersion. Their partici-
pants did not perceive this difference in duration and there was no effect on
immersion, however the difference was intentionally obscured via a manip-
ulated timer set to always present as lasting 7 minutes. We argue that the
explicit presentation of a timer presents a potentially substantial interference
in players’ time perception that makes it difficult to compare this result to
other works on time perception in PC games.

In time perception research in games, audio has been the subject of only
few studies. Cassidy and MacDonald [91] showed that a silent condition in a
racing game resulted in longer estimated (but not actual) lap times compared
to a condition with car sounds. However—while they report retrospective
estimations—their within-[participants] design made the paradigm unclear
in terms of RTE/PTE. Music also affects perceived gameplay duration: in a
study with a role-playing game, participants perceived the silent condition as
the longest [407]. In contrast, time perception decreased for their condition
with sound effects, as well as a condition with unrelated background music
(results were significant, but post-hoc tests were not reported). Duration was
perceived as shortest for a condition with both sound effects and adaptive
background music (conveying game-related information). A study by Sanders
and Cairns [360] (the second study in the paper) showed that music presence
affected PTE (underestimation), but not RTE. They argue that music likely
impacted player attention and thereby PTE, but not RTE, as the stimulus
complexity (which generally affects RTE) remained unchanged.

Time Perception in Virtual Reality Even fewer studies have explored time
perception in VR experiences. VR in itself can affect RTE, causing greater
underestimation with VR compared to without it [365]. Bruder and Steinicke
[80] showed a slight overestimation of time spent in VR, but this involved
PTE, and the effect was not significant. In another study, cognitive tasks
were shown to decrease PTE when performed in VR [362]. Without cognitive
tasks, PTE generally yielded overestimation, although this decreased with
visual indicators of passing time. Rietzler et al. [351] showed that slow-
motion representation of user movements in VR decreases PTE—interestingly,
playback speed of sound effects had no effect on time estimation.

To our knowledge, the only prior study on effects of music on RTE in VR

was conducted by Pizarro Lozano [332]. They report inconclusive results
for whether music tempo affected time perception—a significant correla-
tion occurred only after removal of outliers—and their RTE paradigm was
marred by a within-[participants] design (although mitigated with distraction
questions, and taking into account self-reported suspicion of the focus on
time estimation). A baseline condition without music was not included. To
date, based on our survey of the literature, time perception in VR games—as
opposed to general VR experiences—has not yet been explored, which partly
motivates [this study].

Overall, the related work points to the following research gap in the context
of VR experiences and games: whether and how the presence of music in
VR affects time perception. Further, we aim to replicate or refute prior work
to investigate the curious phenomenon that music seems to not affect PX

measures in VR [21], despite older literature indicating that this should be
the case. Finally, our survey of the related work suggests that the medium of
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Figure 6.5: Study A3 followed a between-participants design, comparing the VR bow-
and-arrow game with music to a version without music. This figure was
already published in the original publication [18]; its caption was adapted.

VR itself is a factor in time perception, making this a particularly interesting
setting within which to explore effects of music on time perception and PX.

6.3.2 Study Design

This study followed a between-participants design to compare a game version
with-music to one with no-music, as illustrated in Figure 6.5.

Again, the research question RQ-3b was reworded to specify another
dependent variable as part of the player experience in particular focus in this
chapter: RQ[18]-1: “How does the presence of music affect time perception in a VR

game?” [18].

We followed an RTE paradigm because we consider this to have greater
ecological validity for in-the-wild gameplay; most players do not consciously
direct attention to the passing of time while playing. The dependent variables
included PX measures to partially replicate [my other study exploring music
effects in VR: Study A5 (see Chapter 7)] [21], to ascertain if the lack of effect of
music on PX could be repeated in a different VR game. [That study] featured
(among two others) a condition with only sound effects, and a condition
with sound effects and background music in a VR game (all conditions also
included voiceover in the first few minutes). Despite implications of the
literature, the study yielded no effect of background music on PX measured
with psychometric scales.

In [this present] study, we similarly varied the presence/absence of mu-
sic, and both conditions included sound effects. As partial replication, we
included two measures used in the prior study, namely those for immersion
and affective state (see detailed measures below). Finally, the original study
was conducted using a horror-adventure VR game, while we chose the genre
of bow-and-arrow tower defence. There is evidence that the role of music for
PX differs depending on game genre [24, 213, 408, 440]; this makes replica-
tion across game genres even more important to increase generalizability of
results.

Stimuli We implemented a bow-and-arrow tower defence VR game (~4.5
minutes per playthrough) using Unity and the HTC Vive head-mounted
display (HMD), see Figure 6.79. Players were positioned on a platform, and
defended a portal located behind them against two types of enemies: orcs
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Figure 6.6: The game used in Study A3 featured an enhancer game mechanic: with
this, players could power-up their arrow. Instead of requiring multiple
hits, enemies hit with these powered-up arrows dissolved right away. This
figure was already published in the original publication [18]; its caption
was adapted.

Figure 6.7: For Study A3, we designed and implemented a bow-and-arrow VR game.
The goal of the game was for players to defend the portal situated behind
them against various opponents (a: orcs, and b: pegators). Defeated ene-
mies resulted in points, while enemies reaching the portal resulted in a
loss of points (c & d). This figure was already published in the original
publication [18]; its caption was adapted.

(faster, but moving along the ground) and pegators (slower, but flying).
Enemies spawned at the opposite end of the game world and approached in
waves. Generally, orcs had to be hit twice, while pegators had to be hit three
times to be destroyed; with head shots, a single hit sufficed. Successfully
shooting enemies yielded points (head shots yielded higher scores), while
enemies reaching the portal resulted in a loss of points. The score was
displayed on a hill side in the game world.

Prior to gameplay, players indicate which hand they consider dominant.
The controller held by the non-dominant hand is then virtually represented
as a bow once the game begins. The dominant-hand controller can be used
to pull arrows from a quiver at the back of the HMD, by pressing trackpad
and trigger button in parallel while the colliders of the virtual hand and the
quiver overlap. Arrows are nocked by placement on the middle of the virtual
bowstring. By pressing and holding the trigger button, players draw back the
bowstring with the arrow to fire. The angle of the bow and the distance the
bowstring is pulled back determine the direction and speed of the arrow’s
trajectory.

9 For replicability, the game builds are available online: https://github.com/JustIlom/

portal-onslaught.

https://github.com/JustIlom/portal-onslaught
https://github.com/JustIlom/portal-onslaught
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The game offers an additional enhancer mechanic that appears at varying
intervals: four times during the playthrough, an orb appears behind the
player for a 35-second duration. By putting an arrow in contact with the orb, it
is powered up (visually indicated by bright green flames, see Figure 6.6)—any
enemy hit with a powered-up arrow is instantly destroyed. The appearance
of the enhancer was signalled to the player via a sound effect that coincided
with the orb’s presence.

The game’s design considered simulator sickness as a factor to mitigate;
for example, the score was integrated in the game world rather than a head-
up display interface. Further, we kept the game room-scale to limit players’
movements to a real-world equivalency (avoiding teleportation or forced
camera movements): if players tried to move off their platform, the HMD

display faded to gray. Finally, all events and actions featured visual, auditory,
and haptic feedback to provide good usability.

Game Music For the no-music condition, the game was built without back-
ground music (but still containing sound effects and ambient noises). To
choose a song for the with-music condition, we first selected six royalty-free
songs from a music website based on being motivating, conveying high
arousal and valence, and with a “cinematic” style. We informally playtested
the music and the game with a few students, but for practical reasons, we
could not reserve lab time for in-game music validation prior to the study
with enough participants to make this salient. Instead, we opted for a higher
number of music ratings via online surveys, separate to the game.

In an online survey (N=68, remuneration via draw for 10 EUR), we ex-
plored how 20-second representative excerpts from these songs were per-
ceived in terms of conveyed emotions and listener enjoyment. All three
variables were measured on a 7-point differential scale: arousal (deactivating–
activating), valence (sad–happy), and enjoyment (unpleasant–pleasant). Survey
respondents self-reported their gender as 34 female and 34 male, aged 19

to 57 (M=26.58, SD=9.65). The final song was “Under The Giant Heaven”10,
chosen because of its higher scores for conveyed arousal and valence, as well
as enjoyment (see Table 6.1). Afterwards, the song was adapted slightly to
match the game’s duration, by lowering the beats per minute from 131 to 124

and looping some parts. This edited version was validated in a second online
survey via a 30-second excerpt (N=37; three identified as non-binary, 10 as fe-
male, 24 as male). As the results remained comparable to the original version
(again see Table 6.1), the edited version was used for the with-music condition.
A waveform view of the song (2 minutes and 18 seconds; prior to looping
for the gameplay) is included in [the paper’s] supplementary materials to
provide insight into the music’s dynamic characteristics.

Measures Time estimation consisted of duration intervals of 30 seconds
each. This type of category rating constitutes a standard duration scaling
method in time estimation [42], and was also used for example by Sanders
and Cairns [360]. Participants were asked to choose one of eleven intervals,
starting from 61–90 seconds and ending with 361–390 seconds. With 272

10 The original song was created by Nazar Rybak. At the time of the study, the song available
for download from hooksounds.com under a Use & Mention license. With the composer’s kind
permission, we uploaded the modified song to the ACM’s supplementary materials for this
publication.

hooksounds.com
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seconds as the ground-truth duration, the eighth interval was the correct
answer (however, the seventh interval was also accepted as correct for the
subsequent analysis because it was so close). Participants were also asked to
rate their confidence in their time interval estimate on a 7-point Likert scale
(1=not at all; 7=very confident).

Player experience was largely assessed in terms of affective state and im-
mersion because they have been implicated as important factors in time per-
ception as well as music effects. We used the self-assessment manikin (SAM)
by Bradley and Lang [74] to measure affective state in the form of arousal,
valence, and dominance on 7-point pictorial scales. Immersion was assessed
via the immersive experience questionnaire (IEQ) by Jennett et al. [207]. The
IEQ measures five subscales on a 7-point scale: real-world dissociation, con-
trol, challenge, and emotional as well as cognitive involvement. The game
logged several metrics: final score, enemies killed/missed, headshots, and
how often the enhancer was used. Further, we added three subscales of the
player experience inventory (PXI) by Vanden Abeele et al. [429]11 to assess
participants’ enjoyment, perceived mastery, and the game’s audiovisual ap-
peal on a 7-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree; 7=strongly agree). Finally,
we asked both groups about their audio experience. Depending on condition,
we asked whether they had paid attention to and enjoyed the background
music and sound effects, or liked that music had been absent (on 7-point
Likert scales).

Participants and Procedure We recruited a total of N=64 participants (me-
dian age of 22, IQR=20–25) from the university via mailing lists and flyers.
Participants were evenly divided into the two sound conditions, balanced
by self-reported gender (per group: one non-binary, 12 female, and 19 male
participants).

Each study session began with informed consent, followed by a brief VR

tutorial level (game controls and mechanics). The technical setup consisted
of the HTC Vive HMD and controllers, a TPCAST wireless VR adapter, and
Sennheiser HD 201 headphones. After the tutorial, participants exited VR to
fill out the demographic questionnaire—this interlude was deliberate to help
players more easily separate the main playthrough from the tutorial when
later asked to retrospectively estimate the duration. Participants were asked
to indicate their prior VR experience on 7-point Likert scales (1=none at all;
7=very familiar). Overall, they had only little experience with VR in general
(Mdn=2, IQR=1–4), and even less with bow-and-arrow VR games in particular
(Mdn=1, IQR=1–1). There was no significant difference in VR experience
between the two groups. In general, they played Mdn=5.5 (IQR=2–10) hours
of digital games per week (on any platform).

Next, players were asked to play the VR game. They were not informed
in any way that they would later be asked to estimate the duration of play.
Finally, we collected participants’ remembered duration, their emotional state
and level of immersion in a post-game questionnaire. The study (~30 min.
duration) ended with a remuneration of five EUR.

11 See also the questionnaire’s follow-up validation in more recent work [35]; https://

playerexperienceinventory.org/.

https://playerexperienceinventory.org/
https://playerexperienceinventory.org/
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Measure no-music with-music

Mdn IQR Mdn IQR

SAM

arousal 5 4–6 5 5–6

valence 6 5.75–7 6 6–7

dominance 5 4–6 5 4–6

PXI

enjoyment 6.8 6.2–7 6.7 6.15–7

audiovisual appeal 6 5.6–6.2 5.8 5.35–6.05

mastery 5.5 4.08–6 5.17 4.5–5.67

IEQ

control 5.2 4.6–6 5.2 4.6–5.8

challenge 4.75 4.5–5 4.88 4.5–5.25

cognitive involvement 6 5.33–6.25 5.67 5.31–6.11

emotional involvement 5.25 4.67–5.83 5 4.63–5.5

real-world dissociation 5.21 4.43–5.71 5.14 4.54–5.89

sum total 164 156–176 163.5 156–172

Table 6.5: The overview of player experience results in Study A3 shows that the
presence of music did not significantly impact the experience. This table
is based on a table from the original publication [18]; its presentation and
caption were adapted.

6.3.3 Results

Data was non-normally distributed, we thus report medians (Mdn) and
interquartile ranges (IQR) [176].

RTE In terms of exact RTE, eleven participants chose the correct interval
(14.5%), and seven overestimated the duration (9.2%). The majority of partici-
pants (58, i.e., 76.3%) underestimated the time spent in VR (median interval
of 5, IQR=4–7.25). A Wilcoxon rank-sum test yielded a significant difference
between the two conditions, W=323, p<.05, r=-0.32, with participants playing
with music (Mdn=5, IQR=3–6.25) estimating higher duration intervals than
those playing without (Mdn=6.5, IQR=5–8).

We defined the relaxed absolute difference (RAD) as a metric for how
close participants’ RTE was to the correct answer. We chose an absolute
measure as otherwise over vs. underestimations would skew each other, and
we were interested in correct vs. incorrect time estimation. The measure
was relaxed in the sense that both intervals 7 and 8 counted as correct
(i.e., RAD = 0), intervals 6 and 9 both counted as RAD = 1, etc. Even with
the relaxed measure, most participants estimated time incorrectly (70.31%),
with a median RAD of 2 (IQR=0–3). A Wilcoxon rank-sum test showed a
significant difference in RAD between conditions, W=6662.5, p<.05, r=-0.26.
Participants without music (Mdn=1.50, IQR=0–2) were closer to the correct
duration than those playing with music (Mdn=2.5, IQR=1–4), see Fig. 6.8.
Participants’ confidence in their RTE was roughly neutral (Mdn=3, IQR=3–5)
and did not differ between groups. We also tested whether time estimation
(RTE) correlated with participants’ reported VR experience; this was not the
case.
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Figure 6.8: With music, participants’ time estimation (RTE) was higher as measured
by relaxed absolute difference (RAD) from ground-truth. This figure was
already published in the original publication [18]; its caption was adapted.

Player Experience Participant scores for SAM, PXI, and IEQ were positive, but
there was no significant difference for any of the factors between the two
conditions (see Table 6.5). In terms of audio experience, participants reported
paying close attention to both sound effects (Mdn=6, IQR=5–7) and music
(Mdn=6, IQR=5–6) in the with-music condition.

Scores for enjoyment of sound effects were generally high (Mdn=6, IQR=5–
6.25). The with-music group rated their enjoyment of background music
similarly high (Mdn=6, IQR=5–6). The absence of music was rated neutrally
by the no-music-group: Mdn=5, IQR=3–6. We compared the scores for enjoy-
ment of music (with-music) and liking the absence of music (no-music) with a
Wilcoxon rank-sum test, yielding a significant difference, W=309, p<0.01, r=-
0.35. We tested for a correlation between enjoying music (with-music-group)
and RTE, but this was not significant.

Game Metrics On average, participants eliminated Mdn=31.50 enemies
(IQR=23–36.50), achieved Mdn=8 headshots (IQR=5–12), and let Mdn=12

enemies reach the portal (IQR=6.75–19). They used the enhancer Mdn=13

times (IQR=4-21.25). The condition in which they played had no significant
effect on score, enemies killed/missed, headshots, or how often the enhancer
was used.
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6.3.4 Discussion and Implications

In light of the results, we discuss how music can be used to make time appear
to pass by faster inVR experiences, and implications of music otherwise not
affecting PX in VR.

Effects of Music on Time Perception in VR Overall—regardless of condition—
duration of gameplay was generally incorrectly estimated in the main study,
and largely underestimated. Underestimation of time spent in VR matches
results of Schneider et al. [365] who also explored RTE in VR (regardless of
music). It contrasts with Pizarro Lozano’s work [332] wherein time in VR was
overestimated, but because their estimation paradigm cannot be considered
purely RTE, the comparison with this paper’s main study is difficult.

The addition of music significantly affected the time perception bias in
our study, leading to RTEs of significantly greater inaccuracy: time seemingly
passed by quicker when the music was present12. This reflects the discourse
on effects of music on time perception outside of games [131, 315]. Within
the games research context, it is more difficult to situate the results. Similar
underestimation was reported for the presence of sound effects or music in
PC games [91, 407], but the studies either did not follow a clear RTE paradigm
or omitted post-hoc tests.

Our results contrast with those of Sanders and Cairns [360], wherein PTE

yielded underestimation when music was added to a game, but RTE remained
largely unaffected. We discuss this in more detail below. However it must
be noted that all of these studies were conducted with PC monitor-display
games, not in VR—a medium which appears to induce underestimation of
time [365]. As mentioned, there is little prior work on time estimation in VR.
We note that the playback speed of sound effects in Rietzler, Geiselhart, and
Rukzio’s study [351] in VR did not significantly affect time perception (PTE),
but the effects of music may differ from those of sound effects, and there was
no control condition without any sound effects. While there are not enough
empirical studies on this topic to make robust claims, we suggest that the
findings of our main study present a promising first step towards exploring
and substantiating the following hypothesis in future studies: The addition of
music to VR experiences can make players feel like less time has passed.

Assuming that future studies can corroborate this hypothesis, developers
could use music to induce VR players to stay in-game for longer periods of
time, as it would seem that less time has passed. Electing to play longer is
often associated with greater enjoyment or good PX in both research and
development contexts [88, 223, 302]. In part, this is because average play time
is considered a positive predictor of retention [130], meaning it correlates with
players returning to the game over a longer period of time. Time perception
could be part of this effect: if players perceive a game as taking less time,
they may be more likely to “squeeze in” a play session (i.e., “one more turn”)
than if they perceive gameplay as long.

While the potential connection to retention is interesting for developers, the
purposeful manipulation of players’ time perception should be a technique
employed with caution and due responsibility. Considering the general
underestimation of time that can occur during VR usage, but also during
gameplay in general, it may be in the interest of players for games to help
them keep track of time more easily. Future work will have to determine

12 In both exact RTE, and the relaxed, absolute measure.
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whether (or which) players would like this kind of feature, and further, how
in-game scaffolding of time perception should be designed.

The Big Question: Time Perception and Immersion? The present study showed
greater time underestimation as an effect of music in a VR game, but this
did not coincide with an effect on immersion. In contrast, the previously
mentioned study by Sanders and Cairns [360] (hereafter we will refer to
it as SCS) showed no effect on time estimation as the result of music in a
PC game, but did show an increase in immersion. Their study thus showed
that immersion can be affected, without coinciding with a difference in
time estimation—inversely, our study shows that time estimation can be
significantly affected, with no difference in immersion. Results by Nordin
et al. [312] also showed a time estimation difference without any effect
on immersion—although they followed a PTE paradigm and used increased
cognitive challenge via a secondary task as their independent variable instead
of music. Together, these three studies could indeed indicate the “dissociation
between immersion and time perception” suggested by Nordin et al. [312].

Such a dissociation has substantial implications for how we think of and
measure immersion in games. It points to a strong need to further investigate
how games affect players’ time perception and immersive experiences. Addi-
tionally, it shows we may need to re-evaluate which correlational or causal
connections exist between the two. Given the centrality of immersion as a
game design goal, and the prevalance of time perception bias as a “symptom”
of immersion [78, 143, 207], this finding is highly relevant to game developers,
designers, and researchers, particular in the domain of VR.

We note that our study and the SCS differed in a number of factors:
medium, game genre, degree of exertion, and music (despite a similar cin-
ematic style). Given the many influencing factors on time perception, it
is difficult to determine whether the implications of these two studies for
time perception and immersion can be combined in this way. Lacking more
detailed information about the game used in the SCS, we can only speculate
that our game may have induced more emotional involvement and immer-
sion overall (in both conditions) than the game used in the SCS (our sum IEQ

scores were noticeably higher). This could have altered how music affects
time perception, and “saturated” immersion: i.e., immersion was already high
due to the medium and overall game design, so the added music made no
difference on PX, while nevertheless affecting time perception. Overall, the
results imply that time perception cannot reliably be used as a measure of
immersion.

Effects of Music on PX in VR Surprisingly, whether the music was present or
not had no effect on players’ affective state, enjoyment, mastery, or immersion,
nor even on the game’s audiovisual appeal13. These results echo those of
[Study A5 (Chapter 7)] [21], providing a second piece of evidence that
music may not affect PX in VR games. In contrast, music’s effects on PX (e.g.,
immersion, enjoyment) and behaviour in PC games has been well documented
in many studies [16, 91, 227, 300, 407, 440, 459]14. This lack of an effect of
music in VR is curious, and not something we had expected based on the

13 It should be noted that auditory aspects are not covered by the items of this questionnaire’s
audiovisual appeal subfactor.

14 However it is worth pointing out that effects of music can also be detrimental to immersion,
e.g., when listeners do not enjoy it or consider it inappropriate [360].
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existing literature. [In my prior work [21], I] speculated that VR as a medium
could distract users and players through the multi-sensory experience of
comprehensive technological immersion, either in general and/or due to a
continuing novelty bias. This also matches reports that for many players in
augmented reality exergames, music can be not very noticeable or fade into
the background [25], indicating that a multi-sensory and highly embodied
experience can overshadow music effects. While our findings substantiate
the lack of music effects in VR, we cannot rule out either potential reason
(characteristic of the medium vs. novelty bias), as our participant sample also
did not have extensive VR experience. Further, the results must be considered
in light of the study’s limitations (see below)—it is possible they only hold
true for this kind of game, or this kind of music. Perhaps the looping of the
music was too repetitive to draw players’ attention enough for this variable to
affect PX components like motivation or immersion, or perhaps the music was
not motivating/driving enough to match the gameplay; without additional
studies, we can only speculate. However, a general lack of effect of music
in VR holds substantial implications for game developers and in particular
audio designers working with this medium. We hope our work will spark
further research on this.

Further, qualitative data collected in an exploratory case study using the
same game to compare adaptive vs. non-adaptive music did showcase differ-
ences in player experience, for example greater pressure/tension experienced
for the condition with adaptive music. (This study is discussed in more detail
in Chapter 7.)

This indicates that there may be a qualitative effect of music on PX in VR

after all, albeit not one picked up by current psychometric measures. Further,
these qualitative effects may only occur in VR when players consciously pay
attention to the music or when it is relevant to their game performance, as
was the case in the adaptive-music condition [of that exploratory case study].

Finally, we further note that this exploratory case study also indicated
that there may be an effect of multiple playthroughs. In previous work [21]
(see Chapter 7), we put forth sensory immersiveness of VR experiences (i.e.,
over-saturation) and novelty bias as potential reasons for music being less
prominent in VR games. As we discuss in Chapter 7, players’ focus may
vary with multiple playthroughs, with the first playthrough inducing a more
visual focus than subsequent ones.

Limitations We note that our results are incremental, and while they serve
as a first step towards answering our research question and informing our
understanding of the effect of music in VR games, they cannot do so without
reservations. The results of the main study must consider potential issues of
generalizability. Games are varied and incur complex sensory and cognitive
processes. There are many confounding factors in gameplay that could impact
time perception in principal. The game stimuli in our study remained the
same across both conditions apart from the presence of music. Nevertheless,
time estimation could have been affected by individual players’ experience
(e.g., their gameplay performance, their affinity with music in general and
the stimuli music in particular, etc.). As mentioned, perception and effects
of music are very subjective [52], so more studies should be conducted to
substantiate the results for a broader population. For example, different
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game genres (e.g., with varying cognitive challenges) could be interesting for
future work.

Different attributes of music should also be studied: although Pizarro
Lozano [332] reported no effects of music tempo on time perception in VR,
other attributes of music (volume, affect, etc.) could be explored. The dynam-
ics of the employed song could also mediate the effects; while the song used
was not static (three sections with the third featuring greater amplitudes), it
repeated its pattern in each loop—and as mentioned, our music validation
was not conducted in-game. Professional game audio designers generally
compose and arrange music to optimally work with specific gameplay, which
could affect both PX and time perception. Game-specific adaptive music is
often desired and very positively received by players [24], but it should
also be noted that a concurrently published study found no difference in
psychometric measures for custom or unrelated music [27], and an earlier
study by Tan et al. [407] found players performed best with unrelated music.
(Although it should be noted that neither work was in VR.)

We note that a lot of prior work on music in games has focused on the
horror genre, wherein music plays an important role [262, 423]: how this role
would be impacted in a VR horror game will have to be explored in future
work. One study by Lin has shown reported that sound effects were among
the most fear-causing game elements in a VR horror game [251], however this
game did not feature music.

Finally, we acknowledge there may be individual differences in time es-
timation skills; if these individual differences were skewed between our
participant groups, this could have affected results.

Implications Based on our findings and discussion relating to the main
study, we propose that future work should explore whether (and what kind
of) music can reliably be added to VR to make time pass quicker. Given the
complexity of characteristics inherent in music, we cannot make this claim
reliably after this singular study. However, if future studies corroborate this,
then designers could add music to VR games to make gameplay durations
appear shorter to players. This could potentially lead them to play for longer
than they would have otherwise. However, it should be noted that this does
not necessarily translate to increased immersion. Further, we note that there
are ethical considerations in this context: game designers may want to keep
in mind that while longer gameplay is generally considered desirable, it is
not a goal of all players, and should not negatively impact their social and
productive lives, i.e, their wellbeing.

Further, our research highlights and informs two areas of research that
necessitate further efforts by the games user research community in the
future:
1) In-Game Time Perception. First, as a research community, we know little

about the factors involved in in-game time perception—in games in general,
but also and especially in VR experiences and VR games. We know even less
about time perception outside of lab studies, i.e., how players’ time perception
affects in-the-wild gameplay durations. Further, games user research has yet
to explore whether (or which) players might welcome in-game scaffolding of
time perception. We argue that the popularity of pervasive games and games
featuring micro-interactions indicate that many players appreciate being able
to fit short periods of gameplay into their everyday lives. There may thus be
a demand for games or game-related frameworks that help players better
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keep track of how much time has passed. If there is a demand for this, then
future research will have to examine how this kind of time-based scaffolding
could be designed.
2) Music Effects in VR. Second, we argue that music effects in VR require

further focus in research. Our results replicated the curious lack of effect of
music on PX in VR, corroborating prior work that suggested music may have
a less prominent role in the VR medium [21]. Our exploratory case study
[(see Chapter 7)] suggests that in certain conditions (e.g., adaptive music that
conveys game-relevant information, in a second-playthrough setting) music
can increase pressure/tension in players, which pertains to PX. However this
is accompanied by significant limitations due to the exploratory nature of
the case study. At this point in time, the main study thus substantiates the
lack of music effects in VR. Future work will have to explore whether music
effects are overpowered by attributes inherent to the VR experience, or simply
delayed until players are less distracted by the novelty of VR.

6.3.5 Summary and Relevance

This study shows that music can affect players’ time perception in VR; specif-
ically, it can lead players to believe that less time has passed than is actually
the case (compared to the actual time passed, and the time estimated by
players without music). This has interesting design implications for game de-
signers and developers, who may want players to feel that they have not been
playing for a long duration, so as to induce subsequent playthroughs (i.e.,
continuing play, or returning to play as it seemed like a short playthrough).
These implications also induce substantial ethical considerations with regards
to the (potentially exploitative) manipulation of players’ time perception,
and motivate future explorations of how players perceive time to pass, and
whether they would appreciate mechanisms that help them more accurately
perceive the passing of time during gameplay.

The study also showed that music can affect time perception in VR without
impacting immersion, which has thus far been considered a closely related
factor. It was considered so closely related that time perception bias was
utilised as an indicator for immersion and engagement in several question-
naires.

Our research demonstrates a need to reconceptualize our understanding of
how time perception and immersion are related, i.e., faster time perception
does not always coincide with increased immersion. This paves the way for
important discussions in games user research.

Relevance in Context In terms of realism, music in this VR game did not
affect immersion. Whether or not the presence of music is considered realistic
within the game experience is thus irrelevant, as effects on many components
of player experience in VR seem minimal.

6.4 Survey: Player Habits and Motivations

Problem/Motivation Audio-related research questions are under explored
within the games research community in general; for players’ in-the-wild
usage of and experience of game audio, the literature is even more sparse.
We do not know how players employ and perceive existing game audio in
their everyday gameplay. Further, there are indications based on anecdotal
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evidence that some players actively turn off game music, or replace it with
alternative audio (or multimedia) [61, 45, 420, 208]. By gaining an under-
standing of how and why players listen to existing game music, researchers
and game designers can better gauge in-the-wild effects of audio on players.

Approach An online survey (N=737) was conducted to assess players’ habits
and motivations regarding game music. The survey focused on a more casual-
paced game genre (infrastructure-building games, IBGs) to explore effects
of music in a game genre in which players are potentially less distracted
by fast-paced gameplay. However the survey also asked players to report
their general gameplay habits with regards to music, extending beyond the
infrastructure-building genre.

Contributions The survey constitutes a first empirical exploration of how
players actually use and experience game music in the wild, documenting a
substantial number of players who multitask with additional media during
gameplay, at the expense of the original game music. The section also pro-
vides theoretical contributions in the form of design implications for game
audio to improve players’ audio experience, as well as the articulation of
future research directions with regards to game audio.

Prior Publication The majority of empirical work in this part of the thesis
was published; the sections deriving from this published work are indicated
with margin lines as follows:

[24]Katja Rogers and Michael Weber. “Audio Habits and Motivations in Video
Game Players.” In: Proceedings of Audio Mostly 2019: A Journey in Sound. AM
2019. Nottingham, United Kingdom: ACM, 2019, pp. 45–52. doi: 10.1145/
3356590.3356599

All figures and tables were reproduced based on this publication unless
otherwise indicated. Within the cited text, the original publications’ reference
numbering was adjusted to fit this thesis’s references.

6.4.1 Survey Design

This section focuses on in-the-wild audio habits of players with regards
to their games’ background music, (i.e., on RQ-3b.i). Despite its potential
significance (e.g., regarding generalisability of lab study results on music
effects), very little information can be found about how players actually
interact with in-game music.

[24]To combat this scarcity of widely available knowledge about how players
choose to experience music in games, we conducted and report on a survey
(deployed on Reddit) on players’ game audio habits and motivations. The
primary focus of our online survey targeted music in particular, due to the
many connections between music and emotions, and emotions being a highly
important component of player experience.

Game Genre Choice

We chose to focus our recruitment and questions on a specific genre, as
the role of audio in games appears to vary between game genres [161,
213]. While a lot of game audio research has explored horror games and

https://doi.org/10.1145/3356590.3356599
https://doi.org/10.1145/3356590.3356599
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first-person shooters, other genres are underrepresented. Further, a game
genre with more slow-paced, casual gameplay could potentially facilitate
greater attention being paid to audio (sound as a modality is often perceived
peripherally in comparison to visuals). For these reasons, we targeted players
of infrastructure-building games for this first exploration of player habits
and motivations in regards to game music.

Measures

To explore our research question, we designed a survey which began with
questions to assess participants’ demographic background (age, gender,
country of origin, occupation status), as well as their favourite IBG, and
corresponding gaming habits. Most subsequent questions then referred to
the entered favourite game. While the survey collected data on players’
experience and habits regarding multiple aspects of the IBG genre, the non-
audio aspects are omitted from this paper due to scope.

The survey then targeted players’ game audio habits and motivations with
the following measures:

• Does your favourite IBG have background music?

• Participant agreement with the statement Background music is an impor-
tant part of playing my favourite game. on a 7-point Likert scale.

• Do you generally listen to background music while playing your
favourite IBG?

The following questions were repeated to separately target participants’
favourite IBG, and games they play in general:

• In your favourite IBG/in other games that you play, ...

• ... have you ever turned off the game’s music? If so, why?

• ... have you ever replaced the game’s music with your own music/re-
placed it with something else? If so, why?

Recruitment in Subreddits

We prepared our survey by collecting a list of games with IBG mechanics,
based on games tagged with building, city-building, and base-building on the
Steam website15. Based on this list, we looked up subreddits with a thematic
focus on these specific IBGs, as well as more general games-focused subreddits.
We also contacted moderators of forums on fan websites, but received no
response. Recruitment on Reddit was always preceded by checking subreddit
guidelines; the final list of subreddits in which the survey was promoted
was constrained by the subreddit moderators’ response and permission to
post. If the moderators approved, we posted our survey link as a Reddit
text post. A total of 19 subreddits allowed recruitment, consisting mainly of
subreddits focusing on specific games, as well as one general subreddit (i.e.,
/r/BaseBuildingGames).

15 E.g., http://store.steampowered.com/search/?tags=7332.

http://store.steampowered.com/search/?tags=7332
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Background music is an important part of playing my favourite game.

Figure 6.9: For the majority of survey participants, music was considered to be an
important aspect of their favourite IBG. However, the stacked horizontal
barchart of this Likert item also displays a large variance. This figure was
already published in the original publication [24]; its caption was adapted.

Participants and Procedure

We recruited participants from 19 subreddits. Renumeration consisted of
being invited to take part in a draw for one of five vouchers worth 25

USD on Amazon.com (or equivalent on the Canadian, British, or German
version of Amazon, subject to the participant’s choice). A total of 1517

responses were recorded; removal of incomplete datasets left us with 737

completed responses16. Participants were 26 years old on average (IQR=21–
30), and predominantly male (634 participants, 86.02%). 75 participants
(10.18%) identified as female, 10 (1.36%) as other17. Participants responded
from 52 different countries: the majority were from the US (42.20%), Germany
(9.50%), UK (8.68%) or Canada (7.06%). All other countries represented less
than 3% of the participant sample. Reported employment status was similarly
diverse: most were employed in highly varied occupations (44.50%), were in
school, training, or university (38.31%), or self-employed (6.24%).

Analysis

Based on textual analysis, the listed favourite games were coded in order
to group games of the same series, and correct typographical mistakes.
Responses listing games that could not be identified, or listing multiple
games, were removed from analysis. The remaining list consists of 42 different
games (see Table 6.6 for the top ten games). All free-text responses for the
respondents’ game audio motivations were coded in two iterations of textual
analysis to create the codebooks represented in Tables 6.7 and 6.8.

6.4.2 Results: Favourite Game

The large majority of participants reported that their favourite IBG has back-
ground music (90.9%), while only 4.5% reported no background music.
Another 4.6% were unsure of its presence. The importance of background
music in their favourite IBG was rated positively, but with a large variance
(Mdn=5, IQR=2–6, see Figure 6.9).

16 Responses were considered complete if the respondents had answered all questions relating to
the study’s content, i.e., twenty respondents that did not enter an email address for the draw
were still counted as providing complete responses.

17 In the open text field offered for self-identification, respondents named transsexual or gender-
fluid gender identities, however it should be noted that some respondents also listed “Dwarf”
or “Yamamoto class battleship”. If their responses otherwise appeared valid, their data was kept
for analysis.
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Favourite Game Mentions

Dwarf Fortress [41] 165

Factorio [386] 117

Cities: Skylines [320] 96

Rimworld [258] 90

Banished [385] 53

Civilization series (e.g., [156]) 40

SimCity series [271] 39

Anno series (e.g., [123]) 21

Stardew Valley [106] 16

Prison Architect [200] 14

Table 6.6: This table displays the ten most commonly mentioned games in the Reddit
survey for the survey participants’ favourite IBG. This table is based on a
table from the original publication [24]; its presentation and caption were
adapted.

Game Music Habits

Most participants generally listen to the background music in their favourite
IBG (56.45%), but a sizable [sic] number reported generally not doing so
(39.08%). The majority of participants (65.26%) responded that they had at
some point turned off the background music in their favourite IBG, while
30.26% reportedly had not. Of the former, 480 participants entered a reason
as to why, as will be discussed in more detail below.

Game Music Motivations

In the free text response for reasons for turning off game music in their
favourite IBG, 480 participants submitted an answer. Of these responses, 469

could be assigned at least one of the codes. For an overview of the codes,
see Table 6.7. In the following, we report these coded results on why players
turned off the existing game music.

Preference for Personal Audio Choices The most common theme with more
than 200 occurrences found that players reported a strong preference for
their personal music choices as a reason for turning off their game’s music:

“I’d rather listen to my own music”~P16. This personal music choice sometimes
consisted of a set playlist they had created (“my own playlist is more enjoy-
able”~P56), but in some cases was also described as an ongoing activity of
seeking out new music while also playing (“would rather discover new music
via the likes of Spotify”~P298). One reason for this preference was a greater
variety in players’ own music choices (“my own choice of music is better and
more varied”~P14), as exemplified by the next most common theme.

Repetition in Game Music Often accompanying the previous theme, but also
occurring on their own, were complaints about repetition in game music, or
a lack of variety for many hours of play: “In very long sessions, the game’s tracks
will inevitably play multiple times and it can become grating even if they’re of high
quality.”~P124. Participants’ had mixed opinions regarding the duration of
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Code Occurrences

preference for personal music 219 46.7%

repetition in game music 139 29.6%

simultaneous media multitasking 132 28.1%

social considerations 31 6.6%

personal annoyance 27 5.8%

lack of context-dependent music 14 3%

music as distracting 11 2.3%

preference of silence 10 2.1%

different atmosphere preferred 7 1.5%

hardware issues 6 1.3%

genre or game dependent 5 1.1%

greater importance of other sounds 5 1.1%

no atmospheric ambient 4 0.9%

dislike of music 2 0.4%

music genre preferences 2 0.4%

deafness 1 0.2%

Table 6.7: The above codes were found in the analysis of the Reddit survey, based
on 469 coded responses to the question about why players turn off music
in their favourite IBG. This table is based on a table from the original
publication [24]; its presentation and caption were adapted.

play for which the existing background music in their favourite games was
sufficient, ranging from a few minutes (“Background music gets very repetitive
after 15 minutes. If there are a variety of songs I may leave the background songs
on for 30-60 minutes.”~P14) to several hundred hours (“This is the case for all
games I play more than 20 hours.”~P142; “I have played Factorio for more than 300
hours. I got bored with listening to the same music.”~P93; “I think the hours spent
in this game has four digits. No sound track would hold me for that long.”~P158).
Participants also pointed out that many game soundtracks are also inherently
rather limited: “Dwarf Fortress only plays one song on a loop”~P44, “It’s a 5-
minute loop of the same acoustic guitar melody”~P167, “There’s only two of them
at the moment, the menu music and one that loops during gameplay”~P359.

Simultaneous Media Multitasking Another distinct common theme with
more than 100 occurrences was a tendency for multi-tasking with other
media: “While playing games I often listen to a podcast or watch some interesting
YouTube videos”~P450. Media that was mentioned as commonly consumed in
addition to playing consisted of podcasts, television, youtube videos, movies,
and audiobooks. Moreover, participants also mentioned other games with
regards to this parallel media use (“Was playing another game demanding most
of my attention on my main screen while SimCity was at a stable position in the
background”~P435). In some cases, the was additional media use related
to the same game they were currently playing, i.e., gameplay streams or
tutorials of the same game (“To listen to [...] other people play [the same game] on
YouTube”~P369; “To watch a tutorial and follow along to it.”~P412). For some
players this was a genre-dependent choice: “When playing city builder style
games I usually have youtube/twitch on in the background”~P448. In connection
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with voice-chat applications, players also mentioned giving priority to voice
audio over the game’s music: “talking to other players”~P458 and “To listen to
my friends in voice chat”~P387.

Social Considerations Participants also mentioned social considerations for
turning off game audio, so as to not bother people in their immediate
environment (“As to not disturb the people around me”~P15), e.g., their partner:
“because I don’t want to disturb my wife”~P140). They pointed out that music
(or sounds in general) are inappropriate at some times or in some scenarios,
such as at nighttime. Participants also turned off music to stay approachable
and aware of their surroundings (“I also want to remain attentive to other
people/things in the room”~P129) and stay part of conversations happening
around them (“To be able to listen to members of my family”~P364). In one
instance, a participant indicated they had turned off music to hide gameplay
(“so my wife[..] wouldn’t know I am playing”~P328).

Personal Annoyance Background music that was considered (fully or par-
tially) “boring”~P460, “kind of bland”~P175, “obnoxious”~P461, or “irritat-
ing”~P139 was also turned off. Sometimes poor music quality was an issue,
or the sound volume. Two participants also expressed a preference for or aver-
sion to specific music genres (“I like to listen to heavy metal while I play”~P104).

Lack of Context-Dependent Music Some participants mentioned the lack of
contextualization in existing music: “Doesn’t react to events, repetitive, doesn’t
bring anything to the game”~P40. This was mentioned in particular in connec-
tion with Dwarf Fortress, for which there is a community-created add-on
called Soundsense [390] which adds such contextualization; this was com-
monly used to replace the game’s default music: “soundsense replaces Dwarf
Fortress’s default music with one that is dynamic & provides info about what’s
going on in the game.”~P43. This was also reflected in players desiring mu-
sic that changes with the game narrative’s atmosphere or mood: “different
situations fit different music better.”~P52, and “it does not adjust to the mood
of different occurrences in the game”~P341. Unsuitable music was considered

“distracting”~P166, as participants recognized the role of music in “setting the
mood”~P257.

Music as Distracting Some participants turned off the music because they
found it distracting: “[music] causes focus loss”~P10 and “[The game] takes
enough concentration [that] I don’t like being distracted by music.”~P177. In
some cases, music was only a temporarily turned off for a specific game
section or mechanic (“If I am in a fast-paced build mood, in order to maximize
my efforts within a shorter timespan”~P78). When music was perceived as
distracting, some purposefully played in silence (“For me, muting music bolsters
concentration. When I need to think, I frequently prefer silence to sound.”~P50),
while others replaced the background music: “it’s easier to concentrate while
listening to my own playlist”~P173.

Preference of Silence There were also some instances of participants express-
ing a desire for silence, as an occasional instance (“Sometimes I prefer to play
with no sound at all.”~P322), but sometimes also as a general playing habit: “I
don’t like sound while playing”~P71.
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Different Atmosphere Preferred Some responses also made note of the impor-
tance of a suitable game atmosphere, and chose alternative music to reflect
the atmosphere that participants perceived in the game (“[I] stream music I
feel is more fitting.”~P195), or to match their own mood (“[I] select music that
suits my mood.”~P337).

Hardware Issues There were also reasons relating to hardware, for example
a lack of availability of headphones, speakers, or audio output (“My computer
does not have audio output at current.”~P260). For others, headphones simply
were a hassle or became uncomfortable after a while (“after time, i am tired to
have earset on the head”~P272).

Greater Importance of Other Sounds A few participants pointed out that
they simply placed greater priority on other game audio besides music, for
example sounds that “change with events”~P97, sound effects, or voice chat
with other players (“Good Soundtrack, but need to listen to other sounds like
weapontimers, shield warning, friends on voice coms, etc.”~P57). For one player,
this was explicitly tied to the IBG genre: “I find the tunes really airy-fairy and
takes away from the simulation noise such as trucks, sirens, nature sounds. I always
turn off background music when playing any sort of sim.”~P80.

Genre or Game Dependent A few participants expressed that they turned
off music depending on the specifics of their favourite game, instead of as
a general gaming preference (“In general I don’t turn the background music off
because most games have decent music, but OpenTTD does not”~P154). For one,
this was a choice for most games (“I do this with all games except portal.”~P73).
Several others considered it a choice of genre: “Listening to something else isn’t
an immersion breaker in a city builder. If I’m playing a different type of game, I
probably am keeping the game music on.”~P116.

Miscellaneous (<5 occurrences) Some participants had an aversion to at-
mospheric ambient noises or music in their favourite game, and seemed
to differentiate between that and what they considered “real music”~P393.
Future surveys will have to explore what participants prefer in terms of
“real music” (with lyrics?), i.e., what they consider too atmospheric: “I rather
put my own music, since the in-game music is more atmospheric than actual mu-
sic”~P29. One participant proclaimed that they disliked music in general,
while another turned game background music off because they were deaf.

6.4.3 Results: Games in General

The following results refer to participants’ gameplay habits in general, i.e.,
across any game genres that they play. This provided insight into different
genre factors that impact audio habits and motivations, but it must be noted
that it remains unclear how many different game genres are represented in
the context of the participants’ general gameplay.

Game Music Habits

When questioned about their habits in games in general, the proportion of
participants that had turned off background music increased: 81.81% had
done so, 18.18% had not.
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Code Occurrences

repetition in game music 147 28.3%

preference for personal music 140 26.9%

personal annoyance 117 22.5%

simultaneous media multitasking 92 17.7%

music as distracting 62 11.9%

social considerations 44 8.5%

genre or game dependent 41 7.9%

greater importance of other sounds 36 6.9%

different atmosphere preferred 35 6.7%

preference of silence 12 2.3%

lack of context-dependent music 10 1.9%

competitive advantage 7 1.3%

music genre preferences 7 1.3%

no atmospheric ambient 6 1.2%

control over music choice 4 0.8%

dislike of music 2 0.4%

hardware issues 2 0.4%

deafness 1 0.2%

Table 6.8: The above codes were developed through the analysis of the Reddit survey,
based on 520 coded responses on why the survey participants turn off
music in their gameplay in general (beyond their favourite IBG). This table
is based on a table from the original publication [24]; its presentation and
caption were adapted.

Game Music Motivations

We received 572 responses on why participants had turned off background
music while gaming in general. The reasons participants’ offered for turning
off music in their general gameplay were analyzed (520 coded responses
resulting from 572 entries) and showed many similar themes to the ones
found for their favourite IBG, see Table 6.8.

A perception of background music as being too repetitive was once again
one of the most common themes, now slightly more prevalent than the
preference for their personal music. Players also still turned off music in
deference to other media that they consumed in parallel to playing, albeit a
smaller percentage (roughly 17%) than for participants’ favourite IBG (~28%).

Music was found to be more distracting in the general games context
than in their favourite IBG (~11 vs. ~2%). Social considerations were also
mentioned to a slightly larger percentage.

Genre or Game Dependent Audio Motivations Perhaps unsurprisingly, across
the variety of games that participants played, the factor of the specific game or
game genre as changing the importance of background music was mentioned
more often than when the question targeted IBGs specifically (~7% vs. ~1%):
(“there are games where the background music isn’t essential while playing it”~P45;
“It highly depends on the genre.”~P211).
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However here participants went into more detail regarding their reasoning
across different genres.

Genres which offer little explicit storytelling often had their soundtrack
turned off or replaced: “I only do this for games that have no immersive storyline
(like city builders and simulators).”~P30, and “For games that don’t include dia-
logue, or much text in general, I will listen to a podcast instead of the background
music.”~P101. However, there was at least one participant that found back-
ground music unfavourable for narrative-heavy games: “For some role playing
games such as Fallout, turning off the background music can help me feel more
immersed in the world”~P104.

The degree of competitiveness was another factor, causing some partici-
pants to turn off the music for a competitive advantage (to better hear sound
effects: “In FPS games I mute in game music to give myself as much of an advantage
when listening for other players footsteps or audio cues for movement or intended
actions.”~P182; to better communicate with team-mates: “Depends of what
games we are talking about. If the game in question is ‘competitive’ music is turned
off to better hear what is happening in-game and team communications.”~P61; or
to better concentrate: “Distracting, can’t focus and multitask in time sensitive
fast faced tasks in strategy games if a music is playing.”~P72). In contrast, other
participants turned off music only in games with very little competitiveness:
“I listen to podcasts while playing low-stress games.”~P172.

Social communication aspects of multiplayer games in general were also
mentioned, without referring to competitive aspects: “I stop the music on all
games that I have voice chat on so I can hear conversation.”~P200.

Several participants explicitly pointed out that they leave existing music
on in games that convey relevant information through the background music:
“Games with adaptive music usually have their background music left on, as they
become part of the experience.”~P302; “Some times background music is a important
indicator over future events.”~P543.

Finally, the emotional response induced by music was mentioned as both
a benefit and a drawback depending on the game, causing either too much
or too little emotional response: “In other games, sometimes the ’exciting’ music,
is a little bit to exciting when playing Shooters, where you have to keep your head
cool”~P186, vs. “I use my own music for competitive action games, as to get my
blood pumping”~P241.

Two themes that were also more common in this more general context
than for participants’ favourite IBG: greater importance of other sounds
(prioritization of sound effect cues, speech/dialogue, ambient setting), and
preferences for a different atmosphere compared to the one designed in the
game.

Different Atmosphere Preferred Many participants had a very clear opinion
on what kind of music would suit the mood or atmosphere conveyed by
the game, and disagreed with the game’s chosen music: “Didn’t encourage
the mood the game required”~P67 and “If the background music takes away from
the game by not fitting the game style ”~P145. In one instance, this entailed
creating an intentionally ill-fitting counterpoint: “play something for comedic
effect.”~P413.

Alternatively, players chose different music to match their own mood:
“wanting something that fits my mood.”~P50, and “ didn’t convey the emotion I
wanted to have”~P237. In a few instances, players also wanted to influence
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their own mood in a different way: “For some game, especially RPGs, or games
with a combat element, I find the tense music too stressful”~P399.

Interestingly, a few players also mentioned that the existence of music in
general could potentially detract from their immersion into the game: “turn-
ing off the background music can help me feel more immersed in the world”~P104,
and “I believe that certain areas of a game do not need background music”~P123.

6.4.4 Discussion and Implications

In this section, we first discuss the survey results in the larger context of
existing work on game audio effects, and then infer implications for game
design and future research.

Discussion of Survey Results

In their favourite IBG, the majority of players generally listens to background
music, but a substantial number does not (~39%). This is a very interesting
finding with implications for game audio research and design, although
perhaps disappointing for game composers associated with this genre. This
is perhaps reflected by participants’ response for whether they considered
music to be important in their favourite IBG: while the majority tended to
agree that it was important at least to some degree, the variance was perhaps
surprisingly large. It should be noted that more participants said that they
replaced music than that they turned it off entirely.

The most common reasons why players turned off game music in their
favourite IBG were a simple preference for personal music, repetition in
game music, and what we term the multitasking phenomenon. Players enjoy
listening to their own personal music playlists. This may indicate that the
importance of player agency [296] applies to games’ music as well, i.e., to
control over non-diegetic game audio. Based on a small informal study,
researchers have reported before that players appreciate the option to choose
their own background music, do so with the goal of affecting their own mood,
and that familiarity with music during gameplay affects immersion [440].
Further, participant-selected music (as opposed to experimenter-selected
music or no audio) has been shown to improve gameplay performance in
a racing game, decrease tension and anxiety, and increase enjoyment [90].
Given these research findings and the results of the survey, it seems that
game audio should—at least for IBGs and genres of similar pace and cognitive
load—afford greater control over music on behalf of the players, a trend that
has already begun [408].

Our findings also point to the detrimental effects of repetition in game
music. It has been noted before that game music should not be too repetitive
[57, 138, 424], our results emphasize the importance of varied background
music in in-the-wild gameplay. Existing game audio should be designed to
offer a wide variety of music, to offer an interesting and varied auditory
experience. However, this is a difficult task for game (audio) design: if a
game is designed well, players may spend hundreds or thousands of hours
playing. How can any soundtrack hope to be perceived as varied enough
over such a long duration of (re)play? The integration of existing music
platforms or playlists could be an option to continually provide appealing
music to players during gameplay, as previously suggested by Collins et
al. [105]. Potentially, game designers could also explicitly provide audio
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updates along with their game updates, or offer auditory downloadable
content (DLC). Future work may have to explore whether players prefer these
varied, continually updated soundtracks, or high degrees of control over
their own curated playlists. It should be noted that some players at least have
a very distinct opinion on the mood conveyed by games, on the overall mood
they think appropriate for games, and what kind of music is a suitable match
to this. The responses show that players recognize the effect of music on their
own emotional responses. As mentioned in previous studies [440], players
explicitly curate music to facilitate a low-stress mood when they are playing
to relax, and a more intense, excited mood for more fast-paced gameplay.

Further, our results point to what we term the multitasking phenomenon.
It appears that a rather substantial number of players multitasks while they
are playing, consuming a wide variety of other media while they are playing.
Given these numbers, game design will need to accommodate this style of
play. While multitasking, players may not pay full attention at all times, and
there may be many side effects due to parallel media. This emphasizes the
importance of pursuing more in-the-wild studies in games research and
playtesting–effects shown in in-lab studies may not generalize to in-the-wild
gameplay if players tend to replace the default music with their own or are
distracted by additional media. Perhaps we should be allowing players to
bring their usual/custom playlists to our lab studies. Moreover, as a research
community, this should motivate us to study what this additional media
means for player experience—does it negatively impact players’ immersion?
Recent work indicates that it may not negatively impact player experience
at all [27], while at least one study has found that player performance was
improved by unrelated non-adaptive music as opposed to music that adapted
to gameplay [407].

The survey findings also support several smaller suggestions to improve
game audio, including the default provision of music that adapts with in-
game context changes, e.g., to reflect the players’ transition from a building
mechanic to a combat mechanic. On a more general level, contextual changes
can be signalled following a relaxation-anticipation-engagement-decay pat-
tern [43], but the findings seem to indicate a desire for auditory themes
or leitmotifs for a wide variety of game mechanics and events. This is of
course already employed in many game soundtracks, but perhaps less so
by smaller or independent development teams. The survey also motivates
granular choice over sound settings, i.e., modifying the presence and volume
of sound effects, ambient noises, and background music separately. While
this is already offered by many games, the number of players who tend to
replace music is large enough to motivate this practice as a default standard.
Opinions seem divided over background music that is considered “actual”’
music, and what is deemed more like atmospheric ambient music; this could
be a variable in the aforementioned playlist integration.

The above points resulted from questions targeting participants’ favourite
IBG; however, many of them held fast when the question was widened to
participants’ general gameplay. Across all genres played by participants, the
preference for personal music, distaste for repetitive background music, and
even the multitasking phenomenon (albeit to a smaller percentage of ~17%)
remained common themes. Based on the more general question, the results
further point to several interesting genre effects with regards to game audio
habits. That game genre is a covariate in effects of audio on player experience
has been theorized before, with some studies indicating that background
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music in particular may play a different role depending on game genre [161,
213]. The survey findings point towards particular features of game genres
which seem to play a role in this distinction: games’ narrative-heaviness,
the degree of competitiveness, the need for concentration, multiplayer, and
players’ desired emotional responses were all mentioned as factors.

The need for concentration as a factor in the effects of music may reflect
the potential of music for distraction, which was mentioned across genres.
This has also been indicated by the existing literature [90, 440]. The findings
inform our phenomenological understanding of how players perceive and
deal with this effect: for some this applied only to specific game mechanics
or sections, for others to entire genres. Most participants replaced music
rather than just turning it of [sic]; only a few players explicitly adhered to
silence while playing as a general choice. Further, among most players that
turned off music, most did so in deference to sound effects, which were
overall considered more important to gameplay, particularly for competitive
games. This may reflect with the higher percentage of multitasking players
for their favourite IBG compared to general gameplay, as IBGs are on average
slower-paced; for faster-paced games, music (as well as additional media)
may be more distracting.

Finally, the findings also point towards an interesting dichotomous effect
of music, in that it is considered to facilitate immersion, but also potentially
isolation. Players that turn music off entirely indicated that they did so to
maintain awareness of their surroundings, as well as to communicate that
they were still approachable to people in their environment. While music’s
role in immersion and “hiding the medium” has been explored in previous
work [58, 138, 300], its potential downsides in isolating players has not
received much focus in the academic discourse.

Limitations Our results are largely focused on IBGs, and while we were able
to elicit interesting findings on genre effects and more general gameplay,
future work will have to further disambiguate the role of audio for non-IBGs.
As one example, diegetic music is not frequently used in IBGs; this could
result in different player reception to atmospheric ambient music than it
would in other genres. Further, we used Reddit as a single recruitment
platform (while we did contact forum moderators, we received no reply
there). Although we did recruit across multiple different subreddits, and our
sample is fairly heterogeneous in terms of age and occupation, Reddit as
a whole tends to produce male-dominated samples. There have been some
indications of slight gender differences in terms responses to music, e.g.,
physiological responses and meaning inference [228, 284, 300]. In future
work, we will endeavour to recruit a more balanced participant sample, and
explore gender differences in game audio habits and motivations. Finally, we
acknowledge limitations of our methodology: with this survey, we were able
to reach a wide range of players, but the data—while empirical—consists of
indirect, self-reported observations.

Design Implications for Game Audio

Based on our results on players’ reported audio habits and motivations, we
present three design implications for game audio design.

Granular Controls to Prioritize Feedback-Oriented Audio Games should aim to
offer separate control over the individual audio types to players, e.g., allow
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them to turn off music separately while keeping sound effects. The sound
effects should be prioritized over music for competitive and multiplayer
games.

Varied & Contextualized Soundtracks Sound designers for games should aim
to provide a varied soundtrack that allows for many hours of (re)playing
without playing getting annoyed. At later stages of a game’s deployment
or commercial life, game designers could consider offering audio updates
along with game updates. Further, background music for games should be
context-adaptive, to reflect in-game events like which game mechanic players
are focusing on, or seasons. The audio design should also consider offering
players a choice between “atmospheric ambient” music and “real” music.

Integration of Personal Playlists Games should accommodate the option
to employ or integrate existing playlists, for example via existing music
platforms like Spotify, or dedicated games-specific playlist integrators like
Veemix [105]. In this way, games can continually provide music that does
not become repetitive over hundreds or thousands of hours of play, and also
give players increased control and agency over the aesthetic auditory game
experience.

Future Research Directions

Further, we emphasize four potential research directions which may be of
particular interest in future research on game audio.

Genre Differences Future research should explore the implications of game
genre differences for effects and functions of game audio, namely the im-
pact of degree of narrative and competitiveness, the need for concentration,
and multiplayer, as well as how players decide which emotional mood or
atmosphere they think the game should convey.

The Multitasking Phenomenon Given the substantial number of players that
do not generally listen to their games’ default music, and instead consume
other media while playing (particularly for IBGs), games user researchers
should explore how this kind of multitasking affects player experience.

Contextualized Music The effects of contextualized music that reflects changes
in in-game events should be explored in more detail. Some players explicitly
desire this kind of adaptivity, and providing this may have beneficial effects
in terms of immersion and game appeal.

Immersion vs. Isolation While research has shown that music can facilitate
immersion in players, it appears that it can also potentially isolate players.
Game designers could explore avenues of helping players to stay aware of
their surroundings as a gameplay setting, as well as communicating to the
outside world when they are or will be approachable.

6.4.5 Summary and Relevance

Based on our online survey with more than 700 responses, we provide a
comprehensive look into why players turn off games’ existing background
music, and what they replace it with (e.g., other music, additional media).
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Our results focus on the slow-paced genre of IBGs, in which players are
potentially less distracted from the audio through gameplay, but we also
provide a distinction in terms of gaming in other genres with a wider set
of questions targeting general gaming. We discuss and point out design
implications for game audio, motivating player control and prioritization
of feedback-oriented audio, varied and context-aware soundtracks, and the
integration of player-created playlists. While some of these guidelines are
already used by sound designers in (some) games, with this paper we clearly
delineate these patterns and provide them with empirical background and
support. Further, we address four potential directions for future research in
game audio, laying the foundation for increasing our understanding of genre
differences, contextualized music, and potentially isolating factors of music in
the future. Finally, the paper also identifies and captures a first look into what
we term the multitasking phenomenon, which sees a substantial percentage
of players consuming alternative media while playing (particularly so in IBGs,
but also to a lesser degree across other genres).

Relevance in Context The results show that a substantial number of players
turn off music in favour of prioritizing diegetic audio, e.g., sound effects—but
some also replace music with other non-diegetic audio or media. From a the-
oretical standpoint this is interesting, because it points to non-diegetic audio
and media—and indeed, audio not at all related to the game—becoming part
of the players’ gameplay experience, without detracting from immersion and
enjoyment. As we explore in Study A3, this does not negatively impact player
experience or immersion even when the audio is considered thematically
dissonant by players (or viewers) [27]. The majority of players, however,
generally listens to music in games, albeit depending on game genre and
factors relating to genre differences. For these players, while effects of au-
dio may differ subject to individual differences, research into the effects of
non-diegetic audio may help to provide a continuously appealing, immersive
game experience.

6.5 Overall Summary

In this chapter, we explored effects of non-diegetic audio on players’ game-
play experiences, specifically, music effects. The first study (exploring effects
of music in a monitor-display PC game) empirically showed that music can
affect players’ immersion and affective state. Further, we showed that it can
also affect players’ risk-taking behaviour, in that a lack of music induced an
increase in risk-taking among players. In a study exploring music in VR, we
found that music effects were much less prominent, which matches results
of Study A1 in the previous chapter on effects of ambient noises in VR. These
results relating to music effects are replicated and discussed in further detail
in the next chapter (see Study A5).

Finally, a survey on players’ in-the-wild habits and motivations with
regards to game audio revealed that a substantial number of players do
not listen to the provided in-game music, a decision relating to a number
of factors of game genre. As such, for this group of players, the empirical
studies on effects of game audio may not apply.
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6.6 Relevance in Context

Music appears to play a more prominent role in monitor-display PC games
than it does in VR, potentially due to distraction by the sensory immersion,
or as an effect of novelty bias. We find it particularly interesting that while
music effects on player experience appear stronger in monitor-display PC

games, a related forthcoming paper [27] showed that even thematically
dissonant audio in a monitor-display PC game does not necessarily impact
player experience. As such, players seem very open to any kind of audio
becoming part of their gameplay experience—whether it suits the game’s
visual themes or not, or, indeed, whether it is music or other non-diegetic
audio.

Further, the fact that a substantial number of players listen to alternative
audio while playing, including other media, implies that game music does
not need to follow tenets of realism. Players instead incorporate many other
auditory backgrounds into their gameplay experience (including audio that
does not otherwise relate to the game—or even any game). Further, while
they have a very clear idea of what suits their gameplay experience in a given
moment, even “unsuitable” thematically dissonant audio does not have to
prove a disadvantage for player experience.





7The Diegetic Divide

While the two previous chapters explored effects of diegetic and non-diegetic
audio, respectively, games generally employ multiple types of audio in
parallel. As such, how diegetic and non-diegetic audio interact in terms
of their effect of player experience remains an open question. Herein, we
examine comparative and interactive effects of diegetic vs. non-diegetic audio
in games.

In this chapter, we aimed to explore a comparison of diegetic and non-
diegetic audio when both are present with regards to their functions as part
of the gameplay experience, and their effects on player experience. While in
the previous chapter multiple audio types were sometimes present, I largely
focused on participants’ perception of a single audio type. In contrast, in
this chapter, participants are asked to reflect on both a diegetic audio type
(ambient noises or sound effects) and non-diegetic audio (music) in a direct
comparison. Further, we were interested in a more granular exploration
of what happens when diegetic or non-diegetic audio is added to a game
experience, as well as what happens when both are added. This is particularly
interesting as many games offer multiple types of audio, and many also offer
such granular control over audio types.

7.1 Research Objectives and Motivation

In this chapter, I focus on research questions concerning the difference of
diegetic vs. non-diegetic audio for player experience, i.e., RQ-3b.ii: How do
sound effects and ambient noises as opposed to background music affect player
experience and how do they compare in terms of player perception?

I explored this question for sound effects and music in an AR exergame
in Study A4. This study also targets research question RQ-3b.iii: Does player
perception of non-diegetic audio differ between an exergame and a non-game ex-
ercise context? This is particularly interesting as music has been shown to
affect motivation in exercise contexts outside of games [217]. An exergame
context by itself should ideally (if designed appropriately) elicit motivation
in players—how this amplifies or reduces effects of music in a combined
exercise and gameful setting previously remained unexplored.

In Study A5, I explored research question RQ-3b.ii for ambient noises and
music in a VR game. The VR context was chosen here due to the supposed
benefits for presence elicited by adding ambient noises to a virtual environ-
ment. Given the theoretical importance of realistic environmental audio in VR

experiences, I contrast effects of adding diegetic audio (i.e., ambient noises),
non-diegetic audio (music), or both to a VR game.

Finally, the comparison of sound effects and music was also explored in
VR in the final study presented in this chapter: Study A3b.

7.2 Study A4: Player Perception: Sound Effects vs. Music

Problem/Motivation The role of music as non-diegetic audio is particularly
interesting due to its potential effects on motivation, as is well documented
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in exercise contexts [217]. As such, this section focuses on exploring the func-
tions that background music (BGM) and sound effects (SFX)—in comparison—
have for player experience. Given the connection of music to motivation
in exercise contexts, the effects of music could be more noticeable in an
exergame context; for this reason, this research direction was explored in an
exergame.

Approach As part of a mixed-method, within-participants design study
on player experience with the ExerCube, an AR exergame, we conducted
interviews and used custom questionnaire items to explore how players
experienced the music and sound effects in their gameplay. Through the
within-participants variable we were also able to compare players’ audio
experiences in the ExerCube and audio experiences with exercise with a
personal trainer.

Contributions The results provide a first empirical exploration of the role of
audio in mixed-reality exergames with direct resulting implications for their
design: sound effects are important for feedback (even in priority of visual
feedback), while music is often perceived less, but facilitates motivation and
immersion. This points to a theoretical contribution as well: the different
roles of diegetic and non-diegetic audio for player-game interaction.

Prior Publication and Acknowledgements The majority of empirical work
in this part of the thesis was published; the sections deriving from this
published work are indicated with margin lines as follows:

[25] Anna Lisa Martin-Niedecken, Katja Rogers, Laia Turmo Vidal, Elisa D. Mek-
ler, and Elena Márquez Segura. “ExerCube vs. Personal Trainer: Evaluating a
Holistic, Immersive, and Adaptive Fitness Game Setup.” In: Proceedings of the
2019 CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’19. Glasgow,
Scotland, UK: ACM, 2019, 88:1–88:15. doi: 10.1145/3290605.3300318

The ExerCube was designed and developed by Anna-Lisa Martin-Niedecken,
Stephan Niedecken, and the other startup members of the Sphery Ltd com-
pany, in an extensive iterative process. The experimental design for the
resulting paper was primarily developed by Anna-Lisa Martin-Niedecken;
the audio-related parts of the experimental design (in the surveys and the
interviews) fell under my responsibility, as did a portion of the quantitative
data analysis. The qualitative thematic analysis for this study was conducted
by Anna-Lisa Martin-Niedecken and myself. I was also substantially involved
in the writing of the paper as second author. The paper further included
aspects relating to movement analysis based on an ethnographical video in-
teraction analysis approach performed by co-authors Elena Márquez Segura
and Laia Turmo Vidal; this was omitted due to this thesis’s scope.

7.2.1 Background: Audio in Exercise and Exergame Contexts

[25] In the context of exergames, there are few empirical studies with suitable
sample sizes that show beneficial effects of music on performance and
gameplay experiences, although guidelines for increasing motivation in
exergames have listed music as a requirement [454]. One notable example
showed an increase in running performance, however the music was overlaid
with motivational commands, making it difficult to pinpoint the cause [387].

https://doi.org/10.1145/3290605.3300318
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Figure 7.1: Photos of the ExerCube system (middle and right), which constitutes a full-
body functional training exergame, in which players are situated in front
of and sided by three walls that function as projection screens and a haptic
interface. Their bodily interaction and movement within the ExerCube is
recorded via HTC Vive trackers (attached to their wrists). In Study A4, the
ExerCube experience was compared to personal training sessions (left).
This figure was already published in the original publication [25]; its
caption was adapted.

Another example revealed that exergame music had an impact on some
gameplay experience dimensions [441].

Outside of games, the effects of music during exercise are promising but
sometimes show mixed results. A review of the literature in the context
of traditional exercise (without videogames) has concluded a number of
ergogenic and psychological benefits of music for endurance-based exercise,
particularly a reduction in perceived exertion [217]. However, evidence varies
particularly for higher intensity exercise; it is speculated that physiological
processes override sensory distraction provided by music; further, effects
appear to decrease for trained athletes.

In mixed reality games, audio is said to be crucial, due to its medium-
masking attributes [241]. It has been shown to affect presence in VR [111, 241].
Yet in modern VR games, audio beyond what is necessary for user feedback
(i.e., ambient noises and BGM, as opposed to feedback-based SFX) is perceived
less prominently, possibly due to the greater impact of the sensory experience
as a whole, as well as novelty bias [21]. Thus, for mixed-reality exergames,
audio may be particularly important in masking perceived exertion, but its
effects might also be overpowered by the sensory whole-body experience.

7.2.2 Study Design

Towards a better understanding of the interdependent elements of an attrac-
tive and effective fitness game and how they impact users’ multi-sensory
and bodily experiences, and to examine benefits of adaptivity, we compared
the ExerCube with its non-adaptive counterpart and a personal training (PT)
session.

Stimuli

The ExerCube (Fig. 7.1) is a holistic, immersive, and adaptive fitness game
setup, aimed for use in gyms in the near future. It was developed in an
iterative research-based design process by an interdisciplinary team of sport
scientists, game designers, and HCI researchers in close collaboration with the
target audience: adults between ±18–50 years of age who are open towards
new technology [269]. The development followed a threefold holistic design
approach, consisting of [three foci of design considerations:] the player’s body
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(steering movements based on a functional training concept), the controller
(tracking system and interactive hardware), and the virtual game scenario
(audio-visual appearance, game mechanics and balancing). Each design [foci]
was created in heavy dependence of the others, and by taking into account
potential interdependencies of experiences with single or multiple levels of
the playful system (e.g., the hardware supports intense physical interactivity,
but also provides a playful experience). The ExerCube design was informed
by related research and development, as well as by field research in training
concepts and fitness gaming. For this paper, we tested the third iteration
ExerCube prototype, which will be further developed based on the results1.

Body The ExerCube follows a full-body workout concept that challenges
motor-cognition and coordination, at the same time allowing for a playful and
dynamic bodily experience for various player and fitness skill types. Its multi-
purpose functional training concept incorporates natural-feeling movements
which can easily be transferred to in-game steering [268]. Functional training
is well known for its overall training effects of increasing endurance, strength,
and flexibility [439]. It has been defined as emphasizing multiple muscle and
joint activities, combining upper and lower body movements, and utilizing
more of the body in each movement [than conventional training] [75].

We implemented six dynamic movement levels which gradually guide
the player through a training progression that is meaningful in the context
of movement science, and includes a warm-up phase (levels 1+2) followed
by an intensity increase to players’ individual anaerobe to high intensity
training peak (levels 3 to 6) based on players’ individual motor-cognitive and
-coordinative skills:

• Level 1: Lateral shuffle-step with extension or flexion of the body to
the upper, middle, and lower sections of the side walls with touch of
the wall + squat (1 min).

• Level 2: Level 1 + basic jump (1 min).

• Level 3: Level 2 + lateral rotation to the middle of the right and left
wall with punch into the wall (2 min).

• Level 4: Level 3 + deep lunge with knee bend to the front left and front
right with punch into the side walls (2 min).

• Level 5: Level 4 + squad jump forwards (2 min).

• Level 6: Level 5 + burpee (2 min).

Controller The HTC Vive system was used to track players’ movement and
body position. Players wear two HTC trackers, attached to their wrists with a
specifically developed mount. The Vive cameras track players’ arm positions
in relation to their spatial position in the ExerCube and the pre-set targets.
Players also wear a heart rate (HR) sensor during the play session. To create
a virtual and physical fluently interconnected play space, we designed an
open cube-like trapeze (hereafter referred to as “cube”), which physically
immerses the player without isolating them, serving as part of the game
controller (haptic device) and as a projection screen (interface). The cube
measures ~9m2 (length open end: 3.50m; length front wall: 2.60m × height:

1 Cf. [26].
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2.90m; straight line depth: 2.50m). It consists of a solid steel frame covered
with wooden plates. To provide an engaging haptic and tactile experience,
the wooden plates are coated with a bouncy foam material, allowing players
to punch the walls. The transition of the front to the side walls is slightly
curved, to generate a flowing and immersive form. Three projectors are
mounted on the frame above, and project the game scenario onto the walls
of the cube [291, 268]. The projection can adjust the play space size to players’
height (i.e., restricting the cube to the front part for smaller players).

Game Scenario The audio-visual appearance and theme of the ExerCube were
inspired by individual wishes and preferences of the target audience [269].
First, the player is guided through a movement tutorial in a virtual train-
ing room. Next, the first-person single player game takes the player on a
rapid sci-fi themed underwater race. The player navigates an avatar on a
hoverboard, speeding along a racing track and passing by various differently
coloured gates. Each gate features a colour-coded game element relating to
a specific functional workout movement. Shortly before the player passes
through a yellow or red gate, the gate rotates towards the right or left to
provide a target on the wall which the player needs to either touch or punch
at the target position. Red gates further provide obstacles that players can
overcome by jumping, or squatting low. The game interface displays the
number of successfully overcome gates (combos) as a score. As soon as
players make a mistake, this count resets to zero. Additionally, the track is
divided into sections; players get points for successfully completed sections,
while points are deducted if the player performs poorly. Players further
receive immediate feedback on their performance, through visuals (mistake:
graphics turn red; success: coins appear) and audio (see below), correspond-
ing to existing guidelines [201, 454]. To provide a learning aid regarding
the in-game steering movements, players are guided by a mentor (virtual
character in front of them), who disappears after five minutes of playing.

To calibrate individually optimal performance, the ExerCube features an
automated yet experimental game adaptivity algorithm [268, 292]: Game
difficulty is adjusted to players’ individual game and fitness skills in two
ways: speed of race and music is tied to players’ HR (pre-set range of HR),
while the time frame of gate rotations is related to the number of mistakes
made (i.e., players’ cognitive and mental focus).

Both game adjustments are gradually adapted independently over all
training levels on a 10-point difficulty scale: If a player performs error-free
for 20 seconds, the cognitive difficulty will increase by one notch until they
make three mistakes within 20 seconds, inducing a difficulty decrease by
one notch. Beyond the gradual progression of training levels, there is no
physical difficulty adjustment during the first 1.5 min of the game. Based on
players’ HR, game speed is then gradually adjusted (HR< 150 bpm for 0.5 min:
increase speed slightly by one notch; HR> 175 bpm for 1 min: decrease speed
slightly by one notch; HR> 190 bpm: decrease speed strongly by 2 notches).

Since HR is a challenging game balancing parameter, we used a pre-set
range of HR which was informed by previous tests with the ExerCube and
related work from sport science, including a comprehensive study [305] yield-
ing the following formula to calculate age-predicted maximal HR: HRmax =
211− 0.64∗ age. This aligns well with previous studies and meta-analyses [163,
409] which suggested similar formulas. Given the mean age of our partic-
ipants (M=34.45, SD=8.70) and that we aimed at an anaerobe to high in-
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tensity training (80 to 90% of HRmax), we set the HR target range around
HRtarget = 151 to 180 bpm (i.e., based on HRmax = 189 bpm). For the study, the
ExerCube also has a non-adaptive variant, with static medium physical and
cognitive challenge.

Audio Design The ExerCube audio design covers both feedback-based SFX

and BGM, which were specifically developed by a professional sound designer.
SFX appear when the player successfully overcomes a gate (combo sound)
or misses one (e.g., crashed into obstacle). The atmospheric BGM reflects the
underwater scifi theme. Its speed and rhythm are adaptive; with players’
higher HR and good in-game performance the music increases in bpm, and
becomes more bass-driven.

In terms of audio diegesis, it must be noted that the sound effects that
are rendered as feedback for players upon touching the targets in the Ex-
erCube are potentially an ambiguous case in the diegetic continuum. If
players perceive the sound effect as one that is produced by the target upon
being touched, then it is a diegetic sound (created in the gameworld). If they
perceive it as part of the game’s user interface, i.e., a sound produced in
the gamespace to coincide with touching otherwise/in-game silent objects,
then it may in fact be nondiegetic, like the background music. There is an
argument to be made that we cannot be sure how players understand the
audio source, however given the clear cause-and-effect occurrence of the I
argue towards the former understanding. At the very least, this must be
considered a user interface that is integrated in the gameworld according to
Jørgensen’s classification [214].

Method

The user study was set up as a within-[participants] experiment with three
conditions: The ExerCube with adaptive difficulty, adaptive BGM and feed-
back SFX; the ExerCube with non-adaptive difficulty, non-adaptive BGM and
feedback SFX; and a control group, wherein participants engaged with a pro-
fessional PT session with only BGM (Fig. 7.1). The same physical exercises and
(non-adaptive/adaptive) BGM were featured in all three conditions. In the PT

condition, the feedback sounds were replaced by the verbal and physical feed-
back of the trainer, who reacted with adjustments in training difficulty and
complexity to each participant (comparable to adaptive ExerCube session).

The within-[participants] design facilitated a valid comparison between
different conditions, and is commonly used in the fitness/exercise domain
[181]. Furthermore, we provided participants with a 10–20 min break af-
ter each condition to ensure resting HR before they started with the next
condition.

Participants

The study was originally performed with 60 participants, across whom the
counterbalancing was evenly applied. Due to technical difficulties (WiFi), we
could only consider the data of 36 to 40 participants (40 participants for the
quantitative results, and 36 for qualitative (interviews)). N=40 participants (19

women, 21 men), aged 16 to 62 years (M=34.45, SD=8.70) reported gaming
habits diverse in game literacy. All participants engaged in a variety of
physical activities to some extent, with fitness classes (n = 29) and jogging (n
= 21) being the most popular. More than half of the participants (n = 25) had
prior experience with exergames, mostly with the Wii Fit.
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Measures

To assess players’ experience of flow, we employed Rheinberg’s Flow Short
Scale [141, 346], which includes the constructs flow (α = 0.90) and worry
(α = 0.77) on a 7-point Likert scale. We also used the scale resulting from
the GameFlow model of player enjoyment [224, 402] to calculate an overall
enjoyment score (α = 0.68, 7 items on a 6-point scale, including immersion).
Additionally, participants were asked to rate a series of single-item measures
capturing different aspects of the player experience such as enjoyment, moti-
vation, as well as feeling overwhelming, insufficient, or optimal challenge,
as well as a particular focus on how the ExerCube’s audio affected their
experience.

Qualitative experiences were assessed via semi-structured interviews tar-
geting aspects of all three levels of the holistic approach. Interviews were
audio- and all sessions video-recorded for subsequent qualitative and inter-
action analysis.

The interview questions are listed in Appendix C.

Procedure

After consent forms, participants provided demographic information and
reported sports and gaming habits. Furthermore, we asked them if they had
cardiovascular problems, a screening parameter, and whether they worked
with individual HRmax or other individual HR-values. Then they were intro-
duced to the ExerCube by a study investigator in a familiarization phase.
Participants who started in the PT condition were also introduced by a study
investigator. All participants engaged with all three conditions for 10 min-
utes each, in counterbalanced order and were looked after by a certified
trainer. Each session was video recorded and tracked (logs of in-game per-
formance and HR), and followed by the surveys. At the end, we conducted
semi-structured interviews with 36 participants (~25 min). Twelve interviews
were conducted with two participants at once.

Analysis

The interviews were assessed by two of the authors following an iterative
thematic coding approach based on qualitative content analysis [272], begin-
ning with the levels of holistic design as first categories. For five interviews
at a time, the coders individually transcribed and coded the data. In three
iterations, the coders discussed emerging results after each set of five inter-
views until agreement was reached. A codebook was developed based on the
third iteration, and used by the coders to individually assess the remaining
interviews.

In addition to the audio aspects reported here, the paper resulting from this
collaboration also featured a qualitative video/interaction analysis based on
ethnomethodological methods by two other authors of the paper, including
an initial screening to identify salient features and major patterns, following
by a focused micro-analysis. Results from the interaction analysis, the log
file, and the exploration of adaptivity in the ExerCube context are omitted at
this point for scope.
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Variable Ma SD Mna SD Mpt SD F(d f ) η2 p

flow 5.62 0.81 5.49 0.9 5.53 1.08 0.3 (78) .008 .74

game flow 4.89 0.47 4.76 0.58 4.94 0.57 2.13 (78) .05 .13

worry 2.91 1.61 2.89 1.63 3.25 1.68 2.95 (78) .07 .06

immersion 5.68 0.57 5.45 0.82 5.18 0.75 6.18 (78) .17 .003∗
enjoyment 5.33 0.86 5.45 0.85 5.2 0.85 1.07 (78) .03 .33

motivation 5.75 0.54 5.68 0.69 5.55 0.71 1.66 (78) .04 .2

optimal chal-
lenge

4.9 1.15 4.83 0.96 5.4 0.78 5.3 (78) .12 .007∗

feeling over-
whelmed

2.85 1.08 2.7 1.09 2.78 1.31 0.19 (78) .005 .83

insufficient
challenge

2.13 1.18 2.4 1.32 1.68 1 4.55 (78) .1 .01∗

aware of mu-
sic

2.18 1.01 2.28 1.01 2.55 1.15 2.58 (78) .06 .08

remember
music

4.8 1.84 4.7 1.83 3.95 2.15 3.7 (78) .09 .03∗

importance
of music

5.2 1.91 5.33 1.61 4.3 2.1 6.82 (78) .15 .003

motivation
via music

5.18 1.93 5.35 1.59 4.25 2.01 8.01 (78) .17 <.001∗

Table 7.1: An overview of the player experience and audio perception results from the
difference conditions in Study A4, including ANOVA results. P-values that
remained significant after post-hoc tests are listed with an asterisk (∗). This
table is based on a table from the original publication [25]; its presentation
and caption were adapted.

7.2.3 Results

Questionnaires

With regards to audio, no significant differences were observed with regards
to whether participants were consciously aware of the music during the
experience. However, the degree to which the music was remembered by
participants varied significantly, F-value=3.7, η2=0.09, p<.05. Post-hoc anal-
ysis revealed that participants thought the music was more memorable in
the adaptive compared to the PT condition (p<.05). Regarding the perceived
importance of the music for the experience, the ANOVA first indicated a
significant difference, F-value=6.82, η2=0.15, p<.01, however, Tukey’s HSD
contradicted this. Whether music was perceived as motivating also differed
between conditions, F-value=2.56, η2=0.06, p<.001. Compared to the PT con-
dition, music was experienced as more motivating in the adaptive (p<.01)
and the non-adaptive condition (p<.001). As SFX were only rated in the Exer-
Cube conditions, we conducted t-tests for dependent samples. No significant
differences emerged with regards to whether participants were aware of the
SFX, their perceived importance for the experience and whether SFX were
experienced as motivating. Overall, music and SFX were rated very favorably,
indicating a ceiling effect.
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Interview: Role of Audio in the ExerCube

As audio is largely unexplored for mixed-reality playful fitness systems,
we report this aspect separately and in detail. The majority of participants
reported that music is a powerful motivator for their workouts in general
(“almost the most important [...] the best way to forget myself”~P20). However,
some participants noted that they do not generally listen to any kind of
music or sound while exercising (e.g., to better enjoy the calm and nature
while jogging, or because they do sports which encourage or enforce silence
during training): “it’s meditative, very consciously for myself [focusing on] the
body”~P9, and “prefer concentrating on my breathing”~P32.

During the ExerCube sessions, there was a difference in perception between
the SFX and the music. Almost all participants consciously perceived the
feedback sounds (“[The SFX], I always noticed those”~P35; “the effects were
what I paid attention to [...] were extremely memorable”~P16, whereas not all
participants (consciously) perceived the music (“The music I didn’t notice at all.
[The SFX] were the only thing I was consciously aware of”~P29. Some participants’
remarks indicate that this may have been influenced by the game’s learning
curve (i.e., an increased focus on the motor-cognitive stimuli and general
game navigation in the beginning): “in the first round where I think I was more
concentrated I was less consciously aware of the music [...] the second round more
so”~P31. By those that did notice the music, it was perceived as motivating
(“motivating, supporting [...] guiding”~P3 and as a facilitator of immersion
and atmosphere (“transports me into the atmosphere. Without it I would be much
more conscious of the movements”~P8; “it supports the flow”~P31). It was also
mentioned in the context of supporting rhythm-based movements (“it keeps
you in the movement [...] it keeps in the game”~P1) and masking outside noises
(“[without it] I would hear voices, I’d hear the tram”~P24). Some participants
enjoyed the specific current music (“the sound carried you along”~P36) whereas
others asked for faster, louder, more intense music tracks (“[the music] didn’t
touch me [...] want something melodic [with] more push, more power”~P6). Further,
when asked, most participants reported that they would like the option of
selecting their own music, although several emphasized that the SFX should
remain, and a few expressed worry that self-curated music would not suit
the game setting and atmosphere.

If participants did not consciously perceive the music and were told about
it during the interview, they were often convinced that they did not realize
it because the music perfectly matched and blended into the game scenario
(“probably because it was so [..] not distracting I didn’t perceive it”~P7). Many
participants could roughly remember the music (e.g., melody, rhythm, etc.),
but a few of them found it difficult to remember anything music-related:
“without the music it’s not the same, but I didn’t perceive the music, it was there
for sure, I heard that, but what it sounded like, no idea, I couldn’t tell you”~P28).
Almost all participants—even those that did not consciously perceive the
BGM—stated that they thought the experience would be lacking something
if the music had been absent: “probably [would have noticed absence of music].
I think it does help to get in the flow”~P32. Despite the variance in music
perception, some participants nevertheless noticed that the music adjusted
to their performance during the adaptive ExerCube session. Some players
realized that the game speed was changing through changes in the music:

“by means of the music I noticed somehow that it’s getting slower or faster; the game
itself”~P19. For a few, the adaptivity in the game music also functioned as
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feedback: “because it adapted itself the music also got faster, that showed that you’re
really in the flow, that you’re doing well”~P31.

Independent of their preference for or against audio in the context of
exercising and sports, participants emphasized the importance of the sound
effects: “these effects, they were necessary and important [...] the effects were what
I paid attention to [...] were extremely memorable”~P15. The feedback sounds
were experienced as an important and, compared to visual feedback, often
prioritized performance feedback during the fitness game sessions: “I knew,
now I made a mistake [...noticed] by the tone [...] I oriented myself along this [...] I
noticed the auditory more”~P4.

The findings show a difference in audio perception: during the PT condition,
the large majority of participants did not notice the music: “I noticed I wasn’t
aware of the music with [the personal trainer]”~P11, and “with [the personal
trainer] I didn’t hear the music at all”~P23. Additionally, only one participant
reported that they performed faster movements during the PT condition
when the speed of the music increased: “when the music got faster I also got
faster, because the rhythm spurred me on”~P31. While music was also perceived
less consciously than SFX in the ExerCube, far more participants reported
perceiving it and its motivating effects in the ExerCube condition than in the
PT condition.

7.2.4 Discussion and Implications

Participants’ audio perception indicates that auditory feedback signals through
SFX may be more important than visual ones for a large portion of players.
In terms of BGM, opinions were divided; while most thought that it was an
important part of the system, this aspect was clearly less important than the
SFX—a noticeable portion of participants did not consciously perceive it [21].
For those that did, however, it was important in facilitating motivation and
immersion [21, 139, 241], and for some functioned as a signal of the system’s
adaptivity.

Design Considerations

Based on the results, we derived generalizable design considerations address-
ing both attractiveness and effectiveness in the holistic fitness game setting.
In terms of audio, I suggested the following:

SFX as Main Feedback; BGM for Motivation and Immersion SFX emerged as
the prioritized feedback channel for a majority of participants, regardless of
whether music generally plays a role in their everyday exercises. As such,
playful fitness systems should make sure that the sound design is clear in this
functionality. BGM was less consciously perceived, and so has lower priority
than SFX—nevertheless, almost all participants agreed the system would be
missing something without it. Those aware of it emphasized its ties with
motivation and immersion, and its signaling of adaptivity [21, 58, 138, 139,
213, 241]. Our findings confirm that these functions of music also apply to
mixed reality fitness games.

7.2.5 Summary and Relevance

In this study, players perceived sound effects much more prominently than
music. The sound effects were particularly important as a prioritized form of
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feedback, even compared to additional visual feedback. Music, while overall
perceived less strongly, had a strong motivational function for those who
were aware of it, and also was reported as helping the experience become
more immersive. Given the more cognitively demanding role of sound effects
in supplying feedback, it is perhaps unsurprising that music was noticed
less often. However, those that were aware of it nevertheless found its effects
important in facilitating more emotionally-charged components of player
experience.

This work also found that participants’ audio experience differed depend-
ing on the context in which they were exercising: in the exergame, music was
more memorable and perceived as more motivating.

Relevance in Context Beyond being a first detailed exploration of the role of
audio in an exergame context, this work confirms that existing theories on
the role of music in digital games also apply to mixed reality exercise-based
games: sound effects are important for feedback, while music is important
for facilitating motivation and immersion.

This indicates that diegetic and non-diegetic audio may have different
roles in player-game interaction. Diegetic audio is largely important for
its role in supplying feedback about players’ actions in the gameworld.
Non-diegetic audio, on the other hand, is somewhat removed from players’
explicit attention; when players are aware of it, however, it remains important
for more emotional and aesthetic functions of facilitating motivation and
immersion.

7.3 Study A5: Ambient Noises vs. Music in VR

Problem/Motivation Similar to the previous study’s motivation, this section
aimed to explore how diegetic and non-diegetic audio differ and interact
in their effects on player experience. However, while the previous study
explored sound effects as the diegetic audio, this investigation focused on
ambient noises. As discussed in the previous section, ambient noises have
been theorised to have a particular importance in facilitating realism and
immersion, particularly so in increasingly immersive environments such as
those provided by virtual reality technologies. However, while this theorised
greater immersion is said to increase enjoyment and engagement, this has
barely been explored empirically, and not at all with modern VR headsets.

Approach In this work, we explored how the addition of ambient noises,
background music, or their combination to a VR game affects player expe-
rience. In a between-participants study, we exposed participants to these
different audio conditions within a commercial survival horror VR game, and
assessed their experience through standardised surveys.

Contributions The study results indicate a contradiction to the expecta-
tions based on the literature; neither ambient noises, nor music, or their
combination impacted player experience in VR. These “null” results and the
discussion of potential factors that could have led to these results constitute
an empirical and theoretical contribution.

Prior Publication and Acknowledgements The majority of empirical work
in this part of the thesis was published; the sections deriving from this
published work are indicated with margin lines as follows:
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[21] Katja Rogers, Giovanni Ribeiro, Rina R Wehbe, Michael Weber, and Lennart
E Nacke. “Vanishing Importance: Studying Immersive Effects of Game Audio
Perception on Player Experiences in Virtual Reality.” In: Proceedings of the 2018
CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’18. Montreal,
Canada: ACM, 2018, p. 328. doi: 10.1145/3173574.3173902

Rina R. Wehbe and Giovanni Ribeiro advised on the study design and
the initial survey of related work. Lennart E. Nacke advised on the original
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adjusted to fit this thesis’s reference list.

7.3.1 Study Design

[21] We were interested in exploring the effects of the sensory richness of audio
in VR, that is, audio dimensionality. Our emerging research question was: If
audio is less important in VR, does it matter how many audio types are provided?
Sensory resolution or richness has been shown to increase presence in virtual
environments [422, 375, 254, 443]. However, for the impact of visual senses,
there have been indications of a potential saturation effect, that is, after
a certain degree of visual richness is provided, you may not make much
difference to the visual experience by adding more vividness. [126]. Therefore,
our next study focused on the importance of audio dimensionality for player
experience.

We conducted a quantitative between-[participants] study to investigate
effects of different numbers of audio types on PX in the HMD-VR version
of the game. As the game becomes unusable without at least narration to
introduce the plot, and sound effects to help the player interact via the game
mechanics, we decided against using a condition without any audio at all.
Instead, we chose our version of minimal audio dimensionality to consist
of only narration/voice (V) and (non-environmental) sound effects (S). To
isolate effects of environmental sound effects on the immersive experience
(based on related work indicating effects of spatial information [111]), we
then added a condition that extended the minimal version with ambient
noises (A). To leverage the effects of emotional responses to music, our third
condition consisted of the minimal version with background music (M).
Finally, the fourth condition provided the “full” game audio consisting of
narration/voice, sound effects, ambient noises, and music.

Methods

The study was designed to assess game engagement via the Game Engage-
ment Questionnaire (GEQ [76]) and immersion via the Immersive Experience
Questionnaire (IEQ [207]). Participants’ affective state was assessed as positive
and negative affect with the PANAS [437] survey, as well as in the form of
valence, arousal, and dominance with the SAM (semantic pictorial scale [74]).

Further, related work has suggested that proprioceptive sound effects (i.e.,
relating to the player character in the form of footsteps or breathing) may
facilitate player identification [173]. Thus we included two factors to measure
identification with the player character: similarity identification and embodied

https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173902
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presence from Van Looy’s player identification scale (PIS [427]; each factor is
assessed through six items on a five-point Likert scale).

Participants’ gameplay was video-recorded as a screen capture. Notes were
taken on motion sickness and any comments volunteered by the participants.

7.3.1.1 Stimuli

In this study, participants played ten minutes of the HMD-VR version of the
game only. The game offers exposure to and control of the audio types
required for our comparison. As described, the participants were assigned to
play the HMD-VR game in one of four conditions (audio settings were applied
before participants were present):

• the full game audio experience: voice, sound effects, ambient noises,
and background music (VSAM)

• without background music: voice, sound effects, and ambient noises
(VSA)

• without ambient noises: voice, sound effects, and background music
(VSM)

• with neither ambient noises nor background music: voice and sound
effects only (VS)

In the first ten minutes of gameplay, participants were all exposed to the
narrative introduction of the game. Specific in-game locations trigger further
auditory narrative elements. Sound effects occurred when participants inter-
acted with objects, for example, triggering traps or inspecting items at the
murder scene. In the conditions that included this aspect, ambient noises
were present at all times, for example, as sounds of wind or birds. Back-
ground music was also present throughout the gameplay (in the conditions
that included it); however, its prominence depended on the players’ location.
For instance, upon approaching the bridge, the music picks up both pace
and volume to convey greater intensity.

Participants

We recruited 40 participants (29 male, 11 female) with an average age of
26.93 (SD=4.74). An additional participant was recruited, but their data was
discarded as they withdrew from the study because of motion sickness within
the first two minutes of the game. The remaining participants were evenly
divided into the four groups. Each group had three female participants,
except the VSAM condition which consisted of two female participants. The
participants were all at least casual gamers: Five reported playing a few
times a year, and another five played games every month. The majority
played either every week (18, 45%) or every day (12, 30%). On average, most
participants professed an interest in VR technology (M=5.45, SD=1.88), but
had only little experience with it (M=3.8, SD=1.99) on a seven-point Likert
scale (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree). Three of the participants had
played TVoEC before, but none had ever played it in VR.

Procedure

Participants were introduced to the study procedure and offered a description
of the stimuli game; they were not briefed on the audio-related aspects of
the study. After obtaining their consent to participate, we collected their
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Figure 7.2: This boxplot of the immersion questionnaire results in Study A5 shows
that audio condition had no effect on IEQ factors. This figure was already
published in the original publication [21]; its caption was adapted.

demographic data and prior experience with the stimulus game via a survey.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the above-described audio
conditions, and asked to play TVoEC in the HMD-VR version for 10 minutes.
They were then asked to complete the standardized questionnaires to assess
their experience. Afterwards, participants were thanked and invited to enter
a draw for a $20 Amazon voucher.

7.3.2 Results

In total, sixteen participants experienced motion sickness ranging from slight
vertigo to dizziness or nausea. Of these, eight participants asked to take a
break during the study. All but one of these felt able to continue after a brief
break (approx. 1 min) and water – the final participant took three breaks
overall. Of the participants who had played TVoEC before, one was assigned
to the VSM condition; this participant did not notice the missing ambient
noises until after the study debriefing.

SAM & PANAS Overall, participants reported positive values for valence
(M=4.38, SD=1.51), dominance (M=4.65, SD=1.56), and arousal (M=3.80, SD=1.47).

Participants’ reported valence was highest for the VSM (M=4.7, SD=1.89)
and VSAM (M=4.7, SD=1.42) conditions, while results for the VS (M=4.1,
SD=1.52) and VSA (M=4.0, SD=1.89) conditions were lower. Arousal was high-
est for VSA (M=4.3, SD=0.95), and lowest for VS (M=3.4, SD=1.43). Dominance
values were highest for VSM (M=5.2, SD=1.48) and lowest for VSAM (M=4.2,
SD=1.62). We conducted a multinomial logistic regression using the SAM
factors to predict the condition; this yielded no significant predictive power
over the null model, χ2(9)=6.93, ns.

Like in the previous study, participants’ scores for positive and negative
affect were overall low (means ranging between M=2.62 and M=3.22 for
positive, and less than two for negative affect). Positive and negative value
were also not significant predictors of the audio condition, χ2(6)=4.08, ns.

IEQ The means for all IEQ factors were overall high. The means were
highest for cognitive involvement (M=5.13, SD=0.92) and control (M=5.09,
SD=0.94), and lowest for challenge (M=4.13, SD=1.41). A plot of the IEQ

factors compared by condition can be seen in Figure 7.2. Unlike the previous
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study, none of IEQ factors showed a significant effect of condition, as shown
by a logistic regression, χ2(15)=17.56, ns.

GEngQ The overall game engagement scores were positive (M=3.90, SD=0.72).
Mean results for VSAM (M=4.15, SD=0.85) and VSM (M=4.15, SD=0.67) condi-
tions were highest and almost identical, followed by VSA (M=3.66, SD=0.64).
The VS condition showed the lowest mean scores (M=3.41, SD=0.54). De-
spite this tendency, a logistic regression showed that there was no signifi-
cant predictive power of game engagement between conditions, χ2(3)=5.10,
ns. (although with p=0.16 it was the closest indication of an effect of audio
condition).

Player Identification Participants’ mean results for the similarity identifica-
tion factor were generally low. Similarity identification yielded a negative
mean value (M=2.16, SD=0.95), while embodied presence was slightly posi-
tive (M=3.24, SD=0.85). A logistic regression showed that neither factor had
predictive power over the condition, χ2(6)=1.63, ns..

Overall the results show that audio dimensionality did not have the effect
on PX that is suggested by the literature. Instead, there appears to be a
saturation effect: adding audio beyond the minimal condition does not
significantly impact PX. We will present potential implications for the games
user research and HCI community in the discussion.

Post-Study Follow-up: VR Flashback A few weeks post-study, a participant
got in touch with the authors to report a moment of dizziness and feeling
"back in the game" while crossing a wooden bridge during a hiking trip.
Likely this was triggered by the similarity of the real-world environment
with the game layout. To our knowledge, this long-term effect has not been
reported in the literature for modern HMDs (for older VR technology, it has
been reported as a side effect of presence, cf., [254]). We can only speculate
whether other participants might experience the same if confronted with
real-life scenarios similar to the VR game.

7.3.3 Discussion and Implications

The literature suggests that an increased resolution of the sensory stimuli
should improve the sense of presence (e.g., [254, 375, 422, 443]). In particular,
the addition of ambient noises, with their potential to facilitate players’ spatial
understanding of the virtual environment, were [sic] strongly suggested to
mediate the immersive effect of VR. Instead, the results show a surprising lack
of effect of audio dimensionality on all measured PX components. Participants
were similarly immersed, engaged, and experienced similar affect regardless
of whether the game provided narration and sound effects only, or added
ambient noises and/or background music. While game engagement showed
the clearest trend towards an effect of audio condition, this too proved not to
be significant.

The PANAS yielded similar scores as [in Study A6 ]—given the identical
game segment, this consolidates our findings from [that study].We suggest
that the questionnaire is not well-suited for game stimuli that are mainly
exploration-based and calm in tone. The SAM yielded more useful results;
measuring the affective state in terms of valence, arousal, and dominance
appears to assess players’ emotions more accurately. The SAM scores show
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a high variance. The previous study suggested that emotional response to
audio is a subjective matter; this may have led to these results.

The low values for similarity identification with the player character could
be related to the participants only playing for ten minutes; with the game
narrative’s calm pace, they were not exposed to much character develop-
ment. Embodied presence showed more positive results. As the minimal
version included sound effects such as player steps, it will fall to future
work to investigate whether increasing the degree of proprioceptive sound
effects can improve factors of player identification further, as suggested by
Grimshaw [173].

Similar to the embodied presence, the IEQ results were positive overall.
It appears that after a certain degree of sound quality is reached (i.e., the
minimal quality necessary for user feedback), increasing resolution through
additional audio types does not significantly impact PX in VR. Like Dinh et
al. [126] have proposed for the visual senses, we thus suggest there may be a
saturation effect for game audio in VR.

Game engagement, while not significant, showed the strongest tenden-
cies toward an effect of audio dimensionality on PX. Drawing on previous
evidence of genre differences [213], we suggest that future work focus on
investigating game engagement regarding potential effects of audio dimen-
sionality in other game genres. It seems quite possible that attributes of game
genre mediate the role of audio in VR games.

Effects of audio dimensionality that the current study was not able to
detect might still exist, given the limitations of the low sample size in each
group. However, our review of existing literature on audio in traditional
games suggested an effect on immersion, because this has been shown with
similar sample sizes. Replicating the study with a VR game less prone to
causing motion sickness (e.g., room-scale only) might also yield different
results, although a previous study suggests that cybersickness does not
always impact immersion [406]. Further, there are few VR games with similar
well-developed, multi-dimensional sound design.

Implications

There are several potential hypotheses that can be drawn from these results,
to explain the unexpected lack of influence of both ambient noises and music
on player experience.

Ceiling Effect Beyond Feedback First, it is possible that the audio types that
were present in all audio conditions employed in this study (namely, sound
effects, as well as a brief narration in the first minutes) already provided a
sufficient degree of feedback and usability. The addition of ambient noises
and music may have then been too subtle for psychometric measures of
player experience, or resulting in aesthetic rather than functional, experi-
ential effects, which are not reflected by the chosen measures. This would
imply a kind of ceiling effect for audio in VR, whereby feedback-oriented
diegetic audio is most important for the components of player experience.
It should be noted that while ambient noises are also diegetic, their opera-
tionalization in this game did not provide much feedback other than general
background “realism” of the gameworld and aesthetics. It is possible that the
hypothesized effects of ambient noises on perceived realism in the literature
were an overestimation. Ambient noises that are more feedback-focused—for
example, more reactive to player actions, or conveying critical information
for gameplay—might have had a stronger, more measurable effect.
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Limit Audio Dimensions in VR Games The results [...] suggest a potential
saturation effect for audio dimensionality in VR. The importance of au-
dio dimensions may be limited in VR games—particularly in exploration-
based adventure games like the one we studied. While basic game feedback
sounds [354] are crucial for the creation of a successful VR experience to
provide player feedback and facilitate storytelling, other additional audio
types do not necessarily impact PX. Future work will explore how this varies
depending on audio prominence, which varies by genre.

Distraction Factors There are also several factors that may have overshad-
owed players’ audio perception. For example, most participants had little
or no experience with VR; the novelty of the VR experience itself could have
distracted the participants from the auditory components of the game, partic-
ularly as audio is already not generally the dominant sense [327]. Similarly,
the characteristics of VR could have been distractions as well; multisensory
and embodied, VR can be overwhelming and cognitively demanding, partic-
ularly for novices.

7.3.4 Summary and Relevance

Contrary to expectations built on the existing theoretical discourse on effects
of audio, the addition of ambient noises did not impact player experience in
terms of immersion, engagement, affective state, or player identification. This
surprising effect occurred both when only ambient noises were added, and
when ambient noises were added in combination with background music.
Further, the addition of music similarly did not impact player experience as
measured by the psychometric measures.

We discuss two different hypotheses on what could have incurred these
unexpected results. One considers that both additions—regardless of their
diegetic and non-diegetic nature—may have been more aesthetic in function
than the sound effects and narration that were already present, indicating a
ceiling effect for audio that is added on top of more feedback-oriented audio.
The second hypothesis points towards potential distraction factors that may
have overshadowed players’ audio perception (e.g., novelty bias, or cognitive
demand of multisensory, embodied VR).

Relevance in Context The empirical work in this section points towards
a lack of difference for diegetic audio (ambient noises) vs. non-diegetic
audio (music) in VR. This contrasts with the previous study (Study A4),
where there was a clear difference in function between the employed diegetic
audio and the non-diegetic audio. As noted, the previous study of course
explored sound effects as diegetic audio, whereas this study focused on
ambient noises. In summary, these two studies point less towards a divide of
diegesis to demarcate the importance of audio types, but rather a divide of
functionality—in particular, in feedback functionality.

Further, non-diegetic audio (as well as non-feedback-oriented audio) may
become less prominent in terms of audio perception as game experiences
become more embodied. The presence or absence of music had no effect
here in VR, whereas it significantly increased immersion in at least one study
with a monitor-display PC game (see Section 6.2). Music is often beyond
players’ immediate attention, but still important for those that are aware of
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it—however, when game audio coincides with embodied experiences, people
may be more distracted by the latter.

7.4 Study A3b: Auditory Signalling in VR

Problem/Motivation We were interested in exploring effects of auditory
signalling via music in a VR game, i.e., directly inducing player attention
to focus on music, or alternatively, on sound effects to signal gameplay
mechanics. Given the other research in this thesis indicating that music may
be perceived less prominently in VR, this makes it all the more interesting
to explore whether game audio can be used to signal information in VR.
This could focus players’ attention more strongly on existing music, and
potentially induce the immersive effects of music found in monitor-displayed
games.

Further, the use of audio for signalling game-relevant information (i.e.,
cueing) has practical implications for VR game design: it could be used in
addition to or as an alternative to visual signalling, to potentially decrease
motion sickness [220] and avoid clutter in games’ visual real estate.

Approach In an exploratory study focusing largely on qualitative measures,
we asked twelve participants to experience signalling of gameplay mechanics
in VR via two different methods: in the first condition, signalling occurred via
sound effects, in the second, via adaptive changes in the music (volume and
speed). Due to the exploratory nature of this study, it was conducted as part
of Study A3 (see Chapter 6), therefore recruiting a subset of the participants
in that study, and omitting counterbalancing. The results must therefore be
considered in the context of existing order effects.

Contributions This section presents design suggestions for the use of audio
for signalling game events in VR. In particular, it discusses the use of sound
effects for this purpose as opposed to via adaptive game music (through
changes in volume and speed). While this has practical implications for game
design in VR, the findings also present another important empirical contribu-
tion: they show that music does have an effect on players’ VR experience: in
the adaptive-music condition, it induced greater pressure and/or tension in
players.

Acknowledgements and Planned Publication Under my direction, Maximilian
Milo implemented the bow-and-arrow VR game prototype, and conducted
the music verification survey and in-lab study as part of his Bachelor thesis.
The results reported here were analysed by me, and then discussed in the
following paper:

[18] Katja Rogers, Maximilian Milo, Michael Weber, and Lennart E. Nacke. “The
Potential Disconnect between Time Perception and Immersion: Effects of
Music on VR Player Experience.” In: Proceedings of the Annual Symposium on
Computer-Human Interaction in Play. CHI PLAY ’20. Virtual Event, Canada:
ACM, 2020, pp. 414–426. doi: 10.1145/3410404.3414246
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7.4.1 Study Design

[18]We conducted an exploratory case study [...], as a preliminary study for future
work on audio signalling. While this case study holds several limitations—
it was not counterbalanced, thereby incurring potential order effects—it
nevertheless has qualitative implications which we report here briefly, as
it informs the discussion on the surprising lack of effects of music in VR.
The core exploration of this case study focused on whether game audio is
suited to signal game mechanics in VR, in a comparison of sound effects and
adaptive music employed for this purpose. However it also sheds some light
on how music can affect player experience in VR when they are incentivized
to pay close attention to the music.

It was conducted as part of the same study session as Study A3 in Chap-
ter 6 (therefore referred to as Study A3b), and explored the use of auditory
signalling in VR game design. With this study, we investigated the research
question on effects of diegetic vs. non-diegetic audio on player experience
and differences in player perception (RQ-3b.ii) for the particular case of
sound effects and music. In particular, we re-focused this question to feature
the potential of audio in VR for signalling game mechanics, namely, Is audio
suited to signal game mechanics in VR? Further, to explore the diegetic divide
with this focus: Are sound effects or adaptive music better suited for this purpose?

[In this exploratory case study,] we asked participants of [Study A3 ]’s with-
music condition if they would like to extend the study and play the game a
second time.

In a within-[participants] design [(see Figure 7.3)], these participants thus
played the game with music twice: first, availability of the enhancer power-up
was signalled via a sound effect (sound-effect condition), and in the second
playthrough it was signalled through changes in the music (increased volume
& speed; adaptive-music condition). The sound-effect condition therefore is
identical to the with-music condition of [Study A3 ].

Albeit incurring these order effects, this overlapping study design (with
Study A3) enabled us to investigate a scenario in which gameplay induces
close attention to music, to explore whether this changes music’s effects on
player experience. This yields insights for a further research question: Does
music affect player experience in VR when players pay close attention to the music?

Stimuli and Game Music This study used the same VR game as [Study A3,
i.e., a bow-and-arrow tower defence game].

However, the audio differed: the sound-effect condition signalled availability
of the enhancer mechanic through a sound effect, while background music
remained present throughout. For the adaptive-music condition, the regular
soundtrack was modified to signal availability of the orb mechanic instead
of the sound effect used previously. Through this modification, we hoped to
encourage players to pay closer attention to the music. In this variation of
the soundtrack, an increase in volume and beats per minute over a 10-second
interval signals that the enhancer has appeared behind the player. It then
gradually decreases at the same rate prior to the enhancer’s disappearance.
The audio overlaps with the enhancer’s presence, but does so with a 2.5-
second offset before the enhancer appears/after it disappears, to give players
a chance to notice the adaptive section (see Fig. 7.4). The difference in tempo
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Figure 7.3: Study A3b was designed in a very exploratory manner and was thus
conducted without counterbalancing (co-conducted with Study A3: the
sound-effect condition was identical to the with-music condition of Study
A3 and conducted with a subset of those participants). As shown in this
procedure diagram, this study design compared audio signalling in VR

via sound-effect as opposed to via adaptive-music.

consisted of ~10 bpm; volume was increased by ~3–5dB (=̂50–80%). The
volume increase differed to match the song’s overall slow increase in volume
throughout the track (~4dB). All changes were determined via playtesting,
to ensure the enhancer intervals were noticeable enough and provided time
for players to react.

Measures Due to the overlapping design, we utilised the same measures
for player experience as in Study A3 after each gameplay condition. These
consisted of players’ affective state (SAM [74]), and immersion (IEQ [207]),
as well as enjoyment, mastery, and audiovisual appeal (PXI [429]), see Ap-
pendix B for an overview. This included a measure of time perception, for
which we omit results in this chapter. After both playthroughs, we conducted
an interview with the participants about their experience of both audio
conditions2. Finally, we logged game metrics to assess player performance:
total score, number of enemies killed/missed, number of headshots, and
how often players used the enhancer power-up.

Participants and Procedure Participants were drawn from the participants
in [Study A3 ]. As the with-music condition therein effectively is the sound-
effect condition, we invited those assigned to the with-music condition to
participate in an extended study session. They then experienced the adaptive-
music condition as a second playthrough, and then completed the post-game
questionnaire again, followed by a subsequent interview.

We conducted this study with n=12 participants. Of these, half identified as
female and half as male, with a median age of 22.5 (IQR=21–28.25).

Prior to the second gameplay, they were informed of the different game
mechanics via a video tutorial (recorded and annotated from VR gameplay).
Afterwards, participants completed the same post-game questionnaire, and
then took part in the interview about their experience with the two game
versions (analyzed via open coding). These participants were remunerated
with 8 EUR (~45 minute duration overall).

7.4.2 Results

I here report the quantitative results of this exploratory case study only for
sake of completeness—due to the small sample size, this analysis cannot
provide statistical rigour.

2 The semi-structured interview questions can be found in Appendix C.
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Figure 7.4: As shown in this illustration of the audio design employed in Study A3b,
music was used as a signalling technique for the adaptive-music condition.
In a 10-second transition, the beats per minute and volume increase to
signify the availability of the enhancer. Its subsequent disappearance is
signalled by analogously decreasing volume and speed of the music. This
figure was already published in the original publication [18]; its caption
was adapted.

Player Experience Affective state was rated positively for all subscales, as
were the PXI and IEQ factors (see Table 7.2). There was no effect of playthrough
for the secondary study with regards to affective state, enjoyment, audiovi-
sual appeal, and most IEQ factors. There was a significant effect of condition
for perceived mastery, V=7, p<.05, r=-0.42, with higher mastery scores for the
adaptive-music condition than for the sound-effect condition. There was also
a significant effect for control, t(11)=-2.26, p<.05, r=. There was no effect of
playthrough on the degree to which participants paid attention to the music
(Mdn=6, IQR=6–7) and sound effects (Mdn=6, IQR=5–7), or to what degree
they enjoyed music (Mdn=6, IQR=6–7) and sound effects (Mdn=6, IQR=6–7).

Game Metrics Playthrough had a significant effect on the number of enemies
eliminated, V=4, p<0.01, r=-0.55. Unsurprisingly, participants eliminated
more enemies in the second playthrough (Mdn=35, IQR=31.75–39.25) than
in the first round (Mdn=29, IQR=21.5–33.75). They also improved in terms
of accuracy (headshots in first round: Mdn=5.5, IQR=2.75–10; second round:
Mdn=6.5, IQR=4.75–11.25), but not significantly so. There was a significant
difference in the number of enemies that reached the portal, V=45, p<0.01,
r=-0.53; in the first round this averaged 13 (IQR=9.25–21), while in the
second this decreased to 7 (IQR=4.25–11). The degree of enhancer usage also
changed significantly between the first round (Mdn=8, IQR=2.25–13.5) and
the second round (Mdn=20.5, IQR=8.25–30.75), V=3, p<0.01, r=-0.57. This
improvement was similarly reflected in a main effect of condition on score,
V=7, p<.01, r=-0.41, with higher scores for the second round (Mdn=3312.5,
IQR=2293.75–4612.5) than the first round (Mdn=1775, IQR=-1531.25—2500).

Interview Findings Participants generally perceived the adaptive version to
have greater emotional impact on their gameplay experience: “I was more
scared because it got faster and I thought, oh sure, pressure me why don’t you [...]
it was more immersive [...] it pressed you forward”~P22; “it felt more hectic [...]
felt more urged to use [the enhancer] [...] there is more excitement in the whole
process”~P24: “the pacing was cooler [...] the music pulled you along more [...]
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Measure sound-effect adaptive-music

Mdn IQR Mdn IQR

SAM

arousal 6 5–6 5 5–6

valence 6 5.75–7 6.5 5.75–7

dominance 5 3–6 5 3.75–6

PXI

enjoyment 6.6 6.1–7 6.7 6.2–7

audiovisual appeal 5.25 4.13–5.88 6.5 6–6.8

mastery * 5.25 4.13–5.88 6 5.42–6.25

IEQ

control * 5.2 4.6–5.8 5.5 5.4–6.25

challenge 4.88 4.44–5.25 4.88 4.44–5.25

cognitive involvement 6.06 5.31–6.14 6.11 5.44–6.67

emotional involvement 5.42 4.79–5.83 5.92 5–6.5

real-world dissociation 5.71 5–6.04 5.21 4.39–5.46

sum total 166 159–174.75 174.5 161–185.5

Table 7.2: An overview of player experience results in Study A3b shows that the
signalling via sound-effect as opposed to adaptive-music had a significant
effect on reported control and mastery (*).

makes it a bit more exciting when the music becomes stronger and louder”~P46. For
one participant this factored into a preference for the first version: “it was
more like it left it as an option, I wasn’t as pressured, I didn’t feel compelled to pay
attention to it [...] wasn’t as much be-mindful-of-me, pay-attention-to-me”~P24.

Many mentioned a strong presence of music in both conditions, but almost
all participants found that the second version induced more attention to
the music, which they largely attributed to its connection with the game
mechanic: “in the first you perceived that music was playing but it was more
accompanying”~P24; “[the adaptive version] was more intense”~P29. For one
participant, however, it was an effect of playing twice: “the first round I focused
more on the visuals than the music”~P55.

Game version preference was largely tied to which version was found
easier for noticing the enhancer. Opinions differed on this roughly equally.
Those that preferred sound effects generally had some difficulty in detecting
the adaptive changes in the music: “I didn’t notice the difference”~P49 and
“it was confusing”~P53. Some found it much easier than others to notice the
signalling via music: “via the music you’re immediately aware of [the enhancer]
[...] definitely easier to notice”~P1 and “it was easier to differentiate with the
music than with the sound”~P55. Some mentioned that sound effects could be
drowned out in the overall acoustic soundscape: “because other sound effects
are also happening but the music is always present”~P1 and “you focus more on
the music [...] one more sound can get lost in it”~P61. With regards to the two
changing features of the adaptive music, participants again differed in what
they found more noticeable: “the volume, very distinctly”~P36 vs. “the speed,
yes, definitely”~P22.

One participant found music signalling easier to notice, but considered
the sound-effect version more aesthetic: “[music signalling is] something that I
probably wouldn’t have in real life, because I don’t have background music, I have
sound effects in real life and so ... I don’t know whether I like that [...] feels less
realistic and instead more artificial”~P1.
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7.4.3 Discussion and Implications

While the exploratory case study be must considered in light of its prelimi-
nary status and limitations, it nevertheless suggests that music does have the
potential to affect player experience in VR.

Albeit in a scenario in which players were not entirely new to the game
and in which they were encouraged to pay attention to the music through
game mechanics, the case study shows qualitative effects of music on players’
experience. It suggests there are differences in PX with regards to adaptive
vs. non-adaptive music, including greater pressure/tension experienced for
the adaptive-music condition. This indicates that there may be a qualitative
effect of music on PX in VR after all, albeit not one picked up by current
psychometric measures. Further, these qualitative effects may only occur in
VR when players consciously pay attention to the music or when it is relevant
to their game performance, as was the case in the adaptive-music condition.

In light of the results of both the case study and [Study A3 ], we find one
participant’s comment particularly interesting: that they had focused more
on the visuals in the first playthrough. [Based on Study A6 ], I speculated that
effects of music may be overshadowed in VR games because of the sensory
immersiveness of VR experiences, or resulting novelty bias. The participant’s
comment supports these theories: that effects of music in VR are delayed
until players become more accustomed to the overall visual and sensory
experience of VR—or until they explicitly focus on music while playing (as
induced by the adaptive-music game mechanics). Future work will have to
explore this angle.

While we remind readers that the case study must be considered in light of
its exploratory nature and the potential impact of order effects, it appears that
adaptive music can potentially impact players’ emotional game experience
in VR: it can increase the degree of pressure/tension that they experience.
This constitutes first potential evidence for an effect of music on PX in VR,
and provides a valuable albeit tentative counterpoint to the main study’s
replication of the distinct lack of effect of music on PX in VR.

Audio as a Signalling Technique The significant effects for the secondary
study (for metrics, mastery, and control) can be ascribed to order/learning
effects, as also reported by participants in the interviews. We note that despite
the increased attention paid to music in the second playthrough, there was
no effect on RTE/RAD. However, even beyond the order effects, we must point
to the unclear paradigm for the second playthrough: while we had expected
a PTE paradigm to occur, some participants reported not noticing the time
focus or not expecting this to be asked again, obscuring the time estimation
paradigm.

Regardless, the interviews yield implications for the use of audio for
VR game design, in particular, for signalling information related to game
mechanics. Based on our results, we suggest that designers should let players
choose between sound effects or adaptive music, because it seems very
subjective which is more easily perceived (as is often the case in music
effects [52]). The clear preference of some with regards to adaptive music for
signalling is particularly interesting in light of the lack of effect of music on
player experience in VR; it is an immediate example that audio should not be
indiscriminately considered irrelevant in VR experiences.

In practical terms, sound effects used for signalling should be set at
a higher volume than the overall soundscape. In our prototype, volume
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was not explicitly increased for the enhancer sound effect because this did
not emerge as a concern in playtesting. Designers should mitigate them
being drowned out. With regards to adaptive music as signalling, the audio
design should incorporate multiple different indicators (e.g., both volume
and speed changes) because players notice these with differing degrees of
ease. Further, game designers should be aware that adaptive music can
impact players’ emotional game experience: it can increase immersion, but
also pressure/tension. Sometimes this may be considered useful, but other
times, it may not be a suitable design goal.

Limitations The case study used an exploratory methodology. All partic-
ipants experienced sound effects as signalling first, followed by adaptive
music as signalling. Order effects were evident regarding performance, but
could have affected the audio experience. It is possible that how the adaptive-
music version was received differed at least in part because players were
more used to the game itself (i.e., found it less challenging in the second
playthrough). Given the strong variance in preference/degree of noticing, we
think order effects were minimal here (i.e., more of a concern if there had
been a clear indication in either direction). However, it cannot be ruled out
and our design suggestions must be considered in light of this.

7.4.4 Summary and Relevance

With this study, we show that game audio can be used to signal game-
related information, however as audio perception is subject to individual
differences, it may be worth offering both sound effects and adaptive changes
to background music as options for auditory signalling.

Further, this research is interesting in light of other research in this thesis
that has shown that music has little effect on player experience in VR—as
far as it can be measured via existing psychometric measures. However, this
study yields qualitative evidence that adaptive music in VR can impact player
experience after all, specifically, it can be used to increase pressure/tension
in players. Future work will have to explore whether this effect only occurred
due to additional player attention focused on the music to perform well in
the game, or whether this is potentially an effect of multiple playthroughs,
with effects of music growing more prominent once players become used to
the VR experience.

Relevance in Context In the context of realism, this shows that the more
“realistic” sound effects are just as suitable to convey in-game information as
adaptive music is. However we note that at least one participant did consider
the adaptive music signalling to be explicitly less realistic, and therefore less
aesthetically pleasing (despite finding music signalling easier to perceive
in-game).

Overall, the comparison of diegetic vs. non-diegetic signalling appears to
converge to an issue of usability rather than realism. There are players that
find additional sound effects easier to notice than adaptive changes in music,
and vice versa. For the large majority of participants, the ease of noticing
the auditory signalling—and thereby performing well in the game—was
paramount. In this comparison, therefore, while realism was mentioned as
an aesthetic factor, usability and the feedback function of game audio was of
greater importance.
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7.5 Overall Summary

This section explored the diegetic divide, by directly comparing diegetic and
non-diegetic audio types, and their interaction within a game when both
are present. In two user studies, we compared effects of music on player
experience to effects of two different kinds of diegetic audio: the first study
focused on sound effects (in the ExerCube exergame) and the second study
focused on ambient noises (in a VR game). These two contexts were chosen as
the literature suggests that audio effects should be strengthened therein: mu-
sic has been shown to facilitate motivation in exercise contexts in particular,
while sound effects for feedback should not lose any importance. Similarly,
ambient noises are said to be particularly important to convey realism in
virtual reality environments, for immersion and hiding the medium.

Based on the empirical work with the ExerCube, this chapter delineates
the different functions of sound effects and music in exergames: sound
effects are prioritised for their feedback functionality (over both music and
visual feedback mechanisms), while the less-perceived music is nevertheless
important for some due to its facilitation of motivation and immersion.

The second part of this chapter reports the results of an empirical investi-
gation that contradict the theoretical discourse: neither music nor ambient
noises (or their combination) significantly impacted a VR game experience in
terms of immersion, affective state, engagement, or player identification.

7.6 Relevance in Context

Taken together, the two studies indicate that it is not necessarily the diegetic
divide that separates the effects of audio on player experience. Rather, it
seems to point towards a division based on the function of audio for the
player experience. In this theory, audio that provides feedback to player
actions is of immediate, prioritised importance for player experience, while
other game audio is often not perceived at all, or only subconsciously for
large parts of gameplay.

This does not imply that non-feedback-oriented game audio is not impor-
tant; for those that are at least partly aware of it (and possibly even for those
that are not), it can facilitate motivation and immersion, both of which are
critical to player experience. However, the results indicate that—likely due
to the comparative lower degree of attention paid to this type of audio—its
effects can be overshadowed, for example when the experience is presented
in VR. As this indicates that audio perception depends on the medium in
which the game is presented, and as the studies on audio effects in this thesis
have explored multiple different mediums (monitor-display PC, AR, and VR),
we further explore the influence of the medium of display in the following
chapter.
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A common issue with studies on audio effects is that their results are difficult
to generalise: not only are games multifaceted and differ wildly by genre,
they also differ in terms of the medium of display.

The previous chapters explored effects of diegetic and non-diegetic audio
through several empirical studies. Much like the overall literature, these
studies were conducted in different display media, ranging from monitor-
display PC games to VR games and even an AR exergame. The difference in
medium could potentially affect the results of audio on player experience.

Further, based on the previous studies, there are indications of audio being
perceived less as the physicality of the display medium increases. In the
risk-behaviour exploration with a monitor-display PC game, music impacted
player experience. In the ExerCube AR CAVE-like environment (Study A4),
music had a small influence, but it was subjective and subordinate to the
feedback functionality of sound effects. In contrast, in the studies exploring
audio in VR (investigating music and time perception in Study A3, audio
dimensionality in Study A5, and effects of ambient noises in Study A1), there
was little to no effect on player experience. For this reason, I conducted a final
study to compare player experience and audio perception across different
media of display: a PC monitor setting vs. a VR-HMD setting.

8.1 Research Objectives

The goal of this section consists of exploring the role of the medium of display
in the previous studies, i.e., it focuses on RQ-4: Does audio perception change
as display realism improves? However, to a degree, this research question also
more broadly explores how the display medium affects player experience in
general.

In Study A6, I explored this research question for two display media: PC

with monitor display and VR with HMD. This of course means that results
must be considered in light of not only the different display, but also in
the context of potential confounding variables introduced by the increased
physicality involved in the VR experience.

8.2 Background: Display Medium and Player Experience

Lombard & Ditton in their work on presence already found that visual
display characteristics affect the degree to which users experience in virtual
environments [254]. They named factors such as image quality, size, viewing
distance, field of view, motion, colour etc. as potential variables in this effect.
Baños et al. showed this in a study comparing an HMD to a PC with monitor
display as well as a wall projection as three different display conditions [50].
They found that while the HMD experience could incur motion sickness and
fatigue, both the HMD and the wall projection experiences yielded higher
presence than the PC with monitor display. However, when the PC virtual
environment contained affective content, this condition reached similar levels
of presence as the HMD and the wall projection.
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Further, when a medium is obtrusive, and thus continuously or even
occasionally reminds users of the display medium, this is detrimental to
presence: “When possible, the user should not see edges of displays, speakers,
microphones, measurement devices, keyboards, controls, or lights” [254]. This is
particularly interesting for the present comparison of a monitor-display PC

vs. VR setting: the monitor-display PC medium is more visually obtrusive
(the user can see the edges of the display, the keyboard, etc.), while VR is
more haptically obtrusive: the edges of the display disappear, but the user
feels the weight of the headset, potentially the pull of the connecting cable,
or motion sickness.

VR display of course also introduces or increases potential for motion
sickness and general discomfort compared to monitor display; this is further
increased when involving physical movement (as opposed to passive VR

experiences) [30, 374]. Interestingly, in a study we conducted exploring
driving simulation in VR-HMD vs. with a monitor display (in a driving seat
with racing wheel set-up), the medium affected discomfort, but did not
significantly impact either presence or most subscales of the immersion
questionnaire—however, real-world dissociation was significantly higher for
the VR version [30].

A similar study was conducted by Pallavicini & Pepe, using the racing
game Driveclub [400] and PlayStation VR [325]. They found similar perfor-
mance, and self-reported challenge and competence in both display media,
but increased immersion, flow, and positive emotions in the VR version.

One early comparison of VR vs. non-VR display in the games context
was conducted by Tan et al. using Half-Life and an Oculus Rift as the
VR-headset [406]. Their participants reported experiencing less control and
greater flow in the VR version, while certain in-game interactions involving
camera movements were experienced differently. They concluded that VR

can heighten the intensity of the virtual experience if designed to exploit
the medium differences, and that passive game elements are more engaging
in VR than on monitor display. Audio perception was mentioned only in
passing, in that music made the monitor-display PC version more engaging.

How a medium can affect audio perception and audio functions is poorly
understood. One of the few studies exploring this aspect (in a non-gaming
context) was conducted by Fassbender et al. [144]. They found that the
effect of background music on fact recall in an educational environment
depends on display system. Their participants displayed better fact recall for
the condition using a “reality center” medium than for condition employing
a 3-monitor display. Fassbender et al. speculate that audio in the more
immersive reality center caused unfamiliarity and sensory overload that
hindered learning [144]. Research with older VR technology found that the
presence of ambient noises and sound effects increased user presence in
VR [126], and sound has been theorised to be particularly important in mixed
reality [241].

Finally, VR is a particularly interesting medium to explore in comparison
to the PC monitor display setting, because of its high degree of (technolog-
ical) immersiveness, and the potential for greater physicality in gameplay.
Physical involvement is said to be one of many factors that impact presence
in virtual (or mixed-reality) environments [254]. Further, in games in par-
ticular, physicality (i.e., bodily engagement) increases overall engagement,
and can intensify affective aspects of player experience (as well as social
interaction) [60].
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8.3 Study A6: Display via Monitor vs. VR-Headset

Problem/Motivation One issue with existing research on game audio is the
difficulty of generalising results across different game genres and mediums.
As is the case across the field, some studies on audio effects in this thesis
were conducted in VR, others with monitor-display PC games. To be able to
compare the results, we need to explore how the display medium affects
player experience and audio perception.

Approach A within-participants mixed-method study was designed and
conducted to directly compare audio perception as well as general player
experience between the same game once experienced via monitor display on
the PC, and once via VR with an HMD.

Contributions The work provides empirical evidence for a difference in
audio perception depending on the display medium: the impact of audio
was greater for the monitor-display PC version. We were also able to show
differences in overall gameplay absorption/progression, immersion, and dis-
traction factors. Based on these results, we were able to formulate guidelines
for games (and game audio) in VR.

Prior Publication and Acknowledgements The majority of empirical work in
this part of the thesis was published (together with the previous study using
the same game as stimuli); the sections deriving from this published work
are indicated with margin lines as follows:

[21]Katja Rogers, Giovanni Ribeiro, Rina R Wehbe, Michael Weber, and Lennart
E Nacke. “Vanishing Importance: Studying Immersive Effects of Game Audio
Perception on Player Experiences in Virtual Reality.” In: Proceedings of the 2018
CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems. CHI ’18. Montreal,
Canada: ACM, 2018, p. 328. doi: 10.1145/3173574.3173902

Rina R. Wehbe advised on the thematic analysis procedure and study
design, and conducted the inter-rater reliability calculation for the qualitative
study with The Vanishing of Ethan Carter. Rina R. Wehbe and Giovanni Ribeiro
joined me as coders for the thematic analysis. Lennart E. Nacke advised on
the original research direction, study design, and interpretation of results,
and was involved in the framing of the paper.

All figures and tables were re-typeset from this publication unless other-
wise indicated. The original publication’s reference numbering was adjusted
to fit this thesis’s reference list.

8.3.1 Study Design

To explore the immersive effect of VR technology and audio as a mediating
factor, we conducted a mixed-methods study comparing the HMD-VR and
monitor-display versions of the horror adventure game The Vanishing of Ethan
Carter (TVoEC). We chose this genre because it aims to elicit player affect of
strong intensity (i.e., fear and anxiety) and sound is considered an important
factor mediating this experience [234, 262]. Thus, horror games are often
used as stimuli for game audio research (e.g., [160, 174, 299]).

https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173902
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We compared effects of the two game versions with validated question-
naires and a semi-structured interview, particularly investigating audio
perception.

To save space, the monitor-display condition was often referred to as the
PC condition; this should be read as a placeholder for the condition that
featured the game as a monitor-displayed PC game.

Participants

We recruited 12 participants (6 female, age M=23.5, SD=4.62). The partici-
pants were evenly divided by gender in the counterbalanced HMD-VR and
monitor-display conditions. More than half the participants reportedly played
digital games at least every month, 25% played digital games every day; no
participants played less often than a few times a year. All but one participant
reported that they had never played the game before in any version. Partic-
ipants indicated that they did not have much experience with VR (M=3.80,
SD=1.99 on a seven-point scale), but tended towards expressing an interest in
VR (M=5.45, SD=1.88). Almost half (five participants, 41.67%) had never used
VR, while four (33.33%) had played a few times. A single participant used
VR frequently and also developed for VR. Our participants reflect a standard
population for whom VR is not yet a commonly-used technology.

Methods

We conducted a semi-structured interview with the participants to explore
their experiences of both game versions, and solicit their perception of the au-
dio (as a whole, and in both versions). The first half of the interview focused
on participants’ impression of the game in general, as well as their likes
and dislikes of both the HMD-VR and monitor-display conditions (e.g., "How
would you describe something you liked/disliked about the PC/VR version?"). The
second half targeted the audio aspects, by asking about each audio type
specifically (e.g., "How would you describe the narration/sound effects/ambient
noises/background music?" and "To what degree did you notice it as part of your
game experience?"). Finally, the interview asked about differences in their
perception of the audio between the two versions ("Did your perception of the
audio differ between the two versions?").

The interview transcriptions were analyzed using an iterative thematic
analysis approach with three raters [147]. A first codebook was built by
all raters independently by coding the first 3 interviews. Raters used an
open coding scheme to tag parts of the transcript that were related to the
research question. Following this process, the independent raters discussed
the emergent themes and tags used. Upon agreement, the codebooks were
then combined into one operational set. Following the meeting, reviewer 1

applied the new operationalized code set to the previously coded data. This
codebook was then adapted for independent coding of the next three inter-
views. Next, coders again met to finalize the coding scheme and discussed
emerging issues. Finally, the second half of the interview data was coded
with the resulting codebook (five new codes were added during that time).
Following the analysis of inter-rater reliability scores, which originally were
calculated at a maximum of 50% agreement, the data set was discussed and
recoded. We calculated inter-rater reliability as a frequency of codes, that is,
each code group frequency was divided by the overall number of codes. We
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calculated agreement while setting our accepted error rate as within 0.05.
Upon averaging the score, reliability of all three raters reached 90%.

Further, we used three validated PX questionnaires. The GEngQ [76] was
used to measure game engagement, consisting of 19 items on a seven-point
Likert scale. Positive and negative affect was measured via PANAS [437] (20

items for each affect on a five-point scale for multiple adjectives describing
player emotions). The experience’s degree of immersion was measured with
the IEQ [207]: a single-item measure of immersion (ten-point scale), and five
factors (challenge, control, real-world dissociation, cognitive involvement, and
emotional involvement) through 30 items on a seven-point Likert scale.

Stimuli

Participants were asked to play the first ten minutes of TVoEC, once in
the HMD-VR version, and once using the monitor-display version (in coun-
terbalanced order). The game was chosen as it offers both an HMD-VR and
monitor-display version, well-crafted audio, an absorbing narrative arc, and
exposure to multiple audio types [104, 211, 229]—which can be turned on/off
individually. As is common to many VR games, it was ported from a non-VR

game, and its game design does not leverage spatially realistic binaural audio.
Further, its first ten minutes are easy for novices to games and VR.

The game opens as player character Nick Prospero begins to investigate
the disappearance of Ethan Carter. The main game mechanic in the segment
consists of using a bubble (which appears upon inspecting objects) to show
clues. With each clue, the bubble size increases. In the first segment, players
walk along rail-car tracks through a forest (traps therein enlarge the bubble).
After the forest, players arrive at a bridge with a broken down rail-car,
followed by a murder scene. If players inspect enough objects, the bubble
mechanic leads them to find a crank that fixes the rail-car.

As mentioned, we follow Liljedahl’s classification of audio types (speech
and dialogue, sound effects, music) [250]. We further distinguish ambient
and UI sound effects, based on Lin’s findings that players have different fear
reactions to environment-related game elements [251] and previous research
suggesting that facilitating spatial understanding of a VR environment in-
creases presence [111]. With this game stimulus, participants were exposed
to multiple types of audio: voice/narration (with subtitles), sound effects
(e.g., the player character’s footsteps, and feedback sounds for UI elements),
ambient noises (e.g., wind rustling through grass and canopy, birds), and
background music. The game was played with a VR-HMD (HTC Vive) or 27"
ViewSonic VX2703 monitor display depending on the condition, a Microsoft
XBox 360 controller, and Sennheiser HD 205 over-ear headphones.

Procedure

After an introduction to the study procedure, written consent was obtained.
Participants were then given a questionnaire on their demographic back-
ground and their prior experience with the stimulus game. In lieu of a
practice session, participants were given a written description of the main
game mechanic (finding clues with the bubble mechanic).

The study then proceeded as follows: (1) Each participant received a
written introduction to the controls. For the HMD-VR condition, we reminded
participants to inform the student researcher if they started to experience
any simulator sickness. (2) Participants were asked to play TVoEC in either
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the HMD-VR or monitor-display condition for 10 minutes. (3) They were asked
to fill in the PX surveys for that condition. This steps-sequence (introduction
to controls, gameplay, and standardized surveys) was repeated once more
for the remaining version (HMD-VR vs. monitor-display).

Finally, we asked participants to take part in the audio-recorded semi-
structured interview (see Appendix C). Afterwards, we thanked them for
their time, entered them in a draw for a $20 Amazon voucher, and offered
them candy and a feedback form.

Note on Simulator Sickness Participants who experienced symptoms were
offered breaks from playing, or allowed to withdraw entirely. Overall, simu-
lator sickness was not a pervasive problem in this study: Three participants
asked to take a brief break during the VR condition because of motion sick-
ness. In these cases, they were invited to sit down and offered water. After
approximately 1 minute, they resumed playing. A fourth participant reported
slight vertigo after the study, but did not pause the game.

8.3.2 Results

The study yielded a quantitative comparison of PX components through the
questionnaires, and a qualitative comparison based on the transcriptions of
the audio-recorded interviews.

Quantitative Results

Overall, game engagement resulted in a positive mean (M=4.04, SD=1.08).
Positive affect was low (M=2.99, SD=0.74), but higher than negative af-
fect (M=1.68, SD=0.61). Comparing between conditions, game engagement
(t(()=7)=0.32, ns.) yielded no significant differences; neither did positive
(t(()=11)=0.45, ns.) and negative (V=39, ns.) affect. However, game engage-
ment in the HMD-VR condition showed a significant negative correlation with
players’ rating of their previous VR experience, rτ=-0.56, p<0.05.

Surprisingly, there was no significant difference in immersion as measured
by the IEQ single-question measure (V=29, ns.) or the IEQ overall score (V=56.5,
ns.). Only two factors within the IEQ showed a significant difference: a de-
pendent t-test showed that the monitor-display condition (M=4.35, SD=1.21)
was perceived as significantly more challenging than the HMD-VR condition
(M=3.94, SD=0.89), t(()=11)=-2.22, p<0.05 (see Fig. 8.1). The second signifi-
cant difference was found in the emotional involvement factor, which was
significantly higher in the HMD-VR condition (M=5.31, SD=1.15) than in the
monitor-display condition (M=4.69, SD=0.95), t(()=11)=2.40, p<0.05. Scores
for cognitive involvement (M=5.36, SD=0.69) and control (M=5.27, SD=0.98),
and real-world dissociation (M=4.76, SD=1.09) did not differ significantly.
There was no correlation between players’ previous VR experience and their
emotional involvement or their challenge scores.

Qualitative Findings

In the qualitative data, several themes and differences emerged from a close
analysis of the interview transcriptions.

Difference in Immersion In contrast to the quantitative results, the interviews
revealed that the majority of participants clearly perceived the HMD-VR ver-
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Figure 8.1: For Study A6, this boxplot of the immersion questionnaire results shows
that the HMD-VR condition resulted in significantly higher emotional
involvement. In contrast, the monitor-display condition resulted in signifi-
cantly higher reported challenge. This figure was already published in the
original publication [21]; its caption was adapted.

sion to be more immersive than the monitor-display version: “felt more im-
mersive” (P7, VR→PC), “like you’re more into the game” (P9, VR→PC), “felt like I
was there” (P5, VR→PC). While talking about the HMD-VR version, participants
often mentioned its novelty: “it’s just fresh and it’s cool” (P2, PC→VR), “when I
was playing on the computer I was thinking, "If this is how I feel [...] being within
the virtual world, it will be [...] more exciting." I was really excit[ed]” (P4, PC→VR).

Distraction Factors When participants stated a preference for the monitor-
display version, this often coincided with mentions of motion sickness or
slight discomfort: “I felt like throwing up [...] I felt dizzy” (P6, PC→VR), “feeling
like I was going to trip on something” (P8, PC→VR), “when the game was moving
me [...] I felt a little uneasy [...] I wasn’t in control of that movement, and it made
me feel more nauseous” (P12, PC→VR). In contrast, in the monitor-display version
different distractions made participants aware of their surroundings and the
game setup: “you turn and there’s a wall, you’re not fully in it, like in VR” (P9,
VR→PC), “I was just concentrated on the screen” (P4, PC→VR), “I could see the
computer screen and I was actually in the real world, but in the VR I felt like I was
actually in there” (P5, PC→VR).

Difference in Gameplay Absorption When asked specifically in which ver-
sion participants felt more absorbed in the gameplay, both versions were
mentioned, which may account for the lack of significant differences in the
quantitative data. However, more detailed questions revealed nuances of this
absorption. In describing the HMD-VR condition, participants focused on the
visuals and the feeling of being present in the gameworld: “more focused on
seeing what was around me” (P8, PC→VR), “more focused on physically looking
around [...] I was moving my head around, so I think was focusing on the vision and
what I’m trying to see” (P5, VR→PC). They also indicated a greater focus on the
sensory experience in VR: “more focused on my senses experience, my whole body
experience” (P4, PC→VR), and “paying too much attention to my motions” (P10,
PC→VR).

Further, they described moments of exploration (“more focused on getting
places” (P7, VR→PC)), and pausing to appreciate the view (e.g., “Looking at
the [sky] and seeing [...] the wind was blowing around me.” (P4, PC→VR)). In
contrast, they described an increased focus on the gameplay progression for
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monitor-display. They were more focused on finding clues: “focus more on the
game because [...] I found a lot more clues” (P5, VR→PC), and “too busy trying to
[...] win” (P9, VR→PC). For some, this translated into greater immersion (“more
immersed in playing the game, getting it done, and the puzzles” (P11, VR→PC)),
while for others, “it felt more immersive in VR, and PC [...] felt like a task.” (P7,
VR→PC).

Functions of Audio Types When asked about the different audio types,
participants’ experiences clearly differed in which aspects they considered
important and how they responded to them. Background music and ambient
noises were most often considered to hold the most importance. For some,
the background music had the greatest effect on their experience, while
for others, the ambient noises had greater impact. Interestingly, half of the
participants did not notice the presence of background music at all: “didn’t
notice music at all” (P10, PC→VR), “There was not any” (P11, VR→PC), or “There
was music?” (P12, PC→VR).

When it was consciously perceived, background music was often men-
tioned in combination with emotional responses: “on edge” (P6, PC→VR),
“really calming” (P2, PC→VR), “affected my mood” (P5, VR→PC). This was often
mentioned in the context of reactions to adaptively changing music. For ex-
ample, “a little bit more frightening when you went off the rails” (P6, PC→VR). The
adaptive music influenced players’ expectations (“when the music [changes]
tone, I expect [...] something jumping out at me” (P1, VR→PC)) and their game-
play: “the music changed [...] more action-based music. So, I knew okay, I have to
follow him” (P2, PC→VR), or “the sound [...] guide[d] me through more actions” (P4,
PC→VR).

Ambient noises tended to be mentioned related to realism and presence:
“realistic” (P6, PC→VR), “added to [...] depth of how you felt there [...] looked down
at the grass, and you saw it blowing and you like heard it” (P9, VR→PC). Some
participants specifically brought up changes in the ambient noises: “When
you [...] stepped, [...] it would [...] crunch, with [...] leaves or [...] if you were on the
wood [...] it would [...] change.” (P9, VR→PC). One participant described feeling
more relaxed because of the ambient noises: “like peace [...] de-stressed” (P4,
PC→VR).

Narration was deemed less important by most participants: “the narration
didn’t affect [me] much because [...] I didn’t care” (P4, PC→VR). Most agreed that
it was necessary and was "appropriate" for the setting, for example “that was
good too, creepy [...] he was [...] scaring me” (P6, PC→VR).

Sound effects similarly received less attention, for example “nothing really
stood out to me as in the wrong place” (P8, PC→VR). However, they were men-
tioned as catching and guiding attention: “[...] I didn’t see it, but then I heard
the sound, it was so sudden that I was scared a bit” (P2, PC→VR).

Difference in Audio Perception Participants reported differences in the way
they perceived the game audio in the two versions. For the majority of
participants, audio shifted into the background in VR: “I paid more attention to
the sounds of the game when it was on PC, versus not so much when it was in the
VR [...] background noise where you didn’t really pay attention to it” (P8, PC→VR).
It was considered more noticeable for the monitor-display condition: “more
focused on the listening part while I’m playing with the PC [...] the background
music was more triggering” (P5, VR→PC), “the audio aspect affected me more in the
PC game” (P7, VR→PC). This phenomenon was mentioned for audio in general,
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as well as for each audio type specifically: “the narrative was stronger on PC

[...] of course, the audio’s the same, but it felt stronger on PC version” (P2, PC→VR),
“but in the VR version, I didn’t notice [the music] at all” (P10, PC→VR). For some,
this manifested as a difference in volume perception: “it felt louder on the
desktop version” (P11, VR→PC), “when I was playing the VR version, it was a little
quieter” (P12, PC→VR). The volume was, of course, calibrated equally in both
conditions.

Participants attributed this difference in audio perception to the sensory
experience of VR: “I was still [...] wrapped up with the whole VR experience. I
[...] focused more on where I was walking rather than what was going on in my
ears” (P7, PC→VR). In particular, this was tied to distractions from the visual
senses (“focusing on the vision” (P5, PC→VR)), as well as the bodily senses:
“paying too much attention to my motions, maybe that’s why” (P10, PC→VR).

8.3.3 Discussion and Implications

The study showed few differences between HMD-VR and monitor-display condi-
tions for engagement and player affect in the quantitative results. The PANAS

questionnaire may not have been the best instrument for measuring this
particular game segment. The emotional responses may be too subtle for the
adjectives used in the PANAS measure, because the stimulus is exploration-
based in nature and only offers a few traps which may startle the player. The
active segments later in the game might elicit a greater distinction by causing
more intense emotional responses. However, this may also imply that the
use of VR did not immediately increase engagement or influence players’
affective state. In the comparative study by Tan et al. [406], specific game
interactions involving vertical navigation or aiming the gun were considered
particularly enjoyable in VR. Full-body movement has been shown to increase
engagement and intensify affective experiences [60]. Therefore, TVoEC may
simply not offer enough physicality in its first ten minutes to elicit similar
responses in VR.

The lack of significant differences of player immersion is perhaps more
surprising. VR has high technological immersion while regular desktop com-
puters have low technological immersion; the meta-analysis of Cummings &
Bailenson reported a medium-sized effect of such high-vs.-low manipulations
on presence [111]. However, the IEQ was designed to explore immersion as
related to but not equal to presence; it is thus more closely related to game
engagement (GEngQ) which also did not differ based on the display version.

However, the game version did influence participants’ emotional involve-
ment, which was significantly higher in the HMD-VR condition. In comparison,
playing in the monitor-display condition elicited a significantly greater sense
of challenge. This is interesting, and can be further explored through the
analysis of the qualitative data. The interviews revealed a difference in play-
ers’ style of gameplay depending on the condition they played in. One of the
themes that emerged from the interviews saw that participants were focused
more on the gameplay mechanics and their progress in the game (i.e., find-
ing clues to solve the mystery) when playing on the monitor-display than
when they were in VR. This may explain why the monitor-display version was
perceived as significantly more challenging; the players were more focused
on the game task and the gameplay progression.

Inversely, the HMD-VR condition provided a more sensory-immersive expe-
rience. Players were more absorbed by the sensory experience and the visuals
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(despite being a worse resolution). This difference in VR gameplay focus may
explain the significantly higher means for emotional involvement. Their more
indulgent exploration of the gameworld and the sensory experience may
have facilitated a higher emotional involvement in the HMD-VR condition.
Some of these results were already hinted at in Tan et al.’s findings: they
report that players particularly enjoyed looking around in VR and suggest de-
signing for passive game elements. The difference in gameplay style found in
our qualitative results contributes to a better understanding of their results.

This difference in gameplay style may, of course, be influenced by novelty
bias. Participants could have been more distracted from the game task by
the sensory experience of being in VR. While playing on the monitor-display,
they are generally familiar with the setting, and can thus focus more on
the gameplay. Regardless of the factors involved, this is a phenomenon that
must be considered by current research on and development of VR games, as
this lack of experience with VR is typical of many, if not most, people in the
current population. This is supported by the inverse correlation of prior VR

experience with game engagement in our study.
The game segment contained sequences, during which participants indi-

cated discomfort relating to motion sickness; notably at the beginning when
they experience a forced camera movement along the train tracks and later a
pile of virtual stones that many participants walked over rather than around.
Here, sensory mismatches can translate to dizziness or nausea [51].

Difference in Audio Perception Participants reported a clear difference in
perception of the audio depending on the game version, meaning audio was
perceived as less noticeable or less significant to their experience in VR. We
suggest that a combination of novelty bias and sensory distraction (through
the visual senses, the vestibular system, and potential motion sickness) is
a strong component of this phenomenon. Until commercial VR technology
becomes more widely used, it can only be speculated how much of the
previously mentioned difference (in how audio was perceived) is caused
by the VR experience itself, rather than influenced by the novelty or motion
sickness factors that accompany it. A study targeting expert long-term users
may be able to explore this question in the future.

Overall, we must acknowledge that participants may also be self-selecting,
because participants who know that they are susceptible to motion sickness
may be less likely to volunteer to participate. Additionally, some people
were interested in participating but withdrew when they learned that the
game was classified as horror adventure (although the segment used as
the stimulus is not typical of this genre). The remaining participants may
therefore have self-selected with a preference towards the horror genre, which
correlates with personality traits such as sensation-seeking behaviour [262].

Finally, we acknowledge potential genre effects. The role and function of
audio in games played on the PC has been shown to differ based on the game
genre [213, 173]; this may also apply to VR games. For example, the use of
a more action-filled game segment may see the role of audio become more
prominent in VR (e.g., a first-person shooter (first person shooter (FPS)) as
also used by Tan et al. [406], given that sound in FPS games is important for
challenge-based immersion [173]).

Implications

As suspected, the results suggests that audio may play a less pronounced
role in VR than with a monitor display. There are indications that novelty
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bias and sensory distraction may be reasons for this lack of impact; future
work will have to explore whether the effects of audio strengthen over time.
This finding also provides insight into the surprising lack of effect of audio
dimensionality in Study A5.

Further, the importance placed by players on individual audio types appears
to be a highly subjective matter. The interview showed that background
music can create emotional responses for some players in VR (particularly
through adaptive changes in the music), while others do not even register
its presence. Others consider ambient noises to have the greatest effect by
conveying realism. This suggests that there may be potential to cater to
different audio preferences for players of VR games.

In line with prior research from Robb et al. [354], who suggested design
recommendations for informative UI audio in FPS games, we discuss [...]
guidelines for game design and research design concerning immersive VR

games that flow from the implications of our study results:

Design for Exploration in VR Gameplay The participants clearly demonstrated
a different focus in their style of gameplay for the HMD-VR condition. While
they were more progression- and task-focused on the monitor-display, in
HMD-VR they showed an increased interest in exploring the gameworld,
looking around, and enjoying the scenery. Because of these results, we
recommend that VR developers design games and experiences to explicitly
accommodate this difference in player interest. This points to a shift in
the importance of aesthetics in VR games. Gameplay should accommodate
exploration and appeal to visual senses, by allowing for moments of reflection
and visual appreciation of the game aesthetics. Future work will have to
investigate to what degree this gameplay difference is a mediating factor in
causing the difference in how audio was perceived in HMD-VR and monitor-
display versions.

Accommodate for Novelty Bias Novelty bias and effects of motion sickness
are clearly prevalent among VR users in the general population. Future work
will have to explore how these impact the differences in gameplay and audio
perception. However, until VR becomes more widespread, VR developers will
have to design VR experiences with their audience in mind; for the foreseeable
future, VR users will largely be novices.

8.4 Summary and Relevance in Context

With this study, we gain insight into the differences in player experience that
occur when a game is played in VR as opposed to on a monitor-display PC.
The display medium does affect some aspects of player experience: emotional
involvement was increased in VR, while challenge was more pronounced in
the monitor-display PC version. Affective state and other factors of immersion
did not differ. Together with the qualitative data, the study shows that
players in VR are more emotionally and sensorially involved, while players
of conventional monitor-display games may be more focused on the game
challenge and progression.

This difference may have occurred due to novelty bias incurred by VR, or
it may be an inherent difference in technological immersion provided by the
display medium. As there is a scarcity of long-term studies in VR experience,
it remains unclear whether this difference will disappear as users become
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more accustomed to VR. One of very few longitudinal explorations in this
area by Porter & Robb [335] highlights that novelty bias in VR (and for some
users, associated simulator sickness) does lessen over time, and also mentions
that a focus on the visual sensory experience, at least, may also lessen: “user
focus shifted from gaming visuals to interaction techniques. We believe this was due
to the initial ‘awe’ of VR visuals wearing off ”. How VR experience affects audio
perception remains a question for future work. If audio perception does gain
importance over time, then this will likely impact the audio findings in this
thesis which resulted from VR contexts.



Part V

Discussion and Conclusion





9Overall Discussion

In this thesis I explored realism at three different parts of the gameplay
model: input/interaction, narrative, and auditory output. In this chapter, I
summarise and discuss the contributions made within the individual points
of exploration, and then attempt to synthesise what the results mean for
game realism from a broader perspective. In particular, I attempt to identify
competing factors to the different aspects of realism that were explored.
Highlighting these competing factors has relevant implications for game
design, and can serve as the foundation for future research in game realism.

9.1 Interaction Realism

With a focus on modern HMD-based VR, this part of the thesis (Part ii) showed
that user and player preferences towards realism may differ depending on
the specific context of interaction. For object manipulation in VR (Study I1),
high realism was better received, providing better player experience across all
employed measures (immersion, engagement, affective state, presence, and
usability). Nevertheless, the qualitative results point towards several potential
competing factors, in which high realism for object manipulation may be
less desirable: scenarios in which speed, hands-free interaction for multi-
tasking or mode switching, or task scaling were mentioned by participants
as potential application areas for more abstract object manipulation in VR.
This should be explored in future empirical research.

In contrast, for whole-body movements in VR (Study I2), approximations
of realism may be sufficient in the design of embodied player experiences
in many cases. Approximations of the physical challenges that would be
provided by high realism in this dimension yielded positive reports in terms
of player experience, as did substitutions of certain physical challenges with
cognitive challenges. This is useful for considerations of cost and effort
involved in creating highly realistic yet generalisable VR environments that
afford embodied interaction, thus holding immediate design implications for
VR experiences.

The findings with regards to whole-body movements also held indica-
tions of competing factors to whole-body movement realism—trade-offs that
should be considered when designing for high realism in this context. These
were ease of use, i.e., avoiding physical fatigue and providing intuitive inter-
action that does not overwhelm the VR user. This is closely related to factors
of accessibility, which may be a substantial trade-off in the design of realistic
whole-body movement in VR. Finally, social considerations were another com-
peting factor: high realism in whole-body movement can make players feel
self-conscious in front of (potential or actual) onlookers. Figure 9.1 illustrates
these competing factors for interaction in VR.

Social Considerations: Onlookers and Isolation The HCI and games research
communities are only beginning to explore social factors as they relate to
modern VR, for example by explicitly integrating co-located players that are
not wearing an HMD [175]. In general (outside of VR), co-located observers
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cannot be discounted as factors in gameplay [116] and integrating them into
gameplay can positively affect the observer’s experience [270]. Reeves et al.
have even called for systems to be designed for spectators and with spectators
in mind [344]. A taxonomy by Reeves et al. has categorised different types of
user interface manipulations in front of observers [344]. In translating this
taxonomy to a VR context, VR scenarios can thus be considered “suspenseful”
when observers see the VR user’s interface manipulations but not the effects
thereof, and “expressive” when the results of the VR users’ manipulations are
revealed to the spectator(s) (e.g., by showing the HMD camera point-of-view
on an external monitor). How these different scenarios affect the VR user’s
and the observers’ experience remains a matter for future research.

Another research area that should be considered in the context of VR in
settings with co-located social presence relates to performativity (“perfor-
mance of play” [330]) and gameplay streaming contexts. While in some ways
gameplay can inherently be thought of as performative [330], this factor is
likely emphasised in the context of co-located observers. Scenarios in which
users are observed by others has been described as a three-in-one situation
by Rico et al.: users are at the same time operating a system, performing
in front of the observers, and also spectating their own interactions [349].
Social acceptability is an important but under-explored factor in performative
interaction [349].

In non-VR streaming contexts, effects of spectators may depend on audi-
ence size [371]. Effects of social presence can be positive (e.g., enjoyment,
sociability), but also negative (e.g., “shame, crowding, social pressure”) [116].
Onlooker effects can include aspects such as derision and (mostly affec-
tionate) mockery [182]. VR researchers may also need to explore potential
spotlight effects (“people overestimat[ing] the extent to which their actions and
appearance are noted by others” [168]) in the context of VR users in front of
spectators. Overall, however, this is another area of research that contains
many open questions [4]. This part of the thesis points towards the VR context
as a potential junction for research on performative interaction—with user
isolation—in front of onlookers.

The social and technological isolation induced by VR-HMDs has been named
as a potential acceptance issue of modern VR [297]. This aspect has also not
been explored in much detail VR previously. However, it should be noted
that research on embarrassing interactions outside of VR has found that the
use of blindfolds in a game can “release players to perform expressive bodily
actions and vocalizations that might be considered prohibitively undignified under
most other circumstances [...] However we could discern little sign of embarrass-
ment amongst participants and audience [..] as if the lack of two-way contact with
witnesses to undignified actions serves to remove or reduce what would otherwise
be their embarrassing qualities” [285]. In some ways, the VR-HMD may affect
player experience in a similar way as blindfolds do in the context of onlook-
ers. In general, embarrassing interactions as well as interactions that push
the boundaries of social acceptance (e.g., following other people in public
spaces [6]) can be rewarding playful experiences—however their design in
games must of course be considered with a great deal of caution with regards
to players’ safety and wellbeing.

Embodied Interaction There has been an increasing interest in embodied
interaction in HCI design and research in recent years, pointing out humans’
intrinsic need for kinaesthetic experience [116, 129, 177]. This is likely part
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Figure 9.1: Competing factors to interaction realism in VR in the context of object
manipulation and whole-body movement.

of the reason why many players enjoy whole-body movement in VR games
(e.g., in BeatSaber [263] and SuperHot VR [410]).

In embodied interaction outside of VR, Harper & Mentis have pointed
out that unrealism in movement interaction is not necessarily a bad thing,
and can instead facilitate enjoyment: “the experience that Kinect thereby helped
deliver was one that our subjects delighted in. They did not feel disappointed at the
failure of the technology to let them move ‘naturally’. We heard no complaints that
Kinect demands ‘unreal action’. On the contrary, the oddness of these behaviours
(and the finesse or otherwise of people’s attempts to enact those behaviours) would
appear to become the focus—or perhaps the source—of fun produced when using
the technology” [182]. Similar thoughts have been echoed in guidelines for
movement-based games by Isbister and Mueller, who call for an embrace
of ambiguity in terms of movement and sensor data, and point out that
movement-mapping “does not need to be literal or slavishly true-to-life” [201].

Further, movements that users (and spectators) may consider odd or
peculiar can be inherently enjoyable, as can gestural excess, i.e., exaggerated
movements beyond what is required by a game or system: [379]. As described
by Harper & Mentis: “a form of movement that, outside of the envelope of gaming,
would cause ridicule and shame, but within not only allows the individual to be
more effective at the games in question, but can also create its own kinaesthetic
pleasure. The use of the body is thus peculiar, even though it might be appealing,
even delightful” [182]. As mentioned above with regards to embarrassing
interactions [285], gestural excess may thus be particularly interesting in
the context of VR, wherein the users are essentially blindfolded from the
perspective of the outside world.

Accessibility in VR Accessibility has been named as a trade-off for realism
by Jacob et al. [204]. The results of this thesis indicate that this may also be
the case in VR. However, searching for research that discusses accessibility
in the context of embodied interaction turns up barely any results. In fact,
when research discusses both terms in the same context, they often describe
accessibility as increasing when incorporating embodied interaction, because
they equate accessibility with ease of use and intuitive learning curves (e.g.,
[355]). Given the wide array of input mechanisms that constitute embodied
interaction, this may often be the case, however in the context of bodily
play and whole-body movement, accessibility may remain or increase as a
concern. Nevertheless, it is surely possible to design for accessible embodied
interaction (e.g., in exergames for users with and without motion disabili-
ties [170]). Future work in the field should explore accessibility issues in the
context of whole-body movement in VR.
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VR: Beyond Realism In surveying modern VR research, a lot of work seems
to hold the intrinsic assumption that greater realism is always better. This
is likely “the modern echo of the age-old call for a technology that will create
essential copies of sensory reality” [63], i.e., of Morton Heilig’s Sensorama‚ [184]
and Sutherland’s ultimate display [401]. Heilig himself wrote that “art is
never ’too’ realistic” [185]. In modern research, realism in VR is considered at
least one the main goals—if not the main goal—and equated with presence
and immersion (e.g., “a primary pursuit of virtual reality is the presence and
realism” [389]; “As the next step towards realism and immersion [...]” [255]; and
“The best [virtual environment] is one that immerses and engages the subject in a
realistic manner” [37]).

There is indeed work showing that immersion and perceived realism may
correlate in VR experiences, however this only occurred for participants that
had no immediate prior real-world experience with the VR content, and their
realism measure conflated interactional, situational, and visual realism [190].
Further, as this thesis shows, a high degree of realism is indeed not always
desired by users or players in VR, at least when it comes to whole-body
movement. This contradicts the inherent assumption that more realism is
always better. It may indeed often be the case, however as researchers we
should address and present this assumption explicitly. Further, in some cases,
VR research and design may need to look beyond realism as the main goal
of VR, in order to not disregard potential other competing goals. Finally, as
researchers we need to be aware that realism is a multidimensional construct,
and be clear about the situating of our work.

9.2 Narrative Realism

There has been very little previous empirical research on narrative realism in
games, thus far a subject of research mainly in other media (e.g., film) and
thus largely outside the realm of HCI perspective. However, narrative is highly
important to game experiences, and narrative elements are increasingly
being explored. For example, there is starting to be more work on non-
player characters (e.g., [140]) and player characters (e.g., [128]). This part
of the thesis (Part iii) therefore provides a theoretical contribution in laying
out existing dimensions of narrative realism and identifying competing
components within player experience. For example, for the design of non-
player characters, this competition consists of conveying ludological functions
(as emphasised in prior work [210, 240, 435, 436]) and fidelity to narrative
roles (as shown in my own prior work [10, 11]).

This section also provides a contribution in proposing a previously unex-
plored dimension of narrative realism in games: game progression realism.
In an empirical exploration of this dimension of narrative realism, a quanti-
tative user study (Study N1) was able to show that the condition designed to
feature high game progression realism was perceived as significantly more
fair. Nevertheless, low game progression realism did not negatively impact
player experience, although it should be noted that interference in game
progression realism did correlate with lower dominance.

From a broader perspective, the results in the different variations explored
in this context point towards several competing factors: whether lower game
progression realism in the form of game balancing was further accompanied
by considerations of high/low player agency, and tied to skill-based game
mechanics affected player acceptance. As such, the study indicates that
agency/autonomy and skill/competence are potential competing factors
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for this dimension of narrative realism. This leads to a final theoretical
contribution in this part of the thesis: self-determination theory (proposing
that autonomy and competence are two basic psychological needs that games
cater to) is thus positioned as an additional competing factor to realism in
game narratives (see Figure 9.2).

Interaction-Related Competing Factors Narrative realism is highly under
explored in games research, even more so than effects of game audio. This
thesis has pointed out some competing factors to narrative realism that are
inherent to the interactivity of digital games. These competing factors are thus
foundational to the gameplay experience, lending particular importance to
trade-off considerations with narrative realism. Future research that explores
the importance of narrative realism should include components directly
relating to player interaction: how does narrative realism affect or clash with
player agency or feedback? It is quite possible that the competing factors to
realism within game narrative are so important as to supersede potential
benefits of many dimensions of narrative realism.

Further Narrative Elements There are many narrative elements in games
that can be designed or portrayed with varying degrees of realism. Many
of these like game setting, objects, or specific events have not or only barely
been explored empirically in games research, and not at all in the context of
narrative realism. It is possible that similar factors compete with realism in
these narrative elements as in player interaction with non-player characters.
For example, objects may be designed to also provide more feedback or hints
for players than would necessarily be realistic. For an example with narrative
setting, this could relate to the sound in space example—while not realistic,
it may be helpful to players as feedback, or even expected by players due
to many examples in movies and other games in which there is sound in a
space setting.

Media vs. Game Expectations and the Role of Game Literacy Like in interaction
realism, perceived realism relating to game narratives is strongly related
to expectations. For example, this is inherently part of Galloway’s social
realism (i.e., by definition this relates to whether a narrative is congruent
with a player’s everyday life). However, it may also affect other kinds of
narrative realism, such as whether or not players expect certain reactions
from a specific narrative setting or character, based on their experience with
the real world, but also with other games and the game genre. Further,
narrative expectations influencing perceived realism are likely influenced not
only by expectations set by the medium itself, and by the genre of the game
in question, but potentially also by expectations induced by other media
(books, movies, etc.). This is maybe particularly the case for games that are
also adaptations (e.g., expectations built by the Lord of the Rings books [416]
may carry over to expectations for the Lord of the Rings Online game [159]).

9.3 Auditory Realism

This part of the thesis (Part iv) presented several different studies that
substantially extend the literature’s empirically-derived understanding of
auditory effects in games. These studies found insights with regards to both
diegetic and non-diegetic game audio, their functions for player experience,
and how these functions contrast at the diegetic divide (one of them in the
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Figure 9.2: Competing factors to narrative realism in the context of the design of
narrative elements, player interaction, and game progression realism.

domain of exergames, in which the importance of audio was previously
almost entirely theoretical). In particular, several of the audio-focused studies
in this thesis were conducted in VR, providing first empirical insights into the
role of audio in modern, increasingly immersive and realistic VR. The litera-
ture had theorised about the importance of audio in inducing presence [111,
126, 241, 254, 422, 443], however this hypothesis was not supported by the
empirical work in this thesis (for ambient noises in particular, cf. Studies A1

and A5). This has several design implications for VR experiences and also
provides indications for future research directions on a variety of game and
player experience components (game audio, immersion, presence, etc).

Based on the theoretical discourse, music in games (and media in general)
is positioned ambiguously in terms of realism. Rationally and technically,
music must be considered unrealistic, however in practise, unrealism in this
context (i.e., the presence of music) has positive effects on player experience
in conventional monitor-display games. As shown in Table 9.1, some of
these effects I was able to replicate in Study A2 (effects on immersion,
enjoyment, and a component of behaviour/performance, namely risk-taking).
This shows that unrealism in audio in terms of adding music is a desirable
kind of unrealism or competing factor—as already theorised by the literature,
it masks outside noises and hides the seams of the medium [101, 138].

However, many of the studies presented in Part iv were conducted in
VR (Studies A1, A3, A3b, A5, A6). Modern VR provides a greater realism
in terms of the visual representation, technological immersion via HMD

and head tracking, and embodied interaction, addressing senses such as
the vestibular system to a greater degree and more convincingly than ever
before. This makes the role of non-diegetic audio particularly interesting:
how does it change at the transition from the degree of realism provided by
conventional, monitor-display experiences to that provided by modern HMD-
VR experiences? The findings in these studies show a much less pronounced
effect of music on player experience in VR (see rightmost column in Table 9.1).
Across multiple studies and measures in VR, the only effect of music presence
that materialised was on time perception.

Potentially, one could expect non-diegetic audio to become highly notice-
able and intrusive in increasingly immersive and realistic VR experiences. If
this were the case, then non-diegetic audio—instead of enriching player ex-
perience as in conventional monitor-display games—would diminish player
experience in VR. As shown in this thesis (see Table 9.1), this appears not to
be the case; there was no negative effect of non-diegetic audio in VR, just a
lack of an effect.

There are several possible hypotheses to explain this overarching phe-
nomenon.
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Necessity of Immersive Music in VR It is possible that the positive effects of
non-diegetic audio found in conventional monitor-display games—hiding
the medium—may simply be less necessary in VR. In a more realistic and
immersive environment, we may have less need for components that facilitate
or scaffold the cognitive process of immersion. However, generally people
tend to default toward belief [82, 372] and even simple measures can result
in immersion (e.g., as shown in the dangling game mechanic in Study I2).
Further, as many people who have experienced modern VR can attest, we
are still far from Sutherland’s vision of the ultimate display [401]: many VR

experiences are marred by simulator sickness, the weight of the headset,
mediocre graphics, and/or a tethering cable. These factors can intermit-
tently or continuously remind the user of the constructed virtuality of their
experience.

An Issue of Measures While there were no effects of music in VR on psycho-
metric player experience (beyond time perception), there were some other
effects due to music. Music reportedly affected some participants’ emo-
tional responses in certain moments in Study A6 (e.g., “calming” or “fright-
ening”). Further, when music was adaptive and carried contextual in-game
information, this induced pressure/tension in participants in Study A3b.
However, these effects were only detected through qualitative research, i.e.
semi-structured interviews. Much like presence questionnaires, it seems that
psychometric measures of player experience are largely not designed to
detect effects of audio. It is of course highly unlikely that all questionnaires
designed to measure components of player experience do not take audio ef-
fects into account—if the effect of audio does not appear, then in many cases
it may simply be negligible, or we may need a more nuanced understanding
of which specific measure audio may affect (i.e., in order to detect effects
on pressure/tension instead of more general, broad effects on affective state
via arousal, valence, and dominance). However, some other components of
player experience that directly relate to the aesthetic experience of games
conspicuously leave out auditory aspects. For example, the three items be-
longing to the audiovisual appeal scale of the recently validated PXI [35] do
not mention any auditory aspects (“I enjoyed the way the game was styled”; “I
liked the look and feel of the game”; “I appreciated the aesthetics of the game”). This
is an issue that should be addressed by the games research community in
future measures, particularly given the increasing research interest in effects
of aesthetics in player experiences (e.g., juicy design [187, 189]).

Novelty Factor It is possible that the positive effects of music in monitor-
display experiences disappear in VR because of a novelty bias that distracts
users from auditory aspects. This is particularly plausible given that the
auditory sense is less dominant in many cases in the first place [327, 408]. If
the lack of effect is due to the novelty of VR as a technology, then we may
need to re-visit the question of audio effects in VR once the technology has
become more established among the general population. In general, there is
a dearth of longitudinal studies on VR experiences. Further, if this is thus a
matter of player literacy, then it raises interesting questions with regards to
the status of VR as a medium. In other media (e.g., movies and conventional
monitor-display games), we may have learned to listen to music to some
extent, due to its narrative and atmospheric functions. In VR, we may have to
re-learn this—if music re-establishes itself in this manner within this medium.
However, it is possible that players may develop a different attitude towards
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Figure 9.3: Competing factors to auditory realism, in light of positive effects of audi-
tory unrealism in monitor-display mediums.

the medium itself. If VR is considered more real than other media, then how
will this impact users’ and players’ expectations with regards to music in VR?
However, over the course of my thesis, the population that I drew from for
study participants also became more experienced with the technology. Yet
the lack of effects did not change, with the exception of the time perception
result in Study A3b. While this was also one of the last conducted studies
for this thesis, this may overall point towards an alternative explanation.

Sensory Overload Alternatively, the lack of effect of audio in VR may point
towards a more general overload of human senses in VR. As mentioned, the
visual sense already often outweighs the auditory one for dominance [327,
408]. Given the addition of vestibular, kinaesthetic, and tactile/haptic influ-
ences in VR to the already dominant visual sense, the auditory sense may
simply be overpowered, regardless of potential novelty effects. In this case,
the lack of effect will not change much over time, and to at least some
extent, a large portion of the user group of VR will not consciously notice
non-diegetic audio in VR. Following this line of thought, it is particularly
interesting that diegetic audio—namely, ambient noises—also did not affect
player experience in VR. While the ambient noises in Study A1 may have sim-
ply been too subtle and without enough visual representation to be accepted
as diegetic audio, the game used in Study A5 featured a highly detailed
virtual environment that is critically acclaimed for its aesthetics (“breathtaking
landscapes [...] an atmosphere that’s nothing short of mesmerizing” [278]). This
makes the lack of effect of ambient noises in that study surprising, and points
towards a need to explore diegetic audio effects in VR in more detail in the
future.

External Validity Finally, this thesis also offers insights from outside of the
lab through the survey on players’ habits and motivations with regards to
audio in one game genre in particular, as well as in gaming in general (cf.
Chapter 6). This survey showed that a substantial number of players turn off
non-diegetic audio in games, raising the question of how generalisable the
results of this thesis are for real gameplay. Further, a few survey participants
mentioned turning off music to facilitate realism and immersion (although
for some this was a decision they made in narrative-heavy games or scenes,
while for others it was games with little explicit narrative). This substantiates
that music can indeed be perceived by players as a reminder of unrealism.

Yet many of the survey participants who reported turning off the in-game
music then replace it—either with their own music, or with other media
(podcasts, videos, etc.). Overall, then, the majority of survey participants
did not report turning off music, and that a number of those that do, then
replace it with other music. This indicates that by and large music is not
necessarily in the way of realism or immersion (although its connection with
games heavy or light in terms of narrative should be looked at more closely
in future research).
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Competing Factors to Auditory Realism What, then, are competing factors
with regards to auditory realism? In summary, the importance of sound ef-
fects appears to remain relevant, whereas the importance of ambient noises—
suggested by the literature—were overrated in empirical investigation, at
least in VR. However, there is no direct comparison of gameplay experience
with and without diegetic sound effects in this thesis. Surprisingly, however,
there is very little empirical work to quantify how sound effects impact
player experience, pointing towards opportunities for future research. Re-
gardless, this seems to indicate that feedback is a competing factor to realism
and unrealism: feedback may be more important for player experience than
(unrealistic) non-diegetic game audio; however (realistic) diegetic audio is
also often designed or created in a hyperrealistic or exaggerated way (e.g.,
via Foley sounds that are artificially created but sound realistic) to increase
the likelihood that players notice it within a complex soundscape [419].

Finally, it seems that the display medium can also be a competing factor:
when the overall display medium is more realistic, it seems that auditory
(un-)realism (i.e., music) has a less pronounced effect on player experience
(Studies A3, A5, and A6). When the display medium is not a competing factor,
diegetic audio may have a quite literal competing factor in the concurrent
non-diegetic audio, which then can affect players’ emotional experience,
immersion, and behaviour (Study A2).

9.4 Realism in HCI and Player-Game Interaction

Overall, this thesis presented insight into the role of realism as it relates to HCI

in the context of games: realism in player-game interaction. In many cases,
realism may be desirable, however in other cases—some of them empirically
explored in this thesis—there are competing factors of higher priority that
cannot coincide with full realism.

As researchers and designers of games and interactive systems, we should
be aware that realism is a complex, multidimensional construct. Given the
many dimensions of realism, this thesis argues that simply stating that a
design improves realism, is realistic, or aims for high realism is not sufficient.
Instead, we need to situate our work in more specific, granular dimensions
of realism, or at least specify which point of the gameplay model we target
in terms of realism (e.g., input, within game narrative, or output).

Finally, as realism (or a lack thereof) can significantly affect player or user
experience, this thesis motivates further steps towards more accurate mea-
surement of realism aspects. There are no standardised measures of realism
for the game context; most researchers use custom measures. Unfortunately,
these often conflate different types of realism. With the presented systematic
exploration of realism in games, this thesis can also be considered an appeal
for further research into design considerations situated within the realism
continuum. It thus provides a foundation for future researchers attempting
empirical explorations situated between abstraction and realism—in varying
dimensions of gameplay—and effects thereof on player experience.
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Table 9.1: An overview of empirically explored effects of the presence of music in
a game context, as presented by the literature (see citations in the table)
and within this thesis (see study references in bold). When there was an
effect (either because at least one aspect belonging to the measure was
significantly affected in a quantitative user study, or because it emerged
from qualitative research), this is indicated by a green check mark: Í. When
there was no effect of music presence, this is indicated by the red cross
symbol: ë. It should be noted that the table does not clarify the directional
nature of the effect of music on the individual measures, e.g., the effect of
music on risk-taking found in Study [A2] was negative. Further, even when
the studies in question found no effect of music presence vs. absence, there
was an effect of other music attributes; these are indicated by the asterisk
symbol: *.



10Conclusion

In this thesis, I explored the continuum of realism at three key points of
gameplay interaction: input, within the game narrative, and output. Specif-
ically, this consisted of three pillars of research that investigated effects of
varying degrees of realism on player experience: within interaction realism
in modern VR, game progression realism, and game audio diegesis.

Part ii: Interaction Realism In the first main part (interaction realism in
modern VR), I explored realism in the context of object manipulation and
whole-body movement in VR. The results indicate that for the former context
realism yielded better scores for player experience, while there are many
competing factors to realism in the latter context. Of course these results
must be considered in light of the VR environment in which they were ob-
served: HMD-based VR with controllers with basic haptic feedback. More
sophisticated controllers, additional body-worn devices, or augmented in-
frastructure can enable much more complex interaction in VR—in such an
environment, effects of realism may well differ. Modern virtual reality reflects
a broad variety of approaches and systems: from standard consumer VR [73,
107], to VR individually modified by end users (in terms of both hardware
and software) [335], to the many explorations presented by HCI researchers,
designers, and engineers in pursuit of Sutherland’s vision of the ultimate
display [401]. Future work on interaction realism in VR will not only have to
be clear on the kind of realism that is being investigated, but also clear on
the affordances provided by the VR system in question itself.

Part iii: Narrative Realism In game narratives, there is a foundation of
theoretical work, but fairly little empirical research on how game narratives
affect player experiences. This similarly applies to realism in the context of
game narratives, albeit it must be noted that some existing work may not have
been found in surveying the literature, as researchers exploring believable
narrative elements may not always use the terms realism or realistic. In this
second main part of the thesis, I defined and explored game progression
realism. This dimension of narrative realism is distinct to games, but occurs
even in games with very little explicitly scripted narrative. It describes
whether a game realistically simulates the progression of players’ struggle to
win, without artificial interference in the players’ skill levels or the game’s
difficulty. Although the results were interesting and hint at a difference in
player-perceived fairness relating to game progression realism, there was no
effect on player experience. Future work will have to explore how players
conceive of system interference in game progression realism and how they
relate this to their own failures or achievements (i.e., player attribution [121]).
Further, there are many other remaining dimensions of narrative realism that
hold unanswered questions with regards to their effects on player experience,
among them perceived freedom of choice [348] and social realism [155].
Future work should explore how these dimensions affect player experience
in general, but also as they pertain to specific narrative elements such as
player and non-player characters, objects, or settings.
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Part iv: Auditory Realism The third main part (game audio diegesis) con-
sisted of the most substantial of the three pillars that make up this thesis’s
research. Perhaps owing to the youth of the field of games user research,
there is still very little empirical work on how game audio affects player expe-
rience. With this dissertation, I aimed to extend the existing knowledge of the
HCI and games research communities in this domain. The work thus not only
considered questions of realism, but also more elementary ones regarding
the functions of different types of audio beyond their positioning within the
audio diegesis. The results connect to theoretical assumptions about effects
of music in games: some I was able to substantiate (e.g., higher-arousal music
leads to higher arousal in terms of players’ affective state), others were repli-
cated (e.g., music can increase immersion in a conventional non-VR game),
and some were contradicted (e.g., ambient noises do not increase immersion
in modern VR). Many further theoretical assumptions remain to be explored,
particularly with regards to diegetic sound effects. Moreover, there is a large
design space to explore in terms of musical attributes and how this mediates
music effects on player experience. While this thesis sampled tempo and
affective inflection (Study A2), as well as integrated adaptive changes to
convey game-related information (Study A3b), many other variants of these
sampled independent variables could explored. Beyond these, musical genre
and players’ personal and cultural associations of specific music could be
employed as alternative independent variables. Finally, the survey presented
in Chapter 6 has pointed out a multitasking phenomenon: a substantial
number of players turn off games’ background music in favour of their own
music or alternative media such as podcasts or video streams. While some
collaborative work on this is forthcoming [27], many questions regarding
how this phenomenon mediates music effects remain—and further, how it
affects player experience in general, given potentially higher cognitive load.

In summary, realism is a concept that is often lauded as a goal or achieve-
ment (cf. Sutherland’s vision of the ultimate display [401]; however this
perspective also occurs outside of the context of VR). Yet as shown in the
empirical work in this thesis, realism does not always improve player expe-
rience. What realism means in specific contexts must be assessed carefully.
The HCI and games research communities need to make further efforts to
explore the multidimensional and potentially interdependent construct of
realism—in games, and in HCI applications in general. With a more careful
approach in distinguishing types of realism, we can further explore effects
thereof on players and users, and provide design implications for designers,
developers, composers, and artists alike to create engaging and satisfying
experiences with technology and games.



Life is more fun if you play games.

— Roald Dahl [113]
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AAppendix A—Overview of Empirical Work

This appendix provides an overview of all the studies and surveys carried
out within the scope of this thesis, in order of appearance.

a.1 Study I1: Object Manipulation in VR
Interaction fidelity:
Chapter 3.3

Design Within-participants lab study

Independent

variable

High vs. low realism in object manipulation in VR

Dependent

variables • Affective State (SAM [74])

• Immersion (IEQ [207])

• Intuitiveness of interactions (INTUI [421])

• Game engagement (GEngQ [76])

• Enjoyment, presence (E2I [253])

• Preferences (custom)

Stimuli VR shopkeeper game

Participants N=26

a.2 Study I2/A1: Whole-Body Movement & Ambient Noises in VR
Interaction fidelity:
Chapter 3.4

Ambient noises:
Section 5.2.1

Design Mixed-design lab study: between-participants (audio con-
dition) and within-participants (whole-body movements)

Independent

variable

Audio condition: ambient noises present continuously, no
ambient noises, ambient noises present when sonar wave
visualisation is active

Dependent

variables • Affective state (SAM [74])

• Immersion (IEQ [207])

• Curiosity and autonomy (PXI [429])

• Presence and enjoyment (E2I [253])

• Experience of whole-body movements and audio
perception (semi-structured interview)

Stimuli Visually minimalistic VR game with four game elements
featuring whole-body movements of varying degrees of
realism: cutting down spider web, opening door with
giant key, crawling, dangling

Participants N=36
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a.3 Study N1: Highly Visible Game Balancing
Narrative Fidelity:

Section 4.3

Design Within-participants lab study)

Independent

variable

Game balancing presence/activation: player-triggered
(ball-triggered vs. button-triggered or system-triggered, or
no-balancing baseline

Dependent

variables • Affective state (SAM [74])

• Game engagement (GEngQ [76])

• Social presence (module of the GExpQ [197])

• Interest/enjoyment, pressure/tension, perceived
choice, perceived competence (IMI [273, 357])

Stimuli AR tabletop foosball

Participants N=24

a.4 Study A2: Player Experience and Behaviour in a PC Game
Section 6.2

Design Mixed-design lab study: between-participants (music
tempo) and within-participants (affective inflection sound
condition)

Independent

variables • Music tempo: 80 vs. 120 bpm

• Affective inflection∗: happy, high-arousal vs. neu-
tral, low-arousal, vs. no music

Dependent

variables • Affective state (SAM [74])

• Immersion (IEQ [207])

• Enjoyment, mastery, challenge (PXI [429])

• Game metrics (risk choices and score)

Stimuli Platformer PC game

Participants N=60

∗Music validation via prior online survey with N=57.
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a.5 Study A3: Player Experience and Time Perception in VR
Section 6.3

Design Between-participants lab study.

Independent

variables

Absence vs. presence of background music.

Dependent

variables • Affective state (SAM [74])

• Immersion (IEQ [207])

• Enjoyment, mastery, audiovisual appeal (PXI [429])

• Time perception (retrospective estimation, 11 inter-
vals of 30 seconds)

• Game metrics (performance)

Stimuli VR bow-and-arrow tower defense game

Participants N=64

a.6 Study A3b: Auditory Signalling in VR
Section 7.4

Note: this study was
conducted as an
extension of Study
A3, i.e., its
with-music condition
was identical to the
sound effects
signalling condition
in this study.

Design Exploratory within-participants lab study (not counterbal-
anced).

Independent

variables

Signalling of game mechanics via sound effects (first con-
dition) or adaptive changes in music speed & volume
(second condition).

Dependent

variables • Affective state (SAM [74])

• Immersion (IEQ [207])

• Enjoyment, mastery, audiovisual appeal (PXI [429])

• Time perception (retrospective estimation, 11 inter-
vals of 30 seconds)

• Perception of musical signalling (interview)

• Game metrics (performance)

Stimuli VR bow-and-arrow tower defence game

Participants N=12 (subset of participants in Study A3)
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a.7 Survey: Player Audio Habits and Motivations
Section 6.4

Design Online survey: recruited amongst 19 subreddits focusing
on general gaming and infrastructure-building games

Measures

• Player experience and other aspects of the IBG genre
(open questions in survey)

• Players’ audio habits and motivations (open ques-
tions in survey)

Participants N=737

a.8 Study A4: Player Perception: Sound Effects vs. Music
Section 7.2

Design Within-participants user study.

Independent

variables

Adaptive ExerCube (cognitive and physical adaptation)
vs. non-adaptive ExerCube (static medium cognitive and
physical challenge) vs. personal trainer.

Dependent

variables • Flow (Flow Short Scale [346])

• Enjoyment (GameFlow [402])

• Audio perception (custom items & interview) &
Motivation, optimal challenge, etc. (custom items)

Stimuli 10-minute workout in ExerCube (AR exergame by Sphery
Ltd) vs. with certified personal trainer.

Participants N=40 (interviews: n=36)
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a.9 Study A5: Ambient Noises vs. Music in VR
Section 7.3

Design Between-participants lab study.

Independent

variables

Sound condition:

• voice and sound effects (VS)

• VS and ambient noises

• VS and background music

• VS and ambient noises and background music

Dependent

variables • Affective state (SAM [74], PANAS [437])

• Immersion (IEQ [207])

• Game engagement (GEngQ [76])

• Player identification (PIS [427])

Stimuli Commercial game: The Vanishing of Ethan Carter (first 10

minutes) in different sound conditions.

Participants N=40

a.10 Study A6: Display via Monitor vs. VR-Headset
Section 8.3

Design Within-participants lab study.

Independent

variables

Display medium: PC game with monitor display vs. VR

game with HMD

Dependent

variables • Affective state (PANAS [437])

• Game engagement (GEngQ)

• Immersion (IEQ [207])

• Variant differences and audio perception (inter-
view)

Stimuli Commercial game: The Vanishing of Ethan Carter.

Participants N=12





BAppendix B—Statistical Reporting and
Questionnaires

This appendix provides an overview of the abbreviations used in the statisti-
cal reporting across the studies carried out within the scope of this thesis,
and also lists an overview of the questionnaires.

b.1 Statistical Reporting

ANOVA Analysis of variance

CI Confidence interval

HSD Honestly significant difference

ICC Intra-class coefficient

IQR Interquartile range

M Mean

Mdn Median

N Number of participants/sample size

ns. Not significant

P Participant

SD Standard deviation

b.2 Overview of Questionnaires

E2I engagement, enjoyment, and immersion scale [253]

FSS flow short scale [346]

GameFlow GameFlow model [402]

GEngQ game engagement questionnaire [76]

GEQ GEngQ or GExpQ, depending on context

GExpQ game experience questionnaire [197]

IEQ immersive experience questionnaire [207]

INTUI intuitive interaction questionnaire [421]

IMI intrinsic motivation inventory [273, 357]

PANAS positive and negative affect scale [437]

PEI player experience inventory [35, 429], see also PXI

PIS player identification scale [427]

PXI player experience inventory [35, 429], see also PEI

SAM self-assessment manikin [74]
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CAppendix C—Semi-Structured Interviews

This appendix provides an overview of the questions used for the semi-
structured interviews across the studies carried out within the scope of this
thesis.

c.1 Interview Questions in Study A3b

• Kam Ihnen die gespielte Zeit der verschiedenen Spielversionen länger,
kürzer, oder gleichlang vor? Did the duration of play in the different game
version seem longer, shorter, or equally long to you?

• Welche Spielversion hat Ihnen besser gefallen und warum? Which game
version did you like better and why?

• Gab es Unterschiede bezüglich Ihrem Spielerlebnis zwischen den ver-
schiedenen Spielversionen? Did you find differences in your gameplay
experience between the two game versions?

• Haben Sie in einer der Spielversionen aktiver auf die Musik geachtet?
Did you notice the music in a more active manner in one of the game versions?

• Wie stark haben Sie die Musik während des Spielens der beiden
Spielversionen wahrgenommen (auf einer Skala von 1—gar nicht bis
7—extrem)? How strongly did you notice the music while playing the two
game versions? (On a scale from 1 —not at all, to 7—extremely.)

• Haben Sie Wechsel der Geschwindigkeit oder der Lautstärke des Musik-
stückes in der zweiten Spielversion wahrgenommen? Did you notice any
changes in the speed or volume of the music piece in the second game version?

• Welche der Spielversionen hat Sie deutlicher über die Verfügbarkeit des
“Enhancers” informiert? Which game version informed you more distinctly
about the availability of the “enhancer”?

• Haben Sie die Signalisierung in der adaptiven Spielversion eher über
die erhöhte Geschwindigkeit oder die erhöhte Lautstärke wahrgenom-
men? Did you notice the signalling in the adaptive game version more via
the increase in speed or the increase in volume?

c.2 Interview Questions in Study A4

In dieser Studie konntest Du zweimal ein System verwenden, in dem das
integrierte Audio aus Hintergrundmusik sowie Sound Effekten bestand, die
deine Aktionen als Spieler untermalen. In this study you twice used a system in
which the integrated audio consisted of background music and sound effects, which
accompanied your actions as the player.
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Part 1: Music

• Wie würdest Du dein Erleben der Hintergrundmusik als Teil deiner
sportlichen Betätigung beschreiben? How would you describe your expe-
rience of the background music as part of your exercise?

• Inwiefern hast Du die Hintergrundmusik während der Aktivität be-
wusst wahrgenommen? Blieb diese Wahrnehmung während des Spiels
konstant, oder hat es sich während des Spiels verändert? Warum
glaubst Du war das der Fall? To what degree did you actively notice the
background music during this activity? Did this perception stay constant
throughout the game, or did it change while playing? Why do you think this
was the case?

• Wie würdest Du den Einfluss der Hintergrundmusik auf deine Spiel-
erfahrung beschreiben? How would you describe the influence of the back-
ground music on your gameplay experience?

• Wie sehr hat Dir diese spezielle Hintergrundmusik gefallen, im Ver-
gleich dazu, generell Hintergrundmusik während eines solchen Sport-
/Spielerlebnisses zu haben? How did you enjoy this specific background
music, in comparison to generally having some background music during
such an exercise / gameplay experience?

• Wenn Du in Zukunft dieses System nutzen würdest, würdest Du gerne
selbst Hintergrundmusik auswählen können? If you were to use this
system in the future, would you like to choose background music yourself?

• Gab es für Dich einen Unterschied hinsichtlich Deines Wahrnehmens
der Hintergrundmusik zwischen den zwei Malen, an denen Du das
System verwendet hast? Falls ja, wie würdest Du diesen Unterschied
beschreiben? Was there a difference for you with regards to your perception
of the background music between the two times that you used the system? If
so, how would you describe this difference?

Part 2: Sound Effects

• Wie würdest Du Dein Erleben der Sound Effekte als Teil deiner sportlichen
Betätigung beschreiben? How would you describe your experience of the
sound effects as part of your exercise?

• Inwiefern hast Du die Sound Effekte während der Aktitivät bewusst
wahrgenommen? Blieb diese Wahrnehmung während des Spiels kon-
stant, oder hat es sich während des Spiels verändert? Warum glaubst
Du war das der Fall? To what degree did you actively notice the sound
effects during this activity? Did this perception stay constant throughout the
game, or did it change while playing? Why do you think this was the case?

• Wie würdest Du den Einfluss der Sound Effekte auf deine Spieler-
fahrung beschreiben? How would you describe the influence of the sound
effects on your gameplay experience?

• Wie sehr haben Die diese speziellen Sound Effekte gefallen, im Ver-
gleich dazu, generell Sound Effekte während eines solchen Sport- /
Spielerlebnisses zu haben? How did you enjoy these specific sound effects,
in comparison to generally having sound effects during such an exercise /
gameplay experience?
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• Gab es für Dich einen Unterschied hinsichtlich Deines Wahrnehmens
der Sound Effekte zwischen den zwei Malen, an denen Du das Sys-
tem verwendet hast? Falls ja, wie würdest Du diesen Unterschied
beschreiben? Was there a difference for you with regards to your perception
of the sound effects between the two times that you used the system? If so,
how would you describe this difference?

c.3 Interview Questions in Study A6

Part 1: Game Experience in VR and non-VR

• How did you like the game itself, regardless of the versions in which
you played it?

• How would you describe particular aspects that you enjoyed?

• Which version or experience did you prefer?

• If you were to continue playing after this study, which version would
you choose?

• How would you describe something you disliked about the VR version?

• How would you describe something you liked about the VR version?

• How would you describe something you disliked about the PC version?

• How would you describe something you liked about the PC version?

• In what way did you find the two versions difficult / comparable?

• In which version did you feel more fully absorbed in the gameplay?
How would you describe the ways in which it made you feel absorbed?

Part 2: Audio Aspects

• What did you think of the game audio?

• Specifically, how would you describe the narration, sound effects (e.g. A-
button noise), ambient noises (wind, birds, grass rustling), background
music? <Pause after each specific prompt.>

• To what degree did you notice the different audio aspects of the game
experience?

• How would you describe the effect of specific audio types on your
experience?

• Is there anything about the audio that you felt was particularly memo-
rable overall?

• How did the version which you played affect your perception of the
audio? <Prompt specifically: narration, sound effects, ambient noises, back-
ground music.>
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